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ABSTRACT

“Blown through the Tube at 50 miles an hour”:
Transportation, Motion and Mobility
in Virginia Woolf’s Novels

by
MENG Deyan
Doctor of Philosophy

At the turn of the 20th century the rapid development of transportation
technology significantly transformed the physical world as well as people’s
subjective perceptions of it. Virginia Woolf’s fascination with various modes of
transportation, both as a traveler and as a keen observer, is translated into her fiction
and non-fiction writings. The representation of physical transportation in Woolf’s
works has received the attention of a number of scholars. However, the ways in
which Woolf was inspired by the transport revolution and employed this as a vehicle
for modernist narrative experimentation have not been fully explored. This
dissertation therefore investigates the phenomenon of transport spaces employed in
Woolf's novels, and explores how transportation and mobility contribute to the
literary forms and representations she innovated, and to the wider transnational
cultural mobility of modernist aesthetics and ideas.
My study examines transportation following a trajectory from the physical to
the metaphysical, the more literal to the more metaphorical. The study begins with
analyzing how transports of thought and emotion are evoked and manifested by
Woolf, and how she employs diverse traffic images and constant physical mobility to
explore women’s subjectivity and professions, expose the mechanisms of patriarchy
and imperial power, and observe their gradual decline in her three London novels
Night and Day, Mrs. Dalloway and The Years. Next, the study explores how Woolf
represents and controls the characters’ streams of consciousness by manipulating
various physical transport modes as well as devising a set of linguistic, syntactic,
visual and auditory images, thus endowing her mid-term works with a highly
innovative and distinctive narrative mobility. In the third chapter the argument is
expanded to include connotations of metaphysical transport to explore how she
breaks the boundaries of genre, gender and temporality in her late works, in order to
convey her readers into a more kaleidoscopic narrative world through building
hybrid and heterogeneous textual spaces. In the final chapter I situate Woolf in the
global context, and examine the cultural mobility between her and Chinese modernist
writers, especially the members of the Chinese Crescent Moon society.

Through my investigation of the multifaceted transport spaces discernible in
her novels, I argue that Woolf’s works accurately represent the effects of
transportation technology on modern people’s cognitive and affective experience,
and register the impact of the social and ideological mobility of the era in which she
produced her creative works. Her assiduous modernist experimentation not only
made a profound contribution to the narrative mobility of stream of consciousness
novels, but also expanded the boundaries of fiction generally, and stimulated her
readers’ synthetic sensibilities of motion and mobility. Moreover, the cultural
assimilation reflected in both Woolf’s and Chinese modernist writers’ works
exemplify that modernism functioned as a two-way vehicle for reciprocity between
oriental and occidental civilizations. Overall, the dissertation itself opens up spaces
for closer investigation of ideas, associations and implications of transport across
Woolf’s entire praxis.
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INTRODUCTION

The Delights of Transportation
The Second Industrial Revolution, generally defined as being from the 1870s to
1914, witnessed rapid development in science and technologies, such as the
widespread use of machinery and electrification both in industry and everyday life,
the mass expansion of railroads and the introduction of faster communication
devices. Due to the improvements in technologies and the emergence of new
energies, the revolution of transportation technology in this period was particularly
significant and life-changing. The extensive construction of railways and
underground transport in London, the improvements to steamships and the
inventions of new vehicles such as the bicycle, the motor-car and the aeroplane
greatly increased people’s mobility at the turn of the 20th century. The development
of science and technologies prompted the industrialization and urbanization of
Western society, which played its part in stimulating the emergence of modernism
characterized by its rejection of the old and traditional and replaced by
experimentation in every field including art, architecture, literature, and philosophy;
as Makino Minow-Pinkney observes, “any aesthetic mode is not independent of the
technological conditions and the economic structure of a given period” (159).
As one of the pioneers of literary modernism, Virginia Woolf (1882-1941) was
born in this era of radical change, and her attitudes towards technology represented
in her works have attracted many scholars’ interests, ranging from fields of physics,
communications, natural science, neurology and so on. In the present study I will
explore the relationship between Woolf and transportation, the ubiquitous
representation of transportation scenes in her works and the various metaphorical
1

interpretations of transport signs and meanings in her work. Robert Cecil notes the
diverse and dynamic scenario of life in the early 20th century:
There can never have been a period in history when city streets displayed so
wide a variety of means of conveyance. The open-topped horse-drawn
omnibus was struggling for survival against the motor bus, the hansom
against the taxicab and the electric tram against both. Beneath the city of
London underground railways were burrowing. Steamboats carried
passengers on Thames; commuters from Blackheath and Greenwich found
water transport particularly convenient. London and its rapidly expanding
suburbs seemed in perpetual motion. (80)
As a traveler and keen observer, Woolf records the picture of busy streets of London
and different modes of transportation vividly in both her fiction and non-fiction
works. During her lifetime, Woolf was a flâneur and often walked along the streets
of London to find materials and inspiration for her creations. She was sensitive to the
sensations aroused by various modes of transport and to the impacts that new means
of transportation brought to individuals. To some extent for Woolf transportation
functions as a vehicle to explore modernist writing techniques. In her essays, such as
“Street Haunting: A London Adventure”, she uses “buying a pencil” as a pretext to
revel in rambling in the streets of London at dusk. The narrator believes her
perambulations grant her an anonymous identity instead of the one that her family
members or friends are familiar with. She observes and absorbs the various scenes of
urban London like “an oyster of perceptiveness” with “an enormous eye” and
comments “to escape is the greatest of pleasures; street haunting in winter the
greatest of adventures” (E4 156, 166).
In a number of her essays Woolf intuits that physical transportation brings
transcendence of normal identity in the process of mobility. In “Evening over
Sussex: Reflections in a Motor-car”, she depicts the shifts and transformations of self
during a motor-car journey in the countryside of Sussex at twilight. The narrator is
divided into four selves communicating with each other while the body is strikingly
2

passive or even absent. When the four selves are assembled by the narrator “I”, “a
violent thrill ran through us; as if a charge of electricity had entered into us” (E2
292). The passenger undergoes diverse sensations brought about by the motor car,
and achieves sublimation at one point of her journey. She firstly portrays the
“machine-man” in a positive attitude due to the fact that she bought her first car
several months previously. 1 In her essay “Flying Over London”, the reader is
transported by a plane overlooking the London streets and poorer districts following
the narrator, but it is only in the last two paragraphs that the reader realizes the
narrator didn’t fly at all on account of the engine trouble on the ground. In fact,
Woolf never actually flew in an aeroplane during her lifetime; however, she employs
her imagination to evoke and “record” a virtual flight in such an authentic way that
the quasi-fictional device successfully deceives her readers. Resorting to these
physical or imagined transportation devices, Woolf translates the sensations of
mobility into her works and transports her readers through both physical and
metaphysical worlds freely.
Woolf habitually describes transportation not only in her essays, but also in her
fictions and critical articles. In her novels there are many transport scenes where the
characters are taking different modes of transport, such as walking, omnibus, motorcar, train, underground, steamboat or aeroplane. The mobility of their bodies evokes
the characters’ gamut of emotions and the dynamic activities of their inner world.
These physical transportations are employed by Woolf not merely for realistic
connotation, but as writing techniques to depict the complicated or conflicted
identities of different characters. In her first fiction, The Voyage Out, she adopts the
steamboat voyage to advance the plot development by situating the heroine Rachel in

1

According to Anne Oliver Bell, the Woolfs bought a second-hand Singer car for £275on 15 July, 1927. The
essay, “Evening over Sussex”, was written in 1927, and published in The Death of the Moth posthumously.
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two voyages: a steamship from London to South America and another one sailing up
a tropical river in the primeval forest of the Amazon. The two voyages symbolize
Rachel’s spiritual growth from a repressed Victorian young lady to a mature woman.
In her mature work, Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf utilizes several different modes of
physical transport to convey the mobility of the fiction, so that, as her friend Gwen
Raverat comments of the novel, “it’s like a moving ballet” (Pryor 174). The narration
is centered on several characters’ strolling in the streets of London. The important
scene of a backfiring car and the following one of an advertising aeroplane function
as metaphorical devices to demonstrate how the political and social mechanisms
operate together. In her historical fiction, The Years, Woolf accurately records the
development of transportation from the typical Victorian street scenes crammed with
horses, “landaus, Victorians and hansom cabs” through the Edwardian age crowded
with “vans, cars, omnibuses”, to her own era, when motor cars and taxis were
common in the streets (TY 1, 113). Besides Woolf not only adopts the noise of traffic
as the setting of this fiction, but also records the ethos of lives spanning more than
sixty years. Apart from these instances, she also invests the underground in London
in Mrs. Dalloway and in The Waves with the mysterious power of a long history or
the suppressive effect of the metropolis while the presence of aeroplanes in Mrs.
Dalloway and Between the Acts suggest the shadow of war.
Even in her critiques, she frequently employs traffic images as metaphors to
clarify her argument. For example, in her essay “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown”
which is considered as her manifesto of modernism, Woolf draws an analogy
between writing a novel with travelling in a railway compartment. She denounces
more traditional Edwardian writers like H. G. Wells, John Galsworthy and Arnold
Bennett who highlight external details of Mrs. Brown and her environment without
4

probing into her inner world. She claims that “I believe that all novels begin with an
old lady in the corner opposite” (E1 324). Woolf takes the example of being a fellow
traveler in a train to illustrate her notions of reality, that is to say, the myriad
impressions occurring in the complex mental activity of her, character. It’s striking
that in Jacob’s Room, her first attempt at a modernist novel, she also devises a scene
like this one in “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown” where the elderly lady Mrs. Norman
is seated opposite young Jacob in the carriage to Cambridge. Woolf penetrates the
temperament of Jacob through a stranger’s eyes, which functions as an indifferent
camera eye. The ubiquitous depictions of transport scenes, both in Woolf’s essays
and, critiques and in her fictions, not only manifest her subtle observation of the
metropolis, but also her skillful integration of traffic scenes with modernist narrative
innovations.
Woolf lived through an era when the transportation revolution laid the main
foundation for the modern traffic pattern. She grasps the pulse of her times and
reproduces it in her works. As discussed earlier, she had a lifelong passion for
rambling in the streets of London, and had daily excursions when she lived in the
countryside of Sussex where Monk’s House was located. The shifts of two kinds of
walking not only provide enough inspiration and materials for her writing, but
guarantee suitable solace and peace for the writing process. As Friedrich Nietzsche
claimed, “all truly great thoughts are conceived by walking”.2 In her diary entry of
31 May 1928, Woolf noted, “London itself perpetually attracts, stimulates, gives me
a play & a story & a poem, without any trouble, save that of moving, my legs
through the streets” (D3 186). She perambulates the London streets exactly like her
character Mrs. Dalloway observing with “an enormous eye” and reading the
2

This is a popular quote from Friedrich Nietzsche’s Twilight of the Idols (Maxims and Arrows 34). Other
translating version as "Only thoughts reached by walking have value" (Walter Kaufmann translate.)
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language and text of the metropolis and the heart of the then empire. In addition to
inspecting London through her walks, Woolf was also attracted to London buses,
which are cited as one of the three major images with trees and lighted windows in
her works by Katherine Hill-Miller (76). Woolf “was drawn to London’s buses—she
rode them everywhere, usually on the top deck, and always felt as if she were being
carried into some adventure” (76). Her addiction to bus travels are also shown
through her characters such as Elizabeth in Mrs. Dalloway who in her imagination
transgresses into the arena of masculine professional institutions on her bus journey
and Eleanor in The Years who relishes sitting in the omnibus. Woolf translates her
enthusiasm for walking and bus travel into her characters, which endows her works
with unique characteristics of mobility.
In the 1920s automobile technology developed rapidly, and the cost of cars
was reduced immensely due to the mass-production on assembly lines. Therefore,
motor cars became available to the typical middle-class family, instead of being the
privilege of the nobility and upper class. Woolf’s attitudes towards the motor car
underwent a paradoxical phase from her position as an observer to an owner of car.
Before owning a car, she was worried that the country roads were being damaged by
the speeding cars: “the English road, moreover, is rapidly losing its character […] its
quiet, its ancient and irregular charms” (E3 440). However, she soon became an
ardent motor car fan after she and Leonard bought a second-hand Singer in 1927.
The motor car made their trip to their country house in Rodmell more convenient and
expanded their travels to the continent of Europe. She wrote in her diary that “soon
we shall look back at our pre-motor days as we do now at our days in the caves”, and
claims that “another window opens with the motor” after the first was opened by the
gramophone (D3 151). In the event, Woolf soon gave up her ambition of being an
6

expert driver after a motor accident. Nevertheless, her passion for motor travel never
diminished. Leonard commented that she became a passive but alert passenger while
they were driving across the continent: “this and the mere mechanism and
kaleidoscope of travel gave her intense pleasure, a mixture of exhilaration and
relaxation” that became inspiration and raw materials for her next work (179).
Woolf’s fascination with transportation and keen observation prompt her to record
the impact of new transport technologies being introduced to modern urban life and
at the same time promotes her literary creation as well. The vehicles also become a
medium for her to be transported into modernity, as Michael Whitworth remarks, “in
her alignment of modernity and the machine, Woolf curiously and unexpectedly
resembles the Italian Futurists, who celebrated the car, the train and the automobile”
(155).

Transportation Technology and Modernity
The development of transportation technology was a remarkable feature of the
first two industrial revolutions. Ever since 1814 when the first steam-powered
locomotive was built by British engineer George Stevenson, the succession of
inventions and innovations of transportation have brought the experiences of human
beings into a new epoch. In 1830, the first public railway—the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway—that used steam locomotives was built in the UK and since
then the constructions of the railway flourished throughout the Victorian period
(1837-1901). During the first railway boom that lasted the following decade of 1830,
there were 2441 miles of railway open and 30 million passengers were carried. By
the end of the second railway boom that spanned from 1860 to 1880, 18000 miles of
track were built and a network of railway system connecting most of the cities and
7

towns of the UK was built. The extensive railway building changed Victorian social
life tremendously and altered the public notion of time and space. The “railway time”
was created and it soon had the effect of synchronizing people’s timetables. It
shortened both the time and the distance required for people traveling from one place
to another. Besides, the public space was generated by the station and the
compartment mixing people of different classes together, and thus indirectly
prompted the concept of modern democracy and equality. As an artistic
representation of reality, literature has established intrinsic and complicated
connections with the railway since it came into ordinary life of citizens. It boosted
the popularity of realistic fiction in the 19th century and appeared as distinct images
or metaphors in its contemporary fictions. Distinguished writers such as Charles
Dickens, Thomas Hardy and George Eliot portray railway journeys in their works
Dombey and Son (1842), Jude the Obscure (1895), Middlemarch (1874) respectively
explored people’s excitement and conflicts facing the rapid rise of industrialization.
In the works of later modernist writers, such as E. M. Forster’s Howards End (1910),
D.H. Lawrence’s Women in Love (1920) and Woolf’s The Years (1936), the
depictions of trains and stations play an important role to represent the experiences
introduced by mechanization and urbanization.
To solve the traffic congestion caused by road transportation in the city, the
world’s first underground, the metropolitan railway was opened between Paddington
and Farringdon in London in 1863, and the Circle line was completed in 1884. The
Central London Railway was opened in 1900 and dubbed the “two-penny tube” for
its fare charge. Five years later, the lines were both electrified. As David Welsh
indicates, “the tube became a subject of interest for modernist writers”, most notably
Virginia Woolf, George Gissing, T.S. Eliot, Ezra Pound (9). Ezra Pound’s famous
8

poem “In a Station of the Metro”, inspired by his experience at a Paris underground
station, is acknowledged as a typical representative of imagism.
At the turn of the 20th century the second industrial revolution brought more
innovations to transportation technology. In 1885, the world’s first modern car was
invented by Karl Benz, a German engineer, whose research and development
brought humans into the motor era. The production of motor cars increased fast in
the early 20th century and they even became the main transportation medium in the
battlefield during World War I. After the war, the number of cars soared due to the
mass-production of the motor industry. In 1903, the Wright brothers invented and
flew their first aeroplane. Soon they were adapted as modern weapons in World War
I and more sophisticated ones in World War II. After the war, aeroplanes began to
enter the commercial or civil fields. Alongside other innovations such as the
telegraph, gramophone and cinema the inventions of technology soon found their
articulation in art and literature. The fast development of transportation “gave
subjects to writers and painters, and they also gave forms, forms suggested by
industrial machinery” (Levenson 4). Modernist writers such as D. H. Lawrence, E.
M. Forster and Virginia Woolf are fascinated with depicting modern vehicles, such
as motor cars and trains, in their works. Their attitude towards modern transport
varies from enthusiastically positive to complicated, even regarding the innovations
as apocalyptic, all of which creative responses have appealed to scholars’ attention.
As Marcus has observed, “these new forms of travel in the early decades of the
twentieth century introduce new relations between space, time and self that are
expressive of those explorations of subjectivity which we have come to associate
with the Modernist age” (quoted in Schroder 132). This awakening subjectivity
generated both artistic and literary innovations, and in the process philosophers,
9

artists and writers turned to modern technology to find proper expressions for
modern experiences. In her essay “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown”, Woolf declared
that “in or about December, 1910, human character changed” (E1 320). Her assertion
may have been prompted by the revolutionary art exhibition “Manet and the PostImpressionists” organized by Roger Fry at London’s Grafton Galleries. In 1913,
Roger Fry, Duncan Grant and Vanessa Bell founded the Omega Workshops to infuse
the innovative concept of post-impressionism into the design of everyday decoration.
The post-impressionist exhibition and avant-garde workshop triggered a culturequake in Britain, which was mainly represented by the avant-garde intellectual
collective, the Bloomsbury Group. This Group that existed from 1905 to the early
1930s consisted mainly of painters such as Grant, Fry, and Bell, writers such as E.
M. Forster and Woolf, the art critic Clive Bell, the biographer Lytton Strachey, the
economist John Maynard Keynes, the political essayist Leonard Woolf and so on.
They resolutely broke with the Victorian traditions, embraced different experiments
in art, fiction and culture, and were greatly influenced by the European movements
of their day.
When Woolf declared that “human character changed”, the various modernist
movements had just been launched in Europe. Among the most influential movement
was Futurism initiated by the Italian poet Filippo Tommaso Marinetti who published
his famous “Futurist Manifesto” in 1909 in Le Figaro. The Futurist movement,
which emphasized speed, technology, youth, and violence and celebrated the coming
of the “machine age”, soon swept through the visual arts, architecture, and literary
scenes of Europe. Futurists were influenced by the thoughts of Nietzsche and Henri
Bergson who stressed the importance of intuition, and asserted that art should
represent the experiences of the metropolis and of industrialization. They borrowed
10

ideas from diverse artistic schools such as Symbolism, Pointillism, and especially
Cubism. Futurism renounced the cult of the past and tradition, celebrating instead the
modern world of technology and industry by eulogizing the motor-car, the aeroplane,
the industrial city and urban experiences. They advocated passionately that “we
declare…a new beauty, the beauty of speed. A racing motor car…is more beautiful
than the Victory of Samothrace” (Marinetti, “Manifesto”). The ethos of futurism is
closely related to that of the Bloomsbury Group which also repudiated the
conventions of the past. Marinetti greatly impacted London city with his fervent
declaration in an interview with the Evening News that “London itself is a Futurist
City!” and extolled the city’s “colored electric lights that flash in the night”,
“enormous glaring posters” and its ‘brilliant hued motor buses”.3
Vorticism was an indigenous movement, the equivalent of Futurism in Britain,
expressing the dynamism of the urban environment. In 1914, the former member of
Omega Workshop—Wyndham Lewis announced the movement of Vorticism in the
first issue of the magazine Blast that also contained the poems of T. S. Eliot and Ezra
Pound. Rooted in the Bloomsbury Group, Cubism and Futurism, Vorticism
embraced the machine-age imagery by adopting bold lines, bright colors and
geometric style to show the hard edges and movements of industrial life. Like the
Bloomsbury Group vorticism defied the genteel and ossified Victorian aesthetic
values. However, the cruelty of the First World War brought the vorticist movement
to an end, and people were forced to reexamine the effects of advanced technology
on modern life.
Although most of the movements were launched in painting, they promptly
circulated into other fields. The writers, architects, musicians and dancers were
3

The quotation is from Evening News, 2 March 1912, quoted by Richard Cork in Origins and Development.
Vorticism and Abstract Art in the First Machine Age (Vol.1), Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1976. P28.
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inspired to explore new forms in order to embody modern experiences. For
modernist writers, how to represent the provoking sensations and experiences in the
industrialized and urbanized cities, how to represent the fragmented and perplexed
identities of modern people and how to explore their subjectivity and ontological
being become their priorities. Breaking with the conventions of realistic writing, they
sought new manifestations in their fictional creations. In addition to the experiments
in the stream of consciousness technique, there was another remarkable feature of
literary innovation in this period. Many writers endeavored to portray the influence
of mechanization on people’s life through the depiction of transport images such as
trains, motor cars, steamships and aeroplanes. They employed modern forms of
transport not only as images, but also as symbols or narrative mediums to introduce
innovations in the practice of fiction writing. Andrew F. Humphries indicates that D.
H. Lawrence deals with “this tension between old-world time and modern
mechanical energies and speed which threaten to isolate or dislocate his characters”
and shows how “transport provided a visible, concrete sign of cultural change which
was as structural as it was spiritual” (16, 17). Compared with Lawrence, Woolf was
more concerned with the impacts that transport technology had on the inner world of
people and its potential illumination of narrative innovations. She also denounced the
realistic conventions of narration as rigid ‘rails’ to distinguish from the free narration
that she compares to the irregular movements of a motor car. The fluidity and
mobility embodied in her works such as Mrs. Dalloway and Orlando exactly suggest
such kind of free movement.
Woolf’s deliberate portrayal of transport scenes and skillful utilization of them
to create the identity of people in the urban context of London were very much in
harmony with the cultural movements of her times. She never seems to tire of
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depicting transport scenes, from her first novel The Voyage Out (1915) to her last
one, Between the Acts (1941). Woolf also prefers to describe the chaotic and roaring
sounds of city transportation, and empowers them with extensive and stratified
meaning. She also employs transport to change the traditional narrative way of
fiction, employing narrative expedients to regulate the streams of consciousness of
her characters. Different from Futurism, Woolf’s attitudes toward transport
technology are not always optimistic in the light of the fact that she lived in the
difficult period of two World Wars. The First World War ranked as the first
catastrophe in human history because of the applications of new weapons due to the
advances of technology. The utilization of rifles, machine guns, mortars, chemical
weapons, tanks, aircraft and other modern weapons shattered the heroic dream of the
western young men and also shocked civilians. The belligerent nations built
sophisticated networks of railway, motor vehicles and ferries to mobilize their troops
and transport war supplies. People’s initial enthusiasm for modern machines was
shaken by the large casualties suffered in World War I. Alan O’Shea registers how
“the immense confidence in technology that prevailed at the beginning of the
twentieth century […] was severely dented by the experience of the First World War
and dystopian representations begin to proliferate from the 1920s” (18).
Transportation initially plays an innovative and positive role in Woolf and her
contemporaries’ works; however, they also convey ambivalent meanings after the
Great War. In Mrs. Dalloway, The Years and Between the Acts, the recurring images
of the aeroplane and its incessant buzz signify the specter of two World Wars.
Woolf’s ambivalent attitude toward transportation technology and her multifarious
practices of it in her fictions merit critical exploration.
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In addition, since her first attempt at a stream of consciousness novel, Jacob’s
Room, Woolf experiments with something new in each of her later fictions. In Mrs.
Dalloway, she appropriates the conventional flâneur archetype to present the
capricious emotions, ideas and memories of the characters. In To the Lighthouse,
Woolf adopts the linguistic devices and the seating arrangements to present or shift
the characters’ viewpoints. Woolf’s writing techniques became more daring after she
mastered the stream of consciousness techniques in her novels. Orlando: A
Biography narrates a fantastic world by situating the protagonist travelling across
three hundred years, and changing from a man into a woman. In her most elusive
novel, The Waves, Woolf presents the reader a “play-poem” by integrating the
elements of poetry into fiction. The work registers the constant mobility of her
characters’ psychological world through profuse and poetic interior monologues. She
narrates the biography of Mrs. Browning through the perspective of a dog and
records cross-species’ stream of consciousness in Flush. In her last fiction, Between
the Acts, Woolf integrates the genres of drama and fiction, transporting both the
audience and the readers between the past history and the present on the eve of
WWII, expressing her concern for the cultural heritage of the nation in the face of the
impending war. Surveying the oeuvre of Woolf, the innovations and transformations
are so dynamic and protean that her readers can experience a readerly mobility
crossing the boundaries of temporality spatiality, gender, species, and genre. She
constructs a miscellaneous fictional world where different characters and voices are
in dialogue and in conflict with each other, which is similar to the polyphonic
properties of the novel that Mikhail Bakhtin proposes in Problems of Dostoevsky’s
Poetics. Overall, her novels exhibit dynamic motility, not only in stories and plots,
but also in narrative and style. The kaleidoscopic changes and sense of movement
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embodied in her works mirrored the artistic ethos of both the Bloomsbury Group and
of her time.

Relevant Studies of Woolf and Transportation
In view of the tremendous transportation development from the late 19th
century to the 20th century, the effects of transport on the literary imagination and
forms have attracted the attention of literary critics. Transport in British Fiction—
Technologies of Movement, 1840-1940 (2015) is the first book-length study
exploring the representations of transportation in literature, tracking the development
of various transports in British fictions in the golden times of transportation
technology. These contributors investigate the influence of new transport modes on
everyday life and particularly explores the social mobilities that transportation
generated and promoted, especially in relation to gender, class and sexuality. Their
work provides an informative background to this present study on the transportation
spaces and narrative devices for transporting the reader evident, in Woolf fictions.
However, there is only one essay concerning Woolf that explores her essay “Mr.
Bennett and Mrs. Brown” and E. M. Forster’s novel Howards End in adopting trains
“to convey characters to their readers in unconventional ways” and points out Woolf
finds the trains provide an intriguing and “fleeting intimacies disconnected from the
domestic, heterofamilial life” as well as “an alienated culture of individuals in
public” (Bateman 187).
In the parallel study, there are two monographs which deals with transportation
in Charles Dickens’s and D.H. Lawrence’s fictions respectively: Charles Dickens’s
Networks: Public Transport and the Novel and D. H. Lawrence, Transport and
Cultural Transition “A Great Sense of Journeying”. Grossman examines the
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revolution of passenger transport in the 19th century by tracing three novels of
Dickens and demonstrates how “the passenger transportation system networks
people, warps space and time and transforms the art of novel” (5). These new
temporary communities and simultaneity generated by public transport urged
Dickens to adopt a third-person perspective in Little Dorrit to replace the omniscient
narratorial view of Pickwick and The Old Curiosity Shop. It illustrates how the
transport development of the 19th century Britain affected the production of realistic
fictions. Humphries adopts a techno-historical approach to probe into Lawrence’s
major novels, following a trajectory from physical to metaphysical dimension.
However, he only examines the cultural and social connotation of transport without
mentioning how the various modes of transport influence Lawrence’s writing
techniques.
There has been some scholarly work on the topic of Woolf and transportation
dating from the late 1970s. The term “transportation” is divided up into street
haunting or flâneur phenomenon, trains, planes, cars, buses and mobility depending
on the various approaches of the researchers. Since transport means the movement of
human, animal and goods from one location to another, I include “walking”, which is
a human-powered means, as a kind of transport in my research. There were only
sporadic researches on “street haunting” or “trains” in Woolf’s works before the end
of last century. After the new millennium, the research on transportation in Woolf’s
oeuvre has increased rapidly and the angles on it have become diverse. Among the
existing scholarship, the topic “flâneur and street haunting” draws considerable
attention while others focus on the representation of the motor-car in Woolf’s works.
In “Walking, Women and Writing: Virginia Woolf as Flâneuse”, Rachel
Bowlby traces the relationship between women and flâneur since the 19th century
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and points out how women are changed from the object to the subject of “flânerie”.
By analyzing Woolf’s “Street Haunting”, Mrs. Dalloway and A Room of One’s Own,
she claims that Woolf advocates a form of “street writing” which deviates from the
traditional women’s writing or writing about women. In “Stereoscopic Displacement
in Virginia Woolf’s ‘Street Haunting’”, Catherine Lanone claims that Woolf echoes
De Quincey’s “street roaming” both in themes and style, however, she highlights that
the feminine strategies allowing the female subject to drift in the metropolis, thus
diffusing the textual male gaze. Jen-Yi Hsu examines the urban space through the
lens of “walking” in her dissertation “Melancholic Flâneries: Urban Images and
Utopia Imagination in the Works of Charles Baudelaire, Virginia Woolf, Zhu
Tianxin and Tsai Ming-Liang” and concludes that Woolf values the fluid, the alien
and the other aspects of urban experiences which are laid beneath the presupposed
authenticity and authority of the patriarchal system of the mechanical age. Much of
the scholarship on street-haunting is focused either on the essay “Street Haunting” or
Mrs. Dalloway, whereas Woolf’s other fictions have gained less attention.
The investigation of the motif of the motor car in Woolf’s works is second to
that of walking. In this respect, Makiko Minow-Pinkney has done intense research.
She argues that the “shock experience” and “scene-making” (similar to “traumatic
neurosis” named by Freud) of the modern metropolis are the origin of her writing
impulses. She insists that Woolf’s response to the fragmented and disrupted
experiences of the mechanical age is “sanguine and hopeful” because she adopts a
position of an outsider, an alien or the other (180). In “Flânerie by Motor Car?”
Minow-Pinkney examines Woolf’s attitudes to modernity illustrated in the essay
“Evening over Sussex: Reflections in a Motor Car” by adopting the theories of
“shock effects/ sensations” and Benjamin’s “aura”. She draws the conclusion that
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Woolf, as a woman writer, embraces the new sensations of modernity which is
represented by Baudelaire half a century earlier. I would maintain that MinowPinkney’s conclusion affirms the positive influence of modern technologies brought
to women generally; however, she simplifies Woolf’s complicated views about
transportation technology by ignoring its narration in Woolf’s fictions, especially in
her later works such as The Years and Between the Acts. Having experienced the
Great War and witnessed the turbulent situation before the Second World War,
Woolf’s attitudes towards transportation technology became more ambivalent. Ann
Martin is another scholar who is concerned with transportation in Woolf’s works. In
“‘Unity—Dispersity’: Virginia Woolf and the Contradictory Motif of the Motor
Car”, she explores Woolf’s sense of community and individuality through the
perspective of the motor car and asserts that it creates “a provisional sense of
community” in Between the Acts. Both Ann Martin and Judith I-yun Chen highlight
that Woolf exposes the menacing power of both car and aeroplane in the
technological war by analyzing Mrs. Dalloway. The collaborative article “The
Heteroglossia of History” employs Michel de Certeau’s theories of “strategies and
tactics”4 to investigate the relationship between the social discourse of the motor-car
and Woolf’s literary works, especially Orlando. The authors hold that Woolf
integrated the fragmentation and multiplicity of the motor car era into her modernist
works. Benjamin D. Hagen examines the major transportation images in his “A car, a
plane, and a Tower: interrogating public images in Mrs. Dalloway” from the
perspective of the visual arts to explore what these pictures aim to capture. He
explains that Woolf employs a frame constructed by these pictures to engage the

4
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dissertation.
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public spectacles into a “reversible game of seduction that exits the hierarchy of
subordination and avoids the unilateral power structures” (549).
Compared with flâneur and motor cars, the other modes of transportation
haven’t been fully investigated so far. In his dissertation “Conventions of The
Railway in British Novels, 1900-1950”, Peterson Rung argues that Woolf is
decentralizing the point of view by using the stranger’s perspective across a railway
compartment in her experimental novels Jacob’s Room and The Waves. Rung’s
exploration of the innovative role of railways in Woolf’s narration is valuable.
However, he only focuses on the effect of character point of view inspired by the
railway experience, and ignores the other narrative innovations and thematic
connotations conveyed by the railway carriage and journey. The dissertation
“Gendered Disidentification in the Fiction of James Joyce, Virginia Woolf and Nella
Larsen: A Modernist Aesthetic of Mobility” explores women’s subjectivity through
comparative study of modernist contemporaries and Alyssa J. O’Brien argues that
Woolf frees gendered identity from the regulatory norms by employing linguistic and
textual mobility. O’Brien’s approach shares certain features in common with mine;
nevertheless, her focus is on how mobility constructs the feminist identity without
considering its functions in the modification of class and exchange between nations.
A significant number of critics have discerned Woolf’s fascination with
transportation technology and its significance in terms of thematic, narrative and
stylistic representations and innovations. The study of Woolf and transportation
space has flourished in recent years, and yet, there is still much room to explore.
First, the existing scholarship is one-sided and unequal since much of it is
concentrated on the “flâneur” image or the motor car in Woolf’s works while
omnibuses, railways and the undergrounds haven’t gained enough attention. Second,
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most of them are clustered on a single work or just a few works of Woolf such as the
essay “Street Haunting” or Mrs. Dalloway instead of surveying the body of her
works to generalize the characteristics of her employment of the theme of
transportation. Third, the existing research probes the sociocultural and sociopolitical
connotations of transport while the significance of its implications for fictional
narrative and style have been examined less. Fourth, Woolf is usually compared with
other modernist writers with regard to transport, and thus the transportation study of
her oeuvre is sporadic and unsystematic. Compared with the transportation research
that has been conducted into the fictions of Charles Dickens and D. H. Lawrence,
both of whom lived through similar transportation revolutions, Woolf—as a woman
writer who experienced the awe-inspiring development of transport technology at the
turn of last century—deserves a systematic and profound study of her fictional
treatment of it.
I intend to carry out a comprehensive study on the topic, “Woolf and
transportation” to explore its stereoscopic attributes in the plural contexts of culture,
social politics and narration. In my research, I want to interrogate how Woolf reacts
to the rapid development of transportation technology in her era and articulates it in
her novels, how she evokes a close relationship between motion and emotion with
reference to physical transportation, and how she interprets the transformations
concerning gender, class and nation in her times through the representation of
physical transport. I also aim to examine how she transports both the characters and
readers by adopting a specific narrative technique that enhances this effect, and how
she controls the tempo of narration, and switches the narrative viewpoints in the
stream of consciousness novels. As a dissertation devoted to the treatment of
transport, both literal and metaphorical, in Woolf’s fictions, I will interrogate the
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narrative methods and styles that produce this effect across the range of her oeuvre.
Finally, I want to explore the influence of Woolf in transnational context, and trace
how her works were transported to China and influenced Chinese modernist writers
when she was alive and how the two enduring cultural phenomena intersected, that
of the Bloomsbury Group and the Chinese Crescent Moon Society between the
1920s and 1940s.

Transport Space and Research Contents
“The city in the twentieth century contained an unprecedented diversity of
modes of transport—foot-paths, tramways, underground railways, and roads
containing public buses and private motor vehicles—each of them producing the
space of the city differently” (Snaith and Whitworth 17). Woolf’s contemporary
Madox Ford grasped the diverse features of London streets in “The Soul of London:
A Survey of a Modern City” and “recognizes from the outset that transport produces
space” (Snaith and Whitworth 17). As a passionate flâneur and sensitive writer,
Woolf perceives these spaces generated by transportation in her era, and depicts
them meticulously in her works. She often portrays the reveries or contemplations of
her characters when they are walking or travelling in vehicles. The passengers
establish a provisional and interactional relationship with the transport space in
which they are situated. During the temporary travel, their relationships with the
communal space (the landscape or other passengers), time (past and future) and their
own selves are built and reshaped. The French philosopher Henri Lefebvre proposes
that space is not only a product which is formed by the social progress and human
intervention, but also a kind of “power” that influences, guides and restricts human
behavior. He divides space into three kinds: the physical, social and psychological
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spaces and deems that the subject can wander through the three spaces freely. I
concur with this theory that transport space is also a social product where the
passengers are seated, moving, watching, reflecting and shuttling between reality and
reveries.
In my dissertation, I adopt the concept of “transport space” based on the
implications of both “transport” and “space”. According to the Oxford English.
Dictionary, “transport” as a verb mainly contains twofold connotations. One means
“take or carry (people or goods) from one place to another by means of a vehicle,
aircraft, or ship” while another is glossed as “cause (someone) to feel that they are in
another place or time”.5 I will employ the dual connotations of the word “transport”
to investigate both the physical and metaphorical transport involved in Woolf’s
fictions. Accordingly, the term “transport space” means a space constructed by
different modes of transportation, which is relatively mobile, independent, and
conducive to promoting social communications. It also refers to metaphorical spaces
such as fantasies or reveries, a mental space where Woolf’s characters are frequently
transported, while they are taking vehicles or walking. In my dissertation, I expand
the concept of metaphorical transport in a further threefold application. First,
“transport space” refers to the narrative spaces where the characters are transported
in the fictional world. Second, it designates the mobile literary space where Woolf
transports her readers into protean imaginative worlds through the techniques of
transgender, trans-temporality, trans-genre, and trans-species in her oeuvre. Finally,
in a broader sense, it extends to the international cultural mobility between China and
Britain through the case study of Woolf’s reception in China and her absorption of
certain facets of Chinese culture. Corresponding to the stratification of “transport
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space” in this study, the mobilities represented in Woolf’s works are multifaceted,
and divided into several aspects. First, the term “mobility” is used to refer to the
social mobility concerning gender and class in addition to the physical movement of
the characters; second, it means the narrative mobility of how Woolf’s strategies for
transporting both her characters and readers through the textual and imaginary world
by inventing her unique system of mobile strategies, signs and devices; third, it
expands this narrative mobility to a more general and more metaphysical sphere,
referring to the sense of stylistic mobility in her more experimental novels; and
fourth, the idea of cultural motility between nations (in this case Britain and China)
is exemplified by Woolf’s reception in China and her interrelationships with The
Crescent Moon Society 新月社 and Ling Shuhua 凌叔華 in particular.
Although some dictionaries define “transport” as the movement that carries
people or goods in a vehicle, I consider walking, the most ancient and fundamental
means of travel, should also be included within the scope of transport, since the act
of walking literally creates space in the consciousness of the subject while s/he
moves through the modern streets. Besides, considering that many of Woolf’s
characters enjoy perambulating the streets of London, and walking even constitutes
her unique technique of plotting, I will investigate walking as a modern practice in
metropolitan London. Thus, the literary phenomenon of the flâneur also enters my
scope of investigation. Flâneur as a literary type refers to the man of leisure, the idler
and the connoisseur of the streets. It was Walter Benjamin who drew on the poetry of
Charles Baudelaire, and made this figure the object of scholarly interest in the 20th
century and construed flânerie as an emblematic archetype of the modern urban
experience. I will examine how Woolf applies and appropriates the masculine
“flâneur” tradition both in her life and her fictions.
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According to the connotations of “transport space”, I plan to examine Woolf’s
fictions following a trajectory from the physical to the metaphysical. First of all, I
probe into the characters’ transports of emotion induced by their mobility and
produced by journeys that involve walking, motor-car, bus, or train. Next, I will
explore how Woolf manipulates the stream of consciousness and other narrative
techniques to transport her characters temporally and spatially, and to direct her
readers’ aesthetic and interpretive process. Thereafter, I will examine Woolf’s later
works to elucidate significant characteristics from her kaleidoscopic writing styles,
and trace the origins of her stylistic mobility. Ultimately, I investigate the cultural
integration between Woolf and the Crescent Moon Society of China. Through the
entire investigation of transport space with reference to socio-political, narratological
and cultural approaches, I argue that Woolf’s novels evoke the sensation of mobility
in the readers, which is in turn related to the projection of the themes of
industrialization and urbanization as well as the modernist movements of her times.
My dissertation is divided into four main parts. In Chapter one, I take her three
London novels—Night and Day, Mrs. Dalloway and The Years—as case studies to
investigate how emotion is articulated in the characters’ spatial motion. In the above
novels, there are frequent and vivid descriptions of scenes of physical transportation
in the metropolis. The plot of Night and Day moves from the confined private space
(the Victorian drawing room) to the public one (the streets of central London) and
themes of gender and class mobility are explored by analyzing the three major
characters’ street-haunting and bus rides. In Mrs. Dalloway, I will explore how
Woolf invokes the coming gradual decline of British imperialist power and the
patriarchal system by appropriating the masculine tradition of the flâneur and
constructing the narrative intersections through traffic scenes involving the motor car
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and the aeroplane. In The Years, the interrelationships between gender, class and
mobility are explored by analyzing several mobile female characters and evoking
their copious mental activity while they are in transit.
In Chapter two I will take Jacob’s Room, Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse
to examine the narrative mobility represented in Woolf’s stream of consciousness
novels. She values the inner world of mankind more highly than the outer one in her
fictional representation, and is dedicated to capturing and recording the flow of her
characters’ thoughts. But she faced a dilemma with this narrative method, namely
how to control the capricious thoughts of her characters and keep a balance between
depictions of the outer and the inner reality? Woolf creatively adopts the analogy of
“traffic signals” in employing the technique of stream of consciousness. Her first
experimental novel, Jacob’s Room, exhibits a combination of stasis and kinesis by
utilizing the static rooms of the novel as the focal points, in conjunction with the fast
switches of narrative viewpoints of various characters and the highly mobile and
mercurial narrative voice. Next, I will explore how Woolf represents and controls her
characters’ consciousness by employing the stimuli of modern traffic, of auditory
and visual images, and of syntactic indicators in Mrs. Dalloway. In To the
Lighthouse, Woolf develops a more fluid set of devices in manipulating the
consciousness of her characters, primarily based on linguistic markers, narrative
structures and the novel’s dominant leitmotif of “the lighthouse”.
Chapter three charts the trajectory of Woolf’s writing styles in her later period
of works, and examines the stylistic mobility manifested by her diversified “trans-”
devices. In her late writing period Woolf endeavors to attempt innovative stylistic
techniques, and open up new fictional spaces. In Orlando, she imports her feminist
views in relation to “androgynism” into the work by employing the narrative devices
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of trans-temporality and transgender mobility. Readers enter a heterogeneous textual
space and a fantastic imaginative world, as Woolf transgresses the boundaries of
gender and time. Further, I investigate how Woolf promotes stylistic mobility
through her experiments by integrating poetry and drama, into her fiction in The
Waves and Between the Acts respectively. Due to Woolf’s restless and bold
experiments in writing technique and style readers are transported experientially and
imaginatively. She thus expands the implications of metaphysical transport by
adopting diverse ‘trans-’ methods in her writing, and opens up new possibilities for
fictional constructs of human experience.
Chapter four explores the cultural mobility between Woolf and Chinese
modernist writers during her lifetime. Woolf was attracted and influenced by Chinese
culture and philosophy, and she integrates many Chinese elements into her creations,
such as the Chinese eyes of the painter, Lily Briscoe, in To the Lighthouse and those
of Elizabeth in Mrs. Dalloway. Correspondingly, Woolf’s works also illuminate the
Chinese writers’ modernist experiments. Some members of the Crescent Moon
Society such as Lin Huiyin 林徽因 and Xu Zhimo 徐志摩 introduced the stream of
consciousness technique in their creation partly thanks to Woolf’s work, while Ling
Shuhua acknowledged and translated Woolf’s feminist ideas into her work, Ancient
Melodies, which was the fruit of the two women writers’ pen-friendship in the face
of war on both continents.
As an urban flâneur, Woolf meticulously delineates the changes of
transportation and demonstrates the social mobility of British society from the late
Victorian era to the reign of George VI by employing physical transportation as a
powerful motif. For Woolf, transportation also works as a vehicle to map the journey
to modernity, which is represented in her skillful deployment of stream of
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consciousness and her diverse and fluid narrative transport techniques. From the
physical to the metaphysical, her works manifest a diversified stylistic mobility and
transport readers into a kaleidoscopic world by adopting devices of transgender,
trans-temporality, and trans-genres in her late period. Thus the Woolf reader is
transported through various spaces by her kaleidoscopic evocations. Due to the
prolific translation work and the cross-cultural exchanges between the respective
intellectual groups, the Bloomsbury Group and the Crescent Moon Society, Woolf’s
works resonated with modern Chinese intellectuals and writers in the critical period
from the 1920s-1940s, enriching the possibilities of creative expression for both.
Through my investigation of the multifaceted transport spaces in Woolf’s novels, I
demonstrate how Woolf records the pulse and movements of her age, and creates a
strong sense of motion and mobility in her characters, settings and narratives, and
ultimately in her readers.
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Chapter One Motion and Emotion in Physical Transportation
The etymology of the word “emotion” is from the Latin, “emovere”, which
means “move out, remove, agitate”.6 The word formation e- (variant of ex-) plus
movere “move” indicates the innate relationship between “motion” and “emotion”.
Sara Ahmed suggests “emotions are not only about movement, they are also about
attachment or about what connects us to this or that…What moves us, what makes us
feel, is also that which holds us in place, or gives us a dwelling place” (11).
Emotions are often brief in duration, and consist of a coordinated set of responses,
which may include verbal, physiological, behavioral, and neural mechanisms. As a
lover of street haunting and a bus and motor-car addict, Woolf is sensitive to the
sensations brought by different modes of transportation. She converts her love for
rambling and speed into her characters, especially some of her female characters. As
typical characteristics of modern society, omnibuses, trains, motor cars and even the
activity of the flâneur generate new social spaces, where different genders and
classes of people interact with each other, in collaboration with the vehicles or
surroundings. Through the process of mobility, the emotions or even identity of these
personas undergo vital transformations.
Woolf meticulously records the psychological activities of her characters in
their street haunting, as exemplified by Night and Day. In Mrs. Dalloway, she
devises two narrative focalizers by creating the backfiring motor car and advertising
aeroplane scenes, motifs that underline the critical themes of the novel. The flâneur
narrative is also appropriated by her to disclose the relationship between women and
the metropolis, and the fragmented world in the eyes of a mentally disturbed war
veteran Septimus. The issue of female professions had long attracted Woolf’s
6
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attentions and she explores this by portraying Elizabeth’s symbolic bus adventure
along the Strand. As one of “the daughters of educated men”, she is concerned about
the middle and upper-class women’s emancipation and construction of subjectivity,
thus representing the mobility of several female characters in The Years (Laurence
247). In Chapter one, I take Woolf’s three London novels—Night and Day, Mrs.
Dalloway, and The Years as case studies to interrogate how she wields different
modes of transportation to realize her aims of representing “the true life”, criticizing
the social structure and especially its mechanisms of patriarchy. Examining the three
novels written respectively in her early, middle, and late period of creation, I also
intend to explore how she utilizes different transportation means to accomplish her
modernist experiments.

I. Street-haunting—the Building of Subjectivity in Night and Day
From 1915 to 1924, Virginia and Leonard lived in Richmond, the suburbs of
London to soothe her agitated nerves after the completion of her first novel, The
Voyage Out. However, Woolf was soon fed up with the quiet country life because
her inspiration could not be nurtured there. She was often drawn to London and
would “wander about the dusky streets in Holborn & Bloomsbury for hours” (D1 9).
Her diary entry for 28 January, 1915 wrote, “I decided to go to London, for the sake
of hearing the Strand roar, which I think one does want, after a day or two of
Richmond. Somehow, one can’t take Richmond seriously. One has always come here
for an outing, I suppose; & that is part of its charm, but one wants serious life
sometimes” (D1 29). The “serious life” that she seeks in “Strand roar” or in “the
tumult & riot & business” are the “reality” she tries to represent in her creation (D1
9). She began to write Night and Day in 1916, her second novel, into which she
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poured her fascination with London streets. Besides the interior spaces such as
Katherine’s house in Chelsea and Denham’s Highgate, the plot develops or turns
chiefly in the streets such as the Strand, Kingsway or the Embankment. The main
characters, Katherine Hilbery, Ralph Denham and Mary Datchet wander frequently
in the streets, where their inner activities evolve, conflict or disorientate them to the
accompaniment of the roar of the streets. As E. M. Forster comments, the characters
“are screwed into Chelsea and Highgate as the case may be, and move from their
bases to meet in the rooms and streets of a topographical metropolis” (173). Woolf’s
minute description of the London streets doesn’t just provide the settings for the
fiction, instead, they are integrated into the shaping of the characters. When
Katherine hesitates in choosing the road to walk, “should she walk on by the Strand
or by the Embankment? It was not a simple question, for it concerned not different
streets so much as different streams of thoughts” (ND 227). To her characters,
different streets generate different thoughts. The “tumult & riot & business” of the
Strand that transmits the atmosphere of imperial machinery and industrialism is just
“the fit place for their meeting” and “for her to walk thinking of him” (ND 374). The
close relationship between the characters’ motion and emotion are well represented
in this novel. She artfully combines the environments of London streets with the
characters’ colorful and conflicted inner world. They perform as vehicles to the
“reality” what Woolf quests, that is, the truth of the inner world.
E. M. Forster criticized that “it [ND] condescends to many of the devices she
so gaily derides in her essay on ‘Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown’ […] In view of what
preceded it and of what is to follow, Night and Day seems to me a deliberate exercise
in classicism” (173). Nevertheless, his comments neglected the nascent modernist
elements of this novel. Woolf’s early experiments inject plentiful streams of thoughts
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into the activities of street-haunting or bus travelling to the extent that metropolitan
mobility that Night and Day displays represent the ethos of modern society. When
Woolf wrote Night and Day, she might have been influenced by the futurist
movement sweeping across Europe before the outbreak of WWI, which advocated
the beauty and power of speed, and noise. The roar and mobility of the streets
perform a sort of power that liberates them from the fetters of traditional values.
Although Woolf sets the romantic story in the peaceful Edwardian period, she
records the ethos of the transitional era by revealing the social conflicts, the mobility
of classes and genders, the disintegration of Victorian values and even the restraints
of literary traditions in her fictional portrayal.

1. From Chelsea to Kingsway—the Road of Katherine’s Self-exploration
Henri Lefebvre holds that space itself is not only a “product” which is made by
joined forces of different social processes and human interventions, but also a kind of
“power” that influences, guides and restricts the conducts of human. In his “Space,
Power and Knowledge”, Foucault highlights the importance of space, and he
believes that space is the basis of any power operation. In the modern society, the
spaces such as hospitals, institutions, prisons, asylums are disciplined by the invisible
power. The “ways of operating” are implemented everywhere by the redistribution
and reorganization of the space. However, De Certeau puts forward his spatial theory
that disputes Foucault’s disciplinary power. He admits that in modern society the
“ways of operating”, which he names “strategies”, are ubiquitous, however, the
individuals are not impotent confronting the powerful strategies of the governments
or institutions. They deconstruct the “strategies” by their everyday practices such as
reading, walking, cooking, etc., which he calls “tactics”. “The everyday practices and
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creative acts reappropriate city space, rewrite it, and subvert the panoptic view from
the perspective of power which is analogous to the disciplinary mechanism of city
planners and ‘ministers of knowledge’” (Certeau 95). He draws an analogy between
“walking” and “reading”, and affirms that the pedestrians read the labyrinthine city
texts by their various “walking rhetorics” through different streets.
Like her female protagonist, Woolf’s girlhood is also spent in a repressive
Victorian house located in a quiet cul-de-sac at Hyde Park Gate. There she was
educated like Katherine to play the role of a graceful hostess to entertain her father’s
literary friends. Katherine’s house is located in Chelsea, which became a famous
bohemian living quarters for artists, poets and writers in the 19th century. It occupied
a place in the great tradition of the English literary circle as the residence of writers
such as Jonathan Swift, Richard Steele, George Meredith, Leigh Hunt and Thomas
Carlyle and others. Katherine’s house in Cheyne Walk, Chelsea is employed as a
metaphor that symbolizes the literary past. Just as Lefebvre argues, it is a social
space that is produced and constructed by her family history, and in turn, the house
influences and restricts the behaviors of the descendants. The memorial and lifeless
nature of the house is represented through the eyes of Ralph who compares the
smaller room that exhibits the poet’s relics to “a chapel in a cathedral” (ND 8). The
Hilberys are the puppets of the dead poet Richard Alardyce and their daily life is
constructed and disciplined by this heterogeneous space. Mr. Hilbery is devoted to
editing the anecdotes of the deceased poet and his contemporaries, while his wife is
addicted to writing her father’s biography which seems never to be finished.
Emily Blair notes that “Woolf’s hostility toward Victorian descriptions of
femininity is clearest in “Professions for Women”, where she famously kills
Coventry Patmore’s “Angel in the House” (53). Woolf also describes how the
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phantom has suppressed her writing creativity in her growth as a woman writer.
About ten years ago, she depicted the protagonist Katherine who dutifully performs
her role by acting as “the Angel in the House” to entertain the guests at the tea table
or show visitors around the relics of her grandfather. “Sometimes Katherine brooded,
half crushed, among her papers; sometimes she felt that it was necessary for her very
existence that she should free herself from the past; at others, that the past had
completely displaced the present” (ND 32). When visiting the house, Ralph asserts
that “You’re cut out all the way round” (ND 10). The house that Katherine inhabits is
governed firmly both by her family’s famous literary past and the grave Victorian
values that infuse it. When Katherine plays her role as an “Angel in the House”, her
identity is obscured and concealed due to the Victorian gender stereotypes and the
shadow of her famous grandfather who has mastered the power of rhetoric. In the
first half of the novel, Katherine cannot express her feelings and often gets stuck.
Ralph notices that Katherine’s mind seems to drift away from the tea-table and
discerns her hidden antipathy to the guests although she behaves properly.
Katherine’s habitual silence and drifting-away in the social situations and her secret
addiction to mathematics is her unconscious resistance to the bounds that inhibit her
subjectivity as a human being.
In the novel, Woolf draws a contrast between the interior of the house and the
distant traffic noise that symbolizes the vitality of life. In Chapter one, when Ralph
first visits the Hilberys, he feels “as if a thousand softly padded doors had closed
between him and the street outside […] With the omnibuses and cabs still running in
his head, and his body still tingling with his quick walk along the streets and in and
out of traffic and foot-passengers, this drawing-room seemed very remote and still”
(ND 4). Although the house is near to the main street, the humming of the sound
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seems to come from another world. Katherine is prisoned in this well-decorated
18th-century house to perform her responsibilities both as the descendant of a
famous poet and as a young Victorian lady. She conveys her constricted form of
living in Chelsea to her cousin, “You know what our house is. You wouldn’t be
happy either, […] It’s the atmosphere” (ND 162). As an upper-middle-class woman,
the only way left for Katherine to escape the house is to marry. She chooses to be
engaged to Rodney because “I want to have a house of my own. It’s impossible at
home. It’s all very well for you, Henry; you can go your own way. I have to be there
always (ND 162)”. At the turn of the 20th century, the upper-middle-class women
like Katherine have no access to formal education and professions. They are brought
up and educated to be the “angel in the house” and marriage is the only profession
for them. Rodney often envisages Katherine as a model mother and a perfect
“hostess” in their future life. However, what Katherine really aspires to is
independence and autonomy. She pins her hopes of subjectivity on her marriage to
Rodney that may provide her with a room of her own and ensure her independence
and freedom. Nevertheless, the truth of Victorian patriarchal marriage disillusions
her of such a dream. Aunt Charlotte discloses the fact of the Victorian happy
marriage that “it’s no good being married unless you submit to your husband” (ND
177). The prerequisite of a happy marriage according to such Victorian values is
woman’s make-believe performance and submission to her husband.
The plot of the fiction develops as the spheres of Katherine’s activity moves
from Chelsea to central London, the Strand, Kingsway, Lincoln’s Inn Fields and
Highgate. Katherine’s self-awakening and independence is fulfilled in her constant
mobility. Woolf employs the streets of London as a traffic space which functions as a
contrast to the stifling private space. She integrates her passion for street-haunting
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into her characters. After Leslie Stephen died in 1904, Woolf and her sister moved to
Bloomsbury which was a bohemian and disrespectable district at that time. The
vitality of this place freed young Virginia from the fetters of Victorian values
imposed on her in Kensington. The atmosphere of this roaring traffic space and her
endless wanderings in the busy streets in the central London ignited her creativity.
Snaith and Whitworth hold that the unprecedented diverse modes of transport in the
early twentieth century produce “the space of the city differently” (17). In this novel,
the diverse traffic spaces not only provide a space for meditation for her characters,
but also encapsulate the power of navigating and motivating. The busy streets such
as the Strand and Kingsway and the vantage points of omnibuses and private cabs
constitute mobile traffic places, which facilitate upper-middle-class women’s
entrance into the public space.
The two major streets in central London, the Strand and Kingsway construct
the metropolitan and modern spaces that spur Katherine to be integrated into a more
dynamic and freer life. When she wanders alone on Kingsway at dusk, Katherine is
expecting a drawing-room which would be “congenial to her mood” (ND 67). “That
mood, owing to the spinning traffic and the evening veil of unreality, was ill-adapted
to her home surroundings” (ND 67). She prefers to “preserve this queer sense of
heightened existence”, and thus she goes on an “adventure” to visit Mary’s office
located in Russel Square without informing her in advance (ND 67). Katherine’s
sense of “heightened existence” is evoked by the environment of the Kingsway
Street that was newly opened in 1905. During the construction the road cleared away
the maze of small streets and the surrounding slum dwellings. Snaith and Whitworth
argue that Kingsway “represents contradictory ideals of planning and efficiency” and
carries the “imperial character” that threatens Katherine’s identity to be merged into
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the strategy of the state (11). However, I hold that the efficient, mobile and mixed
road provides Katherine an opportunity to perceive the mobility and freedom that is
brought by modern traffic infrastructure and various modes of transportation. As De
Certeau proposes, “if in discourse the city serves as a totalizing and almost mythical
landmark for socioeconomic and political strategies, urban life increasingly permits
the re-emergence of the element that the urbanistic project excluded” (95).
Katherine’s walking through Kingsway is a personal act that deconstructs the state’s
strategies of “efficiency” and “central planning”. Her walking is undetected, irregular
and observant. While walking in Kingsway, she actively sees, hears, feels and
reflects. One characteristic of modernist fictions is its emphasis on characters’ and
readers’ empathy, rather than the sympathy that is advocated by the realistic mode.
The torrents of traffic inspire Katherine’s visual, aural, and tactile sensations, which
stimulate her to connect with her inner identity. In her house at Chelsea, her senses
are blocked and she cannot read poetry, cannot feel, and cannot express herself.
However, the speed and hybridity of the newly-built Kingsway free Katherine’s
senses that were literally house-bound by the Victorian house. Just as for Woolf
herself, her rambles in the bohemian Bloomsbury quarter liberates her sense of self
from her father’s house in Kensington.
Katherine early adventures are to visit Mary’s Suffrage office in Russell
Square after walking along Kingsway. Later, she walks down Kingsway trying to
find Ralph in Lincoln’s Inn Fields. Both of these places signify women’s
independence and their profession respectively. The suffrage office opens a new
world that is distinctly different from her own. Katherine considers that “The view
she had had of the inside of an office was of the nature of a dream to her” (ND 75).
Although she cannot have a profession, she realizes there are other modes of life for
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a woman apart from being “a hostess in the house”. Mary’s office opens a new world
full of possibilities for Katherine while her apartment in the Strand arouses the
latter’s yearning for a room of her own. She exclaims openly “I think you’re lucky,’
she observed. ‘I envy you, living alone and having your own things’” (ND 229). The
“green-shaded lamp” of Mary’s apartment in the Strand is like a lighthouse at night
that summons Katherine to search for her independence and subjectivity.
Katherine’s fierce conflicts take place in the square of Lincoln’s Inn Fields and
Kingsway. It is on Kingsway that she accomplishes her search for identity and
figures out her own emotions. Rodney, who is engaged to Katherine is an inheritor of
a property in the countryside and works as a clerk in the government. Denham is a
diligent solicitor from the north suburbs of London who loves her secretly.
Compared with Rodney who loves Shakespeare and advocates the Victorian
patriarchal values and the institution of marriage, Denham is a representative of
modern industrialization and urbanization who prophesies a new mode of life for
Katherine. Like Katherine who often swings between reality and imagination,
Denham also vacillates between reality and his daydream. Both of them are misfits in
their own environment, like the misplaced collections of Byron on the shelf that
Katherine takes down. Their daydream and vision indicate that their real identity that
cannot be expressed under the conditions imposed on society by Victorian values or
in existing linguistic norms. She resembles Woolf, who was bewitched by her visons
and could not express them freely in the traditional form and language of 19th
century realism. For Katherine, reality and imagination are divided and the latter is
much truer to her. When Denham confesses to her in Chelsea, she cannot respond to
him emotionally since her ego is split in that metaphorical space of Victorian
conventions.
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Only in the busy streets of the more open central London can Katherine get
connected with her inner self and this is the right place for her to unite with Denham
spiritually. Lincoln’s Inn Fields is a social space consisting of and determined by law
offices. For Katherine, it emits an atmosphere of professional independence and
freedom, which is just like the character of Denham. Katherine compares the square
with “the domestic streets of Chelsea” and considers that “Here is the fit place for
their meeting” and “for her to walk thinking of him” (NG 374). These psychological
activities when she is walking in the square represents her aspirations for a
profession and an escape from the domestic roles for women. In her search for
Denham, Katherine is attracted by the tumultuous, roaring Kingsway, which
produces a dynamic and diverse space:
The great torrents of vans and carts was sweeping down Kingsway;
pedestrians were streaming in two currents along the pavements. She stood
fascinated at the corner. The deep roar filled her ears; the changing tumult
had the inexpressible fascination of varied life pouring ceaselessly with a
purpose which, as she looked, seemed to her, somehow, the normal purpose
for which life was framed; its complete indifference to the individuals, whom
it swallowed up and rolled onwards, filled her with at least a temporary
exaltation. The blend of daylight and of lamplight made her an invisible
spectator, just as it gave the people who passed her a semi-transparent quality
[…] She stood unobserved and absorbed, glorying openly in the rapture that
had run subterraneously all day. (NG 374)
The view of bustling traffic of pedestrians, cans and carts as well as the roaring of
the street affects Katherine’s visual and aural senses. She observes the idiosyncratic
scene of metropolitan London with “a central oyster of perceptiveness, an enormous
eye” as Woolf refers to in “Street Haunting: A London Adventure” (E4 156). The
motley and dynamic street is completely different from the immobile, stagnant and
memorial pattern of Chelsea. The “torrents” and “roaring” of Kingsway convey the
“varied life” with a purpose. The variety and vitality of street haunting release
Katherine from her ancestral inheritance and the accompanying Victorian norms.
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Here and now, she is a spectator as well as a participant, who is transported into the
powerful world of industrialization. Anna Snaith argues that Katherine’s identity is
threatened by the antipathetic torrents of Kingsway which suggests the power of the
state and her standstill is a revolt against the possibility of being Mrs. Denham.
However, I maintain that Katherine’s “shock” at this moment is not a reaction of
being threatened; instead, it is action of discovering and being absorbed into her
vision—“the true life” that Woolf has long sought for in her fiction. These words
“fascination”, “temporary exaltation” and “glorying openly in the rapture” are used
to describe Katherine’s ecstasy at the communion of reality and her vision. The
torrents of Kingsway resemble Katherine’s chaotic inner world, yet she perceives the
normal purpose that frames life in this current of vehicles and pedestrians. The
obstacle that has been troubling Katherine is that for her reality and vision are
divided and she could not feel any experience. That Woolf emphasizes the
invisibility of Katherine as the observer and the “semi-transparent quality” of the
pedestrians indicates the infusion of reality and vision at this moment (ND 374). The
hallucinatory vision offers access to her inner world and Katherine’s can feel her
violent emotions. From Chelsea to Kingsway, Katherine eventually traverses the
boundaries of Victorian norms and the depressing literary traditions, and constructs
her subjectivity in the bustling streets. Woolf realizes that the open, heterogeneous
and dynamic public spaces such as the streets provide the opportunities for women to
explore their selves and achieve their subjectivity. Especially for upper-middle-class
women, their street-haunting in the professional areas are emblematic of their
defiance against the Victorian patriarchal system that restricts women to the
drawing-room.
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Woolf adopts street-haunting as a technique to track Katherine’s inner world,
and build up her subjectivity while employing an omnibus ride to promote the
intimacy and communications between Katherine and Ralph. There are two omnibus
rides that perform these emblematic roles in Chapter VI and in the last chapter
respectively. In Chapter VI, after visiting Mary’s office, Denham follows Katherine
to the streets trying to approach the heroine of his daydream. However, there is a
huge gulf between them because of the disparity that was caused by their first
meeting in the stifling and hierarchal context of Chelsea. Annoyed by the futile
communication in the bustling street, Denham suggests that they take an omnibus.
When they get on the top of the omnibus alone, Denham “felt the change come over
her as they sat down” (ND 76) With the bustling streets as its background, the top of
omnibus produces an open, equal and public space where Katherine and Denham
could reveal their true selves to each other crossing the chasm of social class
boundaries. As Eleanor McNees notes, “She [Katherine] and Ralph assume an
equality denied them in the confines of the Hilbery drawing room” (34). On the
omnibus in central London they cross the boundaries of their respective social
classes, and remove the misunderstandings formed in Chelsea at their first encounter.
In the motion of the traffic, Denham reveals part of his emotion to Katherine, which
evokes her affinity. “He had, most unexpectedly, a feeling about life that was
familiar to her. Perhaps, then, he was the sort of person she might take an interest in,
if she came to know him better” (ND 77).
If their first bus ride builds a narrow bridge between Katherine and Denham,
their second bus ride in the last chapter reconciles the dismal reality with a pastoral
vision and establishes a utopian communion between them. Their act of watching the
lamp of Mary’s apartment in the Strand frustrates them, since they choose peaceful
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marriage instead of merging into the grand cause and dynamic city life. However,
their following omnibus ride along the Strand clears up their frustration. Katherine
and Denham build their future blueprint on the moving omnibus, “Books are to be
written, and since books must be written in rooms, and rooms must have hangings,
and outside the windows there must be land, and a horizon to that land, and trees
perhaps, and a hill” (ND 432). Some scholars criticize this nostalgic vision that
Woolf created in Night and Day; for example, Susan Squire holds that their married
life is a retreat into the rural and unmechanized past. However, such views ignore the
fact that this nostalgic prospect is built upon the great offices of the Strand, on the
moving omnibus, which is an emblem of modern technology and metropolitan
civilization. “It swam miraculously in the golden light of a large steady lamp” (ND
432). The golden lamp refers to Mary’s lamp in the Strand, which illuminates
Katherine and Denham’s way in the dark and deserted streets. They share temporary
communion on the moving omnibus, and sketch their future in relation to modern
technology and the urban city. That Woolf ends the novel with a scene full of
creative contradictions cannot be viewed as merely a retreat into a rural past. AnnMarie Priest claims that “Night and Day is an important transitional text in that it
depicts in strikingly literal terms the struggle between conventional society (and the
conventional narrative tools available to a/the writer about that society) […] and the
‘vision to which I cling’” (67). Woolf innovates the classic novel forms and
techniques in this novel, especially conflating the characters’ self-exploration with
street-haunting and the spiritual communication with omnibus rides. However, she is
still constrained by the literary traditions as represented by the contradictory ending
of the omnibus ride. Only after she finished Jacob’s Room, could Woolf declare,
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“There’s no doubt in my mind that I have found out how to begin (at 40) to say
something in my own voice” (D2 186).

2. Walking in “the Wonderful Maze”—Mary as the “New Woman”
“New woman” is a term that was coined by the writer Charles Reade in his
novel “A Woman Hater” in 1877 and became popular after the writer Sarah Grand
used it in an influential article in 1894. It refers to the independent women emerging
in the late 19th century who rejected the stereotypical roles of Victorian women, and
ventured into the public spheres, taking jobs in factories, institutions, political
organizations, and so on. Due to the development of industrialization and
urbanization, the education and employment of women improved at the turn of the
20th century. The Suffragette movement awakened women’s independence
awareness while pursuing democratic rights for them. In Night and Day, Woolf
depicts a “new woman” character, Mary Datchet, who is an activist working in a
Suffrage society. It’s noteworthy that Woolf set Mary’s apartment on the top
building in the Strand, a major thoroughfare in central London, where many
institutions, theatres and major transport are located. Like Katherine’s house in
Chelsea, Mary’s apartment in the Strand also has dense symbolic connotations.
Woolf first conceives her notion of “a room of one’s own” implying women’s
independence in the character of Mary. Setting Mary’s apartment in the busy Strand,
central district of London discloses the close relations between women’s
independence and the urbanization and mobility of the metropolis. Through the
fiction, Mary’s apartment functions as a fortress for herself to gain strength and
assert her autonomy as well as a lighthouse for Katherine and Denham to achieve
their self-exploration. Compared with Katherine, Mary is afforded more freedom and
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autonomy as a woman from a middle-class family. She is determined to gain college
education, has a job in the Suffrage society and lives alone in an apartment in
London regardless of her independence being “disagreeable to one’s own family”
(ND 46). Mary’s sphere of movement extends from the remote countryside to
London, from the Strand to the Bloomsbury area, from London to the prospect of
visiting America. Her frequent mobility liberates her from the confinements of the
domestic sphere of the typical Victorian country women, and opens her access to
both education and a profession.
Unlike some of her contemporary male writers who depict London as a
decadent place or as a wasteland, Woolf portrays the metropolis as a mobile, modern
and dynamic place through the eyes of her female characters. Mary envisages it as
“the wonderful maze”, “which seemed to her, in spite of her constitutional levelheadedness, like a vast electric light, casting radiance upon the myriads of men and
women who crowded round it” (ND 38). The modern cities offer a kaleidoscopic
space for new women where they can play their roles in the public space that are
newly open to them. Sitting in the top building in the Strand, Mary feels that “she
was at the very center” of the empire. The mellow strokes of Big Ben in Westminster
that inform Mary of the time seem to her mind to indicate the power of the imperial
system. However, Woolf does not denounce the imperial manipulation of the state as
she does in her later London novel, Mrs. Dalloway. Instead, she creates a new
woman who identifies with the expansion and the majesty of the empire. It is partly
because Night and Day was written during World War I, from 1916 to 1919 while
Mrs. Dalloway is written as a reflection of the aftermath of the war in the 1920s.
Woolf represents the new women’s exultation at the thought of their independence in
the metropolis and their participation in the operation of the state engine.
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Mary’s emotional responses both to her apartment and the streets through which
she commutes constitutes her identity as “a new woman”. Woolf vividly describes
her sensations caused by the light through her window, the texture of her furniture
and her breakfast. The pleasures of living alone assure her of having the strength to
fulfill her aspirations in the metropolis. Mary’s commuting from the Strand to Russel
Square is an energetic route where she interacts with the streets and environment of
London. Her mobility suggests women’s entry into the public spheres at the turn of
last century that is promising and positive. Sara Ahmed notes that “What moves us,
what makes us feel, is also that which holds us in place, or gives us a dwelling place.
Hence movement does not cut the body off from the ‘where’ of its inhabitance, but
connects bodies to other bodies: attachment takes place through movement, through
being moved by the proximity of others” (Ahmed 11). Walking among the crowd of
commuters, Mary “liked to think herself one of the workers” although she is a
voluntary worker (ND 61).
She liked to pretend that she was indistinguishable from the rest, and that when
a wet day drove her to the Underground or omnibus, she gave and took her
share of crowd and wet with clerks and typists and commercial men, and shared
with them the serious business of winding-up the world to tick for another fourand twenty hours. (ND 62)
Mary’s walking and connecting with other commuters is represented as a force that
promotes the progress of the nation and the world in general. In this sense, Mary
asserts her agency as a woman who courageously traverses the boundaries set for
Victorian women. Mary’s identity as a conventional woman is obliterated in this
crowd of commuters, and she assumes a new identity as a worker in the work force.
It is through these kinds of connections with other commuters that Mary integrates
her identity into the organic whole of the human community. She even identifies
herself with the shopkeepers and the bank clerks and unconsciously adopts a sense of
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belonging to their working environment. Different streets prompt her to think
different questions, particularly regarding the mechanism of commerce, the office
economy and her dreams of being a great organizer. The diversity of the city
environments and mobility situates Mary in a state of active observing and
participating. “What was the good, after all, of being a woman if one didn’t keep
fresh, and cram one’s life with all sorts of views and experiments?” (ND 63). Woolf
employs the street-walking motif to subvert more traditional novels that locate
women in the domestic drawing-rooms. While walking in the streets, Mary envisages
the possibilities for women in metropolitan cities and constructs her identity as a
professional woman as well. Although at this point she is an unpaid amateur worker,
her motions in the busy streets construct a mobile space that arouses her agency as a
woman and motivates her to reflect on women’s roles in the society. Unlike the male
characters Denham or Rodney who view their jobs as drudgery and a burden that
restricts their freedom and creativity, women at the turn of the last century
considered work as a liberating force that could emancipate them from the confines
of domesticity.
As a new woman at the turn of the 20th century, Mary’s development of
subjectivity enables her to overcome the many obstacles that she faces. Her first two
movements from the countryside to London receiving education and from college to
rent an apartment in the Strand defiant the Victorian social norms for women. Even
living in her ideal London, she is often confused by the value of her amateur work in
the Suffrage society and tested by the unfulfilled love and the feasibility of marriage.
Woolf employs street-haunting as a channel for Mary to figure out her emotions,
goal and vision. “The wonderful maze” is not only a carrier of her aspirations, but
also of her struggles and inner conflicts as a new woman. Mary is dissatisfied with
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the inefficiency of her office and dismayed by the outcome of the Suffrage
movement. Furthermore, the fact that her job is still unrewarding implies the
restrictions for women that exist in the professional fields. The setbacks of the
Suffrage movement and the limited significance of the votes for women movement
urge Mary to reflect on her professional goals. In the meantime, she is tormented by
her passionate love for Denham who doesn’t love her in return. However, Mary turns
down Denham’s proposal because she considers marriage without love is unworthy
of her. As an exemplar of the new woman, she is faced with the predicaments of
career as well as marriage. In Chapter XX, the train of her thoughts in the Charring
Cross Road, on the Embankment and in the Strand discloses her inner conflicts.
Mary’s disillusionment and suffering as an individual and a woman in love is
mediated via the roaring traffic and the passersby. She strives to realize her vision
beyond her individual sufferings. It is in the course of interacting with the crowd in
the streets that she clarifies her vision for the future. “It only needed a persistent
effort of thought, stimulated in this strange way by the crowd and the noise, to climb
the crest of existence and see it all laid out once and for ever. Already her suffering
as an individual was left behind her” (ND 218).
Observing that the vote was granted to women over thirty in 1918, Woolf
wrote, “I don’t feel much more important—perhaps slightly so” (D1 11). She
expresses her questioning about the significance of the vote through the portrayal of
Mary. Mary is dissatisfied with her colleagues’ lack of expertise, and aspires to
reform and reorganize their office. Realizing that the vote cannot fundamentally
improve the living conditions of women, Mary turns her eyes to the crowd in the
streets, who draw her attention to the welfare of humanity as a whole. The streets not
only provide a heterogeneous space for Mary’s inner conflicts, but perform as a
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catalyst in her transformation. The rushing crowd and mobility of traffic constitutes
an abstract community that integrates Mary, the individual, into its collective cause
and essence. “She had been up there and seen the world spread to the horizon. It was
now necessary to alter her course to some extent, according to her new resolve” (ND
218). Katherine’s standstill and shock experiences in Kingsway liberate her from the
conventional constraints, and connect her with her emotions, while Mary’s
contemplations and chaotic soliloquy from Charring Cross road to the Strand liberate
her, in her turn, from her individual emotions and connect her with the human
community. Mary resolves to dedicate her life to work for the benefit of human
beings. Both of the female characters’ epiphany and self-awakening are
accomplished in the course of their street haunting. Mary acquires a new job as a
paid secretary for a democratic society after renouncing individual happiness and the
trap of marriage. Working with a salary is a big step in her professional career, which
further ensures her independence besides owning an apartment of her own. Just as
Woolf admits “Of the two—the vote and the money—the money, I own, seemed
infinitely the more important” in the independence of women (ROO 35).
Woolf also draws a familiar analogy between riding the omnibus and modern
writing in Mary’s preliminary drafting of the manifesto “Some Aspects of the
Democratic State”. Before Mary attains her vision, she encounters obstacles in
writing as exemplified by the following: “The aspects dwindled out in a crisscross of
blotted lines in the very middle of the sentence” (ND 225). Ralph, as an excellent
amateur writer himself, opines that “she couldn’t write English, which accounted for
those frequent blots and insertions” (ND 225). However, since she reconstructs her
subjectivity in the preceding street haunting, Mary frees herself from the restraints of
masculine criteria for writing, and achieves autonomy as an author. She restores her
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confidence in writing, which is a direct product of her prospective thoughts. In the
interval of her writing, she listens to the sound of the street, “an omnibus ceased and
lurched on again with the heave of duty once more shouldered” (ND 225). The
“pauses and lurches of the omnibus” that counterpoint the “blots and insertions” of
Mary’s feminine sentences is a frequent metaphor which Woolf adopts in referring to
feminine writing. Mary identifies her feminine writing with the pause and lurch of
the omnibus and affirms that it shoulders “the heave of duty”. Mary’s selfaffirmation reflects Woolf’s aspiration to describe the “vision” that she
conceptualizes by using what she considers to be feminine sentences and syntax.
Starting with her next novel Jacob’s Room, Woolf initiates her experiments in
creative feminine narrative.
In the ending of Night and Day, Mary dedicates herself to her work instead of
marriage and resolves to travel to America having undergone the training and
experience to become a great organizer. The light in her room in the Strand is like a
lighthouse that illuminates the innovative marriage of Katherine and Denham which
combines women’s work with family life. Mary’s steady lamp in the heart of London
signifies the new women’s determination in introducing social reforms as well as
women’s autonomy.

3. The Intersections of Dream and Reality – Denham’s Street-haunting
As alluded to above, Night and Day has been considered as “a transitional
novel” in recent academic studies. Woolf employs the classic marriage plot with an
intentional happy ending and portrays the details of reality that she comes to detest in
her later critical essays. Although this novel is “copied from the plaster casts” in her
words, she endeavors to explore the problem of reality and vision that has been
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plaguing her since her early writing practices (L4 231). The division of reality and
vision or imagination are well represented in Denham’s split self. Denham is a
quintessential street haunter whose world is divided into two halves: the reality of his
office and his family in Highgate, and his daydreams in the urban streets. As a
solicitor, he is rather diligent and self-sufficient in his office and aspires to break into
the House of Commons. Besides, he also shoulders the duty of his big family to
upkeep a respectable middle-class life. As an individual, Denham’s subjectivity is
restrained both by the social conventions and his family responsibilities. His office in
the Lincoln’s Inn Fields and his house in Highgate are both represented as the
repressive forces that reduce him to these social roles. Denham’s great enjoyment is
rambling through the streets, which offers him a space where he can indulge in his
daydreams. “He thought he could pride himself upon life rigidly divided into the
hours of work and those of dreams; the two lived side by side without harming each
other” (ND 104). Street haunting is the main channel that he employs to nourish his
dream, that is, to maintain his sense of existence.
Besides providing an open space for him to balance reality and his dreams,
Denham’s addiction to street haunting also symbolizes his aspiration for class
mobility and gender fluidity. The metropolitan streets represent a space that mixes
different classes of people and various kinds of vehicles, as well as diverse shops and
offices. Just as Foucault claims that urban spaces, where different kinds of power
contend with each other, carry heterogeneous characteristics. The urban streets are
such spaces that epitomize qualities of diversity, equality, mobility and freedom.
They are the proper spaces where Denham could visualize Katherine, the poet’s
heiress from the upper-middle-class. Their communication and union can only be
achieved in the urban streets, instead of the traditional and hierarchical drawing49

room. Their courtship represents a metropolitan street love from the outset. After
Denham’s first visiting to the Hilberys, “he was glad to find himself outside the
drawing-room, breathing raw fog, and in contact with unpolished people who only
wanted their share of the pavement allowed them. He thought that if he had Mr. or
Mrs. or Miss Hilbery out here he would have made them, somehow, feel his
superiority” (ND 15). He detects Katherine’s anger and inhibition as “the hostess of
the house” and denounces her prescribed life vehemently. Denham’s daydream of
Katherine in his street haunting indicates that his unconscious aspirations of mixing
classes as well as reconfiguring gender roles, represents the mobility of classes and
genders at the turn of the 20th century. The omnibus is also a social space where
different classes of people are mixed, thus representing an element of equality and
democracy. In their omnibus travel, Denham and Katherine break down the barriers
between them for the first time and achieve an initial affinity. Woolf “employs the
early omnibus largely to distinguish among social classes and to chart the growing
intimacy” between Katherine and Denham (McNees 34). Katherine’s street haunting
reveals her desire for gender mobility, while Denham’s indicates his yearning for
class mobility. Both of them pursue a world of more equality, democracy and
diversity. Woolf notes that both liken themselves to Byron, implying that they are
iconoclastic and defiant heroes dissatisfied with the social conventions and Victorian
norms of gender and class.
Denham’s love for Katherine is a process of bridging his idealistic vision of
her with Katherine in flesh. Through his numerous street ramblings under the lamplit streets, Katherine’s image grows like a phantom bewitching him. Denham catches
a glimpse of Katherine passing the Strand in soliloquy “It’s life that matters, nothing
but life—the process of discovering—the everlasting and perpetual process” (ND
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106). This quotation is from Dostoevsky’s The Idiot. Peter Kaye argues that Woolf
“especially values his [Dostoevsky’s] ability to suggest desires that lie beyond
expressed thought, his explorations of ‘the dim and populous underworld of the
mind’s consciousness where desires and impulses are moving blindly beneath the
sod’ (E2 85)” (71). In this novel, Woolf delves into the characters’ desires
transcending the typical Edwardian novel. The “life”, “nothing but life”, refers to
Woolf’s notion of the mysterious flux that she strives to describe in her later novels.
The sleepwalking figure of Katherine is in concord with Denham’s daydream. He
envisions that her appearance instantly endows the chaotic street with “a curious look
of order and purpose which is imparted to the most heterogeneous things when music
sounds” (ND 106). The “order and purpose” discloses that Woolf’s modernist notion
that the unconscious world is more real and has a mechanism of its own.
Woolf arranges that Denham confesses his emotions to Katherine in their
street haunting in the Strand and along the Embankment. In the central district of the
city, the reality of Katherine in the flesh and Denham’s vision of her clash violently.
However, these conflicts are resolved in their mobility and in the sensations that
Katherine brings to him while walking by his side. There is an image haunting him,
“a lighthouse besieged by the flying bodies of birds, who were dashed senseless, by
the gale, against the glass” (ND 334). In his turbulent desire for Katherine, Denham
walks mechanically to Katherine’s house and stands underneath the street lamp
watching the inside of it. Katherine is like the lighthouse that gives off the searching
light and he, the lost bird. His pilgrimage action indicates Woolf’s fascination with
her own vision in her writing. She has been a lost bird striving to catch the “the truth
of life” in her experimental creation. During her creation of Night and Day, Woolf
was attempting to express the vision exemplified in her stories “The Mark on the
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Wall” (1917) and “Kew Gardens” (1919), which are imbued with stream of
consciousness passages. In this novel, she probes into her vision by portraying
Denham’s plentiful street haunting to explore his inner world, which is more real
than the outer world. Denham’s self-division between reality and dream exactly
echoes Woolf’s struggle with her vision that cannot be conveyed in more
conventional literary forms.
Some scholars criticize Woolf’s nostalgic resolution by arranging Denham and
Katherine to settle in a country cottage writing the history of the English village and
studying mathematics respectively. In response I would argue that Woolf realizes
that the development of industrialization has solidified men’s role as bread-winners
in office or factories while providing new opportunities for women like Mary.
Denham’s street haunting is also his protest against the constrictions of his
prescribed role, as is his dream of fleeing to the countryside and writing a book on
English villages. To some extent, his idyllic dream is contradicted with his identity
as a representative of the new petty bourgeoisie who yearn for the redistribution of
gender roles. On the whole, though, the nostalgic resolution of this novel tends to
indicate Woolf’s compromise with the traditional novel forms in her early creations.

II. The Polyphonic “Ballet” of London—Interrogating the Patriarchy and
Imperial Power in Mrs. Dalloway
Mrs. Dalloway is Woolf’s typical London novel that describes different
characters’ street haunting, bus rides around London, together with sharply focalized
scenes involving the motor-car and the aeroplane. Although the story narrates the
events of a single day, it shuttles through present and the past, country and city, and
reason and madness. Gwen Raverat comments that “it’s like a ballet […] All the
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movements in different directions both in time and space” (Pryor 174). Snaith and
Whitworth also notes that Woolf’s contemporary reviewers “also recognized the
novel’s dynamism” (6). It is as generally acknowledged that this effect of
“dynamism” owes much to Woolf’s adoption of stream of consciousness” technique.
However, I propose that Woolf’s employment of different modes of transportation
also contributes significantly to this mobility and dynamism. She depicts probably
the most famous female flâneur in literary history in the character of Clarissa
Dalloway, together with male flâneurs: Peter Walsh and Septimus, the dauntless busrider Elizabeth and the convergent scenes of the motor car and aeroplane. All these
walkers and transport-takers, in addition to Woolf’s motion imagery, advance the
plot, as well as expand the connotations of the novel. The depiction weaves a net of
the postwar London from the ground to the sky, from the imperial center to the
colony. When devising this novel, Woolf notes in her diary “In this book I have
almost too many ideas. I want to give life & death, sanity & insanity; I want to
criticize the social system, & to show it at work, at its most intense” (D2 248). She
realizes her goal by artfully adopting transportation as a writing technique in this
novel. She utilizes the motor car as a symbol to signify the imperial and ruling class.
To disclose the mechanism and oppression of the social system, she portrays three
marginalized men as flâneurs to criticize by subtextual implication the postwar
British society. She adopts the flâneuse—Clarissa to deconstruct the masculine
flâneur tradition both in literature and in the society. She also depicts Peter as a
social outcast from the colonies—India in this case—to scrutinize postwar London
and finally Septimus as a war victim typical of the uncomfortable blend of idealism
and disillusionment of the young men who volunteered patriotically for the war
effort. The perspectives of the three marginalized characters—the woman, the
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outcast colonizer and the psychiatric patient—are woven together to disclose, to
interrogate and to denounce the patriarchy, the imperialism and the militarism that
underpins London society. Woolf also utilizes Elizabeth’s bus rides to convey
women’s aspirations and to explore the professional domain which was not open to
them before the war. During the constant movement of the different characters,
Woolf probes into the past, the present and even the future unrestrainedly.

1. The Motor Car and the Aeroplane as Symbols of Empire and Militarism
The motor industry witnessed a sharp rise in popularity in Britain in the early
twentieth century; however, car production nearly came to end during the First
World War, 7 gaining rapid development in the 1920s. The motor car was still the
privilege of the upper or upper-middle class in the early post-war years. The Woolfs
didn’t buy their first second-hand Singer for 275 pounds until 1927 due to the profits
derived from the success of To the Lighthouse. In creating Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf
employs the motor car as a symbol of state power, as well as a narrative device to
transport the collective emotions of characters and readers. In the opening pages of
this novel, the motor car forms the first pivot point to facilitate the convergence of
people of different classes and genders and to build the initial connections between
the two main characters Clarissa and Septimus. The sound of a backfiring car startles
Clarissa and other passers-by. “Oh! a pistol shot in the street outside!” (MD 10).
Woolf intentionally compares the sound of the backfiring vehicle to that of a pistol,
which reminds the masses of the recently concluded war. The exploding sound that
causes the crowd to converge in Bond Street reveals the impact of the Great War on
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the common people. It also evokes the veteran Septimus’s great apprehension, as he
mutters “the world has raised its whip; where will it descend?” (MD 12) Thus, the
appearance and sound of the motor car also serve to reveal the collective trauma in
the aftermath of the Great War among the population particularly in the metropolis.
In his famous essay “Of Other Spaces: Utopia and Heterotopias”, Foucault
claims that the space where we live is not a void but a heteronomous one, and “we
live inside a set of relations that delineates sites which are irreducible to one another
and absolutely not superimposable on one another” (3). He proposes the concept of
“heterotopia” which refers to the “certain cultural, institutional and discursive
spaces” that carry “the curious property” to “suspect, neutralize or invent a set of
relations that they happen to designate, mirror, or reflect (4). It has the characteristics
of disturbing, contradicting or transforming. The motor car in the Bond Street
generates a provisional and heterogeneous transport space that constitutes such a
heterotopia. The passers-by assemble around the motor car, so do other motors,
omnibuses and shop keepers. The stationary position of both the pedestrians and the
traffic around the literal and metaphorical center represents the enforcement and
coercion of imperial authority over the masses. When the car backfire occurs, “a
male hand drew the blind” instantly before passers-by “have just time to see the face
of the very greatest importance against the dove-grey upholstery” (MD 11). The
deliberate concealment of the important person increases the mystique of imperial
and royal power. Both the “shot” sound and the dove-grey motor car play a role of
convergence as well as divergence. On the one hand, they draw people of different
classes and genders together. The aristocratic lady, Clarissa, the mentally unstable
veteran Septimus, the middle-class “old ladies on the tops of omnibuses” and the
poor people are all united by the scene of the motor car in the streets. On the other
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hand, the car disperses its prestige and power by its presence in the public space from
the center of Bond Street to Piccadilly and to St. James’s Street. The imperial or
royal authority transmits its power among the masses by disciplining their
subconscious response in their thoughts and behaviors. The crowd’s conjectures
regarding the identity of the occupant is also a process of internalization of imperial
power. Clarissa “wore a look of extreme dignity standing by the flower shop in the
sunlight” watching the car with the blinds drawn (MD 14). When the car passes
slowly in the street, it receives the salute and homage of the crowd who “stood even
straighter, and removed their hands” or in the case of the elderly judge: “raised his
hat and held it high” (MD 15). “In all the hat shops and tailors’ shops strangers
looked at each other and thought of the dead; of the flag; of empire” (MD 15). Woolf
employs the backfiring motor car constructing a heterogeneous space where the
empire propagates its ideology and executes its power among different classes of
people including the poor, the widows, the middle classes, the old judge and so on.
Like the panopticon, the motor car in the streets radiates the power of the state
and exercises surveillance over individuals’ patterns of thought and behavior. It also
arouses their loyalty for the country and their sense of honor as subjects of the
empire. It was precisely that kind of loyalty and honor that prompted thousands of
young people to go to the battlefield and lose their lives or have their lives ruined
like Septimus. Woolf satirizes the blind worship of the masses by describing their
ridiculous thoughts and behaviors in the heterotopia generated by the motor car. She
also associates this scene with the war via Septimus’s vision “this gradual drawing
together of everything to one center before his eyes, as if some horror had come
almost to the surface and was about to burst into flames” (MD 12). In this way, the
blind worship of empire is suggestively correlated with militarism in the readers’
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minds. Woolf denounces the imperialism and mindless worship of privilege and
authority among the people by devising an idiosyncratic traffic space represented by
the motor car.
It’s noteworthy that Woolf introduces the scene of the advertising aeroplane to
dissolve the ethos of imperial power that is transmitted by the motor car scene.
Accordingly, the transport space is expanded from the land to the sky, and thus the
combination of motor car and aeroplane create a stereoscopic space where different
kinds of relations are implied and constructed. As the motor car approaches
Buckingham Palace and the worship of the masses reaches its climax, the noisy
aeroplane distracts the attention of the crowd from the motor car. Woolf utilizes the
aeroplane to allude to the Great War, which was the first modern technological war
in human history. She likewise employs the sound or images of an aeroplane to
signify the past Great War in The Years or the approaching World War II in Between
the Acts. The aeroplane soon came into military service after it was invented in 1903
by the Wright brothers. Considering that civil aviation was not developed before
WWI began, the image of the aeroplane was directly connected with the war in the
eyes of common people. The First World War motivated the development of aviation
and the functions of the aircrafts expanded from reconnaissance to fighting and
bombing. The number of aircraft engaged in combat increased from about 2000 to
more than 20, 0000.8 It is in this war that the common people first witnessed the
extensive use of the aeroplane. Therefore, the roar and the image of aeroplane was
naturally linked to the war in the consciousness of the population in the immediate
post-war period. Woolf describes the sound of its approach as something “ominous
in the ears of the crowd” (MD 12). She artfully relates the appearance of the
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aeroplane with specters of the past war. The scene that succeeds in projecting the
crowd into a collective flashback of the war.
Woolf is not limited to exposing the association between the aeroplane and the
war; she also endeavors to represent the mechanism of the postwar society. After the
war, most of the military aircraft were adapted to suit civilian applications (Martin
52). The first airline for transporting passengers was opened up between London and
Paris in 1919. In the novel, the aeroplane is used to advertise “toffee” candy and
other products. Gillan Beer views the circling plane as “an image of ‘free will’ and
ecstasy” that engages viewers on the ground in a collective fantasy (276). All the
passersby are attracted to the collective deciphering of its abstract language with the
result that “the car went in at the gates and nobody looked at it” (MD 18). The
imperial authority that is projected by the motor car soon gives way to the
advertising of the aeroplane, which suggests the dissolution of wartime powers due
to rapidly expanding consumerism. The economic boom after the war absorbs people
into the pleasures of consumerism. The intrusion of the airplane with its playful
flying and writing deconstructs the unified and stabilized order built by the imperial
power. The failure of onlookers to interpret the meaning of the letters also suggests
the insignificance and ambiguity of the postwar world.
There is another motor car that has an impact on readers—that belonging to Sir
William Bradshaw. Septimus and his wife Rezia recognize Dr. Bradshaw’s house
directly by the luxurious motor car parked in front of it. In the early 1920s, only the
upper class people could afford motor cars. It was not until the mid-1920s that motor
cars became more accessible to the middle classes. Thus, when Woolf started writing
Mrs. Dalloway in 1923, it was still viewed as a symbol of class and status. She
depicts Sir Bradshaw’s motor car meticulously:
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Indeed it was—Sir William Bradshaw’s motor car; low, powerful, grey with
plain initials interlocked on the panel, as if the pomps of heraldry were
incongruous, this man being the ghostly helper, the priest of science; and, as
the motor car was grey, so to match its sober suavity, grey furs, silver grey
rugs were heaped in it, to keep her ladyship warm while she waited. (MD 87)
Woolf emphasizes the grandeur and solemnity of the motor car and relates its luxury
to the successful career of Dr. Bradshaw. His self-important propaganda for his
psychoanalytical theory of proportion is contrasted sharply with his indifference to
his patients. He arbitrarily secludes his patients and curtails their freedom of speech,
reproductive right and even their right to feel melancholy. The homes he sets up to
seclude mentally disturbed people is a social space that is emblematic of his power.
His luxurious motor car is not only a symbol of his wealth and status, but also a
testimony of how he accumulates his wealth by exploiting his patients. When coming
out of Bradshaw’s office, Septimus observes “the upkeep of that motor car alone
must cost him quite a lot” (MD 92). Woolf depicts a social climber image in her
depiction of Bradshaw and exposes the hypocrisy of his ideology by satirizing this
luxurious motor car.
In Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf skillfully utilizes modern transport—the motor car
and the aeroplane—to build up idiosyncratic spaces where different classes and
genders of people assemble and interact with the imperial power of the state. The
motor car performs this figurative role both as a symbol of the empire and of the
ruling class of Britain. In these mobile and heterogeneous spaces, imperial authority
still attempts to command the loyalty and glorification of the masses, and exercise
control over their minds as well as their behaviors in the postwar society. Woolf
shrewdly suggests that this was the motivation that prompted thousands of young
men like Septimus and Evans volunteer to fight in the war. Woolf satirizes the blind
worship of the people as well as the manipulative solemnity of the royal family and
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imperial authority. She also notes the burgeoning consumerism after the war by
incorporating the advertising aeroplane that draws the whole masses’ attention.
Clearly the introduction of these scenes of modern transport sets the tone for helping
Woolf achieve her goal in the novel, “I want to criticize the social system, & to show
it at work, at its most intense” (D2 248).

2. Woolf’s Subversion of the Conventional Flâneur Narrative
“Flâneur” was a literary archetype that Walter Benjamin drew on from Charles
Baudelaire’s poetry. He proposes that “the man of leisure can indulge in the
perambulations” and “he is as much out of place in an atmosphere of complete
leisure as in the feverish turmoil of the city” (Benjamin 188). “For the perfect idler,
for the passionate observer it becomes an immense source of enjoyment to establish
his dwelling in the throng, in the ebb and flow, the bustle, the fleeting and the infinite”
(Baudelaire 399). When Baudelaire created the figure of flâneur and Benjamin
subsequently conjured up the literary type, both of them presumed that its gender
was male. Women had not got free access to the public space until the late 19th
century. It was the development of industrialization that prompted working-class
women to emerge in the streets first, and then new women images followed suit.
When women appeared in public in the Victorian era, they became the object of the
flâneur’s gaze. In the same year Woolf conceived Mrs. Dalloway, she had just read
James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922) a novel that features a male flâneur named Leopold
Bloom roaming in the modern city of Dublin over the course of one day. Although
Woolf criticizes the book as “diffuse, brackish, pretentious and even underbred”, she
appears to have been stimulated by it when envisaging her own novel—Mrs.
Dalloway (D2 199).
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Woolf appropriates the masculine tradition of flâneur represented by
Baudelaire and Joyce, and creates a new figure in the literary canon. In this novel,
she portrays a flâneuse, a feminine equivalent of flâneur, in the character—Clarissa
Dalloway, and records her activities during a single day. As her surname “dally
along the way” suggests (Bowlby 219), Clarissa asserts her liking at the beginning of
the novel: “I love walking in London”, “Really, it’s better than walking in the
country” (MD 3). Unlike the counterpart Bloom, who is to an extent alienated from
his urban experiences, Woolf’s flâneuse adopts an active attitude and sense of
enthusiasm, while strolling in the urban streets. This reflects the newly won
independence of upper-class women like Clarissa, and the assertion of their right to
appear in the public space without male company. The stimuli of modern urban life
resonate with their sense of freedom. Woolf challenges the literary archetype of
flâneur not only by depicting a flâneuse, Clarissa, but also by portraying two other
marginalized men as flâneurs: the outcast from the colony—Peter Walsh and the
shell-shocked veteran—Septimus. Peter’s identities are plural: a social failure in the
eyes of his former friends, a colonial administrator in India who has been living
away from the imperial center for five years and a man who projects his masculine
superiority. Through his flânerie, Woolf examines the transformations in the postwar
society, and also exposes men’s masculine superiority to women and the empire’s
hegemony over the colony. Woolf also creates a young male character hidden to
emphasize the trauma of the Great War on the participants among the common
people. The three marginalized characters, the woman, the social reject from the
colony and the mentally disturbed veteran, are the representatives of Woolf’s
“society of outsiders”. The outsiders’ perspectives interrogate the failures of the
patriarchy, imperialism and militarism of the declining empire after the Great War.
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By depicting their movement in the London streets, Woolf produces a polyphonic
narrative where three different voices develop and interact with one other. The
seemingly independent movement of the three characters converges spatially and
temporally, thus constructing a kind of simultaneity, which is the characteristic of the
typical modernist novel.
The novel begins with Clarissa’s rambling in the London streets and portrays a
fresh and dynamic postwar London. The past in the countryside of Burton is brought
into the present by the sensations experienced in the course of Clarissa’s mobility.
Through the adoption of the stream of consciousness technique, Woolf not only
connects the past and the present, but also the country and the city. She expresses her
fascination with London through Clarissa, “in people’s eyes, in the swing, tramp, and
trudge; buses, vans, sandwich men shuffling and swinging; brass bands, barrel
organs; in the triumph and the jingle and the strange high singing of some aeroplane
overhead was what she loved; life; London; this moment of June” (MD 2). During
Clarissa’s motion, her sensations inspired by the sights and sounds are integrated into
the hustle and bustle of the streets. The lively and vigorous postwar scene resonates
with Clarissa who has just recovered from a severe disease. In her reverie, the
psychological space interacts with the physical one, and Clarissa shuttles back and
forth freely between the two. According to De Certeau, the modern city is
constrained by the strategies of governments, municipalities and corporations, who
impose their rules and regulate the ordinary people. However, in the map drawn up
by those who govern, the individuals resist the oppression of the planners by their
tactics of individuality such as walking, reading, talking and cooking. De Certeau
considers the unified city as a “map” while the ordinary people’s walking in the city
is seen as “tours”. Although the metropolis of London is determined by imperial
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power and royal authority as well as consumerism, which is disclosed by the
backfiring motor car and the aeroplane, the roaming of Clarissa is her tactic that
deconstructs the patriarchal and imperial discourse, by marking her independent
thinking and movement. She spends most of her life as “an angel in the house” by
giving various social parties to fulfill her role. Her attitudes to the parties are
ambivalent and she wonders whether she has wasted her life in preparing and hosting
them. However, in the process of her street haunting, Clarissa escapes the inhibited
and static private space, and merges with the mobile urban environment. Her
leisurely walking from Westminster, across St. James’s Park, to Bond Street, is a
form of female self-expression in the public space. Her walking routes through the
public space constitute a mobile transport space where she combines the past and
present, and constructs her subjectivity in the process of self-exploration. Her ramble
in the streets breaks the conventional constraints imposed on women, and subverts
the gaze of man. Clarissa becomes the subject, playing an active role, and the
cityscape, including men, become the objects of her gaze. Clarissa’s daring
declaration that she is a lover of street haunting echoes Woolf resistance against the
patriarchal dualism that confines women into the domestic sphere. Given that, as
Foucault argues, space is the site and basis where power operates, the urban streets as
a public space manifest women’s aspirations for equality and rights in the early
twentieth century.
However, Clarissa’s sense of liberation and freedom is transient, since the goal
of walking is to buy flowers for her party, which represents a traditional and
domestic activity. As the hostess of the party, she struggles with thoughts of the
hollowness and emptiness of life by uttering “fear no more the heat o’ the sun, nor
the furious winter’s rages” (MD 7). The phrase is a quotation from Shakespeare’s
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late play, Cymbeline, a song intended to soothe people’s fear of death. Being faced
with the problem of ageing and her negative feelings about past war, Clarissa doubts
the meaning and value of her life. She strives to reconcile herself with death, and
encourages herself to confront life with courage. Thus, her flânerie is full of conflicts
and tensions, where the ardent embrace of urban sensations is contradicted by her
intimations of the emptiness of life and of mortality.
Woolf also notes the hierarchal conflicts and fluidity in postwar London in
Clarissa’s ramblings and flâneries. She meticulously describes her inner activities
while strolling in Bond Street.
Bond Street fascinated her; Bond Street early in the morning in the season;
its flags flying; its shops; no splash; no glitter; one roll of tweed in the shop
where her father had bought his suits for fifty years; a few pearls; salmon on
the iceblock.
That is all,” she said, looking at the fishermonger’s. “That is all,” she
repeated, pausing for a moment at the window of a glove shop where, before
the War, you could buy almost perfect gloves. And her old Uncle William
used to say a lady is known by her shoes and her gloves. […] Gloves and
shoes; she had a passion for gloves; but her own daughter, her Elizabeth,
cared not a straw for either of them. (MD 8)
Located in the West End of London off Oxford Street, Bond Street is fashionable
shopping street where many expensive and prestigious shops are located. Clarissa
revels in the corporality of this shopping street and appreciates the pleasures brought
to women by consumerism. The upper-class women appeared in public mainly for
shopping or other social activities at the turn of the previous century while their
lower-class counterparts were there to earn their livings. Here Woolf affirms the
positive impact of consumerism on women, since it offers them freedom to enter the
public space. The luxury of the street also marks its upper-class traits, which evokes
Clarissa sense of continuity and superiority. Yet Woolf indicates the class mobility
after the war by exemplifying the changing status of shoes and gloves in women’s
everyday life before and after the war. The younger generation, like Elizabeth, pay
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little attention to the Victorian norms such as the idea that “a lady is known by her
shoes and gloves”. Through Clarissa’s flânerie, Woolf illustrates the transformations
of femininity and class mobility in postwar London.
Woolf depicts Peter as her typical male flâneur, in contrast to Clarissa, the
flâneuse. Because of his impulsive and emotional temperament, Peter, now in his
fifties, is still caught in love affairs with some married woman without having
accomplished a successful career. After visiting Clarissa’s house in Westminster, he
embarks on his roaming from Victoria Street to Whitehall, across Trafalgar Square
and Oxford Street, and finally arrives at Regents Park where he comes across
Septimus and Rezia. Through an outsider’s perspective, Woolf examines the
transformations of Great Britain after the Great War, and implicitly critiques the
militaristic education of the young men. Besides, she also subverts the traditional
flâneur device by depicting Peter following a “new woman” who tantalizes and
defies him. The power pattern between the flâneur as the subject and the woman as
the object is altered. To some extent, Woolf deconstructs the masculine flâneur by
depicting Peter’s reverse chase game.
Woolf also examines the militarism of the empire from the perspective of Peter
the social outcast. Unlike Clarissa, who rambles mainly through the commercial
areas of London, Peter’s stroll mainly covers the center of the British political and
ministerial districts. Whitehall is the main thoroughfare that connects Trafalgar
Square, Parliament Square and Downing Street. It is recognized as the center of the
Government of the United Kingdom, where ministries such as the Ministry of
Defense, and other symbolic institutions including the Horse Guards in the Mall, the
Cabinet Office and the Old War Office are located. Besides the official buildings,
there are numerous statues of admirals or generals erected in this street.
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Henri Lefebvre contends that “(Social) space is a (social) product [...] the space
thus produced also serves as a tool of thought and of action [...] in addition to being a
means of production it is also a means of control, and hence of domination, of
power” (26). He proposes a triadic division of space: spatial practice/perceived
space, representation of space/conceived space, representational space/lived space.
The perceived space refers to the material and natural space that exists as an object
of human activities; the representation of space refers to the one constructed by the
government, architects or economists representing the ideology of the ruling class;
the representational space as the lived space of human beings contains all the
material, psychological and intellectual attributes. The space of Whitehall Street and
its nearby areas, including these memorial statues are social spaces that are produced
by the governing class to propagate their imperial and militaristic ideology. The
memorials of these generals and admirals such as Duke of Cambridge, Admiral
Nelson, General Gordon and Havelock are signifiers of militarism and patriotism that
the government uses to indoctrinate ordinary people. They remind Peter of his
adolescence when he was enthusiastic about reforming the society and full of heroic
complexes. Like the young Peter, there are generations after generations of young
men who model themselves on theses statutes. Peter comes across a group of Boy
Scouts marching up Whitehall who are disciplined by the militaristic ideology of the
empire.
Boys in uniform, carrying guns, marched with their eyes ahead of them,
marched their arms stiff, and on their faces an expression like the letters of a
legend written round the base of a statue praising duty, gratitude, fidelity,
love of England. (MD 46)
[…] But they did not look robust. They were weedy for the most part, boys
of sixteen, who might, to-morrow, stand behind bowls of rice, cakes of soap
on counters. (MD 46)
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Peter associates these scout boys with the images of future soldiers. They are
deprived of free thinking and pleasures of life, and are trained as future war
machines. Whitehall and Trafalgar Square are the locus of an empire that
indoctrinates these boys. Woolf draws an analogy between the marching boys and
the memorials to lament the tragic fate of many generations of young men. The
produced social spaces transmit the ideology of the governing class, guide and
restrict human perceptions and practices. The marching boys also alludes to the
image of the war veteran—Septimus who was motivated by his patriotism and
idealism to fight for his country. Woolf’s initial motivation of criticizing the society
and exposing the operations of the mechanism are implemented by the ramble of
Peter, the detached observer from the colony. He adopts an indifferent attitude
towards the ideology and discipline that conveyed from these statues and the political
centers. “Gordon whom as a boy he had worshipped; Gordon standing lonely with
one leg raised and his arms crossed, poor Gordon, he thought” (MD 47). Although
the streets and squares as social products influence and condition the ordinary
people’s responses and behaviors, Peter resists the dominated power by his
individual spatial choices. He satirizes the statue of Gordon, the role model of his
youth, which is the reverse interpretation of the conventional state ideology.
However, Peter’s lack of identification with the militarism of the state as well
as his masculine frustration in the drawing room at Clarissa’s home produces in him
a kind of identity crisis. Besides, his distance from his motherland also adds to his
sense of alienation. “The strangeness of standing alone, alive, unknown, at half-past
eleven in Trafalgar Square overcame him. What is it? Where am I? And why, after
all, does one do it? he thought, the divorce seeming all moonshine. […] yet stood at
the opening of endless avenues, down which if he chose he might wander” (MD 47).
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Yet the young woman walking past the Gordon statue soon rescues Peter from his
confusion of identity. He restores his agency and summons up his masculinity, after
deciding to follow the single and fashionable woman.
Straightening himself and stealthily fingering his pocket-knife he started after
her to follow this woman, this excitement, which seemed even with its back
turned to shed him a light which connected them, which singled him out, as if
the random uproar of the traffic had whispered through hollowed hands his
name, not Peter, but his private name which he called himself in his own
thoughts. “You,” she said, only “you”, saying it with her white gloves and her
shoulders. (MD 48)
Keith Tester observes that “Flânerie [can] complete his [the flâneur’s] otherwise
incomplete identity; satisfy his otherwise dissatisfied existence; replace the sense of
bereavement with a sense of life” (7). The imagined privacy between Peter and the
young woman affirms his identity as a superior man and reestablishes his
subjectivity. Peter imagines himself as a romantic “buccaneer” from India pursuing
her. He takes the young woman as an object or “the other” to assert his image as a
subject. To some extent, Peter’s chasing game compensates for his impaired
masculinity in his unsuccessful pursuit of Clarissa in their youth. He compares the
strange woman with Clarissa in his mind, “there was a dignity about her. She was not
worldly, like Clarissa; not rich, like Clarissa” (MD 48). Peter’s flânerie expresses his
unsatisfied desires in reality. He projects his idealized image of women into this
young woman with a prerequisite that her social status is lower to Clarissa’s, which
means she is an easier conquest. He doubts whether she is respectable, and even
speculates that the red house which she finally enters bears vague impropriety.
Rachel Bowlby notes that “flânerie involves a certain representation of the woman as
herself being part of the spectacle, one of the curiosities in which the flâneur will
take an interest in the course of his walk” (209). Peter’s speculation implies the
flâneurs’ sense of male superiority in the early twentieth century. They make up
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stories concerning young women appearing alone in the streets, and view them as the
prostitutes or frivolous objects that satisfy their masculine sexual fantasies.
However, Woolf subverts the gender narrative of the traditional flâneur device
by depicting a “new woman”, who shifts the submissive posture into an active one.
He pursued; she changed. There was color in her cheeks, mockery in her
eyes. […]
Laughing and delightful, she crossed Oxford Street and Great Portland
Street and turned down one of the little streets […] and with one look in his
direction, but not at him, one look that bade farewell, summed up the whole
situation and dismissed it triumphantly, forever, […] (MD 49)
These descriptions suggest that the young woman is not a passive object; instead, she
is conscious of being followed by the middle-aged man. She chooses a daring stance,
teasing him and ignoring him. In this chasing process, she reverses the operation of
power and challenges Peter’s absolute masculine authority. She announces the
ending of the chasing game with a triumphant glance. Woolf depicts the followed
woman as the “new woman”, who emerges in the streets at the turn of the twentieth
century due to the development of industrialization and urbanization. Even in the
previous decade Great War prompted many women to enter the public sphere, taking
different jobs. Unlike their predecessor who are objects in the gaze of the flâneurs,
the new women defy the masculine gaze and assert their subjectivity. Thus, the
traditional flâneur narrative is deconstructed by the reversed following game, which
in turn suggests the greater degree of gender mobility in London society after the
First World War.
Septimus’s stroll and chaotic stream of consciousness add a discordant voice
to the polyphonic narrative. His ramble intersects with Clarissa’s in the official
motor car scene and converges with Peter’s in Regent’s Park. The information
regarding Septimus’s suicide is conveyed at Clarissa’s party, and transforms
Clarissa’s existential philosophy by transcending the normal class boundaries. The
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disordered flânerie of Septimus is like the undercurrents or trauma of the postwar
society that everybody perceives, yet they strive to escape or repress. Through the
perspective of this subconscious flâneur, Woolf represents a fragmented and
disillusioned postwar world. For Baudelaire, the flâneur is the man “who can reap
aesthetic meaning and an individual kind of existential security from the spectacle of
the teeming crowds—the visible public—of the metropolitan environment of the
city” (Tester 2). Obviously, Septimus is not a flâneur in a strict sense. He cannot
relish the metropolitan phantasmagoria in which there are so many stimuli such as
“the pistol shot” of the motor car and the skywriting areoplane, the Skye terrier and
so on. The various sounds and sights affect Septimus’s sensitive sensory system and
increase his apprehension of the urban environment. Lost in his hallucination, for
him metropolitan London is permeated with shadows of war and the specters of the
dead like his friend, Evans. Whereas the ordinary people are manipulated either by
imperial authority and social custom or attracted by consumerism, Septimus’s day in
London reveals the war trauma repressed by the society.
Tracey Loughran notes that in Britain, the Great War was “a war fought by
literate soldiers, individuals who were readers and often writers” (97). The
intellectual young men who were indoctrinated with idealized patriotism by the
British elite education system enlisted in the Great War enthusiastically. “Septimus
was one of the first to volunteer. He went to France to save an England which
consisted almost entirely of Shakespeare’s plays and Miss Isabel Pole in a green
dress walking in a square” (MD 80). However, the cruelty of the war shattered his
idealism and heroism. He is one of the survivors of the war, yet he becomes the
marginalized veteran that the state intends to forget or conceal. By hinting at the
power reconfigurations among different ranks and classes after the Great War Woolf
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subtly suggests the futility of those young men’s sacrifice. Without confronting the
trauma or listening to the stories of the victims, postwar society throws the veterans
suffering from shell-shock onto the psychiatrists like William Bradshaw. With deep
irony Woolf depicts how these psychiatrists use them as tools to enrich themselves
and join the upper class of society.
In the motor car scene, all the traffic accumulating around the car and the
pedestrians gathering to watch provoke great terror in Septimus.
Septimus thought, and this gradual drawing together of everything to one
center before his eyes, as if some horror had come almost to the surface and
was about to burst into flames, terrified him. The world wavered and
quivered and threatened to burst into flames. It is I who am blocking the way,
he thought. Was he not being looked at and pointed at; was he not weighted
there, rooted to the pavement, for a purpose? But for what purpose? (MD 12)
The motor car as the focus of attention relates to the “flames” caused by the bombs
in Septimus’s mind. His mental trauma induces him to speculate whether he is the
cause of the event and think it is he who is about to be condemned and suffer. Woolf
draws an analogy between Septimus and Jesus Christ suggesting that he is a
scapegoat who bears the sins of all human beings. She deliberately juxtaposes
Septimus and the imperial authority in the motor car to imply the relationship
between war victims and the war’s instigators. Through Septimus’s hallucinatory
flânerie, Woolf interrogates what is the meaning of his sufferings, which is also the
question raised by survivors of the whole generation who fought in the Great War.
When Septimus rambles from Bond Street to Regent’s Park, these words such as
“God”, “trees”, “crime”, “sins” and “eternal suffering” haunt him. He strives to
search for a meaning to explain his suffering and the death of Evans, a meaning that
is not only an essential remedy for himself, but, as Woolf implies here and in Jacob’s
Room, is also relevant to the whole generation of young men.
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Woolf juxtaposes Peter Walsh with Septimus spatially in the scene set in
Regent’s Park and explores the intersubjective consciousness of the two characters.
She compares Peter’s sensual responses to the scenery with Septimus’s disordered
phantasm. Peter’s spatial and temporary distance from the United Kingdom
strengthens his identification as the subject of the empire. He romanticizes the
hierarchy of the country and revels in “the advanced civilization” that is exemplified
by the beautiful park and agreeable people. Ironically, he eulogizes the young couple
Septimus and Rezia as the embodiment of his so-called “civilization”. “Lovers
squabbling under a tree; the domestic family life of the parks. Never had he seen
London look so enchanting—the softness of the distances; the richness; the
greenness; the civilization, after India, he thought, strolling across the grass” (MD
65). However, the lively view of the park in Peter’s eyes is contrasted with its hellish
aspects in Septimus’s consciousness, to whom the sounds of traffic and the old man’s
penny whistle are converted into a war anthem or an elegy. Rezia’s announcement
“It is time” sounds like “shells from a plane” in Septimus ears (MD 64). In this
novel, the chimes of Big Ben and other clocks signify authoritative masculine power
that delivers a verdict. Septimus’s appointment with the Dr. Bradshaw at twelve
o’clock pronounces his judgement. Thus, the word “time” here embodies the power
of a sentence. It stimulates Septimus to see the vision of the dead in the person of his
friend Evans. “A man in grey was actually walking towards them. It was Evans! But
no mud was on him, no wounds” (MD 64). The resurrected Evans is like a ghost
walking toward Septimus, another living ghost. Septimus’s disordered flânerie is
thus starkly paralleled with Peter’s enchantment with metropolitan London,
constructing a distinct contrast between fantasy and reality, and intensifying Woolf’s
satirical representation of imperial and patriarchal authority.
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In short Woolf subverts the masculine flâneur device by depicting a female
flâneuse in Clarissa, an outcast colony administrator in Peter, and a distraught
veteran in Septimus. Clarissa is both an outsider and insider because of her identity
as an independent-minded woman and as the wife of a senator. Peter also has a
double identity as a society failure and a colonial administrator. Septimus is
representative of middle-class young men, who are used as the tools of the ruling
class in the Great War. The roaming of the three characters covers commercial,
political and leisure areas of metropolitan London in a synchronic juxtaposition.
Their respective flâneries expose both the sensual experience of the modern city and
the undercurrents that are occurring at this time beneath the facade of an orderly and
normal social fabric. The street-hauntings of three marginalized characters are like
three dancers who appear on the stages simultaneously or alternatively, constructing
a polyphonic ballet through spatial and temporary fluidity. The synchronicity of the
three street-haunters illustrates the novel’s modernity, as well as revealing the
mobility and the feeling of disillusionment in postwar London.

3. Elizabeth’s Bus Exploration and Women’s Professions
With its debut in Britain in 1829, the omnibus drawn by horses soon became
the main transport vehicle in central London. Before the First World War, the buses
had been motorized following the second industrial revolution. While cabs were a
form of public transport of the upper-class, omnibuses typified middle or lower class
transportation. In Woolf’s adolescence she often explored the city with her siblings
from South Kensington to central London. In her fictional creation she transfers her
enthusiasm for bus rides into the reactions of her characters. She meticulously tracks
the evolution of their emotions while riding through the different areas of the city.
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Lorna Shelly claims that omnibuses can “be seen as a ‘text’ onto which writers
inscribed their ideas of urbanity, change, and transition” (148). Elizabeth Dalloway
explores central London by taking a ‘pirate’ omnibus from Victoria Street, to
Whitehall, the Strand and on to Fleet Street. By adopting the public transport
omnibus as a metaphorical and narrative medium, Woolf underlines women’s greater
agency in the 1920s thanks to the greater options of mobility.
Elizabeth is an upper-class girl whose growth has been restricted in the
prestigious Westminster district and at the family’s country manor. At the age of
seventeen she is being prepared to enter society and use her sexual attractions to
become a hostess at parties, like her mother Clarissa. Woolf describes her youth and
beauty from the perspectives of different characters such as Clarissa, Miss Kilman,
Peter, and the guests in Clarissa’s party. She is like “a poplar”, “a hyacinth” or
“garden lilies” without being sunbathed (MD 126). It is noteworthy that Woolf
portrays Elizabeth as having a somewhat oriental appearance and temperament.
“[She] was dark; had Chinese eyes in a pale face; an oriental mystery; was gentle,
considerate, still” (MD 114). Her aunts even doubt whether “some Mongol had been
wrecked on the coast of Norfolk had mixed with the Dalloway ladies?” (MD 114).
Elizabeth’s weird genetic variation reflects Woolf’s idealized Chinese complex,
which might be influenced by the Sinophile craze of British intellectuals at the turn
of the 20th century. It is also Woolf’s intentional strategy to depict the younger
generation who are different from their elders, venturing into professions and
shouldering responsibility for the country’s transformation and progress.
The omnibus as a form of public passenger transport created a special space
that fused public and private space. The passengers of different classes and genders
were thrown together during their temporary travelling time. On the one hand, the
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semi-closed space provided women who were seated with a safe environment to
observe other passengers and the streetscape without being gazed at. On the other
hand, it constituted a relatively private space where they can reflect on the urban
environment. The mobile omnibus also offered passengers constantly changing urban
landscapes, which could interact with the inner world of their private thoughts. In
their psychological space, women could actively respond to the streetscapes,
reconstruct their subjectivity and even enjoy a sense of personal agency. Elizabeth’s
omnibus ride is such a representation of this experience.
Suddenly Elizabeth stepped forward and most competently boarded the
omnibus, in front of everybody. She took a seat on top. The impetuous
creature—a pirate—started forward, sprang away; she had to hold the rail to
steady herself, for a pirate it was, reckless, unscrupulous, bearing down
ruthlessly, circumventing dangerously, boldly snatching a passenger, or
ignoring a passenger, squeezing eel-like and arrogant in between, and then
rushing insolently, all sails spread, up Whitehall. (MD 127)
These omnibuses were privately owned double-deck buses that had been popular
until 1920s. Woolf endows the characteristics of the omnibus with the bus rider—
Elizabeth. She takes the front seat on the top deck, which gives her the sensation of
power as if she were steering and controlling the “ship” like a pirate captain. The
reckless mobility of the omnibus emancipates Elizabeth from the domestic sphere of
the upper-class drawing room. Imagining herself as a pirate, her bus ride is an
adventure into the public space which is an uncommon experience for upper-class
women. “For no Dalloways came down the Strand daily; she was a pioneer, a stray,
venturing, trusting (MD 128). Elizabeth transgresses not only the boundaries between
the private and public spaces, but also the boundaries between upper and middleclass ones. As mentioned earlier, omnibuses were mainly taken by middle or lower
classes because of their relatively inexpensive fares. Elizabeth’s act of transgression
of space and class endows her with a spirit of adventure, challenging the Victorian
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patriarchal norms. Her active posture when she is riding in the bus challenges the
“gaze” of other passengers. Woolf utilizes parenthetical insertions to portray
Elizabeth’s unconscious fight with “the other” image with which the patriarchal
society has endowed her. “The feet of those people busy about their activities, hands
putting stone to stone, minds eternally occupied not with trivial chatterings
(comparing women to poplars—which was rather exciting, of course but very silly)”
(MD 128). The streetscape provides the scene of modern commercialization and
administrative activity, prompting Elizabeth’s agency in urban life.
During her bus trip via the Strand, where many law courts and famous
institutions are located, Elizabeth reads the “text” of the cityscape, inspiring in her
various emotions and cognitive reactions. The speed of the omnibus endows her with
courage to think she can venture into professional life. “She would become a doctor,
a farmer, possibly go into Parliament if she found it necessary, all because of the
Strand” (MD 128). It is the Strand in particular with its professional atmosphere that
inspires Elizabeth to conceptualize her future career. Thus, the bus ride transforms
her from an indifferent and alienated woman into an enthusiastic and subjective one.
Her seemingly incongruous oriental features and composure conceal her
determination and power to resist the patriarchal constraints imposed on her.
However, Elizabeth’s “transgression” into middle-class omnibuses and into the
public space of the Strand does not obliterate the evident class distinctions. As an
upper-class young woman, her ideas of a profession are influenced by characteristics
associated with the dominant class. When exploring the Strand like an audacious
“pirate”, she visualizes that “she might be a farmer” and “she might own a thousand
acres and have people under her. She would go and see them in their cottages” (MD
127). Her aspirations connote her self-image as a female colonizer. Her ambitions do
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not transcend the boundaries of her social circle and status. Once she feels she has
the freedom to enter a profession, she envisages her role as similar to that of her male
predecessors, such as Peter, to colonize and control. Elizabeth’s pirate self-image
enables the readers to associate her with the colonial history of the United Kingdom.
Woolf thus utilizes the omnibus as a tool to emancipate upper-class woman from the
confines of the domestic space into the public arena. The bird’s-eye view from the
top deck and the speed of the bus stimulate Elizabeth’s agency to participate in the
process of modernization by taking up a profession. Here Woolf starts to explore one
of her favorite themes, namely—professions for women, about which she later wrote
the essays “Professions for Women” in 1931 and Three Guineas in 1938. At the same
time, she raises the issue of class distinction among women and exposes the colonial
features of the dreams of the young, since they are fostered by the material benefits
of empire and their patriarchal fathers.
In Mrs. Dalloway Woolf employs the motor car and the aeroplane as narrative
devices to construct a stereoscopic transportation space that exhibits the mechanism
of the empire and its close connections with the Great War. She also reveals the
spread of consumerism that is beginning to permeate postwar society. In addition,
she appropriates the masculine flâneur narrative by depicting the separate rambles of
three marginalized types in central London to interrogate the patriarchy, imperialism
and militarism of the empire. The omnibus as a public transport vehicle is also
depicted to connote the idea of movement and progress in class and gender domains
after the Great War. These different modes of literal and metaphorical mobility are
woven together to construct a mobile urban topography of London. The various
movements of different flâneurs or passengers with their streams of consciousness
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are dialogical, and thus suggestive of the polyphony that Bakhtin recognizes in
Dostoevsky’s novels.

III. Speed and Emotion—Women’s Emancipation from “Victorian Values” in
The Years
In her diary entry of 2 November, 1932, Woolf wrote “Its [It’s] to be an Essaynovel, called The Pargiters—& its to take in everything, sex, education, life & death;
& come, with the most powerful & agile leaps, like a chamois across precipices from
1880 to here & now—That’s the notion anyhow, & I have been in such a haze &
dream & intoxication, declaiming phrases, seeing scenes, as I walk up Southampton
Row” (D4 129). As she conceived The Pargiters in her street haunting, the novel—
later renamed as The Years—minutely notes the development in street traffic to
demonstrate the social changes over half a century. Woolf resolves to combine
“facts” with “visions” in devising the novel—in her words, “The Waves going on
simultaneously with Night and Day” (D4 152). In the novel she vividly reproduces
the “facts” by portraying the characteristics of the bustling streets from the late
Victorian era to the 1930s as well the changes of weather and the cycle of the
seasons. The animated description of the busy traffic scenes and traffic noise
establishes the background of the novel, while the detailed depiction of the
characters’ mobility illustrates the “visions” that she strives to catch. Woolf portrays
several female characters who are in frequent mobility, such as the young Rose’s
adventure in the night streets, the middle-class woman, Eleanor, who appears in
different means of transportation, and Kitty, who enjoys the privilege of transport
service typical of her class. Doreen Massey notes that “the limitation on mobility in
space—the attempted consignment/confinement to particular places on the one hand,
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and the limitation on identity on the other—have been crucially related” (179). The
Victorian segregation of public and private spaces constrains women’s bodies as well
as their minds. In The Years, women’s resistance against the conventions of Victorian
values are largely represented in their transgressions into previously “forbidden”
male-dominated spaces or their travels, using different modes of transportation.
Unlike their male counterparts such as Martin or the younger generation—Peggy or
North who are gloomy about the social transformations and the future of humanity,
protagonists Eleanor and Kitty embrace the modern technologies, especially the
transport technology with great enthusiasm and appreciate the life of the present day
compared with that of the past. This is because the development of industrialization
furnishes women with greater mobility and freedom and liberates them from the
constraints imposed by Victorian norms, just as the Suffragette Movement provides
them with a greater degree of political freedom.

1. The Restrictions of Female Mobility in the Late Victorian Era
The anthropologist Michelle Rosaldo proposes that the domestic refers to
“those minimal institutions and modes of activity that are organized immediately
around one or more mothers and their children” while the public as “activities,
institutions, and forms of associations that link, rank, organize, or subsume particular
mother-child groups” (23). She argues that the patriarchal society restricts women
into in the domestic space while men control the politics, economy and culture by
having accesses to the public space. The Victorian concept of femininity dictates that
women should be docile, dependent and passive. It was promoted by depriving
women of their agency and access into the public space. This gender inequality and
suppression are well represented by the domestic scene in Abercorn Terrace, which is
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based on Woolf’s own family in 22 Hyde Park Gate with its suffocating Victorian
decorations. Woolf creates authentic streets scenes evoking the Victorian era,
“Interminable processions of shoppers in the West End, of businessmen in the East,
paraded the pavements, like caravans perpetually marching” and “the stream of
landaus, victorias and hansom cabs was incessant” (TY 1). However, the streets are
restricted for the girls who should only appear in public in the company of their
female chaperones. The hustle and bustle of the streets are in sharp contrast with the
repressive and humdrum drawing room in Abercorn Terrace, where the girls are
cooped up and wait tiresomely for the tea ritual. The old brass kettle with its faded
design of roses symbolizes the unshakable Victorian values that advocate the
importance of patriarchal family values and women’s dedication to domesticity.
Milly and Delia peep out at the jingling hansom at their neighbor’s door from the
window. The window is usually a connection between the domestic space and the
outer one; however, here it signifies the confinement of the Victorian women. They
are excluded from education, professions and politics, and their youth is idled away
in the drawing room while the male characters such as Edward, Morris, Martin and
Colonel Abel Pargiter are free to go where they wish outside the home, pursuing their
education, careers or entertainments. The domestic space is not an intimate and
poetic space as the philosopher Bachelard claims: “the house shelters day-dreaming,
the house protects the dreamer, the house allows one to dream in peace” (6).
However, it is a social product that is made by joint forces of different social
processes and human interventions. The Abercorn Terrace house of the Pargiters is
such as a social space where the influence of Victorian patriarchy conditions
dwellers’ minds and determines their conduct. Colonel Pargiter is the embodiment of
the patriarchal system in this family. For example, early in the novel Delia’s romantic
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reverie is interrupted by the sound of his entrance when “a stick grated in the hall”,
indicating the arriving of the colonel (TY 13).
Instantly Martin wriggled out of his father’s armchair; Delia sat upright.
Milly at once moved forward a very large rose-sprinkled cup that did not
match the rest. The colonel stood at the door and surveyed the group rather
fiercely. His small blue eyes looked round them as if to find fault; at the
moment there was no particular fault to find; but he was out of temper; they
knew at once before he spoke that he was out of temper. (TY 13).
The colonel as the head of the patriarchal- family unit exercises his monitoring and
disciplining power. His specific armchair and the “large rose-sprinkled cup” inherited
from his father suggest the genealogy of patriarchal culture. The children’s reverence
for him, as well as his belongings, represents how these patriarchal norms are
implanted in a specific family. Thus the mood of the father determines the
atmosphere of the family. For these Victorian girls, the father’s house is a place of
hierarchy as well as imprisonment. There they are brought up to be pure ladies,
future wives and mothers according to the regulations determining Victorian
propriety.
As De Certeau argues, the space, or city “serves as a totalizing and almost
mythical landmark for socioeconomic and political strategies”, but the individuals
take their everyday practices as tactics to “insinuate itself into other’s place
fragmentarily” and thus revolt against or deconstruct the panoptic power (xix).
Although Abercorn Terrace is a space where the patriarchal mechanism and
strategies operate, the individuals have their own “tactics” to resist the stifling
imprisonment imposed on them by patriarcal conventions. Woolf shows the girls’
latent or subtle acts of resistance against stuffy Victorian family traditions. Delia’s
defiance against the repressive environment is reflected in her erotic fantasy. She
imagines herself as the protagonist of a love affair with Charles Stewart Parnell. It
reveals her rebelliousness against the Victorian sexual suppression of women. The
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fact that she chooses Parnell the Irish nationalist politician as her sexual object of her
daydreaming reflects her identification with political rebellion in her aspirations for
equality. Dreams and fantasies construct a psychological space where Delia can
escape from the restrained drawing room. Since the patriarchal system disciplines
women through its gendered spatial segregation, Woolf breaks the boundaries of
private and public spaces by depicting several characters in various acts of mobility
or transgression of the social norms for females. Eleanor is absent from the family
afternoon tea since it is her “Grove day” to visit the poor. She takes one of the
limited opportunities available for middle-class girls to be away from home in the
late 19th century, i.e. doing philanthropic works. The comparison between the family
house in Abercorn Terrace and the house of the family she visits drives her to reflect
on her life and observe: “the poor enjoy themselves more than we do” (TY 25).
Perhaps the most rebellious act is Rose’s transgression in the evening since the street
is as considered dangerous and forbidden for females. She envisages herself as
“Pargiter of Pargiter’s Horse” venturing into the deserted street, as though she is a
soldier intending to fulfill her mission. She imagines the dark streets with their
lurking dangers as her battlefield. De Certeau contends that “the city is left prey to
contradictory movements that counter-balance and combine themselves outside the
reach of panoptic power” (95). Rose’s mobility in the dark street transforms the
patriarchal street text into one that rewards female initiative. Although the “heroic”
quality of Rose’s adventure is mitigated by the exhibitionist under the gas lamp, her
pioneering move lays a foundation for her courageous actions in the women’s
suffrage movement when she becomes an adult. In the scene of 1880, Woolf shows
how Victorian patriarchy suppressed the bodies and minds of young girls through its
segregation of spaces, public and domestic, restricting the potential mobility of
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women. Meanwhile, she exposes how women use various resistance tactics including
fantasy or transgression into public space to resist the confinement of domesticity.
Rather like the image of sunset enveloping the houses and streets, Woolf creates a
scene of fading Victorian values through the transgressions of the middle-class
female characters (TY 7, 18).

2. Eleanor—A Middle-class Woman in Mobility
In The Years Woolf explores women’s integration with the modern
transportation technology especially through the two characters—Eleanor and Kitty.
The combination of women and machines, far from representing negative advances
in society, are interpreted as a new and liberating force. Woolf artfully echoes
elements of the aesthetics of the Futurist movement and demonstrates the advancing
force of machines and speed. Although she lived through the devastating First World
War which dampened western intellectuals’ enthusiasm towards the new
technologies, she affirmed the positive role that modern technologies play in
women’s emancipation from Victorian patriarchy and their participation in social
affairs. She is also concerned about the different experiences afforded by different
modes of transportation, and explores their effects on women’s emotions and the
building of their subjectivities. Moreover, she observes the relationship between
transportation and social class, and represents this in the mobility of Eleanor and
Kitty. Public transport vehicles such as omnibuses, trains, taxis—in addition to
walking—are Eleanor’s main transport means, while motor cars and the train with its
private compartment are Kitty’s travelling tools. The different modes of transport
play different roles in their respective escape from the imprisonment of Victorian-era
house and parties.
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Woolf depicts a middle-class woman in her protagonist Eleanor who is in
constant movement, and takes different modes of transport, such as walking,
omnibus, hansom cab, train, ship and motor car. She is fascinated with navigating
first London, then Britain, and then Europe and even the wider world. In conjunction
with the new transportation methods, she also embraces the development of other
technologies such as the telephone, shower bath, electric light and so on. Eleanor’s
love of mobility subverts “the angel in the house” metaphor that is prescribed for
women by Victorian patriarchy. She fulfills her maternal roles that the patriarchal
family structure requires, such as writing to the eldest son-Edward, calculating the
household expenses and taking care of her aging father. Her sacrifice and
suppression of personal ambition are manifested in her “broody” state. The family
frequently tease her saying, “Look out. Eleanor is “broody”. It's her Grove day” (TY
25). Her choice of remaining single is also her defiance against being a maternal
figure in the patriarchal home. Eleanor’s increasingly frequent mobility not only
transports her into public affairs, but ultimately emancipates her from her prescribed
role.
The scene of 1891 depicts Eleanor’s frequent mobility over a single day. She
takes an omnibus to the charity meeting, and then walks hurriedly to Peter Street
where she supervises the house-building project for the poor. Next she takes another
bus to Abercorn Terrace to fulfill her filial responsibility to have lunch with her
father. In the afternoon, she takes a hansom to the Law Courts to attend Morris’s
case. Following this is her street haunting in the roaring Strand and then up to
Trafalgar Square. At this point she learns of the death of her hero Parnell proclaimed
by the newsboys in the busy streets. Through Eleanor’s bustling movements, Woolf
displays the striking class disparities in different districts of London and shows how
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the developments of metropolitan London have come at the expense of the
demolition of its poorer quarters.
In the omnibus ride the role of women is transformed from being the simple
object of the masculine gaze into the center of their own subjectivity. The speed of
the omnibus, together with the jolts and jerks, provides them a valuable thinking
time, and frees them from the drudgery of household chores. After coming back from
the countryside of Devonshire, Eleanor takes a horse-drawn omnibus to the charity
meeting. Sitting on the top of the double-deck omnibus, she examines the cityscape
of London and compares it with the countryside. The “shock” of the speed and the
kinetic sensations of the urban setting arouse Eleanor’s identification with London.
All responsibility now rested with the driver. She relaxed; she breathed in the
soft London air; she heard the dull London roar with pleasure. She looked
along the street and relished the sight of cabs, vans, and carriages all trotting
past with an end in view. She liked coming back in October to the full stir of
life after the summer was over. […] This was her world; here she was in her
element. (TY 67)
In the movements of the omnibus, all of Eleanor’s sensory perceptions—auditory,
visual and olfactory—are aroused, urging her to read “the city text” animatedly.
Meanwhile, she recedes into her inner world while surveying the outer world. It is
through the comparison between the ‘dynamic’ London scenery and the ‘static’
countryside of Devonshire that Eleanor asserts her subjectivity in the atmosphere and
rhythms of the modern city. The omnibus endows her with a sense of independence
as a working woman while the hybridity of the city expands her identities. Eleanor’s
omnibus ride takes her from the middle-class residential quarters to the prosperous
shopping area, and to the poorer Bayswater Road. On her return home, Woolf
reprises this portrayal: “The grey line of houses jolted up and down before her eyes
as the omnibus trundled along the Bayswater Road. The shops were turning into
houses; there were big houses and little houses; public houses and private houses.
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And here a church raised its filigree spire. Underneath were pipes, wires, drains…”
(TY 72). She explores London on the top of the omnibus, reflecting on her work of
repairing the leaking houses for the poor. With the deliberate repetition of different
cityscapes through the eyes of Eleanor, Woolf displays the divisions between
residential and commercial areas, and the disparity between different classes. She
also shows the massive constructions occurring in the city both above ground and
underground, so that the mobility of the protagonist is integrated into the
transformations taking place within the metropolis. Snaith and Whitworth argue that
“Woolf traces the spaces created and traversed by the ‘machinery of production and
distribution’ (LS 22)” (27). In her essay “the Docks of London”, Woolf traces how
these new urban spaces are produced by and derived from the capitalist mechanism
of empire in the late 19th century.
In addition to the experience of omnibus transport, the scene in which Eleanor
takes a hansom cab to the law court emphasizes the experience of women in more
private forms of transportation. Woolf juxtaposes the contemplative space of the
hansom with that of the exotic colony of India through Eleanor’s reading the letter
from Martin. The omnibus is young Eleanor’s common method of transport while
the hansom is a treat for their middle-class family. Compared with the public
omnibus, the hansom constitutes a more private space that secludes women from the
external disturbances of the streets. “She leant back in the corner, with little sigh of
content, as the flaps clicked above her knees. For a minute her mind was completely
vacant. She enjoyed the peace, the silence, the rest from exertion as she sat there in
the corner of the cab. She felt detached, a spectator, as it trotted along” (TY 75).
Eleanor sheds all her social responsibilities both as a filial daughter and a
philanthropist. The combination of the rhythmical jolting and private enclosure of the
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hansom enables her to keep a distance from the outer world, and delve into her inner
one. In the physical transportation to the law court, she is transported into remote and
“exotic” India by the medium of the letter, causing readers to shuttle back and forth
like her between the two spaces.
She looked out of the window. They were being held up by traffic at
Marble Arch. Carriages were coming out of the park. A horse pranced; but
the coachman had him well in hand.
She read again: ‘I found myself alone in the middle of the jungle…’
[…]
‘I had lost my way; and the sun was sinking,’ she read.
‘The sun was sinking…’ Eleanor repeated, glancing ahead of her down
Oxford Street. The sun shone on dresses in a window. (TY 76)
Eleanor’s mobility in a hansom cab connects the center of the empire with the jungle
of India. The juxtaposition of the two distinct worlds: Oxford Street and Marble Arch
with the ancient jungle of India create an unlikely connection between modern
imperial Britain in the late Victorian era and the ancient civilization of pre-colonial
India. It also implies that the prosperity of the modern metropolis is based on the
empire’s exploitation of its vast colonies. Therefore by combining the physical and
metaphysical transportation of Eleanor, Woolf is able to integrate factual phenomena
with a rich inner vision. She also shows her ambivalent feeling on the topic of
women and professions through Eleanor’s auditing the case in the law court after she
has left the hansom cab. Should women contend for the same professional
opportunities as men, Eleanor muses. She observes the barristers Curry and Morris
sitting prudently and solemnly with their wigs and robes, and wonders whether
women could or should imitate them. Woolf here questions the masculine
professional training of the courts through the eyes of her protagonist; she observes
how it transforms normally animated and ambitious young men into pretentious and
dull people, as it seems to Eleanor.
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Nor did she smile at him [Morris]; the solemn sallow atmosphere forbade
personalities; there was something ceremonial about it all. From where she
sat she could see his face in profile; the wig squared his forehead, and gave
him a framed look, like a picture. Never had she seen him to such advantage;
with such a brow, with such a nose. She glanced around. They all looked like
pictures; all the barristers looked emphatic, cut out, like eighteenth-century
portraits hung upon a wall. (TY 77)
In Eleanor’s eyes, these well-trained barristers have been deprived of their
personality and vitality. She is tempted to probe into the true life of Morris under the
disguise of his professional attire. She also compares the mediocre and trivial
qualities of old Curry in private with his majestic manners as a judge in the court.
Unlike the younger Elizabeth in Mrs. Dalloway who is ardent and idealistic about
venturing into the professional domain Eleanor is more skeptical and even ironic
about the “superior professional training” of men. In this scene Woolf critiques the
relationship between masculine professional training and the breeding of militarism
in view of the turbulent socio-political situation of Europe in the mid-1930s, which is
explored in more depth in her 1938 polemical essay Three Guineas.
In The Years, she contrasts Eleanor’s rambling in the dynamic streets with the
stifling and static atmosphere of the law court. The tumultuous hybrid streets outside
the court embody the true life to Eleanor:
The uproar, the confusion, the space of the Strand came upon her with a
shock of relief. She felt herself expand. It was still daylight here; a rush, a
stir, a turmoil of variegated life came racing towards her. It was as if
something had broken loose—in her, in the world. […] The wind blew in her
face. She breathed in a gulp of fresh wet air. And that man, she thought,
thinking of the dark little court and its cut-out faces, has to sit there all day,
every day. […] Every day, all day, she thought, arguing points of law. How
could Morris stand it? (TY 79)
Eleanor’s auditing in the court and her comparison with the atmosphere of the Strand
outside has the effect of drawing aside the veil of mystery covering the “superior”
masculine professions. In Eleanor’s eyes the distinctions of their decorated uniforms
and the complicated ceremonies in the court “gratify vanity” and “serve to advertise
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the social, professional, or intellectual standing of the wearer” (TG 136). The
masculine professions not only foster the social stereotype of men’s superiority and
competitiveness, but also constrain them by their hierarchal authority and daily
drudgery. Thus, men are alienated from humanity, which, Woolf suggests here and
more directly in Three Guineas, is the root cause of militarism. As an outsider,
Eleanor adopts a detached attitude towards professions and is absorbed into the
dynamism of the streets, which to her convey the diversity and vitality of life. She
feels herself expanding and dissolving, and is integrated into the mobility and flux.
The dynamic atmosphere of the streets echoes her inner world, in which she resists
the professional priorities of men. The assorted pedestrians and congested cabs at
Charring Cross Station draw her away from this sterile world into thoughts of
transportation, and she aspires to greater possibilities of mobility for herself: “She
envied them. She wished she were going abroad: to Italy, to India… (TY 80)”. Woolf
penetrates the pomp of the masculine professions, and endows her protagonist with
the strong desire for mobility as a way of countering such stereotyped professional
identity.
Eleanor’s life affords the possibility of greater mobility after the death of her
father. That she sells the house of Abercorn Terrace immediately exhibits her
resolute break with her past Victorian mode of life. She embarks on more frequent
travels to Greece, France and other European countries by ship or by train. It seems
that the whole world is accessible to the women of her class with the disintegration
of the narrow mores of the Victorian era. Her perspectives about her own country are
also adjusted after her travels, “England was disappointing, she thought; it was small;
it was pretty; she felt no affection for her native land—none whatever” (TY 139).
This extract is echoed in Woolf’s assertion in Three Guineas that “As a woman I
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have no country. As a woman I want no country. As a woman, my country is the
whole world” protesting to women’s subjugation in the patriarchal system (TG 234).
In her seventies, she travelled to India, and planned to travel to Tibet. “‘But what I
want to see before I die,’ she continued, ‘is something different’, ‘another kind of
civilization’” (TY 230). Eleanor’s desire for movement is clearly intended to signify
women’s aspirations for social and political autonomy. Her mobility thus
deconstructs the traditional docile domestic Victorian feminine figure. In the last
scene, when Eleanor takes the taxi with Peggy through London streets, she reflects
on her past life in Abercorn Terrace, and approves of the present, contrary to the
pessimistic view of Peggy, who is representative of the younger generation. Eleanor
remains optimistic about the impact of technology on human beings although she
discerns the chaotic situation caused by the rising fascist movements of the era. It is
in this constant sense of mobility that Eleanor comprehends the class divisions, the
mechanism of the empire and the colony, and is able ultimately to construct her
autonomy and subjectivity. Through her constant quest for mobility and subjectivity
Eleanor bears witness to the history of how middle-class women emancipated
themselves from the conventional roles imposed on them by the spatial segregation
of the Victorian age.

3. Confinement

or

Release—Upper-Class

Women’s

Relations

with

Transportation
In The Years, Woolf not only describes women’s gradual increase in mobility
with the development of technologies and of society in general, but also illustrates
how vehicular transport bears the characteristics of class distinction among different
social strata of women. Eleanor’s common transportation means are walks,
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omnibuses, hansom cabs or taxis, while Kitty’s commonly used conveyances are
motor-cars and trains, but always in a private carriage. The superior transportation
demonstrates Kitty’s social status as an upper-class woman, but also excludes her
from the circle of her middle-class cousins and makes her something of a misfit at
the Suffrage meeting. Kitty’s attitude toward these modes of transport is ambivalent:
on the one hand, she feels awkward to own luxurious motor cars; on the other hand,
she appreciates the speed and freedom brought by them. As an upper-class woman
who is bound by her role as a partygoer or hostess, Kitty’s possibility of escape from
the constraints of the Victorian norms seems more formidable than for that of the
middle-class woman. Unlike Eleanor whose goal lies in mobility itself and the vast
world that opens up to her, transportation and mobility for Kitty is a medium to
achieve her dream life, away from the London social scene. However, her associated
need for the mobility provided by machines assists her in exploring her multiple
selves and obtaining autonomy and agency. Kitty remains cooped up in the drawing
room at the Oxford Lodge in her girlhood. She is trained to entertain guests at parties
and tea ceremonies, where she always feels out of place and awkward. The tight satin
shoes squeezing her feet imply the constraints of Victorian conventions on upperclass women. Anne Martin argues: “Kitty’s own resistance to patriarchal domination
takes the form of movement” to the north of England and her deliberate ideological
reorientation is associated with the Robsons (60). Kitty’s first kiss is under the
shadow of the haystack with a farmhand named Alf. Her sexual fantasy has been
connected with her image of a farm from the beginning, and Kitty desires the robust
country youths like Jo Robson because they can offer her a vigorous life that is
different from the stifling one of the drawing rooms and the parties. However, Kitty
yields to the destiny of girls of her class and marries to become Lady Lasswade. She
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has spent half of her life playing the incompetent hostess in the drawing room while
suppressing her desire for the free country life. Her self is split by the role that she
has to play and the idealized life that she has been longing for since her girlhood.
The sound of the hammer and the figure of the young man with shavings in his hair
haunting her signifies her repressed sexuality and yearning for freedom, which are
inhibited by the Victorian norms under which she lives. Like her middle-class
relatives, the Pargiter girls, she participates actively in the Suffrage movement to
advocate rights for women. However, her motor car indicating her status isolates her
from the middle-class Pargiters and positions her an object of Martin’s irony. Kitty’s
evening dress and the motor car outside manifest her inappropriateness and
awkwardness. Her magnificent motor car outside the window and her “authoritative
manner” in the meeting are therefore incongruous elements of the common Suffrage
meeting, yet they also manifest a steadfast force against the patriarchy of the ruling
classes from within the upper-class itself.
To Kitty, London means the social circles and repressive duties she endures as
the wife of a nobleman, while the estate in the north implies the freedom to be
herself. Woolf vividly describes Kitty’s psychological activities in her flight to the
north by motor car and by train. It seems to the reader that Kitty’s personality is
fused with modern high-speed transportation in these passages, the speed itself
suggesting an emancipatory power. Woolf’s aesthetics of speed and modern
technologies are clearly demonstrated in the 1914 chapter depicting Kitty’s journey
to the north. Kitty perfunctorily performs her duty as hostess in her London house,
and is irritated by the boring guests who delay her departure for the north. The motor
car with the dutiful chauffeur serves as a facilitating medium that transport her to the
train in timely fashion. The car drives at a full speed across downtown London,
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where Kitty is fully equipped with her travelling-attire for her journey to the north.
The motor car is the privilege of the upper-class, but, it also functions symbolically
as an impetus that propels Kitty in her flight to freedom.
De Certeau states that in the movement of the train, “it is the silence of these
things put at a distance, behind the windowpane, which, from a great distance, makes
our memories speak or draws out of the shadows the dreams of our secrets. (112). He
also claims that railroad travel bears the characteristics of both incarcerational and
navigational experience and “combines dreams with technology” (Certeau 112). The
scene in which Kitty takes a train to the north connotes this synthesis of women and
machines. Kitty embraces the industrial machine—the train—whole-heartedly, and
her sensations are described meticulously by Woolf. She personifies the shape of the
train from Kitty’s perspective, “It seemed all body, all muscle; even the neck had
been consumed into the smooth barrel of the body. This was ‘the’ train; the others
were toys in comparison” (TY 186). The anthropomorphic description of the train
and the admiration for its power express Kitty’s intimacy with machines and her
expectations for the journey ahead. Kitty’s visual impression is followed by her
olfactory, aural and tactile senses of the train: “the sulphurous air” with “a tang of the
north”, the roar and the vibration of the locomotive (TY 186). The machine
stimulates all of Kitty’s sensory organs and in Woolf’s description she seems to be
almost integrated with it.
We’re off,’ she said to herself, sinking back on to the seat. ‘We’re off!
All the tension went out of her body. She was alone; and the train was
moving. The last lamp on the platform slid away. The last figure on the
platform vanished.
‘What fun!’ she said to herself, as if she were a little girl who had run away
from her nurse and escaped. ‘We’re off!’ (TY 187)
Woolf uses the plural personal pronoun “we” instead of “I” to imply Kitty’s
identification with the train. It is as though she is an extension of the machine in
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which she is located. The mobility of the machine is likewise infused into Kitty’s
own body. Equally the pronoun “we” includes Kitty’s inner world, that is, “her soul”
as well. As we saw above De Certeau argues the separation from the platform,
together with the distant view outside the windowpane, elicits the passengers’
memories and secret dreams. Kitty’s exclamation “we’re off” indicates the total
participation of her soul in the movement of the train at that moment. At the first
movement of the steam engine, Kitty’s split selves integrate into a whole. To her,
train travel functions as a transition both in space and in time. It connects the
repressive metropolitan London and the liberating northern countryside, while
fulfilling her dream in the course of half a night. “There was a perpetual faint
vibration. She seemed to be passing from one world to another; this was the moment
of transition” (TY 187). In the rhythm of the train’s motion Kitty retreats into her
inner world, and her mind wanders and contemplates. She reflects on her aversion to
the London society and the obliteration of her female personality: “All their clothes
are the same, she thought; all their lives are the same” (TY 188). The carriage of the
train with its private enclosure, the rhythmic motion of the engine and detached
immobility of her body enable Kitty to embark on a journey inward. It is through the
contemplation and reverie in the compartment that Kitty’s ego is liberated and
completed. The momentum of the machine endows her with the power to be her true
self and live her life differently.
It’s noteworthy that Kitty’s emancipating travel to the north takes place in a
private compartment. Although the railway company advertises the coexistence of
“diverse classes or races that constitutes the nation” in its publicity, Wolfgang
Schivelbusch points out that the railway’s division into classes was a fact from the
start” and the fact that the members of different classes travelled on the same train,
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moved by the same power, did not render them social equals” (71-72). Thus the cozy
and intimate carriage where Kitty reflects and sleeps represents one of the many
perks of the patriarcal class system for upper-class ladies. The fashionable motor car
that picks her up at the station in the north is also a birthday gift from her nobleman
husband. Every time she appears in a motor car there is always a chauffeur serving
her. Ironically, the system that constrains her also endows her with the comfortable
pleasures of private transportation and facilitate her escape from London. Thus, for
Kitty, the motor car and private train carriage indicate the ties of her class as well as
the possibility of release from her subordinate role in the patriarchy.
In The Years, the accurate description of the development of vehicles from
horse-drawn cabs to motor cars, trains and aeroplanes chart a history not only of the
female members of a family, but also the evolution of technology. They function as
the “facts” that Woolf wished to represent in planning the novel. Likewise the
characters’ experiences, emotions and reflections aroused by their physical
experience of transportation represent the “visons” that she sought to capture. The
evocations of physical transportation in the novel also convey the vibrant inner lives
of the characters. Women’s mobility breaks the fixity of their identities under
Victorian-era restrictions, and encourages them to explore their multiple selves.
In Chapter One I focus on physical transportation in Woolf’s three London
novels spanning her early, middle and late periods of fiction writing. She
incorporates nearly all of the available transport modes of her times, and displays an
obsession with mechanized transport in these works, to complement her early
devotion to street haunting. The characters’ mobility, and the author’s engaging
depiction of transport scenes and even traffic noises are an integral part of this
stereoscopic aesthetic. She adopts the earlier essayistic motif of street haunting as her
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initiation into literary modernism in the transitionary novel Night and Day. In Mrs.
Dalloway, modern transport methods construct and promote the modernist narrative
flow and exhibit the synchronicity and the polyphony of other contemporary
modernist novels. They also serve Woolf’s thematic emphases by demonstrating the
workings of the imperialist capitalist mechanisms of state. Woolf also artfully
integrates women with the transportation technology displaying their sense of
pleasure and freedom derived from greater mobility of the age, which liberates them
from Victorian norms and transports them into public spaces. Yet her attitude
towards women and professions undergoes a subtle change from Mrs. Dalloway to
The Years. The pioneering and youthful bus exploration of women’s professional
possibilities transitions to a more rational and critical, even pessimistic, vision in the
face of yet another war; Woolf seems to predict that technological progress and
mobility are likely to have more sinister associations than in the earlier interwar
years.
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Chapter Two: Transported Narratives Controlled by “Traffic Signals”
“Stream of consciousness” is a narrative method that describes the flows of the
various thoughts, feelings and emotions of human beings. The phrase was coined by
William James in his The Principles of Psychology in 1890. He states that
Consciousness, then, does not appear to itself chopped up in bits. Such words
as “chain” or “train” do not describe it fitly as it presents itself in the first
instance. It is nothing jointed; it flows. A “river” or a “stream” are the
metaphors by which it is most naturally described. In talking of it hereafter,
let us call it the stream of thought, of consciousness, or of subjective life.
(James 239).
Inspired by the achievements of the field of psychoanalysis represented by Sigmund
Freud and the new concepts of “duration” and “intuitionism” proposed by Henri
Bergson, writers such as Marcel Proust, James Joyce and Virginia Woolf revolted
against the techniques associated with literary realism, and turned their attention to
the inner world of modern people, endeavouring to express the flux of thoughts and
of subtle, transient feelings. In her famous manifesto of modernism entitled ‘Modern
Fiction (1921), Woolf asserts:
Look within and life, it seems, is very far from being “like this”. Examine for
a moment an ordinary mind on an ordinary day. The mind receives a myriad
impressions–trivial, fantastic, evanescent, or engraved with the sharpness of
steel. From all sides they come, an incessant shower of innumerable atoms;
and as they fall, as they shape themselves into the life of Monday or Tuesday,
the accent falls differently from of old. (E2 106)
Woolf’s interpretation of life is in essence similar to James’ quotation above
regarding “consciousness”. She advocates that writers should record the reality of
life instead of the materialist details. an analogy between the rapidity of modern life
and the speed of the tube:
Why, if one wants to compare life to anything, one must liken it to being
blown through the Tube at fifty miles an hour—landing at the other end
without a single hairpin in one’s hair! Shot out at the feet of God entirely
naked! Tumbling head over heels in the asphodel meadows like brown paper
parcels pitched down a shoot in the post office! With one’s hair flying back
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like the tail of a race-horse. Yes, that seems to express the rapidity of life, the
perpetual waste and repair; all so casual, all so haphazard... (SF 4)
Taking the tube or omnibuses inspires people to psychological introspections. Woolf
intends to represent these transient ideas, thoughts and feelings of modern people in
the industrialized and urbanized cities full of changes and shocks. She is not only
interested in representing the inner world of an individual character, but also aims to
display the rapidity of viewpoints changing, and the intersections and interactions
among characters. Accordingly, Woolf started innovating the novelistic creation in
Jacob’s Room after her first two attempts of stream of consciousness in stories, “The
Mark on the Wall” and “Kew Garden” (1921).
In her exploration of modernism, “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown” (1924), she
points out the problems of the earlier modernists such as James Joyce and T. S. Eliot,
that the former is too indecent or the latter too obscure. “Grammar is violated; syntax
disintegrated; as a boy staying with an aunt for the weekend rolls in the geranium
bed out of desperation as the solemnities of the sabbath wear on. The more adult
writers do not, of course, indulge in such wanton exhibitions of spleen” (E1 334).
Woolf’s viewpoint may have her personal aesthetic bias, but we cannot negate it
wholly. In order to make her experimental work more readable to her readers, she
skillfully resorts to free indirect discourse, which is the typical attribute of her stream
of consciousness novels. Free indirect discourse combines the narratorial voice with
the character’s individual voice without the variations of pronouns, adverbs, tense
and grammatical mode (Arams & Harpham 208). Furthermore, she invents her
unique system of narrative devices in each of her stream of consciousness novel.
Woolf adopts multiple perspectives adroitly to demonstrate the capricious thoughts
of different characters. Such narrative devices function to remind the reader of the
above-mentioned subtle shifts of viewpoint, and complement Woolf’s quasi98

cinematic techniques of time and space montage, to connect the multiple levels of
her characters’ consciousness. The fusion of these narrative methods in Woolf’s
stream of consciousness novels impresses the reader with the sense of textual
mobility.
In this chapter I will examine by what methods she presents the protean
thoughts and feelings of her characters. If the consciousness of characters is everchanging and flowing, like the streams of vehicles and pedestrians in the busy
streets, how does she control or regulate them? As I have mentioned in the
introduction, Woolf lived in an age when a great variety of means of transportation
coexisted in the streets for the first time. There had been policemen directing the
flowing traffic in London streets before the first electric traffic lights were installed
in Piccadilly Circus in 1926 regulating the flow of pedestrians and various vehicles.9
Suddenly coordinated electric traffic signals assumed the role of controlling and
regulating the flow. It is likely that for a London-based writer such as Woolf this new
invention would stimulate ideas in arranging the flux of a typical fictional narrative.
She not only engages with the various physical transport modes to navigate her
characters’ movements in the urban environment, but also utilizes the various
narrative devices as ‘traffic signals’ to control the flow of their minds. For example,
in Jacob’s Room, she employs “the room” image as the pivot to manage the novel’s
narrative rhythm. This novel presents a synthesis of stasis and kinesis, with the room
emitting an “aura” governing the different phases of Jacob’s life as well as the
consciousness of the various characters that touch on his life. The ambiguous,
anonymous, but distinctly female, narrator performs as a moving camera, now
omnipresent, now restricted, thus constructing an uncertain distance between herself,
the hero and the reader. The discourse space of the novel displays constant shifts
9

See the “the history of the traffic lights”, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traffic_light.
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between mobility and motionlessness. In Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf adopts the literary
archetype of the flâneur and omnibus ride to present the impulsive consciousness of
the characters, and constructs a spatial montage by depicting a backfiring motor car
and an advertising aeroplane, in order to represent and move between the different
characters’ inner worlds.
Compared with her first experimental novel, Woolf has a more measured
command of stream of consciousness techniques by utilizing the chimes of clocks,
the clouds, and the syntactic indicators as traffic signals to control the capricious
thoughts and feelings of the major characters. The physical mobility in her characters
stimulates their’ feelings and thoughts when they are in transit, which contributes to
the novel’s textual mobility and flow. Woolf also arranges several intersections such
as the motor car scene and the party to connect the female protagonist, Mrs.
Dalloway and the male protagonist, Septimus. Like the points at which two sets of
rail tracks intersect, the dual plots of Mrs. Dalloway’s party and Septimus’s suicide
run in parallel and cross each other. In To the Lighthouse, the lighthouse itself
functions as a narrative traffic light, directing the flowing thoughts and fluctuating
feelings of Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe. It also constructs a leitmotif that connects
the three sections of the novel. Investigating the three novels from her initial
modernist experimentation to her adroit handling of stream of consciousness
techniques, the chapter will demonstrate how Woolf develops different strategies to
present the inner reality of everyday life while controlling and signaling the
capricious thoughts and impulses of her characters.

I. Stasis and Kinesis: Narrative Rhythm in Jacob’s Room
When devising Jacob’s Room, Woolf wrote in her diary that she had figured a
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completely different approach this time “no scaffolding; scarcely a brick to be seen;
all crepuscular, but the heart, the passion, humor, everything as bright as fire in the
mist” (D2 13). In pursuit of the passions of the spirt, she ventured to apply her
nascent stream of consciousness experiments represented in the short stories “The
Mark on the Wall” (1917) and “Kew Gardens” (1919) to novel creation. Without the
“scaffolding and bricks” of the realist novels, how should Woolf combine the fluid
and fleeting impulses of mind and feelings? She perceived the earlier stream of
consciousness novelists’ complication, that is, “the damned egotistical self” which
restricts their novels to intricate interior representations, and sacrifices their
readability to some extent (D2 14). Woolf introduces “the room” as a frame to
uphold the plot as well as the themes. The narrator performs as a camera eye panning
around the interior of Jacob’s room and the furnishings are presented to the reader
like a static motion picture. However, Woolf also endows the room with kind of
slight mobility, which reveals the absent hero and his ghostly manifestations in the
narrative, thus foreshadowing his fate as one of the many victims of the Great War.
Contrary to the static room, Jacob’s life is in charted by physical movement and
journeys which accompany his metaphorical journey to maturity. In her narrative
Woolf tracks the growth of a young man by employing scenes of transportation, such
as the train conveying him to Cambridge, the boat taking him to holiday and
adventure, the omnibus carrying him to London and the train transporting him on his
Greek pilgrimage. In addition, she employs various devices to juxtapose different
characters’ impressions and reflections of Jacob. The fast shifts of different
perspectives construct a prism that reflects various aspects of Jacob’s personality.
She utilizes indications such as a specific word “distinction”, the natural phenomena
“the wind” that sweeping Europe, or a space montage to connect the different scenes
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as well as to draw together the threads of diverse consciousnesses.10 To do this Woolf
deploys cinematic techniques and devices, such as close-up, long shot, flash forward,
flash back, freeze frame and space montage, 11 which regulate the rhythm of the
novel. The distance of the narrator in this novel is ambiguous and fluid. She owns a
gender and an age, revealing that “Granted ten years’ seniority and a difference of
sex” (JR 93). She is now omnipresent and omniscient, now restricted and limited as
the reader. She sometimes sympathizes with the hero and sometimes ridicules him.
The narrative distances and attitudes are both unstable and delusive, which adds a
sense of mobility to the narrative of this novel.

1. Static Rooms as Pivots
In devising the novel, Woolf envisages that “one thing should open out of
another…only not for 10 pages but 200 or so—doesn’t that give the looseness &
lightness I want—doesn’t that get closer & yet keep form & speed, & enclose
everything, everything?” (D2 13) In the novel, she portrays the short lives of Jacob
through three different rooms: his childhood bedroom in Cornwall, his dormitory at
Cambridge University and his room in the central London street. In the beginning,
middle and ending of the novel, the vivid description of his rooms emerges as a
motif; it resembles a thread that connects different phases of Jacob’s life and various
impressions. Each room bears traces of the idiosyncrasies of the absent hero and is
embedded in the hints of his tragic destiny. In Chapter one, the external focalizer
pans the room quietly, “In the other bed by the door Jacob lay asleep, fast asleep,
profoundly unconscious. The sheep’s jaw with the big yellow teeth in it lay at his
10

The three episodes of multiple characters’ stream of consciousness are in Page 68-69, 160-164, 169-173
respectively. The introduction of space montage see Page 14.
11
“‘Montage’ in the film sense refers to a class of devices which are used to show interrelation or association of
ideas, such as a rapid succession of images or the superimposition of image on image or the surrounding of a
focal image by related ones” (Humphrey 49). Space montage means that “the time element is static and the space
element moves” (52).
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feet. He had kicked it against the iron bed-rail” (JR 8). The sheep’s skull that Jacob
picks up on the beach is a symbol that foreshadows the lethal outcome. J. K.
Johnstone points out that “the character who might unite all its various scenes, is—
not there; his effects upon others are there; but he himself is absent” (334). In fact,
Woolf alludes to Jacob indirectly through references to his room from the beginning
of the novel to the end. His absence in the novel is compensated for by the virtual
personification of his rooms.
Gaston Bachelard assumes that “inhabited space transcends geometric space”
and the house is “the topography of our intimate being” that stores our memory and
rests our soul (47, xxxii). The narrator observes several times the difficulty in
summing up a person, “The streets of London have their maps; but our passions are
uncharted” (JR 94). Therefore, Woolf turns to the rooms as the medium to penetrate
the hero’s psyche. The two rooms of his adulthood especially disclose Jacob’s
character and temperament. Here is a close-up of Jacob’s room in Cambridge in
which the reader is like a voyeur peeping at the room through a focalizing lens:
Jacob’s room had a round table and two low chairs. There were yellow
flags in a jar on the mantelpiece; a photograph of his mother; cards from
societies with little raised crescents, coats of arms, and initials; notes and
pipes; on the table lay paper ruled with a red margin—an essay, no doubt—
“Does History consist of the Biographies of Great Men?” There were books
enough; very few French books; but then anyone who’s worth anything reads
just what he likes, as the mood takes him, with extravagant enthusiasm. Lives
of the Duke of Wellington, for example; Spinoza; the works of Dickens; the
Faery Queen; a Greek dictionary with the petals of poppies pressed to silk
between the pages; all the Elizabethans. His slippers were incredibly shabby,
like boats burnt to the water’s rim. Then there were photographs from the
Greeks […] Listless is the air in an empty room, just swelling the curtain; the
flowers in the jar shift. One fiber in the wicker arm-chair creaks, though no
one sits there. (JR 34)
In his Narrative Discourse, Genette proposes a difference between “focalization”
and “narration”, which has been widely acknowledged as an important narratological
distinction. The focalizer is “the agent who perceives and who therefore determines
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what is presented to the reader” while the narrator is the agent from whose
perspective the story is told (Herman & Vervaeck 70). In describing the room, the
external narrative focalizer functions like a moving camera, displaying the furniture,
books and other objects of Jacob one by one, as if in close-up. The static scene of the
room reveals the inclinations of the inhabitant and constructs his personality
indirectly. The essay “Does History consist of the Biographies of Great Men?”,
marked in red, and the book on the Duke of Wellington imply how Jacob’s notion of
heroism is fostered by the British elite education system, which implies his
prospective participation in the Great War. The Greek dictionary and the photos of
Greece display the young man’s addition to Greek civilization, and predict Jacob’s
travel to Greece in Chapter 12. “The petals of poppies pressed to silk between the
pages” alludes to World War I, deriving from the popular war poem “In Flanders
Fields” (1915) written by Canadian Physician Lieutenant-Colonel John McCrae.
“Flanders” is also Jacob’s surname. The dry poppies are an implicit reference to the
war, which is absent from the novel directly. The full cinematic “shot” of the room
conceals many hints and codes that point to aspects of the plot.
This cinematic shot of the room transmits a kind of “aura”, which focuses on
the idiosyncrasy of an individual character, and helps to establish the unique form of
the novel. According to Walter Benjamin, the aura of an artwork lies in its trait of
authenticity and uniqueness that is “embedded in the fabric of tradition” or kept at a
distance from everyday life (“Mechanical Reproduction” 9). He also claims that the
aura requires “contemplation and immersion on the part of the spectator” (Gentz
116). However, Benjamin laments that the aura of artwork disappears in the modern
era due to the development of mechanical reproduction. In fact, the essence of “aura”
coincides with the modernist writers’ artistic notion that advocates “the significant
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form” of a work, and views the form as an indispensable part of it. In this particular
scene, the cinematic focalizer creates a kind of detached and melancholy atmosphere
that causes the reader to be immersed in it. As Chapman has pointed out, “Verbal
narratives can also depict movement through story-space, even in cinematic ways”
(Chatman, 101). Using this roaming camera-like technique of “panning” around the
room and “zooming” in on significant objects, Woolf adds mobility to the seemingly
static room and makes it animate. She also personifies the air in the room by
describing it as having a listless feeling. The reader can observe the curtain swelling,
the flowers in the jar shifting, and hear the creak of the wicker arm-chair, although
there is nobody in the room. The synthesis of the sight, sound and feelings of the
room stimulates the reader’s sensations and sense of being there. This animated
scene manifests the “aura” of Jacob’s room, and exemplifies the inner “passion” and
“spirited light” that Woolf aims to present in this experimental novel (D2 13). The
aura of Jacob’s room at Trinity radiates through Chapters 3 and 4, and resonates with
the episodes relating Jacob’s education in Cambridge. The depiction of Jacob’s room
also recurs in Chapters 5 and 14 respectively, sometimes even employing the same
vocabulary to describe it. Although the room changes, the atmosphere of Jacob’s
rooms hovers in the back of the reader’s mind.
In Chapter 5, Woolf describes Jacob’s third room located in central London
after his graduation, intensifying the “aura” of the room by describing its decor in
great detail. She draws a contrast between the enduring and distinctive house and
room with its short-lived and indistinct former occupant.
This black wooden box, upon which his name was still legible in white paint,
stood between the long windows of the sitting room. The street ran beneath.
No doubt the bedroom was behind. The furniture—three wicker chairs and a
gate-legged table—came from Cambridge. These houses (Mrs. Garfit’s
daughter, Mrs. Whitehorn, was the landlady of this one) were built, say, a
hundred and fifty years ago. The rooms are shapely, the ceilings high; over
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the doorway a rose, or a ram’s skull, is carved in the wood. The eighteenth
century has its distinctions. Even the panels, painted in raspberry-colored
paint, have their distinction… (JR 68)
The omniscient narrator integrated with the external focalizer presents a panoramic
scene of the room. The camera-eye zooms in and out, and thus, the details of the
wooden box as well as the full views of the room are displayed to the reader.12 The
motif of wicker chairs recurs here, echoing the room in Cambridge and endowing it
with Jacob’s personal traits. The wood carving of the ram’s skull in the doorway is
another recurrent symbol and echoes the sheep’s skull hung on the wall of Jacob’s
childhood bedroom. The narrator also emphasizes the history and distinctions of the
house by portraying the details, such as the carved rose and skull carving and the
raspberry-colored panels. By repeating the noun “distinction” and using the
emphasing adverb “even”, Woolf inspires the reader’s curiosity about what is the
reference of the distinctive room in her contrast. The word “distinction” also triggers
a sequence of impressions of Jacob by the characters related to him, from Mrs.
Durrant to his admirer Clara Durrant, Julia Eliot, his mother and to Captain Barfoot.
Woolf employs multiple internal focalizers thereby providing a collage
representation of Jacob. The overall effect of fast shifting perspectives among the
different characters constructs both a mobility and a crowding of narrative space.
The novel ends sharply with the repetitive descriptions of Jacob’s room. As the
scene fast-forwards to the present, the reader is abruptly transported to reality from a
long reminiscence. The feminized narrative voice describes Jacob’s room in London
again, echoing the earlier description: “the eighteenth century has its distinction.
These houses were built, say, a hundred years ago […]” (JR 178). The static room
with its distinctions has survived for more than a hundred years and will continue to

12

This black wooden box where his mother’s letters were kept will be discussed in comments on “letters and
women’s writing” in Chapter 8, Jacob Room.
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exist. The descriptive reiteration of Jacob’s room creates kind of aesthetic
melancholy effect on the reader, who is immersed in the aura of the room. Woolf
also reinforces the aura of the room by super-imposing the characteristics of Jacob’s
room in Cambridge onto the one in London, with the same sentence: “Listless is the
air in an empty room, just swelling the curtain; the flowers in the jar shift. One fiber
in the wicker arm-chair creaks, though no one sits there” (JR 178). The stylistic
personification of the air and the seeming kinetic quality of the room transmit
essences of loss and mourning, which haunt the reader after the novel’s end. Besides,
it echoes the scene of the room depicted in Chapter 3 while the latter quote responds
to the one in Chapter 5. The letters on the table inspected by Bonamy correlate to
Jacob’s love story with Florinda in Chapter 8. The lyrical descriptions of Jacob’s
rooms distributed in the beginning, middle and the end of the novel respectively
perform as transitions, connecting various moments of his life. By adopting this
cinematic method, Woolf creates several still shots which slow down the narrative
pace while embedding many suggestions regarding the novel’s missing protagonist.
The reader can only speculate on the personality and the destiny of the inhabitant,
and decode the novel following these hints. It is the aura of his rooms that
interconnects the characters and events of this novel, replacing traditional novels’
causalities or contingencies in plot. This exactly confirms Woolf’s original
conception, “no scaffolding, scarcely a brick to be seen” (D2 13). When the reader is
immersed in the aura of his room, he/she is confronted with a “shock” by the last
image in which Mrs. Flanders holds out a pair of old shoes, asking “What am I to do
with these, Mr. Bonamy?” (JR 179) The shoes, like Jacob’s other personal effects
and his room in general, bear traces of his life but they are a purely indexical sign,
with a missing referent.
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As a literary artwork, the aura of Jacob’s Room is created by Woolf’s unique
mobility of narration, switching restlessly from one image to another, but ultimately
failing to find a fixed center in the presence of the protagonist. The search for a core
meaning, while frustrated, is only partially fulfilled by the aesthetic appreciation of
the readers. The melancholy atmosphere and the ghost-like feelings that haunt the
reader at the end of the novel create an illusion, that the enigma will reveal itself. But
after the novel’s flow of moving images and still objects all that we really see is an
empty space in his room; the reader’s search for Jacob as a presence in the novel is
ultimately fruitless.

2. The Kinetic Impressions of the Young Protagonist
In this novel, Woolf adopts the bildungsroman tradition to reflect on the First
World War, to mourn by implication a generation of young men lost in the Great
War and to question, again by implication the militaristic brainwashing of elite
education in the Britain of her age. The bildungsroman is a literary genre that focus
on “the development of the protagonist’s mind and character, in the passage from
childhood through varied experiences—and often through a spiritual crisis—into
maturity, which usually involves recognition of one’s identity and role in the world”
(Abrams and Harpham 229). It was a popular genre in the novels of the 19th century
and continued to be employed by modernist writers such as Joyce, D. H. Lawrence
and Scott Fitzgerald. However, modernist writers usually transform the
bildungsroman according to the complexity that they intend to express. Woolf
produced two novels of this genre; however, in her first one, The Voyage Out, she
arranges death as the outcome of the heroine who has accomplished her spiritual
awakening, and slides into agnosticism and mysticism. In Jacob’s room, she depicts
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a hero who is absent to a considerable degree and reduces his thoughts and feelings
to the minimum after making several sets of revisions. Woolf records the various
fragmentary moments in the different stages of Jacob’s life. The major transitions of
his life stages are represented by his physical movements in different modes of
transportation such as trains and omnibuses. She experiments with something new to
represent the “inner reality” that she perceives in life. Jacob’s inner life is mainly
mediated through various surrounding characters’ eyes and minds. These characters’
thoughts, feelings and impressions of Jacob are scattered throughout the novel, and
converge at some points shifting fast from one to the other triggered by the indicating
words, sentences or the space montage technique. Thus, the different characters’
stream of consciousness and Jacob’s physical movements construct a kind of
narrative kinesis. Throughout the novel, the aura of Jacob’s three rooms is consistent
in the core, constructing the stasis both in the story and the discourse space. The
combination of stasis and kinesis constructs the narrative rhythms and balances the
inner reality and outer world when Woolf discards the traditional plot. We see how
the novel’s narrative rhythm speeds up principally in three different ways: the
narrator’s intentional ellipses, the different physical transportation means that
transport Jacob to each new stage of his life and the multiple internalized
perspectives of the minor characters.
The use of ellipsis interrupts the novel’s narrative continuity, and accelerates
its pace. In Jacob’s short life, Woolf intentionally devises several ellipses to highlight
the themes of brevity and transience. In Chapter one, the close-up ‘shot’ of Mrs.
Flanders writing a letter on her knees on the beach is like a frame that erupts into the
mind’s eye of the reader. This is followed by the long stream of her thoughts about
her widowed status and hard life. Young Jacob is out of sight from the beginning and
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Archer’s repeating shoutings “Ja–cob! Ja–cob!” as well as those of Mrs. Flanders’
have a melancholy air that foreshadows his regular absences and gradual fading out
of view by the novel’s end. “The voice had an extraordinary sadness. Pure from all
body, pure from all passion, going out into the world, solitary, unanswered, breaking
against rocks–so it sounded” (JR 3). The prolonged call hovering on the vast beach
slows down the narrative rhythm. The narrator uses the equivalent of cinematic long
shots and then a close-up to describe Jacob playing on the beach. The scenes switch
slowly from Mrs. Flanders to Archer, and at last to the hero–the tottering Jacob on
the beach, running toward his nanny. These cinematic devices heighten the strong
visual effect of the opening scene. The static and detached style of narration of the
scene sets the general tone for the novel. In Chapter Two, two important moments of
Jacob’s life are mentioned. One is that he chooses “the works of Byron in one
volume” when Mr. Floyd leaves Cornwell for his new position. This event implies
his short life as a Byronic hero, ending in the war. Another moment is that Captain
brings the news that sends Jacob to Cambridge.
“Mr. Floyd was at Cambridge…no, at Oxford…well, at one or the other,”
said Mrs. Flanders.
She looked out of the window. Little windows, and the lilac and green of
the garden were reflected in her eyes.
“Archer is doing very well,” she said. “I have a very nice report from
Captain Maxwell.”
“I will leave you the letter to show Jacob,” said the Captain, putting it
clumsily back in its envelope.
“Jacob is after his butterflies as usual,” said Mrs. Flanders irritably, but
was surprised by a sudden afterthought, “Cricket begins this week, of
course.”
[…]
Jacob Flanders, therefore, went up to Cambridge in October, 1906. (JR 2324)
Thus, Jacob’s fate is determined in a short extract of dialogue and from it, the reader
speculates that Jacob has grown up. Using the device of ellipsis, the narrator jumps
from the simultaneous dialogue to the descriptive sentence by skipping over a dozen
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years. By this rapid “cut” from one scene to another the reader is transported to the
turning point when Jacob leaves home for Cambridge, and the scene is shifted to a
moving railway compartment where the hero is observed by a stranger Mrs. Norman.
Another major ellipsis appears in the ending chapters, between Chapter 13 and
Chapter 14. Chapter 13 narrates the scenes when Jacob is in Hyde Park newly back
from his Greek journey. The narrator alternates between Jacob’s thoughts and the
respective characters’ free associations about him. She juxtaposes the politicians’
routine work in Whitehall with the characters’ thoughts and feelings by constructing
a spatial montage. The war is suggested by the busy activities in Whitehall, the
allusion of Mrs. Pascoe’s glance at “two steamers” on the sea, and Betty Flanders’
catching the distant sound of the guns.
Again, far away, she heard the dull sound, as if nocturnal women were
beating great carpets. There was Morty lost, and Seabrook dead; her sons
fighting for their country. But were the chickens safe? Was that someone
moving downstairs? Rebecca with the toothache? No. The nocturnal women
were beating great carpets. Her hens shifted slightly on their perches. (JR
177)
Woolf omits the facts of Jacob joining the army and going to France. Only from the
plural noun “her sons” in the last paragraph, the reader can conjecture that Jacob
might go to the war. The following chapter is only slightly more than one page and
the scene is switched to Jacob’s room, where Betty Flanders and Bonamy are
disposing of his relics. It is not until the last two sentences of this chapter that the
reader realizes the fact that Jacob has died, “‘What am I to do with these, Mr.
Bonamy?’ She held out a pair of Jacob’s shoes” (JR 179). It makes for an
unsatisfying and abrupt ending. The reader is rudely transported to the present and is
confronted with the fact that Jacob has died in the war. The narrative pace thus
accelerates from Chapter 13 to the conclusion. The information gap of Jacob going to
the war is Woolf’s intentional tactic, which provides a powerful twist in the tail of
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the narrative. The ellipsis integrated with the repetition of the room detail creates a
hybrid effect of shock and an aura of sadness. The reader is immersed in the
melancholy atmosphere, and is encouraged to speculate on the events that led to
Jacob’s death. The novel’s recurrent motifs provide cues or signals to the reader to
read between the lines and provide likely answers while the empty signifiers of
heroic ideology that Woolf refers to in passing are likely to invite reflection on what
Wilfred Owen memorably called the “futility” of war in his posthumously published
poem.
The kinesis of the novel is also represented in the vehicles that “transport”
Jacob’s life from one stage to another. There are three major transport episodes that
connect different phases of his life. The first one is the train that carries Jacob from
his hometown in Cornwall to Cambridge; the second is the omnibus that transports
him around London and the last one is the train that conveys him across Italy to
Greece. Woolf not only uses the vehicles to advance the plot, but also employs them
to explore her new technique of characterization. Consequently, Jacob’s physical
transportations produce the narrative momentum replacing the plot of the more
traditional novel. Woolf once asserted: “I believe that all novels begin with an old
lady in the corner opposite”, reflecting her fascination with the train compartment as
a medium to create character and narrative (E1 324). From Chapter Two to Three
there is a significant transition in Jacob’s life and the scene switches quickly from
Jacob’s adolescence to his adulthood in a moving train from Cornwell to Cambridge.
This is not a smoking-carriage,” Mrs. Norman protested, nervously but
very feebly, as the door swung open and a powerfully built young man
jumped in. He seemed not to hear her. The train did not stop before it reached
Cambridge, and here she was shut up alone, in a railway carriage, with a
young man. (JR 25)
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This is the opening paragraph of Chapter 3 and it starts with a scene in a
compartment bridging the gap with the last sentence of Chapter 2, “Jacob Flanders,
therefore, went up to Cambridge in October, 1906” (JR 24). Woolf introduces a
strange passenger—Mrs. Norman as the focalizing character to observe Jacob. The
titular hero of the novel is the “object” in the eyes of a passenger, who is the subject.
This focalization subverts the conventional anticipation of readers who naturally
expect to view the compartment through the eyes of Jacob. The employment of this
narrative device coincidences with Russian formalist Viktor Shklovsky’s
“defamilarization” theory, that is, to “make objects “unfamiliar”, to make forms
difficult to increase the difficulty and length of perception” of the familiar.
(Shklovsky 16). The reader penetrates the cognitive activities of Mrs. Norman, her
fear of male aggression, and her observations of Jacob’s appearance and her
speculations of his temperament. In the nearly two pages’ interior monologue, the
reader becomes the counterpart of Mrs. Norman and engages in the game of fear and
speculation. The reader can acquire the image of a promising, indifferent university
student, and their curiosity about the young man’s life and character is provoked. It
paves the way for the following narration of Jacob’s study and life in Cambridge.
This compartment scene not only functions as a narrative transition, but also
carries the impetus of Woolf’s innovative characterization method. Following Mrs.
Norman’s conjectures on Jacob, the narrator interposes, “One must do the best one
can with her report. Anyhow, this was Jacob Flanders, aged nineteenth. It's no use
trying to sum people up. One must follow hints; not exactly what is said, nor yet
entirely what is done” (JR 26). The defamiliarized focalizer here conveys the
objectivity of the protagonist’s characterization. However, the narrator reminds
readers of the complexity of human nature and asks them to remain skeptical about
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the reality of these observations on Jacob. The narration thus slips from a story space
into a discourse one according to the critical distinction proposed by Genette.
Through unusual perspective, Woolf reveals that the difficulty of knowing a person’s
personality, contradicting the rigid depiction of characters in a realistic way.
Chapter 5 starts with a description of the street view of London, switching
from Jacob’s college days to his adult life in central London. The overview of the
busy streets from Jacob’s window rapidly slips into a scene where he is on the top of
a congested omnibus. The omniscient narrator is like a passenger sitting on the top of
the omnibus and gives a close-up perspective on two opposite omnibuses. Here the
narrator comments once more on the unknowability of human nature:
At Mudie’s corner in Oxford Street all the red and blue beads had run
together on the string. The motor omnibuses were locked. […] The proximity
of the omnibuses gave the outside passengers an opportunity to stare into
each other’s faces. Yet few took advantage of it. Each had his own business
to think of. Each had his past shut in him like the leaves of a book known to
him by heart; and his friends could only read the title, […] (JR 62)
The description of the scene has dual functions just as the above scene in the train
compartment has. On the one hand, it displays the living environment of Jacob, who
is now sitting on the top of the omnibus bound for the theater. Through the slowmoving omnibus scene, the reader realizes that Jacob is entering the next phase of his
life, and comprehends the social milieu of the modern city, where individuals are
alienated from each other, even when they are brought into close contact with each
other. Woolf’s depiction in this omnibus scene conveys the sense of alienation that
permeates heavily urbanized London. On the other hand, this excerpt provides
another example of Woolf’s innovation in her approach to characterization. For her it
was important, as her essay “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown” argues, that writers
should strive to depict the characters’ interior world, even if it is complicated and
unpredictable. Thus, it also explains why the character of Jacob is so hard to fathom:
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“Jacob, getting off his omnibus, loitered up the steps, consulted his watch, and
finally made up his mind to go in…” (JR 62). The narrator gives us a distanced
“shot” of Jacob from the perspective of the reader herself who inhabits the role of a
passenger on the upper deck of the omnibus. The omnibus scene effectively
transitions Jacob from Cambridge to London as well as from his educational
experience to his adulthood.
Chapter 12 begins with a scene in the moving train to Greece. “The water fell
off a ledge like lead—like a chain with thick white links. The train ran out into a
steep green meadow, and Jacob saw striped tulips growing and heard a bird singing,
in Italy” (JR 134). The three-page depiction of the scenes both outside and inside the
carriage functions as a natural transition transporting Jacob from his London home
on his pilgrimage to the cradle of Greek civilization. However, the strenuous journey
soon shatters his youthful idealism. In this chapter, Jacob’s pilgrimage is secularized
by his love affair with a married woman and his idleness in the journey. The scene in
which Jacob pays homage to Greek relics echoes the earlier episode of the novel
where he chose a volume of Byron from Mr. Floyd’s belongings, and here fulfills his
image as a Byronic hero who is proud, solitary and moody. The military reference
“A motor car full of Italian officers ran along the flat road and kept up with the train,
raising dust behind it” suggests that there is war-related tension but that he is still a
spectator at this point. His indifference to the carload of officers contrasts with his
abrupt death in the war in the last chapter. The episode of the moving train advances
the narrative from Jacob’s ordinary London life to the climax of his idealism, while
implying the tense situation across Europe. The three physical transportation
experiences not only transport him from one city to another, but also from one stage
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of his life to the next. The vehicular movements perform as narrative transitions as
well, compensating for the lack of a conventional plot.
Allison Peterson Rung argues that Woolf uses “the de-centralized perspective”
in the railway compartment scene by adopting the stranger as focalizing character
(95). I will expand her proposition and argue that Woolf utilizes de-centralized
perspectives throughout the novel by employing the minor characters around Jacob
as focalizers while intentionally diminishing Jacob’s internal activities. In the first
two chapters the readers perceive young Jacob from the perspective of his mother;
later observe him from the perspective of the other passenger in the train; next from
his first admirer—Clara, his sex partner—Florinda, his passionate admirer—Fanny,
his lover—the married woman Sandra in Greece, and his close friend Bonamy one
after another. Woolf uses interior monologue to depict these characters’ impressions
of Jacob and their emotions towards him. As focalizers they project their feelings
onto the canvas of Jacob, thus creating a kaleidoscopic image of him. Woolf
skillfully arranges three rounds of interior monologue confluence introduced by
using a special word “distinction”, a meaningful sentence “he had grown to be a
man” and a spatial montage respectively. The frequent shifts of the minor characters’
streams of consciousness contribute to a markedly kinetic effect in the textual flow
and enhance the feeling of fluidity and transience that the novel conveys.
In Chapter 5, the narrator emphasizes the word “distinction” when describing
Jacob’s room in London. “The eighteenth century has its distinction. Even the panels
[…] have their distinctions…” (JR 68). The reader is still fixed in the static “aura” of
the room, while the word “distinction” triggers a round of impressions of Jacob by
different characters surrounding him.
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“Distinction”—Mrs. Durrant said that Jacob Flanders was “distinguishedlooking.” “Extremely awkward,” she said, “but so distinguished-looking.”
[…]
“I like Jacob Flanders,” wrote Clara Durrant in her diary. “He is so
unworldly. He gives himself no airs, and one can say what one likes to him,
though he is frightening because …” […]
“Then Julia Eliot said “the silent young man,” and as she dined with Prime
Ministers, […]
Betty Flanders was romantic about Archer and tender about John; she was
unreasonably irritated by Jacob’s clumsiness in the house.
Captain Barfoot liked him best of the boys; but as for saying why … (JR
68-9)
Woolf employs multiple internal focalizers providing a collage-like representation of
Jacob. These fast shifting viewpoints promote a sense of mobility across the
narrative space. The transient thoughts of these minor figures are quoted to indicate
the “distinctive” attributes of Jacob. However, ironically these impressionistic
thoughts and feelings of related characters also add to the difficulty of knowing
Jacob, and despite his supposed “distinction” he remains for us indistinct. Thus, the
narrator interposes, “It seems then that men and women are equally at fault. It seems
that a profound, impartial, and absolutely just opinion of our fellow-creatures is
utterly unknown” (JR 69). In this way, the narrator consciously deconstructs the
traditional authoritative character formation by adopting multiple internal focalizers
and inserted narratorial interventions. The distinctive and ancient room of the novel’s
title constitutes a striking contrast with the indistinctly glimpsed and silent young
man. Thus, Woolf’s intentions of mourning any and every young man who fell in
Flanders and elsewhere in the “war to end wars” and her questioning the purpose of
his death is clearly manifested.
The second round of interior monologue is in Chapter 12, which deals with
Jacob’s pilgrimage in Greece. After experiencing his love affairs, intellectual growth
and social life in London, the travel to Greece is the climax of Jacob’s maturity,
which will exemplify the process of the novel as a Bildungsroman. The narrator uses
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a concept “he had grown to be a man” to generate the second round of interior
monologue of the minor characters.
But then there was the British Empire which was beginning to puzzle him
[Jacob]; nor was he altogether in favor of giving Home Rule to Ireland. What
did the Daily Mail say about that?
For he had grown to be a man, and was about to be immersed in things—
was indeed the chambermaid, emptying his basin upstairs […], was aware.
That he had grown to be a man was a fact that Florinda knew, as she knew
everything, by instinct.
And Betty Flanders even now suspected it, as she read his letter, […] but
she brooded over it.
Fanny Elmer felt it to desperation. For he would take his stick and his hat
and would walk to the window, and look perfectly absent-minded and very
stern too, she thought.
[…]
“But the Daily Mail isn’t to be trusted,” Jacob said to himself, looking for
something else to read. (JR 138-9)
The quote starts from Jacob’s thoughts about the newspaper and then switches to his
chambermaid in London, to his lover Florinda, to his mother and then to Fanny. Here
Woolf uses the deictic shorthand “for”, in introducing the stream of consciousness of
the characters. This word will become her simple device to shift to the inner world of
the character in many of her following works. All of the characters present their
testimonies, feelings or reactions to the notion that “Jacob has grown to be a man”
one by one. The chambermaid speculates this fact by dealing with his possessions.
The prostitute perceives it by instinct since it is an observation related to her
profession; Betty’s sense of suspicion and dissatisfaction reveals the changed
communication between mother and adult son. Fanny’s stream of consciousness is
the richest and exposes the sexual suppression of a young woman. The series of inner
thoughts and feelings not only exhibit the attributes of Jacob, but also displays the
isolating relationships between Jacob and the women around him. The second round
of interior monologue begins with Jacob’s reflection on the newspaper and returns to
his thoughts about it at the end of the monologue. The structure of this excerpt
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composes a circular motion. Woolf develops the key words and notions to bring in
the stream of consciousness of various characters and uses a fluctuating end-to-end
technique and narratorial comments to control the shifts of perspectives.
Chapter 13 mainly deals with the third round of interior monologue of the
characters. Woolf juxtaposes Jacob’s activities and thoughts in Hyde Park with the
surrounding characters’ memories and thoughts of him by employing the same
technique of spatial montage. In this chapter, all the characters’ activities and stream
of thoughts seemingly take place at the same time in different places. These frequent
switches of perspective construct a kinetic effect in textual space and promote the
movement of narrative. The juxtaposition of Jacob’s and the various other
characters’ perspectives, and “the infinite expansion of the moment” in this chapter
creates tensions that inspires the readers’ curiosity as well as evoking their
sentiments (Humphrey 49). Nearly all the minor characters’ flow of thought are
directed toward Jacob, the focal point of their thoughts. Overall, this round of stream
of consciousness of the surrounding characters is like a mourning ceremony for the
fallen hero, following the first two rounds of hidden mourning.
The chapter starts with the scene of Jacob and Bonamy in Hyde Park
discussing his Greek travel. The Clara episode is introduced by Bonamy’s
speculation about Jacob’s lover. Clara is struggling with her secret love for Jacob as
she walks the dog with Mr. Bowley. Her silent cry “Jacob! Jacob!” springs up
several times discloses her repressed affections as a mid-upper-class woman. The
galloping horse without a rider at “the statue of Achilles” is a scene that associates
Clara with Julia Eliot who also witnesses the accident at the same place.
“‘This statue [the statue of Achilles] was erected by the women of
England…’” Clara read out with a foolish little laugh. “Oh, Mr. Bowley!
Oh!” Gallop–gallop–gallop–a horse galloped past without a rider. The
stirrups swung; the pebbles spurted.
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“Oh, stop! Stop it, Mr. Bowley!” she cried, white, trembling, gripping his
arm, utterly unconscious, the tears coming.
[…]
Julia Eliot, too, had seen the horse run away, and had risen from her seat to
watch the end of the incident, which, since she came of a sporting family,
seemed to her slightly ridiculous. (JR 168-9)
Woolf uses the spatial montage to juxtapose the two characters as the focalizer is
shifted seamlessly from Clara to Julia. We are privy to Julia’s flow of thoughts. She
is “on her errand of mercy” and is expected at Bruton Street at five. The omniscient
narrator cooperates with the limited internal focalization of Julia, ironically revealing
the aridity of philanthropic Victorian women and their rigid character.
She [Julia Eliot] was always punctual. The watch on her wrist gave her
twelve minutes and a half in which to reach Bruton Street. Lady Congreve
expected her at five.
The gilt clock at Verrey’s was striking five.
Florinda looked at it with a dull expression, like an animal. She looked at
the clock; looked at the door; looked at the long glass opposite;
[…]
The door opened; in came the roar of Regent Street, the roar of traffic,
impersonal, unpitying; and sunshine grained with dirt. The Swiss waiter must
see to the newcomers. Bramham lifted his glass.
“He’s like Jacob,” said Florinda, looking at the newcomer.
“The way he stares.” She stopped laughing.
Jacob, leaning forward, drew a plan of the Parthenon in the dust in Hyde
Park, a network of strokes at least, […] It was not to count his notes that he
took out a wad of papers and read a long flowing letter which Sandra had
written two days ago at Milton Dower House with his book before her and in
her mind the memory of something said or attempted, some moment in the
park on the road to the Acropolis which (such was her creed) mattered
forever.
“He is,” she mused, “like that man in Moliere.” (JR 169-70)
In this quotation, the narrator transfers from Julia to Jacob’s former lover—Florinda
by the gilt clock at Verrey. They are juxtaposed together by the chime of the clock
while their geographical locations are rather close. Next is the narrator’s explanation
of Florinda’s living status and her transient thoughts and memories of Jacob. Then,
the scene is changed to Jacob in Hyde Park, who is reading the letter from Sandra,
his temporary lover in his Greek travels. The letter brings about Sandra’s
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impressions of Jacob, who compares him to the “severe” protagonist in Moliere’s
drama, The Misanthrope. The focus returns to Jacob’s activities in Hyde Park several
times and his actions are synchronized with those of the other characters. The
focalization switches swiftly between these characters, thus creating the effect of
cinematic kinesis.
In Woolf’s first attempt at a stream of consciousness novel, most of her
characters’ flows of thoughts are very brief, except Fanny’s profuse flux of emotions
and thoughts.
He [Jacob] had parted with half-a-crown, tolerantly, compassionately, with
considerable contempt for his species.
Even now poor Fanny Elmer was dealing, as she walked along the Strand,
in her incompetent way with this very careless, indifferent, sublime manner
he had of talking to railway guards or porters; or Mrs. Whitehorn [Jacob’s
landlady], when she consulted him about her little boy who was beaten by the
schoolmaster. (JR 171)
The narrative transition linking Jacob’s actions and Fanny’s thought process is the
adverbial phrase “even now”, while the intrinsic linkage is Jacob’s indifferent
attitude to the people around him. Fanny’s stream of consciousness demonstrates that
she is tortured by her obsessive love for Jacob as a romantic young woman. When
Fanny looks into the window of a shop, her tortured face is caught by a customer
inside, who muses “A very hard face” and “Girls look old so soon nowadays” (JR
172). The focalizer is transferred with deft irony to a random woman in a shop at that
moment. Fanny takes an omnibus to Piccadilly, a device skillfully applied by Woolf
to display the shift of streetscape as a result of the movements of the bus. Here, the
focalization is shifted from Fanny’s internal reality to the fleeting realities afforded
by external description from the moving vehicle. The clock performs again as a link
connecting the scenes in the streets with the ones inside the Admiralty. “Five strokes
Big Ben intoned; Nelson received the salute. The wires of the Admiralty shivered
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with some far-away communication” (JR 173). The bustling scene in the office
suggests that war has broken out on remote battlefields. At this point Clara’s brother
Timmy Durrant functions as a narrative link to connect London with the busy
headquarter that controls the war at the front.
The focalization changes from Timmy to Jacob next. He leaves Hyde Park in
the sunset, which shifts the focus briefly to his mother who is glimpsing the beautiful
sunset while writing to Archer. It next moves abruptly from Betty Flanders to her
former pursuer—Mr. Floyd.
“Now I know that face—” said the Reverend Andrew Floyd, coming out of
Carter’s shop in Piccadilly, “but who the dickens—?” and he watched Jacob,
turned round to look at him, but could not be sure—
Oh, Jacob Flanders!” he remembered in a flash.
But he was so tall; so unconscious; such a fine young fellow.
“I gave him Byron’s works,” Andrew Floyd mused, and started forward, as
Jacob crossed the road; but hesitated, and let the moment pass, and lost the
opportunity. (JR 175)
This scene echoes the one in Chapter 2: “Meeting Jacob in Piccadilly lately, he
recognized him after three seconds. But Jacob had grown such a fine young man that
Mr. Floyd did not like to stop him in the street” (JR 16). Actually, this is the same
scene that appears in the beginning and the ending of the novel respectively. In
Chapter 2, Woolf employs the flash forward device inserting a scene that takes place
many years later. Up to this point in Chapter 13, the order of scenes follows
chronological sequence, but this reprise of the earlier scene creates an effect of
distancing on the reader. Thus, the narration attains a circular form and picks up the
earlier reference to Jacob’s connections with Byron, connoting his aloof, heroic
quality and early death. The third round of interior monologue moves on to Clara
once again as she is motoring to the theater with her mother and Mr. Wortley later
that afternoon. She is musing while looking out at the view:
“Think of your moors!” said Mr. Wortley to Clara.
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“Ah! but Clara likes this better,” Mrs. Durrant laughed.
“I don’t know—really,” said Clara, looking at the blazing windows. She
started.
She saw Jacob.
“Who?” asked Mrs. Durrant sharply, leaning forward.
But she saw no one. (JR 175-6)
The doubtful image of Jacob in the busy streets is the last appearance of Jacob
physically in the novel. Next “the moor” as a link shifts the focalizer from Clara to
Mrs. Pascoe who lives on the Cornwall moors, catching the sight of the warship
sailing out at sea. This round of shifts in focalization ends with Betty Flanders’
stream of consciousness. “Again, far away, she heard the dull sound, as if nocturnal
women were beating great carpets. There was Morty lost, and Seabrook dead; her
sons fighting for their country” (JR 177). Woolf employs the spatial montage
technique to juxtapose these characters’ activities and evoke the last round of
memories of Jacob. The final appearance of the physical Jacob in the minds of those
who know him precipitates the abrupt ending in the last chapter. These shifts of
various characters’ thoughts and reminiscences function somewhat like a dramatic
chorus in Greek tragedy. The perspectives are switched seamlessly in the structure of
the spatial montage, conveying fleeting kinetic impressions of the young man.

3. The Narrator’s Restrictions and Transgressions
In Jacob’s Room, Woolf employs third-person multiple narration, which
means the story is narrated from various points of view. The perspectives switch fast
from Jacob to the characters correlated with him. The hero’s stream of thought is
subdued

and

marginalized,

facilitating

her

experiments

with

fictional

characterization. The omniscient narrator is mostly covert, however, sometimes a
feminized consciousness jumps out commenting on the unknowability of the hero or
the milieu. The narrator even exposes her identity such as her gender and age, and
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acknowledges the limitations of her recount to readers. When describing Jacob’s
study life in Cambridge the narrator intervenes in the narrative, and invites the reader
to observe the rituals of Cambridge with her. Sometimes the omniscient narrator
restricts herself, and pretends that she has no more knowledge than that of the reader.
In Chapter 8, she deviates from the account of Jacob and Florinda’s sexual behavior
to an irrelevant discussion of the role that letters play in everyday life. The multiple
feminized narrative voice alternates between covert and overt, omniscient and
limited methods of recount. Moreover, the distance of the narrator reveals her
ambivalent attitude, sometimes ironic and sometimes sympathetic. The unfixed
stance of the narrative voice creates a kind of kinesis in the discourse space. The
reader is immersed in the development of the hero’s life, but is also invited to step
outside the narrative of Jacob’s short life by the interventions of this shifting
narrative voice. The capricious narration style thus creates a combination of stasis
and kinesis in the discourse space.
When describing the widowed Mrs. Flanders’ and her children’s life in
Cornwall, Woolf adopts the third-person omniscient viewpoint. In the first two
chapters, the narrative voice is very consistent and seems very detached and
objective in narrating Jacob’s childhood and adolescence. However, it becomes
equivocal when reporting Jacob’s life in Cambridge. When the scene shifts to the
ritual in the King’s College Chapel, the narrator suddenly addresses the reader
directly and invites the latter to join in her observation of the scene:
Look, as they pass into service, how airily the gowns blow out, as though
nothing dense and corporeal were within. What sculptured faces, what
certainty, authority controlled by piety, although great boots march under the
gowns. In what orderly procession they advance. […]
…If you stand a lantern under a tree every insect in the forest creeps up to
it—a curious assembly, since though they scramble and swing and knock
their heads against the glass, they seem to have no purpose—something
senseless inspires them. One gets tired of watching them, as they amble round
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the lantern and blindly tap as if for admittance, one large toad being the most
besotted of any and shouldering his way through the rest. […]
But this service in King’s College Chapel—why allow women to take part
in it? […] No one would think of bringing a dog into church. For though a
dog is all very well on a gravel path, and shows no disrespect to flowers, the
way he wanders down an aisle, looking, lifting a paw, and approaching a
pillar with a purpose that makes blood run cold with horror (should you be
one of a congregation–alone, shyness is out of the question), a dog destroys
the service completely. So do these women— […] (JR 27-8)
The word “look” is the narrator’s invitation signal to the reader and endows the latter
with a sense of presence and engagement as a member of the audience. In the
beginning of the second paragraph, the pronoun “you” strengthens the relationship
between the narrative voice and the reader. The narrator draws an analogy between
the insects scrambling toward the light of a lantern and the students assembling in the
chapel for the ritual. The pseudo solemnity of the description of this male ritual and
its insignificance is presented in a strongly satirical tone by the narrator. Next, the
narrator interrupts the description of the ritual by articulating “one gets tired of
watching them” and employs an animal trope to emphasize the dismissive and ironic
depiction of the scene. The indefinite pronoun “one” is ambivalent and may signify
either the reader or the narrator. The narrator compares women’s turning up in the
ritual to that of a dog intruding into it. The sarcastic tone of this stark comparison
reveals the narrator’s identity as a woman impersonating a pompous male voice.
From the covert and indifferent narrative voice in the first two chapters to the overt,
satirical style of narration at the start of Chapter 3, the narrative distance moves from
remoteness to the reader to greater proximity.
In chapter 3, the narrative distance is unfixed since the narrator is sometimes
omniscient, sometimes restricted. She seems to have wandered into the court in
Cambridge, observing and commenting on the proceedings, but is blocked from
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entering the rooms. She can only watch the young men’s activities in the distance
and speculate about what they are discussing. .
There was a sofa, chairs, a square table, and the window being open, one
could see how they sat–legs issuing here, one there crumpled in a corner of
the sofa; and, presumably, for you could not see him, somebody stood by the
fender, talking. Anyhow, Jacob, who sat astride a chair and ate dates from a
long box, burst out laughing. The answer came from the sofa corner; for his
pipe was held in the air, then replaced. Jacob wheeled round. He had
something to say to THAT, though the sturdy red-haired boy at the table
seemed to deny it, wagging his head slowly form side to side; […] as if
affirming that voice from the fender spoke the truth—which Jacob could not
deny. Possibly, when he had done arranging the date-stones, he might find
something to say to it—indeed his lips opened—only then there broke out a
roar of laughter.
[…] The laughter died out, and only gestures of arms, movements of
bodies, could be seen shaping something in the room. Was it an argument? A
bet on the boat races? Was it nothing of the sort? What was shaped by the
arms and bodies moving in the twilight room? (JR 39-40)
In this quotation and the following passages, the narrator employs distanced
perspectives to describe the students’ actions inside the room. The narrator functions
as a moving camera positioned outside but capable of zooming in on the scene, even
though she is unable to hear the discussion and can only speculate from their
gestures. In the syntax are a number of interrogative sentences, and qualifying or
hedging adverbs such as “presumably”, “possibly”, “might”, “maybe” and
“perhaps”, and the indefinite pronoun “one” to convey speculative interpretation.
The narrative voice has a very restricted perspective but this estrangement also
serves to communicate a sense of critical distance for readers. Occasionally, she
reports one or two sentences of Jacob or his interlocutor, as for example: “Well, you
seem to have studied the subject, said Jacob” (JR 41). The fluctuating distances of
the narrator transmits the feeling of being excluded. Woolf deliberately exploits the
limited feminized narrative voice to express her stance as an outsider of the British
elite education system. This narrative positioning as a speculative outsider clearly
conveys Jacob’s privilege as a young man inside the system. Over the whole novel,
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he is seen both as a privileged member of an elite and patriarchal education system
and also as a victim of the same patriarchy’s relentless militarism.
Chapter 8 deals with Jacob’s love affair with the prostitute, Florinda, and the
inserted narratorial comment on the role of letters in people’s everyday life,
especially in women’s. Betty Flanders’ letter to Jacob is a medium that mirrors Jacob
and Florinda’s sexual behavior. In the beginning of this chapter, the narrative voice
alludes to Betty’s letter lying on the hall table and then digresses to discuss the
mother’s letter-writing style. Then she returns to the letter in Jacob’s room.
The letter lay upon the hall table; Florinda coming in that night took it up
with her, put it on the table as she kissed Jacob, and Jacob seeing the hand,
left it there under the lamp, between the biscuit-tin and the tobacco-box. They
shut the bedroom door behind them.
The sitting-room neither knew nor cared. The door was shut; […] But if
the pale blue envelope lying by the biscuit-box had the feelings of a mother,
the heart was torn by the little creak, the sudden stir. Behind the door was the
obscene thing, the alarming presence, and terror would come over her as at
death, or the birth of a child. Better, perhaps, burst in and face it than sit in
the antechamber listening to the little creak, the sudden stir, for her heart was
swollen, and pain threaded it. […] (JR 90)
The narrative voice is excluded at this point together with the letter from Mrs.
Flanders with which it becomes associated. As for the reader, and the living room
with the letter lying on the table, the narrator is not permitted to view the sexual act
behind the closed door and only the “creaks” and “sudden stir” are audible.
Nevertheless the narrator juxtaposes Mrs. Flanders’ letter with Jacob’s love affairs,
and intrudes by with the imperative: “Let’s consider letters…” which introduces two
pages of discussion of the function of letters from ancient times to the present,
particularly letters by women. The narrative voice observes that although the
contents of women’s letters might be trivial, they connect people together and
promote communication among people. “Life would split asunder without them” (JR
91). The narrator’s digression here indicates that Woolf values the importance of
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communication in people’s lives. It is the community which is built on
communication that motivates human beings to live in this world. She also highlights
the relationship between women and letters, which implies that letters were women’s
life writing and are the original forms of women’s literature over the long course of
history.
The diversion about letter-writing reveals Woolf’s exploration of women’s
writing traditions and her aim to promote and give authority to feminine writing.
This feminine stance is consistent with the restrictions of narrative viewpoint and the
critical distancing in the Cambridge episode. The narrator even exposes her identity
overtly: “Granted ten years’ seniority and a difference of sex”, and implies the
reasons that she cannot know Jacob’s feelings and tortures in love are gender
discrepancy and generation gap. She let herself be excluded from Jacob’s room, and
then observes that “the streets of London have their map; but our passions are
uncharted. What are you going to meet if you turn this corner?” (JR 94) The reader is
drawn out of the fictional space and confronts the narrator directly again here, since
she addresses uses the direct form of address “you” in the interrogative sentence.
In Chapter 3, the narrator sometimes reduces the narrative distance with the
reader and sometimes maintains a restricted stance. These narratorial strategies
position the narrator as an outsider of the male-dominated society. The distance
ensures the ironic tone of the narrator who articulates her indignation at the gender
inequality. In Chapter 8, the narrative fluidity is disrupted again by the deliberate
narratorial digression and the discussion of women and letters underlines the
narrator’s feminine identity. The narrator in Jacob’s room moves freely from the
omniscient one to a gender-restricted one, constructing a kinesis in the narratorial
layer.
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In this novel, Woolf creates the “aura” of the rooms as the static pivot
controlling the development of the plot. She adopts Jacob’s physical transports to
transition him from one phase of life to the next while manipulating the special word,
sentence or spatial montage to intrude in the different characters’ streams of
thoughts. The three rounds of stream of consciousness of the characters present are
conveyed from a restless kinetic perspective, but also at more static points inside the
rooms themselves with a distinctly elegiac mood. The movements of the narrator in
the discourse space reveal Woolf’s overt feminine intentions in the creation of
Jacob’s Room. While the use of interior monologue, in conjunction with reader
estrangement and the elusiveness of the protagonist, as well as the author’s narrative
fragmentation is highly innovative, it is also challenging. In her next novel Mrs.
Dalloway, Woolf focuses on several major characters’ flows of thoughts and
demonstrates a mature manipulation of the stream of consciousness method.

II. The Regulations of Characters and Readers’ Transportation in Mrs.
Dalloway
In his Stream of Consciousness in the Modern Novel, Humphrey proposes the
concept of “free associations” and generalizes them into three elements: “first, the
memory, which is its basis; second, the senses, which guide it; and third, the
imagination, which determines its elasticity” (43). It is beneficial to analyze the flux
of thoughts and feelings in stream of consciousness novels. However, he confuses
the contents of stream of consciousness with its controlling devices by classifying the
free associations, time- and space-montage and other syntactic devices into the same
category, namely, the techniques of stream of consciousness. It is more appropriate
therefore to see the idea of free association, related to the senses, memories and the
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imagination as the representations or contents of stream of consciousness, rather than
merely technical devices. In this section, I will distinguish between the two notions
exemplified by Woolf’s typical stream of consciousness novel, Mrs. Dalloway: the
contents are mainly demonstrated in my first section below, while the devices
themselves are analyzed in the subsequent sections 2 and 3.
In Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf develops more sophisticated and consistent
representations and regulations of the characters’ inner activities than in the first
experimental novel, Jacob’s Room, and maintains a balance between the outer world
and the inner reality. She manipulates the physical forms of transport such as walking
and bus rides to represent the flux of the main characters’ thoughts shuttling freely
among past, present and future temporally, and between the countryside of Bourton,
central London and colonial India spatially. She also creates a spatial montage where
the focalization switches between various characters by depicting the backfiring
motor car and the advertising aeroplane scenes. Meanwhile, she invents several
strategies to control the characters’ streams of thoughts, such as the chimes of
different clocks throughout the novel, and the moving clouds. These objects not only
bring the characters from their thoughts back to the outer reality, but also transfer the
narrative viewpoints adroitly. Besides, Woolf also develops her unique syntactic
devices to instruct the readers’ reading process, such as the flexible and economical
usage of parentheses, the conjunctions “for” and “but”, and the indefinite pronoun
“one”. These indicators perform a function analogous to traffic signals in instructing
the characters’ flux of thoughts, and alleviate the reader’s difficulties in following the
multiple twists and turns of stream of consciousness novels. Many critics agree that
the double plots of the upper-class Clarissa and the middle-class veteran Septimus
run parallel in this novel. Woolf also devises two “traffic intersections” between the
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two characters: one is physical and the other is metaphysical. The first intersection
comes in the spatial montage of the motor car scene and the second metaphysical one
occurs at Clarissa’s party when Mrs. Bradshaw relates the news of Septimus’s
suicide to her. In addition, the literary quotation from “Cymbeline”—“fear no more
the heat o’the sun, nor the furious winter’s rages” functions as a recurrent motif or
signal five times in the novel; it features in the thoughts of both Clarissa and
Septimus, and functions as a consistent thread connecting the parallel plotlines of the
protagonists spiritually and thematically. Due to these indicators of the intersections
and threads, the characters’ flux of thoughts and feelings as well as the reader’s
reception of them are regulated in an orderly way by Woolf’s authorial coordination.

1. Stream of Consciousness Represented through Physical Transportations and
Traffic Images
During the creation of Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf notes in her diary excitedly that
she has acquired her “primary discovery”, that is, her “tunneling process”, “by which
I tell the past by instalments” (D2 272). She also writes two months earlier that she
plans to “dig out beautiful caves behind my characters” and “the idea is that the
caves shall connect, & each comes to daylight at the present moment” (D2 263). Her
tunneling process is mainly represented through the adoption of the physical
movements of her characters. Furthermore, “the beautiful caves” are connected
through the spatial montage in the beginning of the novel, and the Regent Park scene
in the middle as well as the confluent party in the end. In Chapter One, I have
explored how Woolf appropriates the literary archetype of “flâneur”, and employs the
motor car, aeroplane and the omnibus to expose the operations of the militaristic and
the patriarchal system. In the following section I will examine how she manipulates
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these transportation modes and images to transport her characters into the mobile
inner world and to shift between different viewpoints. The physical forms of
transportation provide subtle and abundant stimulants for the characters and trigger
in them free cognitive and affective associations such as sensations, feelings,
memories and imagination, namely, the “caves” of the past and the future.
Mrs. Dalloway adopts the combination of a multiple third-person point of view
and a covert omniscient narrator. Woolf adeptly uses free indirect discourse to report
the characters’ feelings and thoughts meditated by this narrator’s voice. She limits
the depiction of the inner reflections to several major characters, which guarantees
the deep exploration of their inner world. She intentionally situates her major
characters Clarissa, Septimus, Peter, Richard and Elizabeth in the streets of London,
surrounded by the diverse streetscapes and noises of the modern city, which
furnishes them with various stimuli. Their leisurely walking or bus riding in central
London inspires their minds to wander, responding to the outer stimulus. In this way
Woolf skillfully manipulates the five senses as direct stimulants for the characters to
transport them into their inner world, shuttling back and forth temporally and
spatially.
In order to demonstrate this colorful inner world, Woolf intentionally chooses
a middle-aged sensitive woman Clarissa as her protagonist, a woman who has rich
life experiences and memories as well as subtle perceptions of life. The first twentyfive pages of the novel centers on Clarissa’s leisurely errand of buying flowers for
her party, recording what she sees, hears, feels, and reminisces as she proceeds from
her Westminster house, crossing Victoria Street and St. James Park, along Bond
Street toward Mulberry’s the florist. During her stroll, Clarissa’s mind wanders in
response to the random stimulants from the outside world.
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Mrs. Dalloway said she would buy the flowers herself.
For Lucy had her work cut out for her. The doors would be taken off their
hinges; Rumpelmayer’s men were coming. And then, thought Clarissa
Dalloway, what a morning – fresh as if issued to children on a beach.
What a lark! What a plunge! For so it had always seemed to her when, with
a little squeak of the hinges, which she could hear now, she had burst open
the French windows and plunged at Bourton into the open air. How fresh,
how calm, stiller than this of course, the air was in the early morning; like the
flap of a wave; the kiss of a wave; chill and sharp and yet (for a girl of
eighteen as she then was) solemn, feeling as she did, standing there at the
open window, […] standing and looking until Peter Walsh said, “Musing
among the vegetables?”—was that it? — “I prefer men to cauliflowers”—was
that it? He must have said it at breakfast one morning when she had gone out
on to the terrace – Peter Walsh. He would be back from India one of these
days, June or July, she forgot which, for his letters were awfully dull; it was
his sayings one remembered; his eyes, his pocket-knife, his smile, his
grumpiness and, when millions of things had utterly vanished – how strange
it was! –a few sayings like this about cabbages. (MD 1)
In this extract, when Clarissa opens the door and walks out into the street, the
scenery of the fresh morning evokes her sensations. The sound of the door hinges
(the first underlined sentence) reminds her of the squeak of the hinges in Bourton
(the second underlined sentence), which took place thirty years ago. The smell of the
current fresh morning (the first wavy-line sentence) triggers the memories of her
girlhood when she awoke on exactly such a June morning (the second wavy-line
sentence). Woolf uses the device of synesthesia to compare the freshness of the air to
the visual image of “the flap of a wave; the kiss of a wave, chill and sharp and yet
solemn”, recording the exquisite feelings of Clarissa. The present life is thus
connected with the past one of thirty years ago by these three sensations: the sound,
the smell and the feeling. Clarissa’s is transported to the past naturally following her
subtle senses. Her dialogue with Peter on the terrace in Bourton on just such a
morning is reported in free indirect discourse. Then her inner world is displayed from
sensations, to feelings and then back to the memories. Next, the name “Peter Walsh”
(the second one in double lines) brings Clarissa back to the present as she remembers
that Peter might be back in London any day now. The last two sentences of the third
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paragraph are Clarissa’s impressions of Peter and her recollections of life.
Throughout the novel, the five senses perform as triggers that provoke the characters’
sensations and thus convey their minds back to memories and, impressions.
When Clarissa crosses Victorian Street, the chimes of Big Ben arouse her
auditory sensation, “First a warning, musical; then the hour, irrevocable. The leaden
circles dissolved in the air” (MD 2). The solemnity of the clock evokes her to think
about the transience and meaning of life. The narrator reports her thoughts directly
after the chimes:
Such fools we are, she thought, crossing Victorian Street. For Heaven only
knows why one loves it so, how one sees it so, making it up, building it round
one, tumbling it, creating it every moment afresh; […] in the bellow and the
uproar; the carriages, motor cars, omnibuses, vans, sandwich men shuffling
and swinging, brass brands; barrel organs; in the triumph and the jingle and
the strange high singing of some aeroplane overheard was what she loved;
life; London; this moment of June.
For it was the middle of June. The War was over, except […] (MD 2).
Some of her thoughts are reported in free indirect discourse, and some in reported
speech. Woolf intentionally uses short sentences, and piles up nouns and verbs to
create a sense of presence for her readers, who are invited to witness the bustling
traffic and hear the street sounds. The accumulation of short phrases separated by
semicolons creates a sense of momentum, which causes the reader to feel the vitality
of the city and share Clarissa’s delight in it.
Woolf not only records Clarissa’s stream of feelings and thoughts during her
flânerie, but also depicts Peter’s flux of thoughts in his parallel stroll. After Peter
visits Clarissa, he walks along Victoria Street, Whitehall, then to Trafalgar Square,
and at last arrives at Regent’s Park where he comes across Septimus and Rezia.
Peter’s flows of thoughts cover about sixteen pages, of which eight pages record his
flânerie and the other eight are about his soliloquy in his drowsiness. He is frustrated
by his appointment with Clarissa after his departure. Then his eyes are caught by a
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motor-car shop. “There he was, this fortunate man, reflected in the plate-glass
window of a motor-car manufacturer in Victoria Street. All India lay behind him;
plains, mountains; epidemics of cholera; a district twice as big as Ireland” (MD 44).
The model of the motor car inside the window reflects his masculine figure, and
boosts his self-confidence. He realizes that the colorful life he experiences in India
and love affairs are superior to Clarissa’s comparatively plainer life. Then, the
feminine chimes of St. Margaret’s remind him of Clarissa as a woman subject to
“emotions” and “trifles”. Later, Peter comes across a fashionable young woman in
Trafalgar Square, and then follows her into a side street. The tracking game project
him into his romantic imagination concerning woman. The sights, sounds and the
encounters in his ramble trigger Peter’s recollections, in which he is frequently
conveyed to Bourton and India. These two protagonists are exposed to various urban
stimuli in their ramblings, provoking their thoughts to turn inward. Woolf’s
deployment of the flâneur strategy enriches the connotations of the two characters’
inner activities.
Whereas walking transports these protagonists’ mostly back to their past life,
either in Bourton, or in India, the omnibus ride mainly evokes Elizabeth’s
imagination to look toward the future. Thus Woolf employs the young woman’s bus
ride in the Strand to explore the subject of women and professions. There are five
pages covering Elizabeth’s bus ride from Victoria Street to the Strand while narrating
her anticipation of a potential profession for her future life. Elizabeth occupies the
front seat on top and the broader scope of vision, as well as the speed of the “pirateship” bus, stimulates her courage in desiring to break the bondage of her
conventional life. “For a pirate it was, reckless, unscrupulous, bearing down
ruthlessly, circumventing dangerously” (MD 127). Her streams of thoughts are
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directed from her reflections on Miss Kilman to her future profession provoked by
the atmosphere of the Strand. The institutions along the Strand inspire her mind to
range freely between the possibilities of becoming a farmer, a doctor, and even a
member of Parliament.
“Another penny was it to the Strand? Here was another penny, then. She
would go up the Strand.
She liked people who are ill. And every profession is open to the women of
your generation, said Miss Kilman. So she might be a doctor. She might be a
farmer […] This was Somerset House. One might be a very good farmer –
and that, strangely enough, […] was almost entirely due to Somerset House.
It looked so splendid, so serious, that grey building. And she liked the feeling
of people working. She liked those churches, like shapes of grey paper,
breasting the stream of the Strand. (MD 127)
In this excerpt, the conductor’s mention of “the Strand” directs her thoughts toward
the idea of a profession. During the ride, Somerset House and the streams of
professional workers in the street expand the possibilities of her future career. The
outer reality interacts with Elizabeth’s interior activities, promoting her to advance in
her day-dreaming as well as her journey. Besides, the speed of the omnibus impacts
on the character’s sensorium, endowing her with courage to overcome any
difficulties in her way.
Except for the physical transportations that transport the major characters into
their internal world, Woolf also employs traffic images to navigate between various
characters’ perspectives. In the beginning of the novel, she constructs an intricate
space montage by the introduction of the backfiring motor car and the advertising
aeroplane. “The pistol shot” of the motor car freeze-frames the moment, causing a
stasis in the narrative momentum. The motor car delay and the aeroplane hovering
only last for a very short time, but the narration of them occupies about fifteen pages.
The time is fixed and the camera pans the street where the motor car is located. The
assorted onlookers of different ages, genders and classes are assembled together by
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this focal point. Their reactions and thought-flows are narrated by the omniscient
narrator combined with the third-person multiple point of view. The narrator
switches from one passer-by to another, and these disparate strangers are conjoined
watching the same motor car and aeroplane. Woolf juxtaposes the two strangers
Clarissa and Septimus artfully at the same locale which represents the physical
intersection of the two core characters. Just as she quested in her diary, “the caves
shall connect, & each comes to daylight at the present moment” (D2 263). Clarissa
and Septimus’s streams of thoughts are thus juxtaposed in the motor car as well the
aeroplane scenes. The focalization of the scene alternates between Clarissa,
Septimus, Rezia, and other strangers including Moll Pratt, Sarah Bletchley, Mr.
Bowley, Mrs. Coates, Mrs. Bletchley, Maisie Johnson, Mrs. Dempster, Mr. Bentley,
and even the anonymous man in front of St. Paul’s. The focal points transfer from the
motor car to the aeroplane, producing a terrestrial and aerial panorama of postwar
London. The covert narrative voice during Clarissa’s ramble becomes more overt in
this spatial montage and narrates the collective blind worship of imperial power as
well as the aftershock of the war trauma hidden in the society. Equally, the motor
car’s “pistol shot” triggers Septimus’s apprehensions of the past war. “[…], this
gradual drawing together of everything to one center before his eyes, as if some
horror had come almost to the surface and was about to burst into flames, terrified
him” (MD 12). His disturbed imagination and fragmented thoughts are prompted
naturally by the backfiring motor car and the roaring aeroplane which can be
interpreted as an emblem of the First World War.
The narrator seamlessly diverts from the first focal point to the second one by
the “sound” imagery and the land perspective is transferred to an aerial one.
Suddenly Mrs. Coates looked up into the sky. The sound of an aeroplane
bored ominously into the ears of the crowd. There it was coming over the
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trees, letting out white smoke from behind, which curled and twisted, actually
writing something! making letters in the sky! Everyone looked up. (MD 17)
Then the focalization passes rapidly among the passers-by, just as in the previous
motor car passage. In Regent’s Park, the quarrel between Septimus and Rezia is
watched from the perspective of Maisie Johnson, the girl from Edinburgh, while the
latter’s appearance and actions are speculated on by another onlooker—Mrs.
Dempster. The aeroplane provides the linking motif associating all of these
characters. After eight pages’ narration of the second montage, the perspective
returns to the starting point, Clarissa, and ends with her interrogation “‘What are they
looking at?’ said Clarissa Dalloway to the maid who opened the door” (MD 25).
From the motor car to the aeroplane, the narrative constructs a prolonged sequence
when various narrative viewpoints are juxtaposed.

2. The Chimes of Clock and Changeable Clouds as Controllers
In Mrs. Dalloway, there are two types of time measurement that contrast with
each other: namely clock time and psychological time. The chimes of Big Ben and
several other clocks resound throughout the novel, which narrates the events
surrounding Clarissa’s party and Septimus’s suicide over seventeen hours, and
abandons conventional chapter divisions. Woolf creatively employs physical time to
impose a narrative order on the sequence of the characters’ streams of consciousness.
The chimes of clocks perform the role of control devices or ‘traffic signals that
temporarily stop one character’s flow of thoughts and switch abruptly to another
one’s inner world. Like the shape-changing clouds, they are employed as devices to
shift the narrative viewpoint. Due to these finely conceived narrative controllers, the
various currents of stream of consciousness in Woolf’s second novel are presented in
a more ordered and seamless fashion. The regular or irregular rings of theses clocks
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function as traffic signals that direct different characters’ flux of thoughts. On
hearing the chimes, one character’s flow of thoughts is paused, and another’s takes
over. Thus in the incessant physical movement as well as the protean flux of
consciousness, the chimes of the clocks also construct the narrative tempo of this
novel. There are ten occasions when clock chimes are heard in the novel: the chimes
of Big Ben that Clarissa hears in the street, the chimes signifying half past eleven
that Peter hears from both Big Ben and St. Margaret’s, the chimes that Septimus
hears in Harley Street, and the final instance that Clarissa notices in the early
morning. As the sound of the outer world, it works to provide the tempo measuring
the characters’ streams of thoughts, and endowing the narrative with continuity.
The sounds of clocks terminate the narrator’s embedded reporting of
Septimus’s youth and his war experience and trauma. Then, the narration switches
from flashbacks to the present moment as the couple are on their way to Dr.
Bradshaw’s. The striking of clocks also crosses spatial boundaries and connects two
strangers Clarissa and Septimus.
It was precisely twelve o’clock; twelve by Big Ben; whose stroke was
wafted over the northern part of London; blent with that of other clocks,
mixed in a thin ethereal way with the clouds and wisps of smoke, and died up
there among the seagulls—twelve o’clock struck as Clarissa Dalloway laid
her green dress on her bed, and the Warren Smiths walked down Harley
Street. Twelve was the hour of their appointment. Probably, Rezia thought,
that was Sir William Bradshaw’s house with the grey motor car in front of it.
(The leaden circles dissolved in the air.) (MD 87)
In this excerpt, the narrator juxtaposes Clarissa and Septimus’s activities at twelve
o’clock midday, bringing to the scene a sense of synchronicity. The clocks in central
London strike at the same time, creating a lingering atmosphere that hovers around
both Clarissa and the Warren Smith couple. The striking clock also directs the reader
to Rezia’s thoughts and speculation concerning the house of Dr. Bradshaw. The
insertion inside the parentheses, “the leaden circles dissolved in the air” indicates the
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immediacy and duration of the Smiths’ walking in Harley Street.
When Dr Bradshaw has finished diagnosing the Septimus’s condition, the
chimes of the clock in Harley Street and a slow commercial clock in Oxford Street
shift the narrative focalization from Septimus to Hugh Whitbread.
But Rezia Warren Smith cried, walking down Harley Street that she did not
like that man.
Shredding and slicing, dividing and subdividing, the clocks of Harley
Street nibbled at June day, counselled submission, upheld authority and
pointed out in chorus the supreme advantages of a sense of proportion, until
the mound of time was so far diminished that a commercial clock, suspended
above a shop in Oxford Street, announced, genially and fraternally, as if it
were a pleasure to Messrs. Rigby and Lowndes to give the information gratis,
that it was half-past one.
Looking up, it appeared that each letter of their names stood for one of the
hours; subconsciously one was grateful to Rigby and Lowndes for giving one
time ratified by Greenwich; and this gratitude (so Hugh Whitbread ruminated,
dallying there in front of the shop window) naturally took the form later of
buying of Rigby and Lowndes socks and shoes. (MD 95)
This vivid description of the chimes in Harley Street carries a double voice: one is
the narrator’s voice and the other is Rezia’s, Dr. Bradshaw’s brutal diagnosis plunges
her into despair. The striking of the clock seems to her like a knife, cutting her heart
little by little. Then the narrator shifts to the delayed commercial clock chime, whose
geniality contrasts with the former’s cruelty. In fact, the feeling of the commercial
clock chimes is from the perspective of Hugh, who is just stopping outside the shop
agreeably and looking up at the clock. The narrative focalization shifts to Hugh from
Rezia corresponding to the sequence of the different clock chimes. Hugh’s gratitude
to the standard beating of the clock also inspires his consumer instincts as he looks in
the shop window. Woolf’s personification of the pair of striking clocks implies the
distinct social status of the two types: the miserable middle-class couple and the
privileged imperial official. Woolf not only employs the sounds of the clock to shift
the focalization, but also to divert the narrative scenes. The subsequent passage
conveys Hugh’s stream of consciousness, and introduce the idea of the lunch party in
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Lady Bruton’s house attended by him and Richard.
The clock chime of half past three then associates Clarissa and Miss Kilman
metaphysically. After Elizabeth and Miss Kilman have left the house, Clarissa is
absorbed in her negative feelings and thoughts regarding Miss Kilman, and her mind
wanders to consider the issues of love and religion. Then the striking of Big Ben and
St. Margret’s functions as the joint shifting from Clarissa’s focalization to that of
Miss Kilman.
Horrible passion! She thought. Degrading passion! she thought, thinking of
Kilman and her Elizabeth walking to the Army and Navy Stores.
Big Ben struck the half-hour.
How extraordinarily it was, strange, yes, touching to see the old lady (they
had been neighbors ever so many years) move away from the window, as if
she were attached to that sound, that string. […]
Love—but here the other clock, the clock which always struck two
minutes after Big Ben, came shuffling in with its lap full of odds and ends,
which it dumped down as if Big Ben were all very well with his majesty
laying down the law, so solemn, so just, but she must remember all sorts of
little things besides—Mrs. Marsham, Ellie Henderson, glasses for ice—all
sorts of little things came flooding and lapping and dancing in on the wake of
that solemn stroke which lay flat like a bar gold on the sea. […]
Volubly, troublously, the late clock sounded, coming in on the wake of Big
Ben, with its lap full of trifles. Beaten up, broken up by the assault of
carriages, the brutality of vans, the eager advance of myriads of angular men,
of flaunting women, the domes and spires of offices and hospitals, the last
relics of this lap full of odds and ends seemed to break, like the spray of an
exhausted wave, upon the body of Miss Kilman standing still in the street for
a moment to mutter “It is the flesh.”
It was the flesh that she must control. Clarissa Dalloway had insulted her.
[…] (MD 119-120)
Clarrisa’s intense antipathy for Miss Kilman and her reflections of religion’s
enslavement of people’s free will are narrated in free indirect discourse for a whole
page. Then the first stroke of Big Ben brings her back to reality. She observes the
activities of the old woman in the opposite house from her window. Next her stream
of thoughts is interrupted again by the bell of another clock, the delayed St.
Margaret’s. Woolf endows Big Ben and St. Margaret’s with different characteristics:
the former stands for more masculine power and the latter symbolizes a more
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feminine one. The sound of the latter is shuffling and voluble, hinting at the triviality
of women’s lives. It signifies that Clarissa’s days are consumed by such trivial
moments as hesitating about inviting a guest to one of her parties. The effect of
synesthesia compares the sounds of the two clocks to the motion of waves. The
striking of the clock permeates the street and clashes with the stream of vehicles and
pedestrians, Miss Kilman included. In this way, the perspective transfers from
Clarissa to Miss Kilman, who is absorbed in her animosity for Clarissa as she walks
down the street. The following passage deals with Miss Kilman’s consciousness, and
the narrative switches to her and Elizabeth’s shopping in the store.
If the striking of different clocks functions as a main traffic signal in
controlling different characters’ flows of thoughts, the clouds function as a subsidiary
one. After Elizabeth’s initial exploration in Fleet Street, she turns back to the Strand.
Then the sunny weather changes and the changing clouds shadow the busy street. It
is the light and the shadow of the clouds above the Strand that connect Elizabeth and
Septimus. The focalization shifts here from Elizabeth to Septimus, who is observing
the sky, enjoying the beautiful scene in his sitting room in the Bloomsbury district. It
is also implied that he notices the bright yellow omnibus that Elizabeth takes passing
his window.
But it was later than she thought. Her mother would not like her to be
wandering off alone like this. She turned back down the Strand.
A puff of wind blew a thin black veil over the sun and over the Strand. The
faces faded; the omnibuses suddenly lost their glow. For although the clouds
were of mountainous white so that one could fancy hacking hard chips off
with a hatchet, […]
Calmly and competently, Elizabeth Dalloway mounted the Westminster
omnibus.
Going and coming, beckoning, signaling, so the light and shadow, which
now made the wall grey, now the bananas bright yellow, now made the Strand
grey, now made the omnibuses bright yellow, seemed to Septimus Warren
Smith lying on the sofa in the sitting room; […] (MD 129-130)
Woolf creatively employs the changing clouds to connect the two disparate
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characters who are observing the same cloud fluctuations. The first ellipsis represents
the long narration of the dynamic celestial scenery while the second narrates
Septimus’s subtle feelings about it. Unlike the striking of the clocks, Woolf uses
visual imagery linking the two characters and moves from Elizabeth’s feelings and
imaginations to those of Septimus. The narrative scenes are accordingly changed
from Elizabeth’s exploration to the Warren Smith couple’s hat-making time and
subsequently Septimus’s suicide.

3. Syntactic Indicators as Traffic Signals for the Reader
Woolf not only employs auditory and visual images to present and control the
characters’ flows of thoughts, but also regulates the reader’s by the use of various
syntactic devices. The most common one is her flexible application of parentheses
and the secondary indexical construction depends on usage of conjunctions such as
“for” and “but”. In fact, Woolf has already deployed parentheses to mediate the
stream of consciousness in Jacob’s Room, where their appearances are relatively
sparse and their functions are mainly limited to inserting an extra-diegetic factual
observation. In Mrs. Dalloway, parenthetical interventions are employed more
frequently and their functions are also multifaceted. Most of the parentheses come
after the flux of the character’s thoughts, while some appear independently as a
complete sentence or a paragraph. They function as textual indicators to inform the
reader of the characters’ environment and actions. Thus, the reader is conscious of
the characters’ actions as well as their feelings and ideas. In this way, Woolf keeps a
balance between the outer world and the inner reality, that is between intradiegetic
and extradiegetic narrative voices. Besides, the parentheses’ other important function
is to differentiate the different layers of consciousness. In the characters’
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recollections, Woolf often embeds these parenthetical remarks to represent their
present perceptions, or the twists and turns of their mental activity. For readers these
intermittent parentheses may interrupt the continuity of consciousness, but signal to
them the correspondences between the characters’ inner activity and their outer
actions, and also inform them of the complexity and diversity of the characters’ inner
reality. In addition to the use of parentheses, Woolf also employs typical conjunctions
to introduce or orientate the flow of consciousness. In the novel as a whole, these
signaling words and devices constitute a sign system that allows the reader to enter
the characters’ consciousness subconsciously.
In the following extracts, the sentences or phrases all depict the characters’
physical action occurring during the flow of their thoughts; they move seamlessly
from the reported speech of the extradiegetic narrative voice to the free indirect
discourse of intradiegetic stream consciousness. The interiority of the character is
conveyed in the main clauses of the sentences while the external reality is
represented parenthetically:
1. […] whereas, she thought, waiting to cross, half the time she did things not
for themselves; but to make people think this or that; perfect idiocy she knew
(and now the policeman held up his hand) for no one was ever for a second
taken in. Oh if she could have had her life over again!” (MD 8)
2. But often now this body she wore (she stopped to look at a Dutch picture),
this body, with all its capacities, seemed nothing—nothing at all. (MD 8)
3. Away from people—they must get away from people, he said (jumping
up), right away over there, where there were chairs beneath a tree […] (MD
21)
In the first quotation, Clarissa is annoyed by her compulsion to please others after
considering buying a book as a gift for Hugh’s wife. In the middle of her reflections,
the parentheses embed information about the outer environment when the policeman
signals the pedestrians to stop. This diversion from her inner activity informs the
reader of what Clarissa sees during her thought process. The reader is taken outside
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her consciousness for a second and then resumes participation in her previous mental
process. Thus, the reader perceives the simultaneity and interface between Clarissa’s
actions and her thoughts. In the second extract Clarissa is immersed in her reveries of
being preoccupied in the perception of her own body, while her outer action is
reported inside the parentheses. The present-time reportage notifies the reader of her
movements and actions on the way to buy flowers. The reader is thus guided into and
out of her consciousness and acquires a sense of being there as a participator as well
as being a spectator of the action. The third quotation is about Septimus’s chaotic
consciousness and the parenthetical phrase “jumping up” reports his agitated
behavior after being interrupted by the other leisure-seekers in the park. The reader
can associate his fragmentary thoughts with his abrupt movement and perceive the
consistent thread that unites them. Woolf notes her approval of Joyce’s groundbreaking novel Ulysses for his creative exploration of characters’ psychological
activities in her diary; however, she also criticizes the “egoistical and insistent”
characteristics of his novel in her diary shortly before she wrote Mrs. Dalloway (D2
189). Consequently, in her creation, she strives to avoid authorial intrusions and
virtuosic passages of narrative while “recording the atoms” falling upon the mind.
The flexible use of parentheses assists her in keeping a balance between the
representation of the characters’ inner world and the depiction of details from their
external life.
Woolf also employs parentheses to indicate either different layers or categories
of the characters’ consciousness or for shifting imperceptibly to an anterior memory:
4. How fresh, how calm, stiller than this of course, the air was in the early
morning; like the flap of a wave; the kiss of a wave; chill and sharp and yet
(for a girl of eighteen as she then was) solemn, feeling as she did, standing
there at the open window, that something awful was about to happen […]
(MD 1)
5. Horror! Horror! she wanted to cry. (She had left her people; they had
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warned her what would happen.)
Why hadn’t she [Maisie] stayed at home? (MD 23)
6. He [Peter] was not old, or set, or dried in the least. As for caring what they
said of him—the Dalloways, the Whitbreads, and their set, he cared not a
straw—not a straw (though it was true he would have, some time or other, to
see whether Richard couldn’t help him to get some job). (MD 46)
Excerpt four is narrated using free indirect discourse, and links Clarissa’s sensations
of the fresh air as well in the narrative present of the novel with her memories of the
morning thirty years ago. The narrator inserts Clarissa’s reflections of herself as a
girl of eighteen inside the parentheses, explaining her “solemn” feelings mixed with
recollections of the morning air thirty years previously. The fifth quotation is by a
passerby named Maisie and records her reaction and momentary impression after
catching a glimpse of the unusual couple in the park. The double exclamations
“Horror! Horror!” are her direct feelings, but not her actual words, toward the scene
of the couple. The parenthetical part that follows represents a mixture of
extradiegetic reportage and Maisie’s own reflections. The sixth quotation narrates
Peter’s stream of contradictory thoughts via free indirect discourse: it indicates both
his contempt for the mediocre British imperial officers represented the Dalloway
circle as well as the reality of his disagreeable living state. The parenthetical addition
represents a twist of Peter’s thoughts, which constitutes a paradox with the previous
part. This paradox is inflected however with a hint of extradiegetic irony. This
conflicting flux of thoughts out and inside the brackets represents the authentic
feature of human consciousness. It also creates a kind of narratorial tension that
satirizes Peter’s hypocritical attitude. In addition to the two types of parentheses,
Woolf sometimes also combines narratorial insertion or factual information with the
digressions of consciousness in a single parenthesis. The flexible use of parentheses
in Mrs. Dalloway thus provides explicit signals for readers, guiding them in a way
that is analogous to traffic signals or street signs through the various diversions and
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deviations of the text. It also enriches the levels of consciousness, and fulfills
Woolf’s goal of capturing the inner motions of the mind occurring over a typical day.
Robert Humphrey has observed how Woolf adopts the conjunction “for” to
indicate any turn in the flow of consciousness and “the ambiguous pronoun ‘one’” to
signal the privacy of the character’s consciousness (71). Likewise the adversative
conjunction “but” is also employed frequently by Woolf to indicate shifts of narrative
viewpoint especially in the beginning of a paragraph. In the middle of the paragraph,
“but” usually signifies a turn of the character’s direction of thought. The combination
of these two conjunctions “for” and “but” are therefore akin to traffic signals in their
function, directing the reader’s transport through the characters’ internal world. Since
the focus here is on the control or regulation of mobility of thought, I will not
explore the indefinite pronoun “one” which tends to indicate the privacy of
consciousness, as well awareness of possessing representative status in a community:
．．
．
For having lived in Westminster—how many years now? over twenty, —
one feels even in the midst of the traffic, or waking at night, Clarissa was
positive, a particular hush, or solemnity; […] The leaden circles dissolved
in
．．
．
the air. Such fools we are, she thought, crossing Victoria Street. For Heaven
only knows why one loves it so, how one sees it so, making it up, building it
round one, tumbling it […] in the triumph and the jingle and the strange high
singing of some aeroplane overheard was what she loved; life; London; this
moment
．．
． of June.
For it was the middle of June. The War was over, except for some one like
Mrs. Foxcroft at the Embassy last night eating her heart out because that nice
boy was killed […] (MD 2)
The first “for” directs the reader from Scrope Purvis and the neighbor’s impressions
of Clarissa to her own recollections. The second “for” comes after the chimes of Big
Ben, connecting the outer reality with Clarissa’s interior state. It also signifies the
turn of her stream of thoughts, from her reflections of her life in Westminster to
meditations about death, which is triggered by the strokes of Big Ben. The third “for”
has only a weak causal function and operates more as a transition that switches from
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Clarissa’s thinking about death to her memories about the war. All three instances of
‘for’ serve not only to stir her reflections and memories, but also combine to connect
them with the present moment, and signal the justification for Clarissa’s spontaneous
feeling about the sights and sounds of London. Essentially, Woolf manipulates the
inferential conjunction “for” as a shorthand for her free indirect discourse, which
conveys the reader naturally into the Clarissa’s or other characters’ inner worlds.
Woolf prefers to deploy the adversative conjunction “but” to start a new
paragraph, which usually indicates a shift of perspective. The reader is thus signaled
to enter a fresh character’s mind as well as observe her or his external actions. By
contrast, within the paragraph, “but” tends to signify the turn of the character’s
thoughts.
Still, he [Peter] thought, yawing and beginning to take notice—Regent
Park
had
．．
． changed very little since he was a boy. […]
But Lucrezia Warren Smith was saying to herself, it’s wicked; why should
I suffer?
．．
． […]
But for herself she had done nothing wrong; she had loved Septimus; she
had been happy; […]
The child ran straight back to its nurse, and Rezia saw her scolded,
comforted, […]．．
and
． the kind-looking man gave her his watch to blow open to
comfort her—but why should she be exposed? Why not left in Milan? Why
tortured? Why?
[…] He [Evans] had seemed．．
a．
nice man; a great friend of Septimus’s, and
he had been killed in the war. But such things happen to every one. Every one
has friends who were killed in the War. Every one gives up something when
they marry. (MD 59-60)
Peter and Rezia are juxtaposed in Regent’s Park and Peter observes how Rezia is
bumped into by a little girl. The first (upper-case) “but” diverts from Peter’s
perspective to Lucrezia’s and introduces her questions about life. The second (uppercase) “but” starts the new paragraph and switches from Rezia’s external actions to
the flow of her recollections of her earlier life. The third (lower-case) “but”
emphasized by the dash, directs the reader from Rezia’s external vision to the inner
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vision of her stream of thought. The fourth “But” informs the reader of a fresh twist
in of Rezia’s consciousness, reflecting on the common experience of loss in the Great
War. The reader is diverted from Rezia’s indistinct memory and impressions of
Evans to her ideas about people’s loss in war and in marriage generally.
The numerous conjunctions “for” and “but” function then as turning signals,
guiding the reader through the various shifts of perspective and twists of the
characters’ interior activities. Together with the flexible application of parentheses,
Woolf utilizes a set of devices for her narrative effects in the stream of consciousness
mode that, are analogous to traffic signals, facilitating the reader’s navigation in the
fictional world.

4. The Dual Intersections
In Mrs. Dalloway, the main characters’ recollections span thirty years
temporally, and travel across Bourton, London, the French battlefield and the colony
of India spatially. How does she maintain a sense of narrative continuity in
presenting the assorted consciousness of different characters? As she states in her
diary, she “digs various beautiful caves” behind each main character, that is, her
creative “tunneling process” in characterization. How do these caves connect with
each other? When readers are transported into the kaleidoscopic inner world of
different characters, what directs them so they are not “lost” in the ‘sea of
consciousnesses? Woolf’s strategy to ensure narrative continuity is a dual one. One
consists of the narrative intersections in a common space in the story and the other is
thematic, i.e. the recurring quotation from Shakespeare’s Cymbeline: “fear no more
the heat o’ the sun, no the furious winter’s rages.”
Given that the novel’s climax centers on Clarissa’s party and Septimus’s suicide,
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Woolf intentionally constructs four intersections between the three major characters,
two connecting Clarissa and Septimus and two that juxtapose Peter and Septimus.
Therefore, the beautiful caves of the major characters are connected by a network of
linking ‘tunnels’. The Shakespearean quotation recurs throughout the novel five
times in total, of which four iterations are murmured or meditated on by Clarissa, and
the other appears in Septimus’s thoughts. It is strange that the two characters’ internal
soliloquy of this quotation are both associated with the image of waves. In fact, the
quotation also echoes Peter’s utterance “the death of the soul” in his soliloquy in
Regent’s Park, which is also associated with the green waves. The recurrent
Shakespearean quotation constructs the leitmotif of the novel, connecting the protean
consciousness of these characters and ensuring robust narrative continuity.
Woolf creates four spatial intersections, in which she juxtaposes the major
characters. The first one is the classical spatial montage discussed above in the
previous section. Here I will explore its role in promoting the plotline. To some
extent, Septimus is Clarissa’s substitute and his chaotic and turbulent consciousness
mirrors Clarissa’s hidden internal world. Since they are total strangers, Woolf
arranges their first unwitting flâneur intersection at the beginning of the novel. In the
spatial montage constructed by the backfiring motor car, Clarissa is shocked by “a
pistol shot” outside Mulberry’s the florist. Septimus is blocked by the crowd
surrounding the motor car. He is frightened by the scene where everything is drawn
to a single focal point. “Mrs. Dalloway, coming to the window with her arms full of
sweet peas, looked out with her little pink face pursed in enquiry. Everyone looked at
the motor car. Septimus looked. Boys on bicycle sprang off. Traffic accumulated”
(MD 12). This is their first conjunction in spatial terms, which is the first connection
of their “tunnels”. Their second intersection takes place at Clarissa’s party when
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Lady Bradshaw spreads the news of Septimus’s suicide to Clarissa, “‘A young man
(that is what sir William is telling Mr. Dalloway) had killed himself. He had been in
the army.’ Oh! thought Clarissa, in the middle of my party, here’s death, she thought”
(MD 172). There is a metaphysical intersection here, since it is a piece of news about
Septimus. But it is also the first direct confrontation with his existence for Clarissa,
who contemplates the idea of his death. Over the following three pages the narrative
deals with Clarissa’s retreat to her little room, ruminating this shocking news about
death. There she experiences an epiphany that links her and Septimus spiritually.
There are two intersections between Peter and Septimus. The first is also part of
a spatial montage that takes place in Regent’s Park. After his appointment with
Clarissa, Peter saunters toward Regent’s Park, where he comes across the Warren
Smith couple and notices the agitation of the young man. He catches sight of the
little girl bumping into Rezia and “laughed out” (MD 59). Later, Peter spots them
again when he mistakes them for a squabbling young couple. “And that is being
young, Peter Walsh thought as he passed them. To be having an awful scene—the
poor girl looked absolutely desperate […] what had the young man in the overcoat
been saying to her to make her look like that” (MD 65). Septimus also sees Peter and
hallucinates that he is Evans. “But the branches parted. A man in grey was actually
walking towards them. It was Evans! But no mud was on him; no wounds; he was
not changed” (MD 64). Their first intersection is taken for granted by Peter as a
commonplace occurrence in the daily lives of people in London. The second
intersection takes place on Peter’s way back to his hotel in Bloomsbury district. He
encounters the speeding ambulance that is taking Septimus’s body to the hospital.
“One of the triumphs of civilization, Peter Walsh thought. It is one of the triumphs of
civilization, as the light high bell of the ambulance sounded. Swiftly, cleanly, the
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ambulance sped to the hospital” (MD 141). Their intersection ironically prompts
Peter’s eulogy of British civilization, as compared with the backwardness he is
familiar with in India. These four spatial intersections conjoin the three major
characters, constructing junction points between the different “tunnels” or pathways
of each character. All of these points of intersection introduce moments of
heightened consciousness or self-consciousness often inflected with an ironic
subtext.
Woolf also devises the intersections between the three major characters
employing the Shakespearean quotation from Cymbeline. “Fear no more the heat o’
the sun” is a song about death, and the words imply consolation in the face of death
or on the loss of a friend. It functions as a thematic thread, connecting Clarissa and
Septimus, and even Peter who appropriates the line as “the death of the soul” four
times in his long streams of consciousness during his snooze in the Regent Park.13
The recurrent quotations associate the three major characters spiritually, thus
constituting the leitmotif of the novel.
It first appears early in the novel when Clarissa stops outside a bookstore. She is
ruminating that she and Peter have survived the war and also her illness. Here this
quotation is indirectly linked with the living status and psychological state of the
ordinary British people after the Great War.
What image of white dawn in the country, as she read in the book spread
open:
Fear no more the heat o’ the sun
Nor the furious winter’s rages. (MD 7)
The quotation appears in verse form and is inset on the page. Woolf intentionally
stresses the two lines in this way because they allude to the inherent connotations of
the connection between Shakespeare and the novel. This is also its only appearance
13

Peter’s repetitive murmurs of the phrase “the death of the soul” are in Page 53-54. I think it echoes the spirit of
the Shakespearean quote, about the motif of death.
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where the opening two lines of the song are quoted in full. Its succeeding recurrences
in the novel are reduced to the first sentence or even the repeated phrase “fear no
more”.
When Clarissa is frustrated by the news that Richard has been invited to have
lunch with Lady Bruton, she thinks aloud, “‘fear no more,’ said Clarissa. Fear no
more the heat o’ the sun; for the shock of Lady Bruton asking Richard to lunch
without her made the moment in which she had stood shiver” (MD 26). This implies
her social failure and undermines her self-value. Clarissa draws courage from this
quotation to face the insignificance of her life and also consider the seduction of
death. Then she retreats to the attic room to imitate and embrace the feeling of death.
The third iteration of this quotation comes when Clarissa is sewing her green
dress for the party and the fourth takes place in Septimus’s thoughts. Below the two
excerpts are juxtaposed for the sake of comparison:
Quiet descended on her, calm, content, as her needle, drawing the silk
smoothly to its gentle pause, collected the green folds together and attached
them, very slightly, to the belt. So on a summer’s day waves collect,
overbalance, and fall; collect and fall; and the whole world seems to be
saying “that is all” more and more ponderously, until even the heart in the
body which lies in the sun on the beach says too, That is all. Fear no more,
says the heart. Fear no more, says the heart, committing its burden to some
sea, which sighs collectively for all sorrows, and renews, begins, collects, lets
fall. And the body alone listens to the passing bee; the wave breaking; the dog
barking, far away barking and barking. (MD 35)
The sound of water was in the room, and through the waves came the voices
of birds singing. Every power poured its treasure on his head, and his hand
lay there on the back of the sofa, as he had seen his hand lie when he was
bathing, floating, on the top of the waves, while far away on shore he heard
dogs barking and barking far away. Fear no more, says the heart in the body;
fear no more. (MD 130)
The two extracts are narrated in stylistically elevated and lyrical language, and share
similar imagery of the “sea” and “waves”. In Clarissa’s excerpt, the folds of her
green dress are compared to the waves on the sea, evoking kinetic sensations. In the
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second extract, the auditory sensation of the water in the room stimulates Septimus’s
imagination that he is floating on the waves of the sea. Even the barking dog in the
distant are the same in both quotations. Clarissa repeats the poetic quotation “fear no
more, says the heart”, and so does Septimus, who only adds the prepositional phrase
“in the body”. Likewise “the heart in the body” appears in Clarissa’s passage. In the
tranquil and relaxing moment both Claissa’s and Septimus’s bodies withdraw, and
their hearts and souls are concentrated entirely on the burden of life and the
possibility of release from it. The rhythm and lyrical passages convey to the reader
that they are plucking up courage to come to terms idea of death. The two paragraphs
are not only similar in form and language, but also consistent in their core meaning.
At this point, Clarissa’s “tunnel” connects with Septimus’s and that Septimus is the
counterpart or soulmate of Clarissa. Although the Shakespearean quotation only
appears in Septimus’s stream of consciousness once, it has an intrinsic connection
with him from the beginning due to Woolf covert references between the two
protagonists.
The last appearance of the “fear no more” motif occurs in Clarissa’s epiphany
after hearing the suicide of the shell-shocked young man.
The clock began striking. The young man had killed himself; but she did
not pity him; with the clock striking the hour, one, two, three, she did not pity
him, with all this going on. There! the old lady had put out her light! The
whole house was dark now with this going on, she repeated, and the words
came to her, fear no more the heat of the sun. She must go back to them. (MD
174)
This allusion appears after the second intersection between Clarissa and Septimus,
near the end of Clarissa’s reflections on his death. Just as the first instance of the
strokes of Big Ben trigger Clarissa’s thinking about death, here the striking of the
clock is associated with the death of Septimus. The atmosphere of death permeates
the room, and at first Clarissa struggles with this melancholy emotion. Remembrance
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of the Shakespeare quotation grants her the courage to face the reality in the room
where the party is being held. The strokes of Big Ben bring Clarissa back to reality
and complete her epiphany. Following her contemplation of the death of Septimus,
she becomes resurgent. Thus the recurring Shakespearean quotation proves to be a
thematic thread or motif that associates Septimus with Clarissa in spirit. When
Peter’s sub-conscious mind produces the phrase “the death of the soul” in his-dream
in Regent’s Park, his vision of the sea and waves also corresponds to the images in
Clarissa’s and Septimus’s reflections. His repeated utterances of “the death of the
soul” also parallel the Shakespeare quotation “Fear no more the heat o’ the sun” in
that both signify a sense of being alone and a presentiment of death. Woolf employs
these narrative intersections and the literary quotation as a metaphysical junction
point, which connects the three different characters’ transient and separate
intimations of death and make them into an organic whole.
Compared with Jacob’s Room, the stream of consciousness methods are
presented more profusely and more intricately in Mrs. Dalloway. Means of physical
transport are employed to switch the psychological perspective and propel the
character into her/his internal world. The striking of various clocks and the moving
clouds also signify abrupt shifts of narrative perspective and serve to regulate the
characters’ flow of feelings, thoughts and ideas. Woolf likewise skillfully utilizes
parentheses and appropriate conjunctions to juxtapose the representations of outer
reality with the characters’ interior activity. Taken together, they function as a
signaling system designed to indicate to the reader each separate turn of
consciousness. The narrative intersections together with the recurrent Shakespearean
quotation connect the different “tunnels” of the major characters together. The
quotation itself also constitutes the leitmotif, connecting metaphysically the major
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characters’ internal consciousness in the novel. Mrs. Dalloway is a highly kinetic
novel, and every character is in constant mobility, accompanied by an equally mobile
and dynamic consciousness. However, thanks to Woolf’s regulation of the flux of
thought and feeling in the novel, a balance is maintained between representations of
the outer world and those conveying inner realities. Woolf also achieves the goal she
set out to fulfill by creating a classic character in the literary canon with her
psychological “tunneling process”.

III. The Linking and Shifting Devices of Consciousness in To the Lighthouse
When finishing To the Lighthouse, Woolf commented in her diary that “My
present opinion is that it is easily the best of my books, fuller than J.’s R. & less
spasmodic, occupied with more interesting things than Mrs. D.” and “it is freer &
subtler I think” (D3 117). Digging into the text, this subtlety and fluency also owe
much to Woolf’s manipulation of the lighthouse as the leitmotif and the framework
of the novel.
The novel contains three sections that are connected organically by a deferred
journey “to the lighthouse.” The first section “The Window” centers on whether the
family’s scheduled trip to the lighthouse can be realized the next day and the internal
tensions between Mrs. Ramsay and Mr. Ramsay are manifested from the beginning
by their distinct stances about going the lighthouse. Mrs. Ramsay’s flux of feelings
and thoughts are triggered by her positive predictions of the weather and her support
of little James’ wishes to the lighthouse, while Mr. Ramsay conflicts with her wife
and asserts “it won’t be fine” (TL 3). The characters’ stream of consciousness is
represented static on the surface, but more conflicted and dynamic in the interior
world in this section. Especially in the dinner party scene, the viewpoints are shifted
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fast among the hosts and guests, and profuse intersubjective and even counter
consciousness are manifested through Woolf’s ingenious seating arrangement.
“Time Passes” narrates the passing ten years in about ten pages where the
strokes of the lighthouse interact with indifferent but robust nature. “The Lighthouse”
is the realization of the planned trip where the inner conflicted battle between Mr.
Ramsay and his children are demonstrated in their journey. Meanwhile, the
completion of Lily’s painting is juxtaposed with the Ramsay’s voyage through the
artfully divisions of chapters, thus constructing spatial montage. For Lily’s part, her
flows of consciousness alternates between her present observations of Mr. Ramsay’s
boat on the sea and her memories of Mrs. Ramsay ten years before, which constructs
a time montage as well. The uneven divisions of sections and chapters also echo the
shifting stokes of the lighthouse, “first two quick strokes and then one long steady
stroke” (TL 45).
In her diary entry of 13 September 1926, Woolf wrote, “If my feeling is correct,
this is the greatest stretch I’ve put my method to, & I think it holds. By this I mean
that I have been dredging up more feelings & character, I imagine” (D3 109). The
introduction of the lighthouse holds not only the narrative structure but also indicates
the themes of the novel. The light strokes of the lighthouse regulate Mrs. Ramsay’s
flow of consciousness and symbolize her spirit of kindness and sympathy, while as a
complement the physical lighthouse embodies the rationalism of Mr. Ramsay. Both
of Mrs. Ramsay’s emotionalism and sensibility and Mr. Ramsay’s rationalism are
mediated through Lily’s memories and thoughts, and finally nurtured her artistic
conceptions, which are represented in the completion of her painting.

1. The Dinner Party and the Presentation of Multi-personal Consciousness
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In Woolf’s stream of consciousness novels, particularly Mrs. Dalloway, To the
Lighthouse and The Waves, dinner parties play a crucial role. They bring the
characters of different genders and classes together, and bear testimony to the social
mores and inherent conflicts of English society after the Great War. The well-bred
hostesses such as Clarissa and Mrs. Ramsay both value their parties and are devoted
to promoting human affinity through their efforts. Besides the thematic function,
Woolf also utilizes them to underpin her narrative experiments. The plot of Mrs.
Dalloway centers on Clarissa’s preparation for her party and ends with its fulfillment.
The climax of To the Lighthouse occurs at Mrs. Ramsay’s dinner, which covers more
than twenty pages. In The Waves, it is the dinner parties that connect the six
characters and direct them to the absent center, Percival. The parties provide an
opportunity for Woolf to probe into different characters’ inner worlds. The
focalization shifts frequently among characters so that different people’s streams of
sensations, feelings, and thoughts are presented. Especially in To the Lighthouse,
Woolf skillfully utilizes the seating arrangement of the dinner party, directing and
shifting the participants’ viewpoints. With the exception of the young children,
everyone becomes an observer of others’ actions and thoughts, and is observed and
speculated on by others at the same time. Sitting around the table, the characters
seem to possess the ability to read other people’s minds. The recount of Mrs. Ramsay
and Lily’s streams of thoughts occupies the predominant part of the twenty pageslong scene, while the streams of consciousness of Tansley, Mr. Bankes, Mr. Ramsay,
Paul, Minta, Mr. Carmichael and Prue are also represented. In total ten characters’
states of consciousness are explored at the dinner, and their attention and thought
processes intersect occasionally. Combining the depiction of the dinner with the free
indirect discourse, Woolf represents various characters’ subtle interior activities and
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their preoccupations and inner conflicts. The dinner party in To the Lighthouse
fulfills a similar narrative role to that of the spatial montage in Mrs. Dalloway
constructed by the motor car and the aeroplane. However, there is also an overt
difference: the dinner party not only presents the collective consciousness of various
characters, but also exhibits the intersubjective consciousness among them. The
multiple consciousness of the diners constitutes intersubjectivity, reflecting the goal
of the author, namely to capture “the moment whole” and present the inner reality of
human life.
Woolf utilizes Mrs. Ramsay’s seating arrangement to deploy the narrative
space (see diagram). Mrs. Ramsay as the hostess takes “her place at the head of the
table” and she instructs Mr. Bankes and Lily accordingly: “William, sit by me”,
“Lily, over there” (TL 60). “While they came in one after another, Charles Tansley—
‘Sit there, please,’ she said—Augustus Carmichael—and sit down” (60). Later, the
reader is notified by the parenthesis that Lily and Tansley are seated opposite. “Lily
thought (he [Tansley] sat opposite to her with his back to the window precisely in the
middle of the view)” (TL 61). Mr. Ramsay sits “at the other end of the table”,
opposite Mrs. Ramsay. When Minta and Paul come late, they are arranged to seat
near Mr. Ramsay and Mrs. Ramsay respectively. “For her own part she liked her
boobies. Paul must sit by her. She had kept a place for him” (TL 72). The seating
assignments not only embody Mrs. Ramsay’s motives for connecting and socializing,
but also manifest Woolf’s intentions to present the multiple and intersubjective
consciousness of the characters. The two sets of face-to-face seated guests, Lily and
Tansley, Mr. Ramsay and Mrs. Ramsay constitute several rounds of counterconsciousness, that is, their mental activities intersect, engage, and conflict with each
other. The dispersed dialogues of the hostesses and the guests resemble pebbles
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thrown into the water, which evoke the multifarious cognitive and affective reactions
of different characters. The free indirect discourse and dialogues work in tandem,
making the dinner scene a superlative example of the author’s manipulation of
stream of consciousness.

Tansley

Augustus

Bankes

Minta

Mrs.
Ramsay

Mr. R.

Andrew
Prue

Paul
Lily

Jasper

Rose

(Notes: in this diagram, the ellipse represents the long table and the squares represent
the seats. The bold arrow lines signify the two sets of counter-consciousness, while
the thin arrow lines embody the common consciousness of the indicated guests.
Lily’s arrow to Mrs. Ramsay is also represented in bold since she is the main
observer of the latter.)
As hostess, Mrs. Ramsay tries to break the awkward silence of the guests with
her small talk, “‘Did you find your letters? I told them to put them in the hall for
you,’ she said to William Bankes [sitting next to her]” (TL 61). “It’s odd that one
scarcely gets anything worth having by post, yet one always wants one’s letters,’ said
Mr. Bankes” (61). Between this rounds of intermittent dialogue, a long paragraph
representing the flow of Lily’s observations and thoughts about Mrs. Ramsay, and
employing reported speech, is embedded within the free indirect discourse. “How old
she looks, how worn she looks, Lily thought, and how remote. Then she turned to
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William Bankes, smiling, it was as if the ship had turned and the sun had struck its
sails again […] Why does she pity him?” (61). This paragraph adopts Lily’s
focalization showing that Mrs. Ramsay’s weariness and redundant sympathy for Mr.
Bankes are detected by Lily. Meanwhile, the same dialogue also provokes Tansley’s
disgust, “What damned rot they talk, thought Charles Tansley, laying down his spoon
precisely in the middle of his plate, which he had swept clean, as if Lily thought, he
was determined to make sure of his meals. Everything about him had that meagre
fixity, that bare unloveliness” (TL 62). This complex sentence is a combination of
both Tansley and Lily’s consciousness. The first clause “What damned rot they talk,
thought Charles Tansley” narrates Tansley’s reactions to Mrs. Ramsay and Mr.
Bankes’ dialogue: “Laying down his spoon precisely in the middle of his plate,
which he had swept clean” is viewed from the perspective of Lily, and the what
follows confirms her negative impressions of him. The facial expression of Tansley’s
antipathy to the dinner-table small talk is caught by Lily, who sits opposite him. In
the same sentence the viewpoint abruptly shifts from Tansley to Lily. During the
whole passage lasting several paragraphs the dialogue constitutes only a small
portion while the characters’ mental activities play the dominant role. The narrative
rhythm slows down when the third person multiple perspective illustrates the
characters’ subtle internal consciousness.
On whether Mr. Carmichael should ask for more soup, Mrs. Ramsay and Mr.
Ramsay starts a silent tug of war. Seated at opposite ends of the long table, their
minds communicate with each other through their eyes and facial expressions.
(1) He was screwing his face up, he was scowling and frowning and flushing
with anger. What on earth was it about? she wondered. What could be the
matter? Only that poor old Augustus had asked for another plate of soup—
that was all. It was unthinkable, it was detestable (so he signaled to her across
the table) that Augustus should be beginning his soup over again. He loathed
people eating when he had finished. (2) She saw his anger fly like a pack of
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hounds into his eyes, his brow, […] but thank goodness! she saw him clutch
himself and clap a brake on the wheel, and the whole of his body seemed to
emit sparks but not words. He sat there scowling. He had said nothing, he
would have her observe. Let her give him the credit for that! (3) But why
after all should poor Augustus not ask for another plate of soup? […]
(4) And why not? Mrs. Ramsay demanded. Surely they could let Augustus
have his soup if he wanted it. He hated people wallowing in food, Mr.
Ramsay frowned at her. […] (5) But why show it so plainly, Mrs. Ramsay
demanded (they looked at each other, down the long table sending these
questions and answers across, each knowing exactly what the other felt).
Everybody should see, Mrs. Ramsay thought. There was Rose gazing at her
father […]
‘Light the candles,’ and they jumped up instantly and went and fumbled at
the sideboard. (TL 69)
The wavy line sections indicate Mrs. Ramsay’s internal activities while the nonunderlined parts represent Mr. Ramsay’s consciousness. It’s worth noting that most
of Mrs. Ramsay’s thoughts end with question marks, since she interrogates her
husband’s manner and lack of etiquette towards Augustus. In his mind Mr. Ramsay
answers his wife’s questioning and tries to justify his anger. The viewpoints oscillate
between them without any overt signs. The initial wavy-line sentences indicate Mrs.
Ramsay’s observation of her husband’s sullen expression and her speculation about
the reasons. The following non-underlined line sentences constitute Mr. Ramsay’s
silent explanation. In the second wavy line part, Mrs. Ramsay tracks the minute
changes in her husband’s facial expressions and gestures. Woolf adopts an analogy
between “the brakes and sparks on the wheel” and Mr. Ramsay’s control of his
soaring anger, according to Mrs. Ramsay’s observations and feelings. The next nonunderlined part is Mr. Ramsay’s bargain with Mrs. Ramsay for credit for controlling
his temper successfully. In the fourth wavy line part, Mrs. Ramsay’s thoughts, the
narration adopts the collective pronoun “they”, indicating the consensus between Mr.
and Mrs. Ramsay, that their guest should be treated with courtesy. At this point Mrs.
Ramsay is afraid that the other guests may have noticed their wordless conflict. She
realizes that their children have sensed the abnormal atmosphere between their
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parents. In order to control the situation, Mrs. Ramsay utters “light the candle”,
which are the first words uttered aloud in more than a whole page of interiorized
dialogue. The two parenthetical parts are narratorial insertions that explain the
couple’s expressions and interactions. The last underlined sentence combines Mrs.
Ramsay’s instruction to light the candles with her point of view. By arranging the
couple at opposite ends of the long table, Woolf utilizes the spatial separation to
present the flow of their intersubjective consciousness seamlessly. Their
consciousness is interactive and sequential, and their conflicts are resolved by Mrs.
Ramsay’s timely instruction. Without frequent exterior actions or movements, Woolf
switches the focalization and perspectives of various characters by employing the
spatial arrangements of the dinner to promote mental activity and mobility. Opposite
seatings facilitate the two characters’ observation of each other’s expressions and
gestures, and facilitate the operations of their counter consciousness accordingly.
Besides the dramatic interior conflicts of Mrs. Ramsay and Mr. Ramsay, there
are also long paragraphs indicating internal clashes between Lily and Tansley who
are also seated opposite each other. As for the other characters, their internal
activities are not in conflict, but they are also determined by the ever-changing
atmosphere of the dinner party. They examine each other’s expressions and gestures
in their fixed seats, from their own angle and perspective, and react to each other’s
dialogues in words or in silent consciousness. Throughout the dinner party, Woolf
presents the collective focus and intersubjective consciousness of various characters,
but without the involvement of conspicuous external phenomena or events as triggers
and controllers. Woolf’s exploration of the characters’ personalities and inner worlds
tends to go deeper in her subsequent novel. No wonder Leonard Woolf saw the work
as something “entirely new, ‘a psychological poem’” (D3 123).
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2. The Dual Transportations of the Ramsays and Lily Briscoe
Like the function of the “room” in Jacob’s Room, the “lighthouse” provides the
pivot in To the Lighthouse. In the beginning of novel, the planned journey is
presented as a contested proposition in the Ramsay family. Watching the lighthouse
beside the window, Mrs. Ramsay identifies herself with “the long steady stroke,”
which “was her stroke” (TL 46). She projects her feelings and mystical thoughts onto
the lighthouse, which becomes a sanctuary for her. In the ten years’ long darkness of
“Time Passes”, the strokes of the lighthouse still sweep across the empty house, one
of the few signs of movement in a relatively static section. In the third section the
Ramsays accomplish the voyage to the lighthouse in commemorating the dead. The
lighthouse constitutes the leitmotif of the novel, stringing both the plot and the
themes together and providing the pivot for the interior and exterior movement of the
novel. The structure of “The lighthouse” section is unique, being represented as a
spatial montage paralleling the Ramsays’ voyage with Lily’s painting on the lawn.
The scenes are switched frequently between the voyage and the painting. Meanwhile,
the focus of consciousness alternates between the family members in the boat and
Lily on the island. Woolf juxtaposes the physical transportation of the voyage and the
metaphysical one of Lily’s psychological journey. During Lily’s painting on the
lawn, Woolf adopts time montage to shuttle Lily’s consciousness back and forth
between ten years previously and the present. Meanwhile, in her internal world, she
accompanies the Ramsays’ journey to the lighthouse. Woolf creatively utilizes the
chapter divisions and emblematic linking sentences to alternate the voyage scene and
the painting. Lily ends each of her chapters with questions about where their boat is
on the sea. Cam and Mr. Ramsay start every chapter of their voyage with locating
their house on the small island. The interactive and mobile perspectives link the
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Ramsays’ boat with the lawn where Lily is painting.
Besides shifting the narrative viewpoints, the deferred journey to the lighthouse
also constructs a kinetic rhythm for the novel. The progress of the voyage is reported
by Lily’s pinpointing of the boat on the sea, thus providing momentum to the
narrative flows. The time montage is mainly applied to display Lily’s consciousness,
which associates the past of the Ramsays’ life with the present, including the
situation of the other guests. It is through the double transports, both in the time and
spatial montages that Lily’s ego is transformed, and she ultimately acquires her own
vision as a woman artist.
Woolf employs the travel to the lighthouse as a symbol that implies the
Ramsays’ realization of their past dream and honoring of Mrs. Ramsay’s spirit. The
Ramsays’ voyage is indicated as a parallel journey from the outset. In the beginning
of Chapter IV, when Mr. Ramsay departs with Cam and James, Lily’s self undergoes
a split: “So they are gone, […] She felt curiously divided, as if one part of her were
drawn out there—it was a still day, hazy, the Lighthouse looked this morning at an
immense distance; the other had fixed itself doggedly, solidly, here on the lawn” (TL
117). Thus, the subsequent frequent switches between the boat and the action of
painting on the lawn become explicit. Lily has the role of the mediator between the
current Ramsay family and the dead Mrs. Ramsay. The initiation of Lily’s painting
on the lawn and the Ramsays’ setting off in the boat is simultaneous, as indicated by
the following excerpts at the end of Chapter IV and the beginning of Chapter V
respectively.
She walked a pace or so to the end of the lawn to see whether, down there on
the beach, she could see that little company setting sail. Down there among
the little boats which floated, some with their sails furled, some slowly, for it
was very calm, moving away, there was one rather apart from the others. The
sail was even now being hoisted. She decided that there in that very distant
and entirely silent little boat Mr. Ramsay was sitting with Cam and James.
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Now they had got the sail up; now after a little flagging and hesitation the
sails filled and, shrouded in profound silence, she watched the boat take its
way with deliberation past the other boats out to sea. (TL 121)
V
The sails flapped over their heads. The water chuckled and slapped the
sides of the boat, which drowsed motionlessly in the sun. […] He would be
impatient in a moment, James thought, and Cam thought, looking at their
father, who sat in the middle of the boat between them (James steered; Cam
sat alone in the bow) with his legs tightly curled. (TL 121)
Chapter IV narrates how Lily overcomes the psychological barriers that “women
can’t paint, can’t write” and draws the first few lines on the canvas (TL 119). Her
monotonous murmuring of this sentence reminds her of Tansley and transports her
into the past scene when Mrs. Ramsay wrote letters by a rock, and she and Tansley
threw stones into the sea. In the above quotation, Lily pauses her painting and walks
to the end of lawn, thus, her recollections are switched to the current. The first
quotation is narrated in free indirect speech of what Lily sees and considers. The
wavy-line sentences in the two quotations are the joints of the two scenes. The sail is
a linking image that connects Lily’s sight with the Ramsay’s boat. In Lily’s
consciousness, the two adverbs of time “now” indicate the synchronicity between
Lily’s watching action and the Ramsays’ setting sail. In the second quotation, the
viewpoint is soon shifted to James and Cam, who are observing their father and
speculating his impatient mood. Here, Woolf creatively adopts the jointed
consciousness of both James and Cam by using the plural possessive pronoun
“their”. In the following texts, she employs “they” and “their” frequently to represent
the siblings’ intersubjective consciousness, who are fighting against their father’s
dictatorship.
Chapter VIII narrates Lily’s reminiscences of Mrs. Ramsay and how her ghosts
influence her everyday life. Then her consciousness moves to the present, wondering
where the Ramsays’ boat will arrive.
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Wherever she happened to be, painting, here, in the country, or in London,
the vision would come to her, in her eyes, half closing, sought something to
base her vision on. She looked down the railway carriage, the omnibus; took
a line from shoulder or cheek; looked at the windows opposite; at Piccadilly,
lamp-strung in the evening. All had been part of the fields of death. […] Now
again, moved as she was by some instinctive need of distance and blue, she
looked at the bay beneath her, […]. There was a brown spot in the middle of
the bay. It was a boat. Yes, she realized that after a second. But whose boat?
Mr. Ramsay’s boat, she replied. […] The boat was now halfway across the
bay. […] ‘Where are they now?’ Lily thought, looking out to sea. Where was
he, that very old man who had gone past her silently, holding a brown-paper
parcel under his arm? The boat was in the middle of the bay. (TL 135-6).
IX
They don’t feel a thing there, Cam thought, looking at the shore, which,
rising and falling, became steadily more distant and more peaceful. Her hand
cut a trail in the sea as her mind made the green swirls and streaks into
patterns and numbed and shrouded, wandered in imagination in that
underworld of waters […] (TL 136).
It is Lily the mediating figure that associates Mr. Ramsay’s journey to the lighthouse
with the image of Mrs. Ramsay. In Lily’s memories of Mrs. Ramsay, she is haunted
by the vision after hearing of Mrs. Ramsay’s death. Here, Woolf highlights the
reflective features of the modern transport space such as the railway carriage and the
omnibus. As De Certeau notes, inside the railway carriage, “there is the immobility
of an order. Here rest and dreams reign supreme” and “outside, there is another
mobility, that of things”; thus “the train” generalizes Dürer’s Melancholia, a
speculative experience of the world: being outside of these things that stay there,
detached and absolute, that leave us without having anything to do with this
departure themselves; being deprived of them, surprised by their ephemeral and quiet
strangeness. Astonishment in abandonment” (Certeau 111-112). The enclosed space
and speed of urban transports provides a kind of melancholy atmosphere that
evocates Lily’s reminiscences of Mrs. Ramsay, which are recreated in her mind. The
speed of the transport makes the street view transitory and melancholy in Lily’s eyes,
carrying the element of “death”. “The vision” in the quotation not only refers to Mrs.
Ramsay’s ghost haunting Lily, but also her artistic abstraction of Mrs. Ramsay’s
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image. However, the shocks of urban city, such as “a face, a voice, a paper boy
crying Standard, News” always interrupt her memories and the formation of her
vision.
Immediately, Lily’s flows of consciousness are stopped by the thrust of the
present view of the sea, and her thoughts are switched to Mr. Ramsay’s voyage. Lily
functions as the mediating figure that associates the reflections of Mrs. Ramsay with
Mr. Ramsay’s journey to the lighthouse. The time adverb “now” occurs three times.
It signifies that Lily’s stream of consciousness is simultaneous with the progress of
the voyage. At the beginning of Chapter IX, the perspective is shifted to Cam on the
boat, who is watching the shore and immersed in her flows of feelings and thoughts.
At the start of Chapter XI, Cam keeps the action of drawing her fingers through the
waves, while observing their island from the sea. In her eyes, the island that Lily
stands on is “like a leaf stood on end” while in Lily eyes, their boat is like a “brown
spot in the bay” (TL 140). Although the distance creates two symbolic images, Lily’s
inner vision is being transported together with Cam. It is also the distance in time
that empowers Lily to communicate with Mrs. Ramsay’s spirit more mature and
evaluate her fairly. In the time montage, Woolf employs Lily’s viewpoint, comparing
the past with present, and reporting the changing world after the Great War to Mrs.
Ramsay. Her reflections on Mrs. Ramsay’s character and personality bring maturity
to her painting that is beneficial.
At the end of the penultimate paragraph, the narrative shifts to James and
Cam’s viewpoint, as they arrive at the lighthouse and disembark from the boat. “‘He
must have reached it’ said Lily Briscoe aloud” is the initial sentence of the last
chapter, which joints the Ramsay’s scene with the lawn one (TL 154). “The effort of
looking at it and the effort of thinking of him landing there, which both seemed to be
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one and the same effort, had stretched her body and mind to the utmost” (TL 154).
This sentence demonstrates that the journey to the lighthouse is a dual one,
combining the physical movements of the boat with Lily’s metaphysical transports.
The Ramsays’ successful landing at the lighthouse not only realizes their past dreams,
but accomplishes Lily’s journey of self-growth as a female artist. “She drew a line, in
the center. It was done; it was finished” (TL 154). The significance of the line in the
center can be seen as symbolically representing the Ramsays arrival at their
destination of the lighthouse, which is integrated with the purple triangular that
symbolizes Mrs. Ramsay and her son. “Yes, she thought, laying down her brush in
extreme fatigue, I have had my vision” (TL 154). The novel culminates with Lily’s
affirmation of her own vision, which is acquired through her metaphysical journey,
inspired by her recollections of Mrs. Ramsay in the time montage and her symbolic
travel to the lighthouse with Mr. Ramsay.
In To the Lighthouse, Woolf skillfully employs the dinner party as a stream of
consciousness narrative device to present the interface of thought and emotion and
the counter consciousness between the characters. Due to the spatial arrangement of
the seats, the viewpoints are shifted quickly from one character to another even
without linking words or external mediums.
She adopts the lighthouse as the leitmotif connecting the three sections. It also
constructs the narrative structure and movement in “The Lighthouse”, which
juxtaposes the Ramsay’s voyage to the lighthouse with Lily’s metaphysical journey
of becoming an artist. The alternating chapters of Lily’s painting and retrospection
and the Ramsays’ boat travel constitute a kinetic rhythm for the novel. Unlike the
dynamic mobility of Mrs. Dalloway, and the relatively inanimate and impersonal
Jacob’s Room, To the Lighthouse manifests a fusion of stasis and kinesis in the
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narrative rhythm. From her first experimental attempt of Jacob’s Room to the third
work, To the Lighthouse, Woolf’s stream of consciousness techniques grow more
mature and more adroit. However, it is significant that she continues to adopt various
physical transport modes to advance the narrative, and to trigger and switch the
characters’ consciousness, but more selectively and sparingly. These devices function
as traffic signals that represent and regulate the streams of the various characters’
consciousness. Accordingly, the readers are transported into a constantly flowing
narrative world.
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Chapter Three Metaphysical Transports: Transgressing Boundaries in Her
Late Works
In his proposition of the term “defamiliarization”, Viktor Shklovsky argues
that “the purpose of art is to impart the sensation of things as they are perceived and
not as they are known. The technique of art is to make objects “unfamiliar”, to make
forms difficult to increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process
of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged” (“Art as Technique”
16). The art critics of the Bloomsbury Group Clive Bell highlights that “significant
form is the essential quality in a work of art” and it provokes the aesthetic emotion of
the viewers (8). Roger Fry also promoted the idea of artistic formalism, arguing, “I
conceived the form of a work of art to be its most essential quality, but I believed this
form to be the direct outcome of an apprehension of some emotion of actual life by
the artist” (91). Influenced by the artistic formalism of her circles, Woolf also pays
great attention to innovating in more traditional literary forms. During the middle
stages of her creative life she experimented how to represent the inner world of
characters through stream of consciousness. From Jacob’s Room and Mrs. Dalloway
to To the Lighthouse, readers are conveyed into a fluid narrative world by crossing
conventional fictional boundaries of time and space without narrative limits.
However, after mastering the stream of consciousness techniques in the above novels,
she explores the more experimental forms of fiction by breaking narrative boundaries
more daringly. She defamiliarizes the readers’ experiences in appreciating the novels
by integrating elements of various genres, those of fiction, biography, poetry, drama
together in her later works. From Orlando: A Biography (1928), nearly all her novels
display trans-genre attributes. In Orlando, she mingles biography and fiction; The
Waves constitutes a combination of fiction and poetry; The Years can be seen as an
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“essay-novel” and Between the Acts, a composite of fiction and drama. Besides, she
also estranges the readers from the physical world of ‘realistic’ causal logic by
metamorphosing the subjects into other entities, such as a transsexualized man
(Orlando), a dog (Flush), or spiritual characters (The Waves). In the hybrid
biography Orlando, she describes the life of a man who metamorphoses into a
woman spanning more than three centuries. Flush personifies Elizabeth Barrett
Browning’s dog narrating the gender and class conflicts of London through the dog’s
stream of consciousness. In The Waves, through combining the devices of poetry and
fiction, she captures the sensations, emotions, thoughts and memories of six virtual
characters, and represents the fragmentary and isolated selves of modern people. In
her last novel Between the Acts, history and reality are interweaved through the
interaction of drama and fiction.
Roger Fry considers that both the form and emotion of artwork are bound
together in the aesthetic entity. He adds, “The spectator in contemplating the form
must inevitably travel in the opposite direction along the same road which the artist
had taken, and himself feel the original emotion” (91). When Woolf’s works
transgress the boundaries of genre, gender, temporality and species, her readers’
aesthetic experiences are prolonged or extended accordingly. However, under the
disguise of the various forms is her exploration of “emotion” that Fry emphasizes in
artworks. The “emotion” of artworks for Woolf is the “reality” or “truth” of human
beings, just as Isabella in Between the Acts comments that it’s emotion that matters.14
In this chapter, I will show how Woolf disrupts traditional narrative forms through
trans-medium methods by investigating her three representative novels of the later
period, Orlando, The Waves, and Between the Acts. Both Flush and The Years are

14

Isabella reflects on the historical pageant that “the plot’s nothing” and it “was only there to beget emotion” in
Between the Acts (349).
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also trans-genre works belonging to her later phase, but since the first is a shorter
quasi-biographical fiction and the latter doesn’t contain as many prominent hybrid
“trans” elements as the other three novels, I will not include them as case studies in
my textual analysis.

I. Trans-temporality and Trans-gender in Orlando: A Biography
After the Woolfs bought their second-hand Singer car on July 1927, Woolf had
been enthusiastic about this experience of travelling in a motor car and noted it
several times in her diary, “We opened one little window when we bought the
gramophone; now another/opens with the motor” (D3 147). Two days later, she
wrote again, “the motor is turning out the joy of our lives, an additional life, free &
mobile & airy to live alongside our usual stationary industry. We spin off to Falmer,
ride over Downs, drop into Rottingdean, then sweep over to Seaford […] all as light
& easy as a hawk in the air” (D3 151). Her diary entry about the motor car emits a
flavor of “lightness and fluidity”, which chimes with the style of Orlando which was
created at the same period. Woolf started devising Orlando in October in the same
year, “a biography beginning in the year 1500 & continuing to the present day, called
Orlando: Vita; only with a change about from one sex to another” (D3 161). Her
exciting motoring experiences inspires and influence the creation of Orlando, which
is not only demonstrated in the scene of Orlando’s driving in the present day, but
also in the dynamic narrative speed of Orlando and the fluidity both in temporality
and in gender. Leena Kore Schröder argues that the motor car is employed as a
device to render the relativity of self that is synthesized with time and space in the
ending scene of Orlando (133). Melba Cuddy-Keane mentions that Woolf began to
reconstruct the motor car “as a liberatory trope for non-linear thought and narrative
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form” (75). Nevertheless, neither of them shows clearly how Orlando’s narrative is
inspired by Woolf’s motoring experiences.
Besides the dynamic Mrs. Dalloway, Orlando is Woolf’s other work that
manifests a distinct sense of speed in its narrative. I argue that its speed is not only
represented through the frequent temporal leaps crossing more than three hundred
years, but also through the metamorphosis of Orlando from man into woman and
his/her gender fluidity after her transformations. It’s remarkable that Woolf employs
the two physical transport scenes: Orlando’s voyage from Turkey to Britain in the
middle and her motor tour of modern London to register Orlando’s transgender
experiences and her amalgamation of multiple selves. Woolf and her siblings
Vanessa, Adrian and Thoby took a trip to Greece and Turkey by boat between
September and October in 1906, and the latter impressed her deeply with its
unfamiliarity and exoticism. She was fascinated with oriental city and noted in her
journals:
For you also realized that life was not lived after the European pattern, that it
was not even a debased copy of Paris or Berlin or London [...] As the light
came out in clusters all over the land, & the water was busy with lamps, you
knew yourself to be the spectator of a vigorous drama, acting itself out with
no thought or need of certain great countries yonder to the West (PA 348)
Woolf’s earlier eastern travel to Constantinople lay the foundations for the scene of
Orlando’s magical sex change in Turkey. Her personal experiences of the
strangeness and exoticism of the oriental city provide possibilities and justification of
the gender fluidity in the novel.
In the end of the novel, Woolf transports Orlando from the mid-nineteenth
century to the present day by employing the motor car in place of the train. Orlando’s
motor touring from London to her countryside estate is also an inner exploration of
her selves. Her separate selves of different eras and of distinct sexes are dialoguing
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and integrating with each other in the process of her motor movements. In these
multiple trans-narratives, Woolf defies both the conventional biography genre and
the patriarchal system, and represents Orlando’s core personality, which is consistent
in crossing histories and genders, and is emblematic of her love for nature, mansions,
and for literature.

1. Trans-temporality and Narrative Rhythm
Gérard Genette endeavors to measure the duration “between narrative and story”
and points out that “the speed of a narrative will be defined by the relationship
between a duration (that of the story, measured in seconds, hours, days, months and
years) and a length (that of the text, measured in lines and in pages)” (87-88). He
divides the narrative movements into four forms: pause, scene, summary, and ellipsis
(94-95). “Pause” refers to the events of the story is interrupted to make the
narratorial descriptions, while “ellipsis” that have just occurred. “Summary”
indicates the narration of the story is briefer than the scale and duration of events
appear to merit, while “scene” means the narration of the event is equal to the scale
and duration of the events themselves.
Orlando is narrated in chronological sequence but crossing more than three
centuries. The story time is expanded unusually by Woolf’s magic treatment of
temporality. The protagonist is the treasurer and steward for Queen Elizabeth in the
16th century, an official in the Court of King James, an ambassador sent to Turkey by
King Charles II in the 17th century, and returns to London as an aristocratic woman
in the 18th century, gets married in the Victorian Era and is conveyed to the present
day of 1928, when the biographer is creating the work. Through Woolf’s adroit
deployment of ellipsis, summary, scene and pause, the contrast between Orlando’s
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longevity and her psychological ages are represented fantastically. Woolf articulates
her view of time several times to justify the incredible extension of Orlando’s life.
Her perception of “time” echoes Albert Einstein’s “theory of relativity” that was
popularized in the early 20th century.
The mind of man, moreover, works with equal strangeness upon the body
of time. An hour, once it lodges in the queer element of the human spirit,
maybe stretched to fifty or a hundred times its clock length; on the other hand,
an hour may be accurately represented on the timepiece of the mind by one
second. This extraordinary discrepancy between time on the clock and time in
the mind is less known than it should be and deserves fuller investigation. (O
48)
Woolf applies this relativity of time to the mind of human beings, and illustrates it in
Orlando. The narrator’s inserted comments on time direct the reader to concentrate
on the transformations of Orlando’s inner world. The narrator records each stage of
Orlando’s life with reference to love, fame, marriage and literature, alternating
between rapid narrative kinesis and more reflective narratorial stasis, and captures
her plural identities in the novel’s closing scene when she is motoring through
London.
Orlando’s pursuit of love constitutes the first narrative momentum, with
alternating passages of kinesis and stasis. The narrative accelerates in recording
Orlando’s youthful love with Sasha, the Russian Princess on the Thames River
during the Great Frost. Their first meeting takes place on the ice when Orlando
catches her skating resembling “a fox in the snow” (O 17). The author endows their
love affair with a quality of mobility by adopting “skating” as a metaphor. Their love
culminates as their skating to the territory of the common people by trespassing the
boundaries between the royal enclosure and the areas of civilians. Skating as form of
free movement of the body signifies Orlando’s sense of liberation when he is falling
in love in the King James era. The narration slows down when Orlando returns to his
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mansion after observing Sasha’s infidelity. Orlando takes a mystical sleep of seven
days to recover from the loss of his beloved. This is Orlando’s first abnormal sleep,
paving the way for his second magical sleep in Turkey that transforms him into a
woman. The long sleep changes Orlando’s temperament radically, and converts him
from a frivolous young man into a melancholy one. He wanders among the tombs of
his ancestors, and ruminates on death. His frustration in love and his newfound
solitude nourish his literary creativity, thus yielding “some forty plays, histories,
romances, poems; some in prose, some in verse” (O 37). The narration decelerates in
portraying this first transformation of Orlando’s mind and temperament.
Orlando’s quest for literary fame constitutes the second instance of narrative
momentum. The narrator portrays his interactions with the famous writer of that time,
Mr. Nicholas Greene, in a lightly ironic tone. However, he is plunged into deep
melancholy meditation again by Greene’s ridicule of him in his pamphlet. The
narrator depicts Orlando’s philosophical meditation over about seven pages, during
which the hero’s psychological time is incorporated into a more universal concept of
time. “In such thinking (or by whatever name it should be called) he spent months
and years of his life. It would be no exaggeration to say that he would go out after
breakfast a man of thirty and come home to dinner a man of fifty-five at least” (O
48). The narrative decelerates in his protracted rumination until his perception is
transformed again. He realizes the importance of the ordinary people in the progress
of history, and is determined to become a pragmatic renovator of his ancient mansion.
Each phase of retrospection alters Orlando’s ego to some extent, and motivates him
to take a series of actions in the external world. The reader is immersed in swift
actions, again by the narrator’s summary of Orlando’s activities renovating the
mansion. The narrator inserts his shopping-list of Spanish blankets, china bowls and
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Persian carpets, which is covered in one page’s discourse time, although the purchase
of the goods involves transactions with many European and Mid-eastern countries.
On the whole there is not a huge discrepancy between story time and clock time in
the first two narrative momentums.
The narrator registers the changes of clock time in Orlando’s life in accordance
with the changes to the Court. In the first half of the novel, the story time is nearly
synchronic with the respective historical era; Orlando is sixteen years old in the late
epoch of Queen Elizabeth, and moves to King James’ court as a royal official
naturally as he matures, and is then sent to Turkey by King Charles at the age of
thirty. However, there are much greater external time leaps in the latter half of the
novel after Orlando turns into a woman. She leaves the King Charles era at the age of
thirty, but returns to 18th-century England at almost the same age. Then she is
conveyed to the 19th century by the mysterious cloud that gradually covers the clear
sky of the 18th century, and is subsequently transported to the present day of the
twentieth century by the tremendous technological changes in everyday life that
Woolf herself had witnessed. However, she ages by only six years between the 17th
and early 20th centuries, being just thirty-six years old in at the close of the novel in
the present day. If in the first half of the novel the narrator mainly registers Orlando’s
quest for love, literature and fame, in the second half the narration concentrates more
on her reflections on gender differences and their influence on the individual’s
construction and self-concept of identity.
The narrator records Orlando’s voyage from the exotic life of Turkey to
England in approximately eight pages. The ship functions as a vehicle of double
transportation: Orlando’s transformation into a woman psychologically and also her
transportation from the 17th century to the 18th century temporally and physically.
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Thus I will investigate the role that this voyage plays in the novel’s trans-gender
narrative in the second part. As in Jacob’s Room, Woolf uses physical transportation
as a means to convey the protagonist from one stage of his life to the next phase in
the persona of a “she”. Unlike the more realistic transitions in the earlier novel, the
progression of the story time in Orlando is more magical (akin to the much later
fictional genre of “magical realism”), since Orlando’s navigation bridges the
temporal gap of approximately one century in time. The narrator does not reveal the
length of time that Orlando spends in Turkey. But when the ship enters the harbor,
the landscapes on the banks of the River Thames expose the full extent in the
passage of narrative time. The narrator refers to a number of monumental buildings
of great architectural significance in London, which informs Orlando as well as the
reader of the prolepsis of time. Captain Bartolus introduces each landmark of
London to Orlando: St. Paul Cathedral (constructed between 1675 and 1710),
Greenwich Hospital (1662-1726), the Monument to the Great Fire of London (16711677) and so on. All these buildings were constructed during Orlando’s absence, and
embody the historical events of London occurring over this “lost” period in her life.
For example, the House of Parliament and Westminster Abbey signify the episode
leading to constitutional monarchy in England after the 1688 Glorious Revolution.
Henri Lefebvre develops a spatial triad: spatial practices (the perceptible space of the
users); representations of space (the conceptualized space of the planners, scientists,
architects) and representational spaces (the lived space of the inhabitants and users).
These landmark buildings are spatial representations constructed by the state or
government, exhibiting the changes of regimes in England during this period. The
narrator’s brief depiction of these buildings conveys Orlando to 18th century England,
but at the same time, the individual has her own spatial practices and interpretations.
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Appearing on the same site of the events experienced in the early 17th century,
Orlando’s memory is transported to her past experiences, “here, she thought, had
been the great carnival. Here, where the waves slapped briskly, had stood the Royal
Pavilion. Here she first met Sasha” (O 81). Her memories connect the scenes of 17th
century London with those of the 18th century, revealing his/her consistent identity
whether as a man or woman, so that the reader also undergoes the experience of
temporal travel in her company.
The narrator not only notes the monumental buildings of 18th century London,
but also records the emerging public space constituted by the coffee-house in social
and intellectual life. Anna Snaith argues that the rise of the bourgeoisie in eighteenthcentury Europe contributes to the burgeoning of the salon and the coffee-house
phenomena, and this is captured very effectively by Woolf’s narrative (6). The
narrator describes the scene of the coffee-house along the banks of The Thames,
where Orlando catches a glimpse of the leading literary figures chatting. On
balconies, “a great number of decent citizens sat at ease, with china dishes in front of
them, clay pipes by their sides, while one among them read from a news sheet” (O
81). A moment ago, Orlando “thought now only of the glory of poetry, and the great
lines of Marlowe, Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Milton” (O 80). But now she is
introduced by the Bartolus to the current prominent writers and poets, “there he
was—one might see Mr. Addison taking his coffee, the other two gentlemen […] one
of’ em humped, t’other much the same as you and me’—were Mr. Dryden and Mr.
Pope” (O 82). Thus the ship that takes Orlando from oriental Turkey back to
civilized London is also a metaphysical one, crossing about one century. The reader
may speculate that Orlando has remained in Turkey for a century, but her biological
age is still only about thirty years old. Woolf’s kaleidoscopic composite picture in
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this scene shows the progression of history and the atmosphere of society, as
demonstrated by architecture and public spaces along the River Thames.
The next narrative time jump falls on the last day of the 18th century through
the narrative device of a mystical cloud. In Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf employs the
shifting clouds to switch narrative viewpoints from Elizabeth to Septimus. In
Orlando, the cloud is imbued with magical properties and develops suddenly on the
chimes of midnight thus changing the atmosphere of the universe. The mood of the
18th century in general is symbolized by the changing climate: “Upon this serene and
orderly prospect the stars looked down, glittering, positive, hard, from a cloudless
sky […] the line of every roof […] even the cobbles in the streets showed distinct
one from another” (O 110). The narrator uses the clearness of the sky and the
organized streetscape to signify the rational spirit of the 18th century. Meanwhile,
Orlando’s thoughts travel to the past, comparing the current view with the chaotic
but lively Elizabethan London. However, accompanying the first stroke of the
midnight, “a small cloud gathered behind the dome of St. Paul’s” which increases
with the strokes of the clock (O 111). “With the twelfth stroke of midnight, the
darkness was complete” (O 111). The 19th century takes the place of the 18th on the
coming of this literal but equally metaphorical cloud. The cloud may symbolize the
air pollution of the 19th century, when Britain underwent two industrial revolutions
and completed the process of industrialization. In the following chapter, Woolf
continues to depict the ethos of the 19th century through the medium of climate
change. The ubiquitous dampness penetrates the house, furniture, and permeates the
bones and minds of human beings. Through the narrator’s depiction of the climate,
the prevailing social life situated in the public spaces, such as salons and coffeehouses, is moved indoors; this accords with the domestic life of the 19th century that
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suppressed and inhibited women connected with the promotion of fertility. Woolf
accomplishes the temporal transitions between the 18th and the 19th century through
these fantastic changes in climate. Orlando is depicted as living in the respective eras;
hence she is influenced by the ethos of this domestic era, and strives to find a
husband.
Woolf captures the motivation of the social transformation that occurred since
the end of the 19th century and the effects of two industrial revolutions in Britain.
Therefore, she adopts the development of transport and technology to accomplish the
last two jumps of the narrative time. Orlando finishes her poem “The Oak Tree”, and
tries to find readers for her work. “She rang the bell. She ordered the carriage to take
her to London at once” (O 134). However, the servant’s answer startles both Orlando
and the reader, “‘There’s just time to catch the elven forty-five, M’Lady,’ said
Basket” (O 135). Orlando had not yet realized the invention of the steam engine […]
she saw a railway train for the first time” (O 135). Railway as the emblematic
invention of the first Industrial Revolution is employed by Woolf to convey the leap
of narrative time. The reader can speculate that Orlando may have entered the early
or mid-19th century. The last temporal jump of Orlando is achieved by the devices of
modern technology as well. Standing at the window, Orlando observes that “an
absurd truncated carriage without any horses began to slide about of its own accord.
A carriage without any horses indeed!” (O 146) She also feels that “everything
seemed to have shrunk” in the modern age (O 146). The narrator especially describes
Orlando’s amazement at the applications of electricity into everyday life, which is
the emblem of the Second Industrial Revolution. “Look at the lights in the houses!
At a touch, a whole room was lit; hundreds of rooms were lit” and “the sky was
bright all night long; and the pavements were bright; everything was bright” (O 147).
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Even Orlando herself, becomes involved in mechanization by driving a motor car
expertly. Through Woolf’s accurate depictions of the inventions of the Second
Industrial Revolution, both Orlando and the reader are conveyed to the present era
instantly. Remarkably, Woolf uses the clocks to indicate the exact time of the present:
ten o’clock, the eleventh of October, 1928” (O 147). For Orlando, the clock ticking is
like a hammer “until there was a terrific explosion right in her ear” (O 147). Woolf
foreshadows a prominent attribute of the modern era: shocks and fragmentation,
which are represented vividly through Orlando’s driving in London streets and her
sensory feelings in the department store.
By resorting to various devices such as transnational voyages, celestial
phenomena and climate, as well as the development of technology, the protagonist
makes the transitions across three centuries. Therefore, the narrative estrangement
from the temporal arrangement of conventional novels and the reader’ aesthetic
emotions are defamiliarized. In the narrative jumps of the novel the reader is
transported metaphysically through the protean changes of history. In the fantastic
changes and constant mobility affecting Orlando’s social environment, what remains
fixed and immobile is her love for nature, her ancestral mansion, and her reading and
writing literature. Woolf’s closing motif of the motor car transporting Orlando
through London echoes with her multiple selves crossing various historical eras.

2. Gender Transformations and Consistency of Identity
Orlando: A Biography, a combination of biography and fiction, is based on the
life of Vita Sackville-West with whom Woolf had an affair from 1925 to 1928. Nigel
Nicolson, Vita’s son, called it “the longest and most charming love letter in literature”
(186). Vita had both feminine and masculine aspects of temperament, liked cross183

dressing and even called herself “Julian” when she was in disguise. Her transvestite
habit and androgynous temperament inspired Woolf to adopt transgender as the
narrative strategy in this biographical fiction. Vita’s traveled to the east twice in 1926
and 1927 respectively after her husband was appointed as the diplomat to Turkey in
1925, and her frequent correspondences with Woolf during her travel also inspire the
latter to take Turkey as the site of Orlando’s sex change. According to many critics,
Orlando is a representative novel that clarifies Woolf’s feminist theories, particularly
her ideas on androgyny, as she proposed in A Room of One’s Own published one
year after Orlando.
Both the terms “transsexual” and “transgender” refer to people who
emotionally or psychologically identify themselves with the opposite sex. The
former was coined in 1923 by Magnus Hirschfeld who appropriated the German term
“Transsexualismus” while the latter was coined by John Oliver in 1965 in his work
Sexual Hygiene and Pathology. Although there are some controversies about the
differences and the overlapping between the two terms, “transsexual” is usually
considered as the subset of the umbrella term “transgender” and today is abbreviated
to “trans studies”. Nova A. Swanstorm distinguishes the two terms: “Transsexuality
may be said to deal more with the physical aspects of one’s sex, while transgender
deals more with one's psychological gender disposition or predisposition, as well as
the related social expectations that may accompany a given gender role”. Orlando is
not a strict “transsexual” because he does not feel awkward about his original gender
before his sex change. Besides, his metamorphosis is accomplished through a
fantastic allegorical drama during his long trance instead of being the outcome of sex
reassignment surgery. What Woolf is more interested in is Orlando’s psychological
and social transformations as a woman, revealing the negative side of existing gender
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norms in society. I will mainly use the term “transgender” to analyze how she
conveys gender fluidity, and what she aims at by adopting a transgender narrative
method. Woolf changes Orlando’s sex through a fantasy drama during his trance in
Constantinople. She also constructs her multiple gender identities by employing the
device of transvestism. Besides, through the two emblematic journeys, namely
Orlando’s voyage from Turkey back to England and her motor car journey in
London, Orlando undergoes gender transformation psychologically and achieves the
androgynous integrity of her/his identities both as a woman and as a man.
Before Orlando’s mystical transformation, the narrator provides clues about
the ambiguity of Orlando’s sex. The opening sentence of the novel “He – FOR
THERE COULD BE NO DOUBT of his sex, though the fashion of the time did
something to disguise it—was in the act of slicing at the head of a Moor which
swung from the rafters” (O 5). The narrator’s superfluous emphasis on Orlando’s sex
arouses the reader’s subtle alertness, but the following explanations of the
contemporary fashion and the hero’s masculine act of fencing remove the reader’s
doubts instantly, though not completely. Especially the reference to Orlando’s pair of
“finest legs” adds to this impression of sexual ambiguity. Besides, Orlando is often
immersed in reading, wandering in nature in his solitude, which is seen as
incompatible with the prevailing customs of aristocratic men, riding, hunting,
drinking and chasing women. In fact, the narrator has provided many hints for
Orlando’s sex change, arousing the reader’s doubts about his gender. Accordingly,
when Orlando undergoes the magical metamorphosis in Turkey, it seems that an
underlying “truth” is finally disclosed.
Some critics have queried why Woolf situates Orlando’s sexual transformation
in Turkey. Jeanne Dubino argues that Woolf’s representation of Turkey is based on
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Orientalism, viewing the Middle East as the exotic intersection of East and West, “a
commonplace trope for wanton and unbridled sexuality” (132). Jessica Berman
argues that “Woolf reaches for Orientalist tropes” because “she rightly recognized
that English civic discourses about gender and nationality allowed no room for
narratives of transgression or change” (235). Some other scholars focus on the
allegorical drama that transforms Orlando into a woman. Whatever the case, existing
scholarship concentrates predominantly on the space and medium of Orlando’s
biological change, neglecting the narration of her psychological transformation on
the metaphorical voyage back to England. It is arranged in the middle of the novel
covering eight pages, and both its location and its length suggest the crucial role of
the voyage. Like her first novel, The Voyage Out, where the heroine Rachel’s voyage
to South America connotes the internal journey of her awakening consciousness,
Orlando’s voyage back to England is also her internal journey, reflecting on the
disparities between man and woman in society and her critique of the stereotypes
attached to both genders by society. As Rachel’s ship is named “Euphrosyne”, one of
the “Three Graces” in Greek mythology, so the ship that Orlando takes is named
“Enamored Lady”, indicating the fulfillment of her attraction as a woman. The ship’s
name also has a touch of satirical irony, indicating that Orlando’s journey involves
displaying her feminine charm in a microcosm of the patriarchal society, as
represented by the English merchant ship.
Orlando’s first compliant act to the British gender norms is that she “bought
herself a complete outfit of such clothes as women then wore” (O 75). Clothes plays
a key role in the construction of gender identities, according to the narrator’s
emphatic description. Being young, fashionable and aristocratic, Orlando
experiences the privileges and constraints of being a woman on the ship. Her gender
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consciousness is mainly awakened by her interactions with the opposite sex, that is,
in the gaze of the male. The Captain hospitably serves her by spreading an awning
for her on deck and cutting the beef into slices for her. Her careless exposure of her
delicate ankle provokes a sailor to nearly kill himself by dropping down from the
mast. These abnormal behaviors drive Orlando to contemplate what it means being a
woman and to self-examine her partial attitudes towards women when he was a man
before becoming a woman. However, since her memory and identity are not altered
by her sexual changes, Orlando possesses an androgynous mind and perspective now.
She realizes the absurdity of the existing system that disciplines women to be
graceful, delicate and impotent objects according to masculine norms. “For women
are not (judging by my own experience of the sex) obedient, chaste, scented, and
exquisitely appareled by nature. They can only attain these graces, without which
they may enjoy none of the delights of life, by the most tedious discipline” (O 77).
Orlando’s introspection enables her to understand that the attributes of femininity are
not innate, but are constructed by the culture of a society. She ridicules how men
debase women’s value by reducing them to “serving tea” in the drawing room and
depriving them of their right to be educated. Nevertheless, as an androgynous
individual, Orlando also detects the deficiencies of masculinity, such as men’s
arrogance in acting in a superior way to women and their enslavement by the sexual
charms of women. “She [Orlando] was censuring both sexes equally, as if she
belonged to neither; and indeed, for the time being, she seemed to vacillate; she was
man; she was woman; she knew the secrets, shared the weakness of each. It was a
most bewildering and whirligig state of mind to be in” (O 77). Her voyage is also an
internal one, transporting her to “the darkness of heart”, where she detects “the most
deplorable infirmities” of both genders (O 78).
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Orlando’s voyage connects two distinct nations, the relatively gender-inclusive
Turkey and the gender-stereotyping England. The distinct contrasts of Orlando’s
experiences as woman in the gypsy group and on the English ship illustrate the role
that national cultural norms play in the construction of femininity and masculinity.
The ship is like the heterotopian space, a conception proposed by Michel Foucault,
accommodating Orlando’s physical travel and psychological explorations of gender
identities.
Woolf observes, “The change of sex, though it altered their [Orlando’s] future,
did nothing whatsoever to alter their [Orlando’s] identity” (O 67). It is Orlando’s
consistent identity that restores her from the gloomy situation in the genderstereotyping environment of England. Her childhood memories are revived as a
result of her perplexing reflections on gender disparity. Orlando’s poem “The Oak
Tree” remains hidden in her bosom, “having been a talisman that she kept there”,
awakens her old self that loves literature passionately (O 80). Orlando’s abiding love
for poetry and literature transcends the boundaries of gender distinctions. The
narrator draws an analogy between Orlando’s recollections of a poet’s forehead and
“the marble dome” of St. Paul Cathedral, revealing that Orlando’s internal journey is
turned into the external one (O 81). Her gender confusions are soon changed into her
identification with her nationhood as an English citizen. The exploration of the
construction of gendered identity recedes to the background and is superseded by a
grander sense of national identity.
Woolf highlights the importance of clothes in the construction of masculinity
and femininity. Her protagonist cross-dresses as a gentleman or lower-class man,
ensuring her right to enter the public space which is blocked for women of her class.
She vacillates between gender roles by changing clothes frequently: “a Chinese robe”
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for reading, “knee-breeches” for working in the garden, “a flowered taffeta” for
dating, “a snuff-colored gown like a lawyer’s” for visiting the court, and the clothes
of the lower-class for adventure at night (O 109). Orlando’s transvestism ensures that
she enjoys the benefits of gender and class fluidity in the less restrictive more
inclusive 18th century. Woolf criticizes the more gender-stereotyped Victorian era
that she was born in. “The weight of the crinoline” constrains Orlando’s body and
restricts her movement to the private space (O 121). She whimsically arranges
Orlando to yield to the ethos of the 19th century, in other words to the promotion of
domestic life and fertility.
In Transvestites, Hirschfeld argues that it is a mistake to imagine male and
female as two “fully separate entities,” asserting that “the constantly present merging
of both into one … is the core for the genesis and substance of personality” (18).
Orlando’s motoring not only functions as a trans-temporality device that transports
her into the modern era but also as a trans-gender tactic that converges her multiple
selves both as man and woman during three-hundred years into a whole entity.
Makiko Minow-Pinkey suggests that the Woolfs’ purchase of their first motor-car
plays a very significant role in her creation of Orlando. She also compares Woolf’s
essay “Evening Over Sussex: Reflections in a Motor Car”, written in the late summer
of 1927 with the motoring tour of Orlando and argues that Woolf embraces “the
shocks” of the modern era enthusiastically by representing the distracted and
fragmentary experiences of individuals through the depiction of these motoring
episodes (Minow-Pinkney “Age of Motor Car”). Orlando’s driving act connects her
activities to the present day when the time is divided into quarters and hours unlike
that of the former chapters measured by centuries. The narrator portrays Orlando’s
driving from the crowded London streets to her mansion in the countryside over five
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pages. During her movements, the street views are displayed transiently and
disruptively, “Nothing could be seen whole or read from start to finish” (O 152). The
speed of the motor car and the fragmented urban view plunge Orlando into a
detached state where her subconscious mind comes to the foreground. She tentatively
calls “Orlando?” and then one self after another burst into her consciousness. All her
past experiences both as a man and a woman are evoked by the melancholy driving
process: from boyhood to his youthful love with Sasha, the Ambassador in Turkey,
the Fine Lady… to her marriage to Shelmerdine. Afterwards, the narrator registers
Orlando’s various characteristics of being both a man and a woman. Here Woolf uses
numerous phrases, broken sentences, and parentheses in recording the flux of
Orlando’s consciousness. These devices create an effect of the multifaceted
dimensions of her identities constructed over the course of the three centuries.
Throughout Orlando’s life, she pursues “the wild goose”, which symbolizes true life
and literary inspirations. “‘Haunted!’ she cried, suddenly pressing the accelerator.
‘Haunted!’ ever since I was a child. There flies the wild goose. It flies past the
window out to sea. Up I jumped (she gripped the steering-wheel tighter) and
stretched after it” (O 155). The reappearance of the wild goose suggests her single
real self. At that moment, all past experiences are integrated together in the body
which is called “Orlando”. Her masculine and feminine experiences and
temperaments are fluid under the governance of the subjecting self. “All is contained
as water is contained by the sides of a well” (O 155).
In devising Orlando, Woolf asserts that she needs “an escapade after these
serious poetic experimental books” and wanted to “kick up my heels & be off” (D3
131). Her “motor car tour” literates her mind, and enriches her literary imaginations.
She dismantles the traditional forms of biography by employing a trans-temporality
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and transgender narrative. However, it is in the protagonist’s metaphysical transports
that the reader grasps the reality of the character’s multiple identities. Besides, the
defamiliarized narrative also motivates the reader to interrogate the construction of
masculinity and femininity in a patriarchal society. As Clive Bell claims, “art
transports us from the world of man’s activity to a world of aesthetic exaltation”,
Orlando transports readers into a fantastic imaginary world through the integration
of “trans-” devices of temporality and gender (10).

II. The Dynamic Fusion of Poetry and Fiction in The Waves
Vera Nünning has traced the development of Woolf’s aesthetics through
comparing her critical essays in different phases, and observes that Woolf
“underwent a change in emphasis” in the late 1920s: she shifts from advocating the
justification of representations of “stream of consciousness” in modern novels to
emphasizing “the significance of form, unity and perspective” (981). In her essays
“Modern Fiction” (1919) and “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown”, Woolf contends that
fictions should be liberated from the constraints of realistic conventions, and record
the subtle and changeable activities of the inner world. In “The Narrow Bridge of
Art” (1927), Woolf points out the deficiencies of both poetry and prose in conveying
the incongruity, the complexities and the mixed emotions of the modern mind, and
appeals for the birth of new forms of fictions. “We shall be forced to invent new
names for the different books which masquerade under this one heading. […] It will
be written in prose, but in prose which has many of the characteristics of poetry. It
will have something of the exaltation of poetry, but much of the ordinariness of
prose” (E2 224). The Waves, conceived in 1928 and published in 1931, is an
embodiment of her concepts about the new artistic form of novels. Her diary entry of
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28 November 1928 notes, “What I want now to do is to saturate every atom. I mean
to eliminate all waste, deadness, superfluity: to give the moment whole; whatever it
includes. […] Why admit anything to literature that is not poetry—by which I mean
saturated?” (D3 208) Woolf dismantles the conventions of the traditional novel by
discarding plot and abstracting the settings and characters, and traverses the
boundaries between poetry and fiction, all of which makes The Waves her most
introspective and experimental work.
It narrates the six characters’ lives from their childhood through their school
days, their prime, their maturity and into their old age in nine sections introduced by
nine interludes in prose-style language. She depicts the capricious internal spaces of
the six characters through interior monologue which replaces her earlier preference
for the technique of free indirect speech. The reader is plunged into a fluid world of
subtle and evanescent sensations, emotions and thoughts on the part of the six
characters successively without any overt transitions. The novel manifests a kind of
perpetual motion by situating the characters both in the external movements of the
universe and the internal streams of feelings and thoughts. In her “The Mark on the
Wall”, Woolf has discerned the introspection of modern people into their selves:
As we face each other in omnibuses and underground railways we are
looking into the mirror that accounts for the vagueness, the gleam of
glassiness, in our eyes. And the novelists in future will realize more and more
the importance of these reflections, for of course there is not one reflection
but an almost infinite number; (SF 6)
In fact, “the vagueness, the dreamy glassiness” of the omnibus, the trains and the
underground create space for meditation and speculation. Woolf deems that it is the
responsibility of novelists to demonstrate the introspective life of modern people,
thus poetry that excels in reflective thinking, has the priority in Woolf’s attempts at
her artistic conception to “saturate every atom”.
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The novel manifests a kind of perpetual motion by situating the characters both
in the external movements of the universe and the internal flows of feelings and
thoughts. For example, section two narrating the characters’ adolescent life, Woolf
resorts to the trains describing their reflections on their growth in the trains
respectively. Their distinct observations and introspections of both outside and inside
the train compartment indicate their unique personality and views of the world.
Especially Jinny’s interior dialogue with a gentleman who smiles at her reflections
on the shining glass through the tunnel discloses her hidden desires and motives.
This scene also echoes the one in section seven when she was at the Tube station
where “Piccadilly South Side, Piccadilly North Side, Regent Street and the
Haymarket” meet (TW 109). Standing “the heart of London”, Jinny felt the throbs of
the imperialism, and associates the mechanization of tube with the image of death,
triggered by her decaying appearance and the faded youth reflected in the lookingglass. By integrating the modes of external motion with the internal mobility, and
assimilating the retrospective elements of poetry, The Waves demonstrates an
epistemological apprehension of the relationship between human beings and the
universe, as well as interpersonal relationships, and the intrapersonal relationship
between man and his/her self.
I propose that Woolf creates distinct and repetitive images in the six
characters’ interior monologue, which constitutes their respective leitmotifs and
shapes their unique personalities. She employs symbolic interludes and physical
intersections as the narrative momentum to advance the progression of the story.
Additionally, she builds artistic mood by describing the subtle sensations of the
characters, which evocate the readers’ empathy during their reading process. Overall,
the synesthetic metaphors and imageries and the rhythmic waves are mediated by her
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symbolic description of nature, exposing Woolf’s epistemological demonstration of
the perpetual motion of the universe and the constant mobility of human beings’
consciousness.

1. Imagery, Symbolism and Characterization
If the central goal of fiction is to create typical characters in a specific social
milieu, the main purpose of poetry is to express human beings’ emotions and
sensibilities. Woolf integrates the two distinct functions of fiction and poetry through
her adoption of the interior monologue technique and the various imageries
associated with the respective characters. She asserts that the new novel “will stand
further back from life. It will give, as poetry does, the outline rather than the detail.
[…] It will express the feeling and ideas of the characters closely and vividly, but
from a different angle” (E2 225). She reduces descriptions of the exterior
environment in The Waves to nine interludes while presenting the consciousness of
the six characters directly without the intervention of a narrator. Thus the portrayal of
external environment is integrated into their soliloquies. What interests Woolf more
is the characters’ cognitive and psychological responses to their surroundings and
situations. Robert Humphrey claims that in order to overcome their dilemma of
expressing “the nonverbal area of mind” in words, stream of consciousness writers
adopt the poets’ methods of resorting to comparisons, that is, the impressionistic use
of imagery and symbolism (77). Woolf heavily relies on the auditory, visual, tactile,
and kinesthetic imagery and symbolism in her most poetic novel.
To portray the personalities of each character, Woolf endows each of them with
their typical images from the beginning. In the first section, the six characters are
marked with their specific individual images. Bernard is sensitive and full of
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imagination and phrases are his cognitive medium for perceiving the world. To
comfort Susan who suffers from jealousy, Bernard plays an imaginary exploration
game through his evocative language: “That is Elvedon. The lady sits between the
two long windows, writing. The gardeners sweep the lawn with giant brooms” (TW
8). The images of the sweeping gardener and the writing lady by the window of his
childhood recur in Bernard’s life, and emerges again in the last section in his
concluding soliloquy, “the gardeners swept the lawns with great brooms. The lady
sat writing”, which implies Bernard’s psychological projection of becoming a writer
(TW 136). Susan is connected with the imagery of strong emotions, “‘I love,’ said
Susan, “and I hate”, because she caught sight of Jinny kissing the neck of Louis (TW
7). Moreover, she is also associated with the images of nature and the countryside.
Louis also intensifies this attribute of Susan through a visual image, “to be loved by
Susan would be to be impaled by a bird’s sharp beak” (TW 67). Louis is the character
who is granted the richest images, visual, auditory or organic. His first soliloquy is
an auditory image, “‘I hear something stamping,’ said Louis. ‘A great beast’s foot is
chained. It stamps, and stamps, and stamps” (TW 4). It displays his repressive inner
self because of his different social class background as the son of the Australian
banker. There are also other synesthetic images connected with his character:
I hold a stalk in my hand. I am the stalk. My roots go down to the depths of
the world, through earth dry with brick, and damp earth, through veins of lead
and silver. I am all fiber. […] I am a boy in grey flannels with a belt fastened
by a brass snake up here. Down there my eyes are the lidless eyes of a stone
figure in the desert by the Nile. I see women passing with red pitchers to the
river; I see camels swaying and men in turbans. (TW 6)
Louis’s acute awareness of not belonging among his more orthodox group of English
friends promotes him to connect with history. The synesthetic image of his roots
going down to the center of the earth connects him with solid foundations and
compensates his rootless feelings. His foreign origins in a land of an ancient
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aboriginal civilizations induce him to associate with the image of the ancient
Egyptian and the Nile, the cradle of ancient civilizations, indicating his
psychological compensation for a sense of inferiority. Correlating with reason and
pessimism, Neville is haunted by the image of the man whose throat was cut, that is,
the “death among the apple trees” based on something he overheard from the
servants (TW 12).
Jinny is associated with bright visual images such as the “crimson” and “gold
threads” as well as rich kinesthetic imageries, such as “I dance. I ripple. I am thrown
over you like a net of light” (TW 6). She is never fixed, and comprehends the world
and constructs her identity through her body. The visual image of her sitting in the
gilt chairs of a party occurs to her several times, signifying Jinny’s aspirations for a
lively social life. Through this mobile character who has very direct connections with
her body, Woolf acknowledges man’s corporality, just as she represents the
spirituality of human beings through Rhoda who is the most sensitive character and
indulges in her illusions. “I want white petals that float when I tip the basin up. I
have a fleet now swimming from shore to shore” (TW 9). The white petals and
another recurring image of “the puddle” that she cannot stride over indicate Rhoda’s
delicate and fragile self-image. The assertion that “I am nobody. I have no face”
emerges in her monologues, especially when she is in a collective environment (TW
18). This symbolism suggests her somewhat nihilistic temperament and lack of
identity in the oppressive educational institutions as well as in the urban
environment. These images accompanying the characters are reiterated throughout
the fiction, composing minor leitmotifs for each character that display their particular
idiosyncrasies. The reader can easily recognize whose voice is being represented by
the clues accompanying these images. These key imageries of each character
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function as devices of characterization, and create six different characters without the
need for profuse description of their external appearances or actions.
Their distinct images not only appear in their respective monologues, but are
also referred to by each other in their soliloquies. Through this technique of
coreference, the recurrent images produce communal interrelationships among the
six persons. In the first section, Jinny soliloquizes “bubbles form on the floor of the
saucepan”, “then they rise, quicker and quicker, in a silver chain to the top” (TW 5).
The same image recurs in Bernard’s monologue in the second section, “The bubbles
are rising like the silver bubbles from the floor of a saucepan; image on top of
image” (TW 26). It seems that Bernard overhears Jinny’s soliloquy or they share
communal consciousness as an organic entity. In the ending section, Bernard
reflected on their lives in his long soliloquy, where the private consciousness,
especially the secret images and experiences of the other five characters, are
reiterated in his streams of thought. For example, Neville’s image “The dead man in
the gutter; the apple tree, stark in the moonlight” floats through Bernard’s mind
naturally, together with the other characters’ most private thoughts (TW 137). In
different phases of their lives, the six characters’ monologues are like prisms that
reflect and refract each other’s idiosyncrasies, and construct their individual
identities in a communal reference system.
There is also the recurrent image of “a fin” that appears only in Bernard’s
interior monologues. According to Quentin Bell, The Waves originates from this
seminal image that Woolf came across when she had nearly finished To the
Lighthouse. She saw “a fin passing far out” in her solitude and pondered that “life is,
soberly & accurately, the oddest affair; has in it the essence of reality” (D3 113). In
the novel, this image is associated with the biographer Bernard, who is enchanted
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with words, and has strived to tell a satisfying story throughout his life. It first
appears in his middle age when he has a sense of the futility of words in the vast
passage of time. “Leaning over this parapet I see far out a waste of water. A fin turns.
This bare visual impression is unattached to any line of reason” (TW 107). The fin
recurs three times in Bernard’s closing soliloquy, where he tries to summarize the six
characters’ lives through words. The fin functions as a symbol that represents his
visions or the moments of life where he is caught up in his past experiences. Woolf
articulates the futility of words in conveying an authentic experience of life,
comparing it to capturing the essence of a fin that flashes on the water. However,
through borrowing the devices of poetry, with sensory images and abstract
symbolism, Woolf represents the “fin” that she has caught “in the moment of being”
as it appeared in real life.

2. Narrative Momentum as Plot
Woolf did not share the 19th century taste for causal or chronological plots in
her novels. In her mid-career works, she experimented radically with her plots by
compressing the temporal spheres and expanding the spatial ones, as exemplified by
Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse. In conceiving The Waves, she complains “this
appalling narrative business of the realist: getting on from lunch to dinner: it is false,
unreal” and cites the good example of poetry: “the poets succeeding by simplifying”
(D3 209-10). Indeed, she abandons conventional plotting completely, and develops
the narrative of The Waves through its symbolic interludes, invoking the rhythms of
the waves, and the mental interactions of the characters.
In order to achieve an organic entity, Woolf uses a structure of emblematic
interludes instead of divisions of chapters. The nine interludes are narrated by an
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omniscient narrator, who describes the scenery of the sea, the garden and the house
in a detached tone. The narrator recounts the cosmic views in a day from dawn to
night, crossing the seasons from spring to winter. It seems that the narrator pans the
cosmos, from heaven to earth, recording the positions of the sun, the changes in the
“mood” of the sea, the dynamic movement of the waves, the singing of the birds in
the gardens and the light and shadow patterns on the furniture. Although being
omniscient, the narrator’s perspective is always restricted outside the house and the
impressionist view of the furniture is shown via a cinematic “long shot”. These nine
interludes are all portrayed in the past tense, and printed in italics, in contrast with
the present tense of the interior monologues of the six characters. The comparison
between the two sets of tenses conveys Woolf’s philosophical implication that The
Waves narrates the general existence of human beings from the origins of the
universe up to the modern-day civilization. Just as she notes in her diary during the
creation of The Waves “Now is life very solid, or very shifting? I am haunted by the
two contradictions. This has gone on for ever: will last forever; goes down to the
bottom of the world—this moment I stand on. Also it is transitory, flying,
diaphanous. I shall pass like cloud on the waves” (D3 218). The authenticity of the
moment, the transience of the individual’s life and the eternity of the universe
construct an everlasting contradiction for human beings. Hence, the cosmic
interludes function as settings for the six characters’ inner lives, reflecting the
ephemerality of individual life. They also constitute a sharp contrast that highlights
the significance of the moments in man’s everyday life composed of sensations,
feelings, thoughts and memories.
In the first interlude, the narrator provides a scenic description: “The sun has
not yet risen. The sea was indistinguishable from the sky, […] Gradually as the sky
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whitened a dark line lay on the horizon dividing the sea from the sky (TW 3). This is
a blurred view of the dawn, symbolizing the birth of lives. In the main body, the six
characters soliloquize alternately, using simple sentences. The interlude of the dawn
view implies the childhood of the characters. Accordingly, the sensory reports,
including sight, sound, touch and feelings account for most of their interior
monologues in the main body. This is also the first narrative fusion in which the six
characters play in the garden and have classes together. After the first section, their
lives are parted, the boys going to public schools whereas the girls are educated in
some domestic schools.
In the fourth interlude, “the sun, risen, […] bared its face and looked straight
over the waves. They fell with a regular thud. They fell with the concussion of horses’
hooves on the turf […] Each [bird] sang stridently, with passion, with vehemence, as
if to let the song burst out of it, no matter if it shattered the song of another bird with
harsh discord.” (TW 60). The risen sun and the scenery of early summer indicates the
prime of the six characters. The impulse of the waves and the singings of birds are
full of vitality in accordance with the characters’ youthful force. In the main body,
their interior monologues are like the ardent and strident singings of the birds,
articulating their expanding selves in exploring the world. They establish their own
identities in the process of inspecting others’ weakness or faults. In this section,
Woolf arranges the second narrative convergence, their first dinner gathering, a
farewell party for Percival, who is departing for India.
In the eighth interlude, the narrator describes a harvest scene in autumn at dusk,
which embodies the older age in the characters’ lives. In this segment Woolf again
adopts the restaurant as the focal device to construct the third narrative fusion.
Whereas previously each of them was full of ambitions and vitality during their last
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dinner party, they now realize the limitations of their personality and become more
conscious of the flight of time. They have built relatively stable identities in their
lives, but personal restrictions prompt them to accept their respective social and
communal identities, just like the “six-sided flower” standing in the vase on the table.
Woolf employs the interludes both as the setting and the narrative structure for
the novel, thus replacing the conventional chapter-based plot design of the fiction
genre. Besides, she devises several narrative fusions to enable her characters’ lives to
converge, where the six voices join and interact like a chorus. The most ingenious
narrative conjunction is Bernard’s final soliloquy, where the consciousness and
experiences of the other five characters converge in his meditative reflections.
Because of his fascination with words and his longing to tell a true story, Bernard has
been the implied narrator and appears as the overt one in the last section. He shares
the six characters’ communal identities, “I was the inheritor; I, the continuer; I the
person miraculously appointed to carry it on” (TW 143). Thus their individual lives
are integrated into the community, like the waves merging into the sea. Woolf
utilizes the dinner party as a focal point for bringing the six together with the implied
narrator’s soliloquy as the coda, making the fragmentary representations of their
minds into an organic whole.
In addition, Woolf also uses a communal image that threads their monologues
together and furnishes their internal lives with analogous cadences. Just as she noted
in her diary, “the unreal world must be round all this—the phantom waves” (D3
236). The waves as a communal image appears frequently in the six characters’
monologues, resonating with the scenic descriptions in the interludes. Woolf
describes a sweeping beach scene from sunrise to sunset where the dynamics and the
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capricious colors of waves in the sunlight are vividly recorded. In the main body, the
six characters’ soliloquies echo the cosmic setting dominated by the image of waves.
Bernard: “I hear nothing. That is only the murmur of the waves in the air”.
(TW 9)
“The shock of the falling wave which has sounded all my life” (TW
164)
Rhoda: “And I will now rock the brown basin from side to side so that my
ships may ride the waves […] The waves rise; their crests curl”. (TW 9)
Louis: “But I hear always the sullen thud of the waves; and the chained beast
tamps on the beach” (TW 31).
Neville: “The huge uproar is in my ears. It sounds and resounds under the
glass roof like the surge of a sea”. (TW 39)
Susan: “At night I sit in the armchair and stretch my arm for my sewing; […]
feel the waves of my life tossed, broken, round me who am rooted; (TW 108)
Jinny: “Lifts rise and fall; trains stop, trains start as regularly as the waves of
the sea.” (TW 110)
In the above quotations, the “waves” motif is repeated in all the six characters’
monologues, both as visual, auditory, tactile, kinesthetic or organic images and as
metaphors. They convey the characters’ subtle sensations towards outer stimuli or
their private feelings or thoughts about the complexity of life. Through the recurrent,
shared imagery of the waves, all six characters share some communion in
spirituality. Their seemingly independent monologues are associated with each other
through a metaphysical dialogue. Echoing the physical waves in the interludes, the
waves compose a major leitmotif of the work that signifies the pulses of the universe
as well as of the human lives. Besides, it also builds an intrinsic rhythm for the
novel’s narrative, endowing the prose work with poetic cadences.

3. “The Arrows of Sensation” and the Artistic Mood
In “The Narrow Bridge of Art”, Woolf laments that so much has “escaped the
novelist—the power of music, the stimulus of sight, the effect on us of the shape of
trees or the play of color, the emotions bred in us by crowds, […] Every moment is
the center and meeting place of an extraordinary number of perceptions which have
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not yet been expressed” (E2 229). Her insights in the essay are instilled in the
creation of The Waves and in her representations of the subtle sensations and feelings
of the characters. In narrating the characters’ monologues, she specifically employs
verbs in the present tense to show the immediacy of human sensory impressions,
perceptions and emotions. Besides, the use of present tense also implies a
universality suggesting that the life experiences of the six characters represent the
human condition generally in the modern society.
There are many references to “the arrows of sensation pierce or shoot me” in
different characters’ interior monologues throughout the novel, highlighting the
importance of human beings’ ephemeral sensations and transient feelings. In the
novel Woolf realizes her goal to “saturate every atom” through accurate and animate
descriptions of the characters’ feelings at the particular moment. The “arrows of
sensation” that pierce the individual characters epitomize modern people’s
complicated responses to nature, to British institutional education, colonialism, the
industrialized and urbanized metropolis and to the inevitable cycle of life and death.
These meticulous and metaphorical descriptions of the sensations and feelings are
conveyed kinesthetically, emphasizing the artistic mood of The Waves as a poetic
fiction of intense flow and flux, signifying life’s momentum.
Water pours down the runnel of my spine. Bright arrows of sensation
shoot on either side. I am covered with warm flesh. My dry crannies are
wetted; my cold body is warmed; it is sluiced and gleaming. Water descends
and sheets me like an eel. Now hot towels envelop me and their roughness, as
I rub my back, makes my blood purr. Rich and heavy sensations form on the
roof of my mind; down showers the day—the woods; and Elvedon; Susan
and the pigeon (TW 13).
This quotation narrates Bernard’s tactile senses vividly invoking the reader’s parallel
sensations. The flow of warm water and the roughness of the towel affect Bernard’s
skin, which becomes a special moment in his childhood memory. The simile “like an
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eel” and the metaphor “bright arrows of sensation” impart to the reader the delicacy
of the human sensorium and the sensual experience arouses Bernard’s deeper
consciousness, acting as a motif to remind him of his sweet memories of the day.
This trivial but crucial moment of his life recurs, and appears again in his final
soliloquy, providing a foundation for his life.
Woolf also records man’s feelings towards industrialized and urbanized London
by employing her habitual device of physical transportation. In Section Seven, Jinny
is standing at Piccadilly Tube station that is at the intersection of several
underground lines.
I am in the heart of life. But look—there is my body in that looking-glass.
How solitary, how shrunk, how aged! I am no longer young. I am no longer
part of the procession. Millions descend those stairs in a terrible descent.
Great wheels churn inexorably urging them downwards. Millions have died.
Percival died. (TW 109)
The central joints of the underground arouse Jinny’s feeling of being at the heart of
life. She seems to feel the pulse of the city through the throngs of passengers. Her
reactions toward modern inventions and the underground itself is ghost-like. Jinny
feels the approaching of aging and death through her solitary and shrunk image in the
mirror. Woolf employs the metaphor “great wheels churn” to express modern man’s
impotence in the face of the industrialization and the state machinery. In the
following passage, Jinny compares the descent of people to “the army of the dead”.
The churning wheels and the death images conveyed through Jinny’s senses evoke
ghostlike images of World War I, where millions of people were killed by advanced
weaponry. Jinny feels that she is like “a little animal” trembling, full of fear, which
connotes modern people’s helplessness confronting the powerful forces of the state
and industrialization (TW 109). However, Jinny defies the repressive forces of the
modern urban environment and aging through the act of making up her appearance
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delicately. Although her resistance seems futile, it bears the existential connotations
as the individual’s revolt. Woolf captures the oppressed atmosphere of modern
people in the urban context through Jinny’s fragmentary sensations and impressions
at the tube station. When finishing The Waves, Woolf observed, “I have netted that
fin in the waste of waters” (D4 10). We can interpret “the fin in the waste of waters”
as Woolf’s sense of achievement in creating her “vision” of life’s ebb and flow,
which Woolf captures in her late works particularly The Waves and The Years. The
approaches that she employs to present the “truth” of life is through capturing and
transmitting “the arrows of sensations” to the reader.
In The Waves, Woolf transcends the boundary separating fiction and poetry,
and transports the reader into a hybrid narrative world. She moulds the personalities
of the six characters by creating their leitmotifs in vivid imagery, even if she
represents them as metaphysical abstractions. The impersonal narrative interludes not
only provide the settings for the novel, but also advance the movement of the
narrative, while the poetic rhythms and devices promote the novel’s ethos of lyrical
introspection. The most distinctive feature of The Waves lies in its representation of
man’s transient sensations, subtle feelings and abstract thoughts, which typify the
practice of poetry. The novel presents her most abstract and mobile evocation of the
fleeting moments that constitute our inner lives. Woolf grasps “the arrows of
sensations” and conveys fragmentary experiences of life itself.

III. Synthesis of Play and Fiction in Between the Acts
Facing the turbulent situation caused by Fascist aggression in Europe in the late
1930s, Woolf turned her attention from capturing the internal activities of characters
to representation of the external world in her last two novels, The Years and Between
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the Acts. She especially explores the relationship between the social fabric and
national history of Britain and displays how the social and historical milieu impacts
on the individual’s interior world on the eve of the World War II. Julia Briggs argues
that the two novels “use antithetical methods of approaching their material”: the
former “written in the form of a family chronicle, strung out over fifty years, while
the latter […], revising and compressing the family chronicle and centuries of
English history miraculously and effortlessly into the events of a single day” (85).
Between the Acts manifests hybrid characteristics of play and fiction by inserting the
device of an historical pageant into the author’s story of the Oliver family life. In this
work, readers are transported into the dual spaces constructed by a pageant of
English literary history intertwined with the narrative of the Oliver family. Woolf
frequently hails Elizabethan drama in her essays for its full expression of “contrast
and collision” within the character’s mind or in interpersonal relationships, while
maintaining an organic wholeness among the various forces (E2 219). Nevertheless,
she knows that the Elizabethan drama does not fit the modern era, because it cannot
represent the “conglomeration of incongruous things—the modern mind”. Thus, she
advocates a new form for the future book (she doesn’t figure out a proper name for
it): it “will be written in prose, but in prose which has many of the characteristics of
poetry. […] It will be dramatic, and yet not a play. It will be read, not acted” (E2
224). Woolf deems that the prose play of the modern era is “too rigid, too limited,
too emphatic” and cannot “compress into dialogue all the comment, all the analysis,
all the richness that [the playwright] he wants to give” while fiction is too loose and
free to bring the characters in dramatic contrasts (E2 228). Accordingly, she
maintains that the writer of the future book should “bring to bear upon his
tumultuous and contradictory emotions the generalizing and simplifying power of a
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strict and logical imagination” (E2 228). That is, the new genre should combine the
inclusive capacities of fiction as well as the generalizing power of drama in
mastering turbulent and conflicting emotions.
In Between the Acts, Woolf not only embeds a historical pageant into the novel,
but also adopts the profuse characteristic of dramatic dialogue in the narration.
Additionally, she incorporates various sounds, music, the voices of nature, the noises
of machines into the pageant and the intervals. Especially the zoom of aeroplanes
that interrupts Mr. Streatfield’s preach, discloses the underlying causes of the
characters’ emotional conflicts and the fragmentation permeating the novel.
Responding to David Lodge’s view about the characteristics of the novels in the
1930s, Marina MacKay admits that modernist fiction “renounced modernism’s
signature lyric expressiveness in favor of a more exteriorizing, speech-oriented mode”
and asserts that Between the Acts demonstrates a distinct polyphonic feature by
capturing the various voices of both “private and mass communications” (157, 151).
Many critics have been concerned with Woolf’s dramatic elements or devices in this
work. Christopher Ames views it as a carnivalesque comedy and shows how Woolf
uses parody and laughter to represent the festive consciousness. Melba Cuddy-Keane
argues that Woolf inserts the fragmentary voices into a communal chorus, and
subverts the forms of patriarchal politics by incorporating comic modes from strong
satire to amiable and liminal comedy. However, examining the work’s integrated
features of both novel and play, David McWhirter categorizes it as a tragicomedy by
analyzing the conflicting emotions of the characters with the carnivalesque
inclusiveness of the novel. Since Woolf is expert at infusing various techniques and
genres into her work, it is difficult to define whether Between the Acts is a comedy or
a tragedy, or neither. My focus is on how Woolf transports both her characters and
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readers through the alternate spaces of history by merging the genres of fiction and
drama, as well as on what she conveys to the reader through synthesizing the features
of two genres in this work.

1. The Embeddedness of the Dual Plots
In the act of the Queen Elizabeth period in the pageant, Woolf inserts an
Elizabethan melodrama “Play out the Play” that the actors perform in the presence of
the queen. Watching this scene, Isabella thinks aloud, “Did the plot matter?” and
answers the question herself “The plot was only there to beget emotion […] There
was no need to puzzle out the plot” (BA 349). Although Woolf approves of the
importance of emotion by playing down the intricate plots of the Elizabethan dramas,
she needs a form or structure to master the fragmentary and conflicting emotions into
a whole. The historical pageant is such a suitable aesthetic form that can connect all
the discordant and contradictory emotions together. That Woolf adopts the historical
pageant as a vehicle for her last novel was also influenced by the “pageant fever” of
her time (Readman 170). “A historical pageant involved the dramatic re-creation of
successive scenes from the history of a town, city, village or institution, and was a
particularly popular form of engagement with history in the years before the First
World War (1914-18), and again during the interwar years” (Bartie 19). Sei Kosugi
indicates that the popularization of historical pageant in the latter half of the 1930s
was indebted to “people’s desire to share and reinvent their history” “with the rise of
nationalistic sentiment” (91).
In conceiving the novel, Woolf wrote in her diary of 26 April, 1938, “but ‘I’
rejected: ‘We’ […] ‘We composed of many different things… we all life, all art, all
waifs & strays—a rambling capricious but somehow unified whole” (D5 135). In the
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chaotic socio-political situations of the late 1930s, her attention turns from exploring
the individual’s internal consciousness to delving into the collective consciousness of
the community and the cultural identities of the English as a nation. The historical
pageant just provides her a proper form as well as a culture carrier to explore the
collective and individual consciousness of members of a community in the shadow
of the approaching war. Claudia Olk comments, “the novel follows a parallel
structure in which narrative and play represent the connection between the present of
the frame narrative and the past of scenes from history enacted on stage” (117). It
would be more accurate, however, to see the dual plots of the Olivers’ narrative and
the historical pageant not so much as parallel, but as embedded in one other. Woolf
appropriates “the three unities” conventionally employed in certain types of classical
drama into the fictional narrative of the Oliver family life. The novel follows the
unities of place and time by being set on the Olivers’ country manor in the heart of
England and covering a twenty-four hour stretch of time from one evening to the
next one. However, instead of adhering to the classical “unity of action”, the novel
features two plots that are interwoven.
The novel starts with the Olivers’ leisurely chat with their neighboring farmers
on their rural estate on a summer’s night and ends on the following night when the
family members are preparing for going to bed after a long day. The narrative centers
on the pageant to be performed by the villagers recording the progression of English
history, as represented by several feminine monarchs. In the beginning of the novel,
the extradiegetic narrator highlights the detail that the Olivers’ manor house is built
in a low-lying location, “But this whitish house with the grey roof, and the wing
thrown out at right angles, lying unfortunately low on the meadow with a fringe of
trees on the bank above it so that smoke curled up to the nests of the rooks, was a
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desirable house to live in” (BA 308). Then the narrator mentions the location of the
house again: “It was a pity that the man who had built Pointz Hall had pitched the
house in a hollow, when beyond the flower garden and the vegetables there was this
stretch of high ground [the terrace]. Nature had provided a site for a house, man had
built his house in a hollow” (BA 310). Besides the narrator’s somewhat critical
description, the house’s low-lying location is also interrogated by the character, Mrs.
Swinthin, “Why, Bart, did they build the house in the hollow, facing north? (BA
309). By stressing the terrain of the house, Woolf inserts a clue to the embedded
plots for the novel. The low-lying house and the high terrace resemble the
amphitheater Greek drama where the stage is situated in a flat space in the open air
with the seats of the audience located on the high ground or hillside in a semi-circle.
Woolf also emphasizes the long history of the village and the manor from the
beginning, “From an aeroplane, he [Mr. Oliver] said, you could still see, plainly
marked, the scars made by the Britons; by the Romans; by the Elizabethan manor”
(BA 307). Compared with the old families in the neighborhoods, the Olivers had
inhabited the house “only something over a hundred and twenty years” (BA 307).
The special location of the house and the ancient history of the neighboring villages
suggest that the house and grounds function as a stage set and the lives of people in
the house are the actors on a grand scale as common in Greek drama.
The last act of the pageant reinforces this metaphor. In the act of the Present,
Miss La Trobe creatively arranges ten minutes’ emptiness on the terrace without any
performance by the actors. The audience’s locations in front of the low-lying house
are turned into the authentic stage directly. All the actors come out the bushes,
holding mirrors or cheval glass, and other reflective props. Then the audience’s
images, dialogues, and actions are instantly turned into lively performances. The
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roles of the spectators and the actors are thus inverted. Through Miss La Trobe’s
experimental crafts, Woolf associates the historical pageant with the life of the
Olivers and the local villagers, implying that the everyday life of the villagers is the
authentic performance in history. Not only do the spectators seated in the low-lying
place in front of the house become actors, the metaphor of the house as the actual
stage is also projected. Especially in the last episode of the novel, Woolf inserts
several clues in the daily life of the Olivers, suggesting that the authentic life of the
house is the representation of the next play. The narrator switches the scene of Miss
La Trobe’s drafting her next play in the pub to the scene of the Olivers’ manor house
directly:
“There was the high ground at mid-night; there the rock; and two scarcely
perceptible figures. Suddenly the tree was pelted with starlings. She set down
her glass. She heard the first words.
Down in the hollow, at Pointz hall, beneath the trees, the table was cleared
in the dining room. […] (BA 406)
In this extract, the high ground above operating as the stage refers to the Oliver
mansion. The tree being pelted with starlings correlates with “the trees” outside the
house. Miss La Trobe’s conception of the next play alludes to the ordinary daily life
in the manor. Woolf also implants other hints of associating the narrative of the real
life with the play. From the focalization of Isa, Mrs. Swithin who sits in her trance of
prehistorical England is like “a tragic figure from another play” (BA 407). Provoked
by her strong emotions of love and hate for his husband, Isa also muses “it was time
someone invented a new plot”. (BA 408). The novel ends with an emblematic scene:
Before they slept, they must fight; after they had fought, they would embrace.
From that embrace another life might be born. […]
Then the curtain rose. They spoke. (BA 409)
This quotation reverberates with Miss La Trobe’s draft of her next play, where the
“two scarcely perceptible figures” correspond with the narratorial description of Isa
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and Giles’ private life before going to bed. Especially, the last sentence announces
the commencement of another play. “They spoke” corresponds to “the first words”
that Miss La Trobe heard. The boundaries of the pageant and the narrative of the
Olivers’ life dissolve into one another and the reader is metaphorically transported
back and forth between history and reality.
In addition to the embedding structures, Woolf also inserts the stage directions
of the pageant into the narrative of the spectators. The pageant consists of four
typical acts taken from four periods of British history: ancient England as a prologue,
an Elizabethan melodrama, a comedy of manners of the Age of Reason, a
sentimental comedy of the Queen Victoria era and an experimental play of the
narrative present. Printed in italics, the pageant section registers the lines of the
actors, the lyric poetry, the songs and a few stage directions in parentheses.
However, most of the stage directions are reported by the spectators’ chattering or
musings. The reader learns of the expositions and other detailed information of the
pageant from the characters who describe the costumes, the make-up of the actors,
the stage sets and the props, and even reveal the identity of the actors, interpreting
their actions and roles, or commenting on their performances. Without the audience’s
interactions, the pageant is incomplete. Woolf highlights the role of the audience in
this novel as well as the readers in appreciating literary works. Since play is a timecompact art form and Miss La Trobe demonstrates the progression of English
history, she has to skip many dynasties and omit several minor-plots of different
plays. The audience’s comments and the programme fulfill the function of
complementing the temporal skips and the omission of the plots. Woolf incorporates
the programme of events into the narrative part through Mrs. Elmhurst’s reading out
to her deaf husband. “‘Where there’s a Will there’s a Way. That’s the name of the
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play. And the characters …’” (BA 366). “‘The producer,’ Mrs. Elmhurst reads out for
her husband’s benefit, ‘craves the indulgence of the audience. Owing to lack of time
a scene had been omitted; and she begs the audience to imagine that in the interval
Sir Spaniel Lilyliver has contracted an engagement with Flavinda. […]” (BA 373).
The reader learns about the synopsis that Miss La Trobe omits in the pageant from
overhearing Mrs. Elmhirst’s accounts. Therefore, the audience’s reports of the
pageant transmit the feeling of immediacy to the reader, who can simply co-interpret
the play together with the audience.
Not only is the pageant embedded in the narrative, the audience’s speeches and
actions during the intervals of the pageant construct another lively play in its own
right. Woolf situates the narrative of the country manor “on a June day in 1939”,
which was an unsettling time for the ordinary people who were speculating about the
impending war (the British Government declared war against Germany on 3
September, 1939). The characters’ diversified living episodes on a single day around
the pageant constitute the plot of the wider historical play. The dual plots of Between
the Acts are not like the juxtaposed ones of Mrs. Dalloway: Clarissa’s party parallels
but runs independently of Septiums’s suicide, but the Olivers’ life and the pageant
are embedded into each other. Just as the title suggests, the daily life at the country
manor over a single day at a crucial moment in time constructs another historical
play between two world wars. Woolf integrates the incongruous conflicts and
feelings of various characters into her novel-play by adopting the polyphonic form of
drama. Through interpreting the embedding structure of the fiction, the reader is
plunged into the double textual spaces of the pageant and the contemporary
narrative.
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2. Characters and Emotions
In Between the Acts Woolf not only adopts the play as the plot, but also uses
lavish dialogue (that is the essential element of the stage play for portraying the
characters. Nevertheless, she complains that “a prose play is too rigid, too limited”
because it relies too much on dialogues to express the richness of human thoughts
and emotions (E2 228). For this defect, she thinks prose fiction exactly provides the
appropriate solution because “with all the suppleness of a tool which is in constant
use, it can follow the windings and record the changes which are typical of the
modern mind” (E2 226). Accordingly, in this book, Woolf also adopts the many
techniques of prose fiction such as the descriptions or the reports of characters’
consciousness to portray their subtle emotions and intricate internal conflicts. By
incorporating the strengths of prose fiction, she also represents Isa Oliver’s unsettled
and repressed feelings and illusions, Mrs. Swithin’s trance of prehistorical England
of swamps and mammoths and Mr. Oliver’s dream of his glorious past in India.
Additionally, Miss La Trobe’s interior conflicts as a director, and the internal
consciousness of the two surprise visitors, Mrs. Manresa and William Dodge, are
also demonstrated vividly and in detail. However, here the characters’ feelings,
dreams or memories are not recorded in chunks like the long streams of
consciousness of Mrs. Dalloway or Mrs. Ramsay, but registered in short bursts or
fragments, which exactly correspond to the theme that Woolf conveys in this novel.
The protagonists’ episodic inner conflicts and the villagers’ fragmented dialogues
and memories during the pageant intervals are indicative of the unstable
psychological states of the ordinary people on the eve of the Second World War.
Isa is trapped in her domestic role in the patriarchal house ruled by the old Mr.
Oliver and her husband Giles Oliver. She is very occupied with her children and
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domestic chores, and tortured by the tedium and repetition of life. Lost in her
fantasies of the farmer in grey, Mr. Haines, only after several brief meetings, she
daydreams “The words made two rings, perfect rings, that floated them, herself and
Haines, like two swans downstream. But his snow-white breast was circled with a
tangle of dirty duckweed; and she too, in her webbed feet was entangled, by her
husband, the stockbroker” (BA 308). Woolf depicts Isa’s imagination and desire for
the farmer through her vivid imagery of the two floating swans, and her disgust for
her husband is registered through the metaphor “a tangle of duckweed”. Her desire
for Haines and her hate for her husband, suggest her dissatisfaction with her
constricted life as a wife and a mother. Isa’s internal world is split between her social
role as a housewife in the old manor house and her artistic obsession with poetry.
She writes poems secretly, hides them “in the book bound like an account book in
case Giles suspected” and frequently murmurs the lines of Shakespeare or Keats or
other lyrics spontaneously, which conveys her persona as a repressed poetess (BA
313). During the interval, Isa walks through the villagers in the barn like a dreamer,
humming some rhymed sentences or songs. The scattered gossip of the villagers
interrupts her murmuring occasionally, or inspires some new images in her mind.
The assorted voices of the villagers are like the tides of the sea, on which her
soliloquies float. “Alone, under a tree, the withered tree that keeps all day murmuring
of the sea and hears the Rider gallop…” (BA 356). Isa compares herself to “a
withered tree” and “the farmer in grey” as the “Rider”. The image of water and death
is reiterated in her consciousness, “She could not see the man in grey, […] ‘That the
waters should cover me,’” or “the dead leaf fall, when the leaves fall, on the water”
(BA 355, 356). The images recurring in Isa’s mind also echoes the legend of the
drowned lady in the lily pond in front of the house. Not only lost in the rhymes and
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tunes, she is also haunted by imagery of the news that she read in The Times: a guard
at Whitehall raped a girl in the barrack room by deluding her to see “a horse with a
green tail” (BA 315). The piece of news reappears, “the withered tree that sighs when
the Rider gallops; the brawl in the barrack room when they stripped her naked” (BA
380). The reiteration of the images, “the withered tree” and the “Rider”, are
associated in her mind with the rape news, highlighting Isa’s sense of violation being
confined in the patriarchal family and society.
Isa’s feelings for her husband are complicated, changing from disgust to a
tussle between love and hate with the physical appearance of him in the house. The
triangular relationship between Isa, Giles and the visitor Mrs. Manresa, a sensual
woman, provokes Isa’s jealousy and hate. “And the air round her [Mrs. Manresa]
became threaded with sensation. Bartholomew felt it; Giles felt it. Had he been a
horse, the thin brown skin would have twitched, as if a fly had settled. Isabella
twitched too. Jealousy, anger pierced her skin” (BA 332) During the intervals, Isa has
been tortured by her strong emotions: her desire for the man in grey and her
entangled feelings for Giles. In her thoughts, “Love. Hate. Peace. Three emotions
made the ply of human life” (BA 350). Woolf discloses women’s predicament by
representing Isa’s emotional pain under the patriarchal system.
However, men’s internal worlds are also conflicted and fragmented in the
turbulent situations. Giles Oliver is confined by his profession as a stockbroker, and
his flux of consciousness indicates that the commercialization of his life has deprived
him of his freedom, and dehumanized his identity. “Given his choice, he would have
chosen to farm. But he was not given his choice” (BA 328). He is also agitated by the
socio-political situations on the Continent, but feels powerless as an individual. The
emotion that dominates him throughout the day is anger. He is irritated by the latest
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news from the Continent that he read in the train “sixteen men had been shot, others
imprisoned, just over there, across the gulf” (BA 328). Giles is the one who senses
the war directly and intensely in the novel. His anger both against the war and
himself is projected onto everyone and everything around him, especially William
Dodge the homosexual, who becomes a scapegoat for Giles’s own impotence
confronting the war. His indignation is well represented by his boyish acts of stonekicking and stamping on the snake choked with a toad. He kicks the stones and
imagines the targets for his anger, “The first kick was Manresa (lust). The second,
Dodge (perversion). The third himself “coward”. And the fourth and the fifth and all
the others were the same” (BA 353). His action of stamping on the snake relieves
himself of his cowardice and incapability. Many critics regard that the imagery of
“the snake choked with a toad in its mouth” symbolizes the greedy German Nazis
who want to devour the whole of Europe. Giles acts like a god solving the problem
emblematically. His interior collisions are also embodied by his encounter with Mrs.
Manresa. He is tempted by Mrs. Manresa’s sensuous allure, and surrenders to his
sexual desires finally. Although he has intense righteous anger against the war, but is
an impotent onlooker, Giles indulges in the frivolous sexual relationship with Mrs.
Manresa, just as Isa is addicted to her romantic fantasies of the farmer. The couple
never talk to each other in the novel, however, and their mutual criticism and attacks
against each other are all conveyed through their intersubjective consciousness. Isa
detects Giles’ conspiracy with Manresa and Giles also doubts who is the man that Isa
really admires, “some man he knew. Some man, he was sure, in the barn” (BA 359).
In addition to the conflicted triangular relationship, there are also perpetual
tensions between the emotional Lucy and her rational brother Bart Oliver, who
always ridicules her about her religion and fantasies about prehistory. Bart is the
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representative of the patriarchal system and British colonialism. He has retired from
the Indian Civil Service and frequently indulges himself in his past reveries: “But the
master was not dead; only dreaming; drowsily, seeing as in a glass, its luster spotted,
himself, a young man helmeted; and a cascade falling […] in the shadow of the rock,
savages; and in his hand a gun” (BA 314). Bart Oliver’s dreams reveal his glorious
past, which is also the brilliant history of British imperialism. He manifests his
tyranny in the house by mocking Lucy’s faith in God as superstition and scaring the
child, George, with the disguise of newspaper. Lucy Swithin is immersed in her
illusions about prehistorical England ignited by her reading of the book “An Outline
of History”. Like Isa who cannot tell the difference between reality and fantasies,
Lucy cannot tell reality from history. Resorting to the techniques of prose fiction,
Woolf demonstrates the incongruous and contradictory and conflicted minds of her
major characters. These fragmented feelings or emotions are organized in the
embedded dual plotting manifesting the anxious feelings of ordinary British people.

3. Voices, Sounds, Music and Heteroglossia
In 1934 Mikhail Bakhtin proposed the term “heteroglossia”, referring to the
coexistence of diversified types of speech in the novel’s discourse strategies. He
argues that novel language can be stratified into various voices “social dialects,
group manners, professional jargons, generic languages, languages of authorities,
languages of circles and passing fashions, languages of socio-political days, even
hours, every day has its slogan, its vocabulary, its accent” and the variety of speeches
and voices are the typical feature of novel as a genre (262-263). Between the Acts is a
novel that is permeated with sounds: human voices, the sounds of nature, musical
sounds, and the noises of machines. Amy Kahrmann Huseby notes that Woolf
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employs “alliterative meter” to create the euphony in this novel (192). Marina
Mackay argues that “Woolf addresses the private and mass communications”
through the various noises of human, animal and mechanical (151). Woolf integrates
the dialogue and music of drama with the descriptions of sounds in the novel,
endowing the novel with the hallmarks of heteroglossia. Through these hybrid
voices, she demonstrates the chaotic psychological world of people in a community
and the tumultuous external one as well. In addition, she also articulates her
historical views that obscure and ordinary people play a role in the progression of
history, and that nature is a significant factor likewise.
Woolf presents the dialogues and voices of the audience during the pageant
and the several intervals. The dialogues and the utterances of people display a
characteristic of incompleteness and fragments, which is in a continuous line with
the cracked mirrors that reflect the present situations of the audience. “D’you believe
dogs can’t have puppies? … And Queen Mary and the Duke of Windsor on the south
coast? …D’ you believe what’s in the papers? I ask the butcher or the grocer…That’s
Mr. Streatfield, carrying a hurdle…” (BA 364). Woolf displays different sides of the
society of the late 1930s through the trivial everyday chat of the common people, but
these chaotic everyday dialogues are unified by the musical sounds emitted by the
gramophone. Miss La Trobe uses the same nursery tune “The king is in his counting
house” to attract the audience’s attentions on each new act and the same monotonous
tune “Dispersed are we” to announce the interval. The chorus of the villagers
“Digging and delving for […], for the earth is always the same, summer and winter
and spring” runs throughout the pageant (BA 366). David Shackleton argues that
Woolf holds a conservative historical concept by situating the monarch “at the top of
the class structure” and the agricultural laborers at the bottom through changeless
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seasons and nature (124). The repeated choruses of the villagers across the reigns of
three monarchs are like the collective audience of villagers, playing their crucial
parts in the course of history. The sounds of nature, such as the timely bellow of the
cows, “filled the emptiness of the stage and continued the emotion” (BA 373). The
unexpected sounds of animals are laced through the continuity of the pageant while
implying the role of nature in the history of human beings.
Woolf also inserts many discordant sounds, especially the noises of machinery
such as the sounds of the gramophone, microphone, aeroplanes, which interrupt the
continuity of the pageant. The noises of the gramophone resonate throughout the
play from the sound of “chuff, chuff, chuff” in the beginning of the play to that of
“tick, tick, tick” in the interval. The sounds of the machine not only distract the
audience from their appreciation, but also add to the uneasiness of the audience.
Woolf especially endows the image and zoom of aeroplanes with significance in this
novel. Germany started the Blitz against Britain officially on 7 September 1940, and
many industrial cities, especially London became the major bombing targets. From
16 August 1940 to the end of the same year, Woolf’s diaries were suffused with the
descriptions of the bombings and their sufferings and damages: “Planes very close:
explosions. Nessa says today there was a great blaze at Ripe…” (31 August); “An air
raid in progress. Planes zooming. […] More planes over the house, going I suppose
to London, which is raided every night.” (7 September); “So to Tavistock Sq. With a
sigh of relief saw a heap of ruins. Three houses, I shd. say gone.” (20 October) The
intensive bombings greatly damaged Woolfs’ properties and changed their life. They
moved to their cottage in the village of Rodmell in the east Sussex permanently after
their last apartment at Tavistock Square was destroyed in October 1940. Woolf’s
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increasing anxiety about the war are represented through the ominous images and
zoom of aeroplanes in Between the Acts.
Throughout the novel, Giles’ is controlled by his repressive anger, which is
stimulated by the news that he read in the train, “sixteen men had been shot, others
prisoned, just over there, across the gulf, in the flat land which divided them from the
continent” (BA 328). The quote foreshows the zoom of the aeroplanes at the end of
the novel, implying that the English Channel is no longer the defensible barriers that
protected Britain as an island nation with the emergence of the modern weapons of
aeroplanes. This unanimous apprehension of English people is also reflected in the
fragmentary chats of the audience “And what’s the Channel, come to thinks of it, if
they mean to invade us? The aerplanes, I didn’t like to say it, made one think…” (BA
400). Thus the only physical appearance of the aeroplane in the novel: “The word [of
Mr. Streatfield] was cut in two. A zoom severed it. Twelve aeroplanes in perfect
formation like the flight of wild duck came overhead” implies that the war had
crossed the boundaries of the gulf and also justifies the lurking uneasiness haunting
the audience, especially the major characters. Patricia Laurence views that “the
modern, dissonant music” of “the airplanes, the guns, the loudspeaker, the newspaper,
the radio” in Woolf’s late works is “the fugue of war” (“War” 225, 239). By
combining the music of the play, the noises and the dialogues, Woolf conveys a
world of heteroglossia in Between the Acts. The monarchs, ordinary people, animals,
technologies, nature all play their roles in the present as well as in the history.
As Woolf’s posthumous work, Between the Acts is a synthetic art of play and
fiction. She adopts the double plots of the historical pageant and the lives of the
Olivers to unify the conflicted emotions of the characters. The dual plots are
embedded into each other through hints and indications, and are united by the
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punning title. She also depicts the conflicted inner world of the characters by
adopting the techniques of stream of consciousness. The hybrid voices, sounds, and
music resonating throughout the novel present a restless social space of Britain
leading up to the declaration of war against Nazism and fascism. From Orlando
through The Waves to Between the Acts, Woolf crosses the boundaries of
temporality, gender, and genre, rejecting the traditional forms of fiction. She expands
the territories of the novel by absorbing the strengths of other genres to give it
greater range. Through her restless experiments with the art of the novel, the reader
experiences narrative jumps, and is transported in hybrid textual spaces.
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Chapter Four Cultural Mobility and Dynamic Exchange between Woolf and
Chinese Modernist Writers during the 1920s-1940s

In the 19th century the steam engine was invented and brought innovations to
ships and sea travel, prompting the rapid expansion of oceanic shipping. During the
Second Industrial Revolution, the internal combustion engine propelled by gasoline
and diesel was applied to steamships, which made the oceanic shipping between the
eastern and western hemispheres much faster and safer, and also increased the cargo
capacity. It is recorded that intercontinental shipping between Britain and China took
about four to five months during the mid-nineteenth century, but only about one
month at the early twentieth century. The innovations of engines of steamships at the
beginning of the 20th century. This not only promoted the level of commercial trade
between China and Britain, although it was unbalanced due to the two Opium Wars
(1840-1842; 1856-1860) to a considerable extent but also boosted the possibilities of
cultural exchanges between the intellectuals of the two countries. It became
fashionable for intellectuals of both nations to undertake cultural visits to each
other’s country. Between the 1920s and the 1930s, a number of British intellectuals
voyaged to China for travel or teaching, including Bertrand Russell (1872-1970), I.
A. Richards (1893-1979), William Empson (1906-1984), Harold Acton (1904-1994),
Margery Fry (1874-1958), G. L. Dickinson (1862-1932) and Julian Bell (19081937). In turn, Chinese intellectuals studied in Britain or travelled there, and
interacted with the British modernists.
Among these thriving transnational cultural exchanges, the most prominent
were the two similar intellectual groups of Britain and China: the Bloomsbury Group
of which Woolf is the core member and the Crescent Moon Society. The Crescent
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Moon Society (1923-1933) was founded by Chinese poet Xu Zhimo (1897-1931)
and literary critic Chen Yuan (1896-1970) and mostly consisted of the AngloAmerican returnees 留英美派, including the writer and social critic Hu Shi (18911962), the writer and critic Liang Shiqiu (1903-1987) the writer and architect, Lin
Huiyin (1904-1955), the writer and painter Ling Shuhua (1900-1990), Chen Yuan’s
wife. Consisted of pioneering artists, writers, critics and social activists, both
intellectual groups engaged in a revolt against conventional thoughts and the
traditional aesthetics of their respective countries. Both groups advocated the idea of
“art for art’s sake”, both lead an artistic and literary reform and held similar views of
political liberalism and pacifism.
In this chapter I want to situate Woolf in the transnational space of her specific
historical background, and explore the two-way flow and transport of ideas between
her and some Chinese modernist writers, especially the Crescent Moon Society 新月
社 (1923-1933). Woolf has some personal connections with China. Her nephew
Julian Bell taught in Wuhan National University for more than one year, and had an
affair with Ling Shuhua, the Chinese writer and painter and also a member of the
Chinese Crescent Moon Society. In addition, Woolf was engaged in frequent
correspondence Ling Shuhua between 1938—1939 and mentored the latter to write
her autobiography, which was published as Ancient Melodies in 1953 by Hogarth
Press with an introduction by Vita Sackville-West.
In Woolf’s novels there are also numerous Chinese elements, some of which
play a key role in the novel, as Patricia Lawrence has shown, such as the Chinese
eyes of Elizabeth in Mrs. Dalloway and of Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse.
Accordingly, Chinese modernist writers became acquainted with her writing style
and works through the introduction and the translations of her works from the 1920s
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onward. Some members of Chinese Crescent Moon such as Xu Zhimo, Ling Huiyin,
Ling Shuhua, Xiao Qian (1910-1999) (an acquaintance of the society) attempted the
stream of consciousness technique in their novels or subtle psychological character
portrayal in their creations under the influence of Woolf, James Joyce, and Katherine
Mansfield.
There is a popular misconception that modernism was originally introduced into
China from the west and that Chinese intellectuals are the recipients of the advanced
literary knowledge of Western writers. This viewpoint has not only been promoted
by certain Western scholars, but also accepted by many Chinese intellectuals.
However, there are some scholars who have made attempts to rectify this
misconception, to investigate the interchange between China and the West (Britain,
especially) and reevaluate their respective contributions to modernism. In his
“Orientalism and Modernism: The Legacy of China in Pound and Williams”, the
Chinese critic Zhaoming Qian proposes that “modernism is a phenomenon of
internationalism/multiculturalism” (Qian 5). He mainly investigates how the imagist
movement led by Ezra Pound and other American poets are illuminated by Chinese
classical poems and Chinese ideographic characters. Shu-mei Shih also refutes the
popular notion that “modernism was always described as moving to non-Western
sites”, and argues “that modernism’s travel was viewed as “one-way” traffic further
exposes the discursive imbalance between the West and non-Western sites” (Shih 2).
At the same time she is influenced by Edward Said’s concept of orientalism, and
mainly concentrates Western imperialist patronizing of Chinese culture. Patricia
Laurence traces the close personal and cultural interactions between the Bloomsbury
Group and the Chinese Crescent Moon Society, and demonstrates the cultural
community and conversations between the two groups in the turbulent sociopolitical
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period between 1912-1949. She argues that British and Chinese intellectuals build a
cultural bridge through art so that “the dichotomies of East and West and England
and China are deconstructed” (Laurence 11). But she focuses on Chinese art’s
influence on British modernist painting and writing, ignoring the reverse influences,
that is, how British modernism influenced Chinese modernist writers. Besides, her
research lays emphasis on the historical materials while rather neglecting textual
testimony. In this chapter my aim is to put forward textual evidence that
demonstrates the reciprocal and bilateral influences on their respective literary
creations. Since the focus of the present chapter is on how Woolf interacted with
Chinese modernist writers, I will discuss briefly the personal connection, and then
the textual influences and collaborations between the two parties; I will analyze the
motivation for their assimilation of the alien culture, and rectify misconceptions
regarding their mutual influence and cooperation. In the following I argue that
Woolf’s cross-cultural exchanges with Chinese modernist writers constructs an
active two-way link for transporting ideas, demonstrating fresh possibilities for the
Sino-British cultural relationship in the unstable and volatile period. The bilateral
exchanges enrich the connotations of their works as well as their techniques, thus
indirectly promoting their respective modernist experimentalism.
The reason that I restrict the times to the span of 1920s-1940s, is because it was
the time when Woolf started to experiment with stream of consciousness novels.
Equally it was the period when Chinese modern literature flourished marked by the
May Fourth Movement in 1919 and terminated with the founding of Republic of
China. In fact, the modernist movement slowed down after the breakout of the SinoJapanese War, but struggled to survive in the face of grand national narratives
represented by left-wing literature. Due to the ideological control of arts by the
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Communist government, the modernist movement was cut short in China after 1949,
and revived in the 1980s and afterwards.

I. The Interactions between Bloomsbury Group and Chinese Crescent Moon
Society
At the turn of the 20th century, with the development of the Second Industrial
Revolution, Britain experienced the aftereffects of industrialization and urbanization.
The alienation and emptiness brought about by increasing mechanization permeated
the society. Experiencing the disillusionment brought about by modernity, a number
of intellectuals turned to classical eastern culture for solace or solutions to address
their spiritual crisis. Among them, the Imagist school and the Bloomsbury Group of
artists and writers in particular sought inspiration from oriental civilization. The taste
for pastiche forms known as Chinoiserie had prevailed in Europe from the 18th
century onward, focused especially on domestic decorations and revived at the turn
of the 20th century, focusing on the oriental principles of art and philosophy. Many
Chinese classical works such as the philosophies of Taoism and Zen, and Tang and
Song poetry were translated into English, and provided inspiration for the British
modernists who were seeking more spiritual motivation and fresh forms for their art.
Ezra Pound, for instance, found a personal sense of enlightenment in the Chinese
ideographic characters when editing The Chinese Written Character as a Medium for
Poetry (1920), which inspired him to launch the imagist movement of poetry in
Britain. Woolf’s Bloomsbury friends also foraged for inspiration in classical Chinese
culture from different perspectives. G. L. Dickinson (1862-1932) discussed Chinese
values and history while reflecting on British society in his Letters from a Chinaman
(1903). Arthur Waley translated Tang poetry in his popular anthology 170 Chinese
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Poems (1919). In the art realm, Roger Fry was an enthusiastic exponent of Chinese
painting and aesthetics and published his Chinese Art: An Introduction Handbook to
Painting, Sculpture, Ceramics, Textiles, Bronzes & Minor Arts (1935). Patricia
Laurence specifically examines Roger Fry’s fascination with Chinese decorations
and artworks, and points out that Fry “incorporated “Chinese eyes” and sought in the
other cultures the forms that would have a bearing on the visual, and eventually, the
literary sensibility of modernism” (347). Clive Bell also drew his famous “significant
form” in Art (1914) from appraising Eastern models, such as the Byzantine, Persian,
Chinese artworks.
As a member of the avant-garde aesthetic group, Woolf’s imagination and
comprehension of China and Chinese art were influenced deeply by others in her
circle. But unlike her Bloomsbury friends who essentially sought incentives for their
aesthetic reforms, Woolf’s appropriation of Chinese culture displays a distinctive
blend of both aesthetic absorption and thematic transformation. Especially in her
experimental period using stream of consciousness techniques in the 1920s, she
creates a series of female characters with “a pair of Chinese eyes” or with oriental
temperament, and even endows it with characteristics of one of her favorite male
writers, John Donne, praising his intuitive apprehension of nature and the human
world in the essay “Indiscretions” (1924). The peculiar characters with “Chinese
eyes” in her fictions or in her essay embody a distinct force that transforms the
traditional gender relationship as well as more general Western aesthetic values. She
articulates the importance of intuition and the inner world through literary
representation of classical Chinese philosophical thoughts and images. Woolf’s
employment of Chinese cultural and physical features reveals her idealized
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conception of Chinese character and culture, and also mirrors the interrelated
aesthetic notions of the Bloomsbury members.
Different from their British counterparts who mainly assimilated ancient
Chinese philosophical thought and classical aesthetic concepts, Chinese modernist
writers were more inclined to borrow their innovative writing techniques and assign
greater value to the interior world of characters, all of which places emphasis on
modernity. Besides, Xu Zhimo and Xiao Qian also introduced Woolf’s feminist
thoughts to China, while Ling Shuhua was inspired by her feminism and transformed
it in her creation of Ancient Melodies. In the 1930s, there were a series of stories and
novels written with the stream of consciousness techniques, stories such as Xu
Zhimo’s “Lunpan” 輪盤 (1930), Lin Huiyin’s “Ninety-Nine Degrees” 九十九度中
(1934), and novels such as Li Jianwu’s Xinbing《心病》(1933) and Xiao Qian’s The
Valley of Dreams《夢之谷》(1937). The Crescent Moon Society’s introduction to
and subsequent admiration for Woolf and other modernist writers also catered to the
needs of the nascent Chinese modernist movement. The chaotic sociopolitical state,
obstinate feudal ideology and the backwardness of China at this time propelled its
intellectuals to seek solutions through learning and adopting Western democratic
ideologies, feminist thoughts, and innovative artistic techniques.
It was their serious domestic issues that prompted a number of intellectuals of
both countries to open up cultural dialogues between the 1920s and 1940s. In their
observation and admiration for the distinct qualities of “otherness”, those in both
British and Chinese intellectual circles contemplated and decided to innovate in their
own culture by adopting cultural elements and concepts from each other. In the
course of these cultural exchanges, it was unavoidable that the two cultural subjects
should idealize as well as misconstrue the other. However, these dynamic cultural
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exchanges played a seminal role in the modernist formulations of each country. Their
respective practices are testimony that powerful cultural innovation arises both from
the assimilation of the alien civilization and the inheritance of one’s native traditions.

II. The Assimilation and Transformation of Chineseness in Mrs. Dalloway and
To the Lighthouse
Woolf initiates her exploration of experimental fiction from her third novel,
Jacob’s Room (1922), and her mastery of stream of consciousness techniques
develops through the creations of Mrs. Dalloway (1925) and To the Lighthouse
(1927). She declares her independence as an innovative novelist through the pictorial
artist Lily Briscoe’s words “I have had my vision” (TL 154). It’s noticeable that in
her middle period of creation, she creates two female characters with “a pair of
Chinese eyes” and oriental temperaments, Elizabeth, the daughter of Clarissa in Mrs.
Dalloway and Lily Briscoe, the artist in To the Lighthouse. It needs to be stressed
that both female characters are portrayed as examples of “new women” in the novels,
determined to live a different life from that prescribed by the patriarchal society.
With an oriental appearance, Elizabeth has an unyielding character and resolves to
own her profession in future. Lily’s “little Chinese eyes” are represented by Woolf as
signifying her inherent force as a woman artist, which enables her to defy the
patriarchal Victorian restrictions on women. Moreover, her “Chinese eyes”
symbolize her distinctive artistic vision and technique, one that is at odds with the
traditional approach to painting, especially the oppressive masculine painting
tradition. By demonstrating the steady growth of Lily as an artist, Woolf expresses
her resistance against both the patriarchy and the fictional traditions. If in Mrs.
Dalloway, she intimates a utopian prospect for the new woman’s professional
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possibilities, in the form of the burgeoning young woman Elizabeth, in To the
Lighthouse she explores that idea more deeply by depicting a woman who grows up
wanting to be an artist in the patriarchal society and in the transitional period of old
and new artistic forms.
Woolf had been concerned about both women’s independence and the growth
of women artists in the patriarchal society since her first two novels written in more
traditional forms. In The Voyage Out, she depicts a young woman, Rachel who
acquires an awakening feminist consciousness through her voyage to South America,
but the price that she pays for her acquisition of self-knowledge is her death from a
mysterious tropical disease. This final plot twist indicates Woolf’s gloomy attitudes
and feeling of impotence towards women’s independence during the early period of
her creative writing. In her second novel, she portrays a latent female scientist,
named Katherine Hilbery in a repressive Victorian family, who finally realizes her
dream of having a professional life through a promising marriage with an openminded young man. At this stage the author simply resorts to a traditional love plot
to solve the predicaments of the professional or artistic women in the patriarchal
society. However, by the 1920s Woolf seems to have formulated more mature views
on women’s independence and professions that were exemplified by her fictions as
well as her essay collection A Room of One’s Own (1929). She creatively explores
women’s issues by applying oriental connotations and symbolism to her more
pioneering female characters. It seemed that only through the integration with an
alien and ancient civilization that women could obtain subjectivity both in their lives
and professions. Woolf’s new types of women characters embodying her
experiments in novel-writing technique, discard the Edwardian materialist idea of
accurate and detailed depiction of external reality, and replace it with the
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psychological descriptions of human beings’ inner world. In her mid-term
experimental fictions, she emphasizes the two female characters’ particular
appearance, especially their eyes, because these external descriptions carry her
thematic exploration for women’s professions and artistic independence.
In Mrs. Dalloway, the older-generation of upper-class women are constrained
by class and gender norms, thus leaving their youthful aspirations unfulfilled.
Clarissa is representative of the Victorian upper-class woman who renounces her
youthful ambitions of reforming an unjust society, and accepts her prescribed role of
being “a perfect hostess” of the politician, Richard Dalloway. However, her
pragmatic choice ultimately strangles her enthusiasm and vitality as a woman,
accounting for her sense of futility and unworthiness. Even her most rebellious
girlfriend, Sally Seton, yields to her fate, marrying a rich merchant and becoming
Lady Rosseter. However, as a representative of the younger generation, Elizabeth
lives in a transitional era after the First World War has disrupted the British colonial
domination abroad and destabilized the hierarchal and patriarchal system
domestically. Many women joined the workforce during the wartime, which paves
the way for the Women’s Suffrage movement, and motivates them to strive to join a
profession. Elizabeth is depicted as a young woman who is indifferent to the upperclass lady’s etiquette. “Gloves and shoes; she had a passion for gloves; but her
daughter, her Elizabeth, cared not a straw for either of them” (MD 9). Unlike her
mother from the older generation who submitted to the patriarchy when she grew up,
Elizabeth is fascinated with the countryside and her dogs. She also learns history
from Miss Kilman and is engrossed in religion under the influence of her tutor. The
most noticeable aspect of her, however, is her ethnically different appearance:
Was it that some Mongol had been wrecked on the coast of Norfolk (as Mrs.
Hilbery said), had mixed with the Dalloway ladies, perhaps a hundred years
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ago? For the Dalloways, in general, were fair-haired; blue-eyed; Elizabeth, on
the contrary, was dark; had Chinese eyes in a pale face; an oriental mystery;
was gentle, considerate, still. […] she had become very serious; like a
hyacinth sheathed in glossy green, with buds just tinted, a hyacinth which has
had no sun. (MD 114)
Woolf speculates rather whimsically here on Elizabeth’s Chinese features as the
fusion of the mysterious Mongol intruder on the eastern coast of Britain and the
Caucasian features inherited from the Dalloways, which seems to justify her oriental
appearance and especially her Chinese eyes, dark hair and placid temperament. She
has an innate intimacy with nature, preferring the country to the social life of
London. Woolf muses that Elizabeth’s affinity with nature accords with the Chinese
philosophical notion of “the wholeness of heaven and human”. It is this connection
with nature that empowers Elizabeth to subvert the patriarchal norms applied to
women. Elizabeth therefore refutes the social rhetoric that compares woman to
“poplar trees”, “hyacinths”, “fawns” and “lilies”. These metaphors of femininity
suggest that men are the subjects in the society, while women are considered “the
objects” or “the other” of their masculine gaze.
In her review “Chinese Stories” (1913), Woolf is impressed by the “slightness”
and “queerness” of Pu Songling’s Strange Stories《聊齋誌異》, comparing them to
“dreams, or the airy, fantastic and inconsequent of a butterfly” (WE2 7). Ira Nadel
argues that Woolf is inclined to romanticize and exoticize the oriental in her earlier
period (66). But in Mrs. Dalloway, the characterization of Elizabeth conveys the
strong impression that she has assimilated notions and signifiers of oriental mystery
and endowed them with a different and subtler nuance, by referring to their intrinsic
feminist potential. Elizabeth has an inscrutable idiosyncrasy that neither Clarissa nor
Miss Kilman is capable of really grasping. For them this temperament belongs to an
exotic and mystical culture, different from their occidental one. Clarissa originally
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intended to discipline her daughter in line with the patriarchal and upper-class
conventions, and train her to be an “angel in the house”. Miss Kilman in contrast
attempts to conquer her mind with religious doctrine. However, both of them fail to
change Elizabeth’s independent-minded critical temperament.
During the chapter recounting Elizabeth’s omnibus adventure in the Strand,
Woolf emphasizes her “Chinese eyes” and “serene” temperament, which are
organically incorporated with her vitality of imagining the omnibus as “a pirate” and
her professional career ambition. It seems that her tranquil personality is in conflict
with her daring action of taking the “pirate” omnibus. She discards her passivity as
soon as she boards the omnibus and is integrated into being one with the machine.
She sits on the top of the bus in front of everybody in the foremost seat, revealing her
control as the master of her own destiny.
And now it was like riding, to be rushing up Whitehall; and to each
movement of the omnibus the beautiful body in the fawn-colored coat
responded freely like a rider, like the figure-head of a ship, for the breeze
slightly disarrayed her; the heat gave her cheeks the pallor of white painted
wood; and her fine eyes, having no eyes to meet, gazed ahead, blank, bright,
with the staring incredible innocence of sculpture. (MD 127)
Elizabeth subverts the masculine gaze and becomes the subject who takes initiative
in seeing. Woolf highlights the strength of Elizabeth’s eyes, which are entirely
different from the docile eyes of the traditional women. It is the active seeing of the
institutional areas that enables Elizabeth to envision her future professions that she
might be a farmer, a doctor or go into Parliament. The motion of the omnibus and the
institutional environment arouse her latent agency and vitality, which are disguised
by her tranquil and serious appearance. Woolf appropriates the exotic and spiritual
attributes of Chinese culture to stand for a power that is intrinsic to Elizabeth, the
hybrid young woman. Elizabeth’s Chinese eyes manifest the transformative power
against patriarchal confinement and in support of women’s independence.
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Woolf utilizes the Chineseness of Elizabeth to symbolize the New Woman
image, who aspires to enter the public space and obtain a professional position. Her
natural affinity with nature also empowers her to defy the conventional norms that
are expected of her. Elizabeth, the hybrid girl with Chinese eyes stands for a new
force that is difference from the traditional Victorian women. Unlike the Bloomsbury
artists such as Roger Fry and Vanessa Bell who borrow Chinese aesthetic techniques
to revolutionize the late impressionist painting style, Woolf translates the mystery
and tranquility of Chinese culture into a feminine vitality to explore women’s
independence and professions. But it should also be noted that her face is “pale
color” instead of an Asian skin tone, which means her ancestry is still indicated by
her European whiteness. This ambiguous ethnological explanation increases
Elizabeth’s mystery as a hybrid of the occidental and the oriental. She is proud of her
Dalloway ancestry because the family has always been accomplished in their public
service. Elizabeth’s ideal profession of becoming a farmer who “might own a
thousand acres and have people under her” exposes her class origins and ancestry,
and even a desire to colonize. The reckless and ruthless “pirate” omnibus careering
along Whitehall can also be associated with the British colonizer image. Thus her
concept of a suitable profession is restricted by her upper-class origins and her
patriarchal upbringing that has planted the seeds of the colonizer in her.
In her next stream of consciousness novel To the Lighthouse, Woolf continues
to deal with feminist issues by creating a new woman in Lily Briscoe, with her
“Chinese eyes”. Moreover, she also employs Lily’s Chinese characteristics to explore
the aesthetic innovations against the traditional criteria in a transitional period. Like
Lily becoming a painter, in her own experience of becoming a writer, Woolf
challenges not only the Victorian norms of her childhood for a young woman, but
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also the traditional literary conception that emphasizes materialist verisimilitude as
more important than spiritual truth. Woolf criticizes this materialist realism
represented by the Edwardian writers such as Arnold Bennett and John Galsworthy
in her polemical essay “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown”. She creatively transforms
Lily’s “Chinese eyes” into a symbol of feminist power that resists Victorian
patriarchy and implies a new aesthetic perspective that differs from the traditional
painting style. Compared with Elizabeth’s Chinese eyes, the implications of Lily’s
are more complicated.
In Lily’s becoming a painter, she has to combat three social forces: one is the
Victorian conventional stereotyping values regarding family and marriage from her
own sex, in the persona of Mrs. Ramsay; the second is the masculine repression of
women’s creativity represented by the opposite sex, in the persona of Mr. Tansley;
the third is the traditional expectations of men on women’s responsibilities in social
situations, such as taking care of her old father and responding to Mr. Ramsay’s
persistent request for sympathy. “The Window” is set before the First World when
the Victorian patriarchal system was still prevalent. As a collaborator with the
patriarchal system, Mrs. Ramsay attempts to inculcate the conventional concepts of
marriage and family life into Lily, insisting that “she must marry” and that “an
unmarried woman has missed the best of life” (TL 36). Tansley’s platitude that
“Women can’t paint, women can’t write…” frustrates Lily (TL 35). Woolf asserts:
“women have served all these centuries as looking glasses possessing the magic and
delicious power of reflecting the figure of man twice its natural size” (ROO 33).
Tansley, is depicted as the beneficiary of patriarchy, belittling women’s intellectual
capacities and creativity in order to reflect his own capabilities and increase his
confidence. In addition, Lily also struggles with the social convention that women
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should comfort and sympathize with men in social situations. When she tries to
follow her vision in painting, “a thousand forces did their best to pluck [it] from her”,
such as “her own inadequacy, her insignificance, keeping house for her father off the
Brompton Road” (TL 14). Nevertheless, Lily has a mysterious power that sustains
her in the face of these hostile forces. Mrs. Ramsay recognizes the power of Lily
from her eyes. “There was in Lily a thread of something; a flare of something;
something of her own which Mrs. Ramsay liked very much indeed, but no man
could, she feared” (TL 75). Lily’s Chinese eyes are distinct, signifying a steadfast
strength that maintains her independence and aspirations for her career. Her inherent
talent is constrained in the conventional prewar society, which accounts for the fact
that she could not at first complete her painting. Her Chinese eyes also exhibit a
distinct feminist force that fights against different kinds of hindrance in becoming a
woman artist in spite of the social restrictions and prejudices.
Like the mystery of oriental culture for the Westerner of this period, Lily’s
Chinese eyes imply a uniqueness and charm that can only be discerned by a few
people. There are only two characters who can perceive the charm of Lily’s “Chinese
eyes”, Mrs. Ramsay and Mr. Bankes. Both of them have sensibility and feel a natural
connection with nature. Mrs. Ramsay asserts several times that there are seldom men
who can appreciate Lily’s beauty and “it would take a clever man to see it” or “a
much older man” (TL 19, 75). Lily’s eyes are “little” and “aslant”, embedded in “a
white puckered face”. She is not beautiful in line with the traditional aesthetic
criteria. Her charm requires a good taste that is cultivated by wisdom and
experiences. This suggests the Bloomsburian aestheticism that discovered the value
of Chinese classical paintings and poetry in the 1920s. Although like a goddess who
preaches her values of marriage and family, Mrs. Ramsay has a natural affinity with
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Lily. Her selves are split: a social one that is the model and executor of the Victorian
patriarchy; and the private self that relates to the mystique of the universe and is
sensible to human emotions. Watching the lighthouse, Mrs. Ramsay’s inner self
seems to be unified with nature and transformed into the “long stroke” of light. Her
spiritual realm is identical to the Chinese philosophical conception, “the wholeness
of heaven and human”. She is not bounded by western rationalism that holds binary
oppositions between human and nature, emotionalism and rationalism. Mrs.
Ramsay’s further revelation of her affinity with nature and intuition is in her reading
poetry in Mr. Ramsay’s study. Even her husband doubts whether she can understand
the obscure poetry she has selected. In fact, she can appreciate the rhythms and
beauty of the poems. Her feelings resonate with it, “from one line to another as from
one branch to another, from one red and white flower to another” (TL 86). However,
Mrs. Ramsay’s selfhood and creativity are repressed in her submission to her
patriarchal roles. Because of her idiosyncrasy, she is the one who detects the beauty
of Lily’s “Chinese eyes” and the force of her inner world. Unlike Mrs. Ramsay the
more traditional model of the domesticated Victorian woman, Lily’s “oriental
qualities” manifest an internal force that can break the bounds of social expectations
imposed on women.
Mr. Bankes is a botanist, which indicates his intimate associations with nature.
He is depicted as a wise man who can appreciate Lily’s uniqueness and beauty,
“without the complexion or the allurement of Miss Doyle certainly, but with a good
sense which made her in his eyes superior to that young lady” (TL 13). He is also the
only one who has seen Lily’s painting and tries to understand its abstraction. Mr.
Bankes’ instinct connection with nature endows him with “an aesthetic gaze” that
enables him to recognize the charm of Lily and the uniqueness of her painting
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(Laurence 346). He shares a sense of aesthetic closeness with Lily, and Mrs. Ramsay
discerns their affinity and intends to make them a match. Both of Mrs. Ramsay’s and
Mr. Bankes’ natural links with nature and the universe empower them to appreciate
the charm of Lily’s Chinese eyes.
Significantly, in Part Three, “The Lighthouse”, only two guests, Lily and the
poet Mr. Carmichael return to the holiday house. Mr. Carmichael is a self-sufficient
poet who became famous during the Great War. Chinese painting is an integrated art
that merges painting and poetry to express the soul of the artist. In Chinese artistic
theory there has long been a notion that poetry and painting share the same origin,
unlike Western theory which sees the relationship as ekphrastic. Woolf intentionally
juxtaposes Lily and Mr. Carmichael on the lawn in the last section, and lets them
witness the moment when the Ramsays reach the lighthouse. The joint scene of the
painter and the poet echoes the Chinese artistic theory, “the painting in poetry and
the poetry in painting”. Their symbolic, spiritual connections prompt Lily to catch
her vision at that moment, drawing the last line in the center of her picture.
Lily’s vision contradicts the prevailing artistic concept, as Woolf’s perception
of psychological reality is in conflict with Victorian and Edwardian materialist
reality. Lily does not care about verisimilitude, and reduces the mother and the son to
“a triangular purple shape”. She employs rhythmical lines that issue out from the
body, like a Chinese calligrapher who is working on rice paper. Certain critics have
seen Roger Fry’s study of Chinese visual arts as the key influence on Woolf’s notion
of creation. For example, both Patricia Laurence and Ira Nadel make this claim,
stating that Woolf’s adoption of “Oriental art partly borrowed from Fry: rhythm, line,
stroke and pause are linked to a calligraphy” (Laurence, 380) and the last line that
Lily draws echoes Fry’s emphasis on the rhythmic line in his “On Calligraphy”
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(Nadel 81). Roger Fry views “a brushstroke from the Chinese perspective” as “‘a
line’ of ‘rhythmic vitality’ that comes from deeper areas of the artist’s consciousness
and body” (Laurence 374). She also argues that the Lily’s preoccupations with the
“line” also reflect Woolf’s assimilation of the Chinese culture’s “visual economy”
(Laurence 381). Both of them pinpoint how Woolf is inspired by the techniques and
concepts of Chinese painting and calligraphy. As a writer and an active
Bloomsburian, Woolf’s absorption of Chinese culture is extensive and plural, not
only from paintings, decorations or calligraphy, but also from Chinese poetry and
stories. She interacted closely with the sinologist Arthur Waley and G.L. Dickinson
who was keen on Chinese sociological ideas and humanist thought. In the preface of
Orlando, published only one year after To the Lighthouse, Woolf asserts “I have had
the advantage—how great I alone can estimate—of Mr. Arthur Waley’s knowledge”
(O 3). I intend to examine the thematic consistency between Woolf and Chinese
philosophy and art, and the underlying reasons. The explanation for Woolf’s
attraction to the simplicity and abstraction of Chinese art, and the imagery of Chinese
poetry is that they accord with her aesthetic and creative principles. Like Lily’s
conflicts in her painting, “But this is what I see; this is what I see,” Woolf also
struggles to maintain her method of sticking to her perception of people’s inner
world (TL 14). She detects closeness in Chinese classical culture that stresses the
spirituality and intuition in creation, then transforms this affinity into the metaphor of
Lily’s “Chinese eye”.
If “The Window” registers Lily’s Chinese eyes as an awakening feminist
consciousness, “The Lighthouse” records how these same eyes achieve a unique
perspective in art that manifests the independence of a woman artist. Lily’s vision is
acquired through the intertwined double transport one literal, the other metaphorical,
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in other words, her memories of Mrs. Ramsay and Mr. Ramsay’s voyage to the
Lighthouse. According to the philosophy of Taoism, the “Tao” doctrine, also referred
to as “the One” or the “Way”, is the origin of the universe and the beginning of
everything. It proposes that the universe works harmoniously following its own
rules. Taoism advocates the principle of the balance of the masculine “yang” and the
feminine “yin”. Unlike Western theory related to binary oppositions, the principle of
“yang” and “yin” is a contradictory unity, which constitutes the driving force of the
universe. Mrs. Ramsay’s intuitionism and emotionalism are set against Mr. Ramsay’s
rationalism. Lily also observes their asymmetric relationship: the wife’s self-sacrifice
and the husband’s persistent demand for comfort. But she also discerns the mastery
behind the mask of Mrs. Ramsay’s gentleness and philanthropic exterior. In the
process of her painting, the past moments with Mrs. Ramsay recur to her mind. Her
feelings, emotions and perceptions are merged in the duration of the old memories,
resulting in her epiphany. She grasps “the great revelation”: “Mrs. Ramsay making of
the moment something permanent” and “In the midst of chaos there was shape; this
eternal passing and flowing was struck into stability” (TL 120). Lily’s epiphany and
“the great revelation” reflects the ethos of Taoism’s the “way”, that is natural,
spontaneous, eternal, so that everything in the universe observes this law. It is
through her compromise understanding with Mrs. Ramsay that Lily perceives the
meaning of life, lying in the moment. It is through Mr. Ramsay’s physical transport
to the Lighthouse that Lily is reconciled with his rationalism. The feminine “yin”,
Mrs. Ramsay’s intuitionism and emotionalism, are merged with the masculine
“yang”, Mr. Ramsay’s rationalism through the agency of Lily. When Mr. Ramsay
reaches the Lighthouse, both the sea and the man are merged with the heavens in
Lily’s eyes. This is a metaphorical allusion to the “harmony of heaven and human”
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that Lily acquires through the intermingling of the binary oppositions represented by
Mrs. Ramsay and Mr. Ramsay. Lily’s aesthetic vision is accomplished through the
psychological trials and philosophical pursuits, which echoes the Chinese perception
that “Tao” should be obtained through painful practices since the souls of human
beings are baffled by their desires and social rituals in society. In the 1920s, in the
aftershock of the First World War and the negative impacts of industrialization,
Woolf contemplates how to combine the binaries of intuitionism and emotionalism
with rationalism through her works, as well as how to assimilate the insights she has
gained into Chinese culture. But Lily’s “Chinese eyes” and her oriental qualities are
not the same as notions of Chinese “Tao”, which originates as the “One” way of the
universe. Woolf thus transforms Western dualism of emotionalism and rationalism
with the aid of Chinese philosophy.
Lily’s “Chinese eyes” convey “a good sense” and charm as well as “oriental
mystery”, denoting her enduring feminine strengths that defy the patriarchal
constraints on women (TL 13). The feature also symbolizes a new aesthetic
perspective that highlights the intuition and the flows of inner consciousness. Woolf
may designate it as “Chinese” eyes; however, it is conceived through the integration
of the Western culture with classical Chinese art and philosophy. Woolf’s
assimilation of Chinese culture reinforces her experiments in fictional style and
method in the middle period of her creative life. Woolf’s literary innovativeness and
her intuitions about Chinese motifs and aesthetics are connected, as Laurence argues,
“the visual and aesthetic principles embodied in arts and wares kept China in the eye
of the British, preparing for the ethos of modernism” (Laurence 327).

III. Chinese Modernist Writers’ Resonance with Woolf
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In the West, the influential imagist movement was initiated from Pound’s
linguistic enlightenment stimulated by his acquaintance with Chinese ideographic
languages. In the East, the Chinese New Cultural Movement also originated from the
linguistic promotion of “written vernacular Mandarin” by the overseas returnees such
as Hu Shi and Chen Duxiu (1879-1942) in the magazine New Youth 《新青年》in
1917. The difference between vernacular and classical Chinese impeded the
spreading of the Western ideologies and culture as well as the development of
Chinese literature. After the May Fourth Movement, there were numerous
intellectuals and writers who vigorously wrote their works in vernacular Mandarin to
express their revolt against traditional Confucianism. They aimed to awaken the
Chinese people’s “self-consciousness” and individuality that had been constrained by
the principles of feudalism. The Western modernist writers’ concerns with people’s
spiritual state and their endeavors to depict the internal world of human beings chime
with the artistic demands of the Chinese intellectuals of this period. Since the
Crescent Moon Society was mostly composed of Anglo-American returnees, they
served as the main mediators between the geographically remote British modernism
and Chinese New Cultural Movement 新文化運動.
The transport of Woolf’s work to China can be divided into two phases: the
first was the introduction of her writing concepts and the translation of her works;
and the second consisted of the appropriation of her writing techniques and her
feminist thoughts and their assimilation into the Chinese modernist writers’
creations. Since Guanglan Jin and Kuee-len Lee have already introduced in
considerable detail the introduction and translation of Woolf by Chinese modernist
writers in mainland China in their doctoral dissertations, I will highlight how Woolf
influences the Chinese modernist writers’ creations, as exemplified by their stream of
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consciousness works. In Republican China, there was the beginning of a stream of
consciousness movement in stories such as Lu Xun’s “A Madman’s Diary” 狂人日
記 (1918) influenced by Russian psychological novels. In the 1930s, there were the
New Feeling novels 新感覺派小說 of the New Sensation School 新感覺派 which
flourished in Shanghai, influenced by the Japanese New Sensation School. British
modernism’s influence on Chinese culture mainly came via the Crescent Moon
Society and the later Beijing School writers in the 1930s and 1940s. However, to
clarify the scope of influence in the current study, I will confine the discussion to
members of the Crescent Moon society who had direct or indirect contact with Woolf
or other Bloomsbury members. Most of them have cross-cultural exchanges in their
background; also, for most, their attempts at stream of consciousness techniques
exhibit similar characteristics to those of the British modernists, especially Woolf.
Xiao Qian himself was a representative of the Beijing School of writers who had
intimate interactions with the British modernist writers and studies Woolf’s novels in
Britain. He was the student of Shen Congwen (1902-1988), who was also a member
of the Crescent Moon society. Xiao also attended the literary salon in Lin Huiyin’s
house“太太客廳”, so I have included him in this study of reciprocal influence.
In 1929, Zhao Jinshen (1902-1985) first introduced Woolf as one of the
representatives of British psychological novelists into China in “The English Novels
in the Past Two Decades” 二十年來的英國小說 in The Novel Monthly 《小說月
報》. He also made a list of all the published works of Woolf in his article. In the
following year, Liu Dajie identified Laurence, Joyce and Woolf as the “psychological
school” 心 裡 學 派 , and commented that Woolf “displays life through the
combination of the subconscious world with the materialist one in a more vivid and
subtle way” compared with Laurence and Joyce (Liu 1). Ye Gongchao first translated
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Woolf’s story, “The Mark on the Wall”, published in Crescent Moon Monthly in
1932. He also introduced Woolf’s innovative narrative techniques and commented
positively on her meticulous psychoanalytical approach to the characters’ inner
world. The poet Bian Zhilin (1910-2000) translated Woolf’s critical essay “The
Russian Point of View”, published in the Literary Supplement of Ta Kung Pao (Tian
Jin) 《大公報》天津 in 1934. His other piece of translation of Woolf’s prose “In the
Orchard” was included in The West Window Collections 《 西 窗 集 》 in 1936.
Meanwhile, Woolf’s concepts of fictional creation were also introduced to Chinese
readers. Her modernist manifesto “Mr. Bennet and Mrs. Brown” was translated by
Fan Cunzhong, and published in The Literary Monthly 《 文 藝 月 刊 》 in 1934.
Besides the sporadic translations of Woolf’s articles and stories, her novel Flush was
translated by Shi Pu and published by the Shanghai Commercial Press in 1935, while
To the Lighthouse was translated by Xie Qingyao and published by The Commercial
Press in 1945. Wang Huan translated A Room of One’s Own and published it in 1947
by the Cultural Life Publishing House. Xiao Qian also published two critical papers
on Woolf in 1948, “Mrs. Woolf” 吳爾芙夫人 in Ta Kung Pao (Shanghai) 《大公
報》上海 and “V· Woolf and Feminism” V·吳爾芙於父權主義 in New Road
Weekly 《新路》週刊. In her lifetime, Woolf and her stream of consciousness
techniques were introduced to the Chinese readership extensively. The active
translation continued after her suicide, and was not terminated until the founding of
the People’s Republic of China in 1949. The active introduction and extensive
translations of Woolf’s works benefited not only from the free academic atmosphere
in Republic of China, but also from the urgent need for cultural reforms to existing
traditional literary styles and forms. Unlike the late-Qing Dynasty novels that stress
dramatic plots and description of the materialistic world, the Chinese novels
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published after the May Fourth Movement turn their attention to people’s internal
world, and emphasize the artistic techniques and craft of fiction. Woolf’s creative
efforts at manifesting the protean interior world of her characters corresponded with
remarkable

synchronicity

to

Chinese

intellectuals’

awakening

of

“self-

consciousness” and their goals of preserving the individuality of human beings.
Chinese modernist writers’ attempts at stream of consciousness techniques
took place around the same time as introduction of Woolf’s stream of consciousness
novels. Due to their bilingual and bicultural background, members of the Crescent
Moon Society such as Xu Zhimo, Lin Huiyin and Xiao Qian introduced stream of
consciousness techniques in their stories and then their novels successively from the
late 1920s to the 1930s. Xu Zhimo’s “Lunpan” was first published in Shanghai
Pictorial 《上海畫報》in 1929 entitled as “The Third Lady of Ni Family” 倪三小
姐 and republished as “Lunpan” in 1930 by Chinese Publishing House. Xu had
frequent interactions with Bloomsbury members such D. L. Dickinson and Roger
Fry, Arthur Waley and Laurence Binyon (1869-1943) when he studied in London and
then a Cambridge University between 1920-1922. In 1925 and 1928, he revisited
Britain in his travels around Europe. In his letter to Roger Fry in 1928, he expressed
his admiration for Woolf and his wish to visit her, “I am reading Virginia’s To the
Lighthouse and find it more than interesting. Do find out, Roger, if by any chance I
could place observances at the shrine of the beautiful and sensitive writer. I should
like so much to carry away from England bits of unforgettable memories” (Xu 130).
Xu was unable to fulfill his wish to visit Woolf, but introduced the stream of
consciousness technique into his writing practice several months after he came back
from Britain. In the preface of “Lunpan”, he claimed he felt particular adoration for
Woolf’s stream of consciousness novels:
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我說如願因為我常常想一篇完全的[小說]，像一首完全的抒情詩，有它
特具的生動的氣韻,精密的結構,靈異的閃光。我念過佛洛貝爾,我佩服。
我念過康賴特,我覺得興奮。我念過契訶甫，曼殊菲爾，我神往。我念
過胡爾弗夫人，我拜倒。[…] 看這些大家的作品，我自己對自己說，
“這才是文章！文章是要這樣寫的：完美的字句表達完美的意境。15
I have realized my dream of writing a desirable story that is like a purely lyric
poem, with its peculiar mood, sophisticated structure, and spiritual
connotations. “I have read Flaubert, and I admire him. I have read Conrad,
and I feel excited. I have read Chekhov, Mansfield, and I am charmed. I have
read Mrs. Woolf, and I worship her […] After reading works by these
masters, I told myself, ‘This is what writing ought to be: perfect artistic
conception expressed in perfect wording.’” (Xu 457)
As a poet who excels in subtle syntax and a romantic style, Xu’s stories
resemble Woolf’s poetical novels in conveying to readers mobile psychological
activities of the characters. He held a particularly high opinion of Woolf’s novels,
because they convey the artistic conception of the union of perfect form and poetical
language that he has been pursuing in his poetry creation. His “Lunpan” embodies
fully a combination of elaborate structure, subtle consciousness, and poetical beauty.
The story narrates the fate of Miss Ni who lost her bet in the roulette game; hence
her house was mortgaged and her treasures such as her diamond rings, bracelets and
pearl necklace were all lost. Instead of describing how Miss Ni gambled in the
casino, Xu depicts the consequences of Miss Ni’s reckless gambling vividly on her
way back home and her chaotic state of mind at home. Her retrospection on the
gambling is intertwined with the sweet memories of her dead mother. Her interior
world fluctuates between greed and regrets for the bet she placed, and the affections
of her mother. Like the lighthouse that connects the whole fiction, Xu strings Ni’s
various sensations, fragmentary memories and free associations together with a
valuable pearl necklace that she lost in the roulette.
15
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娘的話沒有一句不充滿著憐愛，個個字都聽得甜。那小白丸子真可惡，
他為什麼不跳進二十三？三小姐扶著櫃子那只手的手指摸著了玻璃，極
細微的一點晾感從指尖直透到心口，這使得她形影相對的那兩雙眼內頓
時剝去了一翳夢意。
Mother’s words are full of affection which sounds so sweet to her. But the
white dice is truly hateful! Why didn’t it fall on number twenty-three? Miss
Ni’s hand held the cabinet and her finger touched the glass, transferring a
slight coldness from her fingertip to her heart. Her hazy eyes suddenly
became clear. (Xu, 57)
In this quotation, Xu depicts the convergence of different layers of the character’s
consciousness. The non-underlined sentences are Miss Ni’s subconsciousness, which
prompted her to imagine her necklace was still kept in her jewel case. The underlined
part is her distant memories of her mother who wanted to preserve her necklace for
her. The wavy-lined section is her short memories of the roulette game that she lost
because of the dice. The double-underlined part conveys her sensations of the
coldness of the glass, which is related to the chill from her heart. Ni’s distant and
short memories, subconscious mind and sensations are all blended together and
exhibited to the reader. In this story, Miss Ni’s memories shuttle back and forth
between her sweet memories of her dead mother and the cruel scene of the casino.
Xu artfully constructs an emotional contrast that compares the two recollections so
that they seem equally close and equally distant.
The feeling of coldness is associated with her memories in the roulette game,
while the warm feelings are correlated with the memories of her dead mother. The
conflicting feelings and memories are usually linked by her current sensations.
三小姐覺得冷。是哪兒透風，哪天也沒有今天冷。最覺得異常，最覺得
空虛，最覺得冷是在頸根和前胸那一圈。精圓的珍珠—誰家都比不上的
那一串, […] 叫那臉上刮著刀疤那丑洋鬼子端在一雙黑毛手里左倫右轉
的看，生怕是吃了假的上當似的，[…] 倪小姐心窩裡覺著一塊冰涼，眼
眶里熱剌剌的，不由的拿手絹給掩住了。“三兒，東西總是你的，你看
了也捨不得放手不是？可是娘給妳放著不更好 […]
The Third Lady [Miss Ni] felt cold. She thought that the air might leak into
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the carriage and it was an extremely cold day. She felt something very
strange, very empty and very cold lying in the ring between the lower part of
her neck and the upper part of her chest. A set of perfect round pearls—the
incomparable necklace, […] Holding them in his hairy black hands, the
foreigner with the scarred and ugly face examined it again and again,
suspecting that it was a fake, […] Miss Ni felt a block of ice in her heart, and
tears flooded from her eyes. She quickly covered them with a handkerchief.
“Daughter, the necklace is yours anyhow. You love it so much, don’t you?
But isn’t it better for your mother to protect it for you […]” (Xu 56-57)
Just as Woolf adopts the lighthouse as an image that strings her plot elements
together, Xu skillfully employs the pearl necklace to unify his story. Miss Ni’s
physical coldness is located especially at her neck where the necklace has been worn.
The chill transports her to the gambling scene. Then the pain brings her back to
reality. Next her sensations are switched to her warm recollections of her mother’s
words about the necklace. Xu vividly portrays Miss Ni’s psychological conflicts by
juxtaposing various layers of consciousness. Besides the pearl necklace, the number
“twenty-three” recurs in the story, reminding Miss Ni of her failures, desires and
regrets. In the latter half of the story, Xu depicts Miss Ni’s reminiscences of the
happy old days with her mother and the singing of the bird “Xiao Huang”. Xu
describes the bird’s songs in poetic language and employs the device of synesthesia
to represent the metaphysical fusion of the bird’s songs and Miss Ni’s happy
memories. Although it is a short story rather than a novel, Xu’s “Lunpan” bears
certain similarities to Woolf’s To the Lighthouse: the poetic style, the representations
of various layers of consciousness, and the adoption of the linking motif. Xu realizes
his dream of creating a poetic story that displays the inner world of the characters
within a sophisticated structure.
If Xu Zhimo’s “Lunpan” is influenced by Woolf’s To the Lighthouse, Lin
Huiyin’s “The Ninety-Nine Degree Heat” written in 1934 also has certain similarities
with Mrs. Dalloway. Lin Huiyin travelled in Europe with her father during 1920249

1921. She studied in St. Mary’s College in London where she met Xu Zhimo and the
two embarked on a love affair. She then became a member of the Crescent Moon
Society after coming back to China. In the 1930s, she published a series of poems,
prose pieces and stories in the leading literary magazines. “The Awkwardness” 窘
and “The Ninety-Nine Degree Heat” are her two stories written using the stream of
consciousness technique. The former one narrates a middle-aged man, Weishan’s
secret love for his friend’s daughter, Zhi. Lin depicts vividly his subtle emotions for
the girl and his psychological conflict because of their age gap. In the latter story Lin
displays her mastery of the sophisticated structure and techniques of stream of
consciousness novels. The famous Chinese writer and dramatist Li Jianwu, who also
wrote a novel using the features of stream of consciousness Xinbing (1933), highly
praised Lin’s story in 1935:
然而卻只有這樣一篇，最富有現代性；唯其這裡包含著一種獨特的看
法，把人生看做一根合抱不來的木料，《九十九度中》正是一個生的橫
切面。在這樣溽暑的一個北平，作者把一天的形形色色披露在我們的眼
前,[…].
This is the only story to feature very modernist characteristics. In its unique
view of life as a log that cannot be enfolded by two arms this novel displays a
typical cross-section of life. The author presents to us the various activities
that take place within a single day in a very hot Peking […] (Li Jianwu 28).
He also comments on its organic integration of content and form, and its balanced
synthesis of reasons and emotions. Li also speculates, on the extent to which she is
influenced by British modernist novels (28).
Like Mrs. Dalloway which is set in London over the course of a single day,
Lin also opts for a single day’s duration for her story set in Peking. Lin also adopts
various quasi-cinematic devices, capturing different moments of various people’s
lives. She employs the device of space and time montage, connecting dozens of
characters and about seven or eight scenes together. Lin may have borrowed the idea
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for this linking device from To the Lighthouse. She juxtaposes all the characters and
the scenes in a fictional collage throughout the intense heat of the summer day, when
the temperature reaches ninety-nine degrees. As in Mrs. Dalloway, there are time
jumps with flashbacks in the story, playing an important role both for the narrative
background and for the advancement of the plot. The extradiegetic narration
functions in conjunction with the intradiegetic third-person viewpoints that shift from
the lord, to the old aristocratic lady, to the lower-class porters, then the maid, and to
the young woman about to get married. The characters’ separate flows of
consciousness are dispersed naturally throughout the story, which exhibits a similar
dynamic mobility to Mrs. Dalloway. Different from Xu’s assimilation of various
layers of consciousness, poetic descriptions and gradual building of atmosphere,
Lin’s technique draws on the deployment of multiple scene-shifts and shifts of
character viewpoints.
Lin employs various linking devices to connect different scenes or switch the
viewpoints, such as visual coincidence, simultaneous character sensations, sounds,
and references to the heat, and the time of day. The story starts from the scene of
three poor porters of “Meifeng Restaurant” carrying the round baskets of food
through the alley at noon. Lord Lu catches sight of the porters, provoking his free
associations about his wife, family conflicts and reveries regarding lunch. The story
ends with the sudden death of the porter at night and Lord Lu’s annoyance with his
coachman who has been imprisoned in the police station. The conclusion echoes the
opening scene in its character focus and viewpoint. Lin, like a master photographer,
seizes the protean moments of ordinary people’s lives on an ordinary day. She
switches adroitly from her meticulous descriptions of the Zhang family’s birthday
banquet to the coachmen’s tussle through the sensation of “thirst”.
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“怪熱天多賞點吧。”又一個抿了抿乾燥的口唇，想到方才胡同口
的酸梅湯攤子，嘴裡覺著渴。
就是這嘴裡渴得難受，楊三把盧二爺拉到東安市場西門口，心想方
才在那個“喜什麼堂”門首，明明看到王康坐在洋車腳蹬上睡午覺。
(148)
嘈雜聲中還有人叉著手遠遠地喊，“打得好呀！好拳頭！”
喜燕堂正廳裡掛著金喜字紅幛，幾對喜聯，新娘正在服從號令，連
連地深深地鞠躬。外邊的喧吵使周圍客人的頭同時向外面轉[…] 雷響
深入她耳朵裡，心房裡。…… (150)
“It’s so hot that you might give a bit more of a tip please”, another porter
pursed his dry lips and felt thirsty, thinking of the plum soup stall at the
entrance of the alley.
Feeling great thirst and dryness in his throat, Yang San [the coachman]
pulled Mr. Lu’s rickshaw to the west gate of Dongan Market, recalling that he
clearly observed Wang Kang sleeping in his rickshaw in front of the
“Xi …House”. (Lin 148)
In the clamor of the tussle, a distant voice shouted “Well-done! Strong fists!”
In the hall of Yan Xi House hung the golden characters and
congratulatory red couplets; and the bride was bowing deeply following the
conventions of the ritual. The noise outside attracted the guests’ attention to
the road, […] The rumblings reached the ears of the bride, and thence into her
heart. … (Lin 150)
In the first quotation, a similar sensation of thirst connects the porter who wants to
drink the plum soup with the coachman Yan San. What follows is Yan San’s stream
of consciousness and the narration of his tussle with another coachman Wang Kang.
In the second quotation, the scene of the coachmen’s fight shifts to the location of Ah
Shu’s wedding ceremony via the sound of the street commotion. Next is a long
passage of Ah Shu’s thoughts and memories of her struggle against the traditional
marriage arrangements and the disappointment of her engagement. Lin juxtaposes
different scenes by employing the device of space montage, and exhibits different
characters’ interior perspectives by adopting the time montage. The time montage is
especially reflected in Yi Jiu’s (Ah Shu’s cousin’s) consciousness, which is triggered
by the face of a strange woman, and then switches to his childhood memories of Ah
Shu.
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Lin also devises a striking contrast between social classes by the technique of
juxtaposition. The first scene of the story is a montage alternating between the lord
sitting comfortably in the rickshaw and the three porters walking on the scorching
ground carrying their heavy baskets. In the middle of the narrative the outside brawl
of the lower-class porters is juxtaposed with the lavish marriage of the middle-class
lady. Ah Shu’s miserable marriage is contrasted with her cousin Yi Jiu, indicating the
modern young man’s frivolity. At the end of the story, the most striking contrast takes
place. Due to having consumed a bowl of iced plum soup, the poor porter is now on
his deathbed, waiting for the doctor to come. In the meanwhile, the luxurious
birthday banquet of the Zhang family is in progress and the Western medicine doctor
is bragging to other guests, ignoring the call for help from the patient. In economical
fashion Lin displays a series of social problems: the distinct class gaps of the new
Republican China, the modern woman’s struggles to try to break the bonds of
traditional Chinese marriage and the dilemma of the modern young man who has
been enlightened by western thought. Lin depicts the social transactions of her story
dispassionately with restrained emotions. Her narration performs the function of a
mobile and indifferent camera, presenting the diverse characters and sharp conflicts
to the reader. She adeptly employs stream of consciousness techniques, and depicts a
typical scenario of China in the state of transition from a feudal to a modern society.
It’s no wonder that Li remarks that “Ninety-Nine Degree Heat” succeeds in
integrating traditional elements with distinctly modernist characteristics.
Like Xu Zhimo, Xiao Qian is another Chinese intellectual who was a cultural
promoter of Chinese and British communications in the modern era. From 1939 to
1942, he first worked as an instructor in the School of Oriental and African Studies in
London, while working as a part-time correspondent for Ta Kung Pao. Then he
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studied British stream of consciousness novels as a postgraduate at King’s College,
Cambridge for two years. Influenced by the iconoclastic ideas of the Crescent Moon
Society and the Beijing school, Xiao Qian is fascinated with the artistic forms and
writing techniques of novels, especially the subtle and shifting psychological
representations found in British novels. The modernist writers E. M. Forster, D. H.
Laurence, James Joyce and Virginia Woolf were the main focus of his research. Even
in his late life, he wrote: “Among all the stream of consciousness novelists, I like
Mrs. Woolf’s works best. She is more of a poet than a novelist. In The Waves, Mrs.
Dalloway and To the Lighthouse, I identify a writer who employs the words as the
brush of the painters” (Xiao Album 349-350). As mentioned above, Xiao Qian did
not fulfill his wish to visit Woolf because of the unstable political situation at the
time, but after Woolf’s death he visited her husband Leonard at Monks House and
was permitted to read all of Woolf’s diaries. In his reports for Ta Kung Pao and his
numerous speeches in Britain, Xiao discussed or referred to Woolf’s critical thought,
artistic techniques and significance for feminist approaches to literature and life. In
his speech delivered in London, “Some Reflections on the Machine: Its Treatment in
the English Novel and Its Effect on Modern Chinese Intellectuals” 關於機器的反
思—兼論英國小說對近代中國知識分子的影響, he pointed out that Woolf was
sympathetic toward the fate of human beings confronted by industrialized
civilization as exemplified in her novels Orlando, Mrs. Dalloway and Between the
Acts. In his reportage published in Ta Kung Pao, “Babies are Suffering: British
Domesticated Animals under the Air-raid” 活寶們在受難—空襲下的英國家畜, he
justified his viewpoint by citing Woolf’s Flush as the evidence.
Xiao’s only novel was The Valley of Dreams, which was written in 1937 before
he went to Britain. Although he denied Woolf’s influence on the work in a reply to a
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Norwegian scholar’s query, it displays clear assimilation of Woolf’s stream of
consciousness novel technique both in its poetic artistic conception and in its
manipulation of the syntactic structures and narrative viewpoint. In 1930, Xiao had
majored in English Fu Jen University, and was fascinated with both Chinese and
British modernist literature there. In one of his speech delivered in Britain, he also
referred to his frequent interactions with Julian Bell when the latter taught in China,
“I have spent many memorable days with him [Julian Bell] both in Peking and
Hankou, and he pointed me in the direction of British Modernist literature” 我在北
平和漢口同他度過許多值得回憶的日子,他向我介紹了許多英國當文學的情
況 。 (Xiao “Dragon Beards” 34). Bell was enthusiastically promoting British
modernist writers, especially the avant-garde Bloomsbury members to Chinese
students and intellectuals during his stay in China. Hence, when Xiao created his
novel in 1937, he must have known about Woolf and read her works. In the early
period of his creative work, Xiao’s artistic notions are akin to the Beijing school,
highlighting the aesthetic values, the artistic techniques and the idea of lyrical local
literature. The Valley of Dreams is a typical representative work of the Beijing school
that is heavily influenced by western modernist techniques. It is an autobiographical
novel that recounts the author’s first love at eighteen years of age with a girl named
Ying in a fishing village in Southern China. The novel adopts the first-person “I”,
narrating his innermost feelings and sentiments in the poetic language. The author’s
memories of events five years previously are embedded in his description of current
actions and psychological activity. In addition to the subtle depiction of the narrator’s
subjectivity and the poetic prose style, there is a conspicuous syntactical echo
between Xiao’s and Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse. As I have
discussed in Chapter Two, Woolf’s adroit manipulation of parentheses is a distinct
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feature of her stream of consciousness method. Like Woolf, Xiao frequently employs
parentheses to insert the narrator’s flow of consciousness, or indicate the switches of
different layers of consciousness, or offer pertinent information and explanations of
events. This syntactic device is unique to Xiao Qian among Chinese modernist
writers. Moreover, punctuation marks were not in use in the Chinese language until
they were first introduced into China in the late Qing Dynasty. The usage of
punctuation began in 1920, and was promoted by Hu Shi, Zhou Zuoren and other
intellectuals. In fact, it appeared in Chinese written language as a result of the
vernacular mandarin movement. There had been no precedents for the use of inserted
parentheses in stories or novels written by Xiao’s contemporaries who attempted
stream of consciousness techniques in their novels. The versatile functions of the
parentheses in Xiao’s novel have certain commonalities with Woolf’s application of
parentheses in her stream of consciousness novels.
These parentheses occur mostly in the prelude part of the novel, where the
narrator shuttles back and forth between the reality and the past.
五年是一個悠長的日子,我來不及盤算。
（“十年生死兩茫茫，不思量，自難忘，千里孤墳……”哪裏營營鑽
出這麽個尖細的聲音？即刻，這串字落在記憶裡一條絲手卷上面去
了。）
我又看見了高據著的海關大鐘[…]
Five years is a long time, I have never had time to count.
(“Ten years, dead and living dim and drawn apart. I don’t try to
remember, but forgetting is hard. A lonely grave a thousand miles away …”
Where is the bleak voice from? Instantly, the lines drifted away in the
memory, like a silk handkerchief in the wind.)
I saw the high clock on the Customs House, […] (Xiao, Valley 245)
“哎呀埋？”（闊別五年的熟稔聲音又聽到了。而且第一個人是
他！）老者喘著氣邁過鐵欄，也許為了我太注視他了，才張開牙齒殘缺
的口，問我要不要他替我背行李。他掬了一臉笑來兜我這筆小生意。
（“老伯伯，我帶來的行李是誰也負不動的呀！”我暗自這樣說。）
“Ah Mai?” (The familiar voice was heard again after five years. And the first
person that I met was him!) The old man crossed the hedge breathless. Maybe
my gaze caught his attention, so he asked to carry my luggage, his toothless
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mouth wide opened. He grinned genially, happy to get the chance of business.
(“Old uncle, my “luggage” is too heavy for anyone to carry. I thought
aloud.)
However, I beckoned to him. (Xiao, Valley 245)
像一個爬行的妖怪，起初聲音很低，嗚嗚咽咽似一個受氣媳婦在廚間吞
著淚泡。
(那時候，朋友正在打點著行李。他一壁整理箱子，一壁用手掌迎
托淌落下來的淚。本來接得電話他要馬上走的[…] )
The sound of the flute was like a creeping demon, low at first, whimpering
like an aggrieved wife crying silently in the kitchen.
(At that time, my friend was packing his luggage. He was sorting out his
suitcase while wiping his tears with his hand. Immediately he received the
call, he had to set off for home. […] ) (Xiao, Valley 264)
In the first quotation, the narrator inserts his reflections on the past into the
parentheses. Inside the quotation marks are several lines of Su Shi’s (Song Dynasty)
poem Jiang Cheng Zi 江城子, which he wrote in memory of his wife who died ten
years beforehand. The lines creep into the narrator’s mind subconsciously, and
indicate his melancholy mood and his recollections on the sad past. The following
sentence “Where is the bleak voice from?” indicates the shifts of the narrator’s
consciousness, from a subconscious affinity with the ancient poem to the conscious
observation of his own mind. In the second quotation, the first parentheses add the
narrator’s feelings about the familiar local accent and his cognition of the old man.
The second pair of parentheses are the narrator’s psychological responses to the old
porter’s solicitation. The luggage is a “pun” referring to both his physical luggage
and metaphorically to his emotional burden. The parentheses in the third quotation
are employed to insert into the narrative the ‘I’ narrator’s explanation or
interpretation of the reality he observes. It also signifies the diversion from the
narrator’s lyrical feelings to the physical events depicted. The parentheses are
ubiquitous in Xiao’s The Valley of Dreams, performing diverse functions, which
echoes the similar phenomenon of Woolf’s novels. Although he denied having read
Woolf’s novels when working on The Valley of Dreams, his close interactions with
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Julian Bell and his knowledge of British modernist works tend to suggest otherwise.
Ling Shuhua was a Chinese modernist painter and writer and a member of the
Crescent Moon Society. She established her authorial identity as a representative of
the “New Boudoir”新閨秀派 writers in the 1920s and published three short-story
collections: Temple of Flowers 花之寺 (1928), Women 女人 (1930) and Two Little
Brothers 小哥倆 (1935) in close succession. She was once called the “Katherine
Mansfield of China” by the poet Xu Zhimo for her exquisite psychological depiction
of upper-class female characters and her subtly ironic tone in critiquing the
patriarchal system during the transitional period of China. Julian Bell became a
mediator between Ling and the Bloomsbury Group. He introduced the British
modernists to Chinese intellectuals and literati, especially the works of his aunt,
Virginia Woolf, to Ling, while recounting the activities of Ling and her literary
friends to Vanessa and Woolf in their interchange of letters. What Bell achieved
when he was alive laid a firm foundation for the interactions between the two women
after his death in the Spanish Civil War in 1937. From 1938 to 1939, Ling engaged in
regular correspondence with Woolf, which gave them the opportunity to confide to
each other their shared sense of bereavement as well as their respective anxieties
over the Sino-Japanese War in China and the unstable socio-political situations
caused by the emergence of Fascism in the West. With the encouragement of Woolf,
Ling started writing her autobiography entitled Ancient Melodies in English. Unlike
the above Chinese modernist writers who were mainly inspired by Woolf’s creative
conceptions and writing techniques, Ling identified more with Woolf’s feminist ideas
as well as her general artistic style. Actually, she read Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own
while escaping as a war refugee to the remote town of Leshan in Sichuan province.
Her own thinking resonated with Woolf, since the latter articulated women’s long
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suppression by patriarchy and the obstacles that a woman must overcome in
becoming a writer.
However, there are many controversies among critics about Ling’s quasiapprenticeship with Woolf through their correspondence and about the textual
narration of Ancient Melodies. In her “The Lure of the Modern”, Shi Shumei argues
that “Ling’s Third World feminist position may have required a process of voluntary
self-Orientalization in order to cohere with Woolf’s First World feminist position”
(Shi 216). Janet Ng asserts that Ling’s adoption of English in her autobiography is
her “concession to the notion of China’s cultural inferiority” to “the imperialistic
powers” under which she and China were subjugated” (Ng 240). In contrast, Patricia
Laurence refutes their postcolonial interpretations, and argues that Ling and Woolf
bridge a gap between two civilizations through art, and both are “poised between the
personal and the political—loyal to the subjective, to art” (Laurence 252). Laurence’s
viewpoint is valid if we consider the relationship dynamics more from a feminist and
less of a postcolonial perspective; in fact, both Shi and Ng tend to ignore the context
where Ling and Woolf established their correspondence and sometimes misread the
conversation between the two women writers in their intercultural exchange and
respective wartime environments. Building on Patricia Laurence’s arguments, I want
to elucidate the reciprocity between Woolf and Ling in further depth by juxtaposing
their works, The Years (1937) and Ancient Melodies (1938), and argue that Ling is
inspired and influenced by Woolf both in her feminist ideology and the structural
design of her writing, but she maintains her subjectivity as a writer in the creation
process of her autobiographical novel.
Woolf’s replies to Ling clarify several urgent and significant questions: “What
should a writer do in the wartime?” “What should women writers do in the face of
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war?” “Is the creation of feminine domesticity worthwhile during the war?” These
are the urgent problems that troubled Ling in her real life. In the late 1930s the leftist
writers who advocated a revolutionary literature played the dominant role in China.
Ling suffered from a double identity crisis as a writer who highlights the aesthetic
value of literature and as a woman writer who deals with matters related to
domesticity. Examining Woolf’s six existing replies to Ling, we find the most
frequent nouns in her letters are “war” and “work”. Woolf believes that writers’
responsibility confronting the war is simply to write. Through writing, they could
fight against war, injustice and tyranny in her view. In her essay “Thoughts on Peace
in an Air Raid”, she writes “there is another way of fighting for freedom without
arms; we can fight with the mind” (CE4 173). This affirmation of the value of work
helped to allay at least some of Ling’s anxiety and feelings of powerlessness facing
war, and reassured her about her self-worth as a writer.
Although the correspondence was between imperialist Britain and semicolonized China respectively, both writers had confronted challenges as the assumed
weaker gender and had to cope with the marginalization of women writers during
wartime. Woolf had long been highlighting the importance of feminine experience
and domesticity both in her essays and her fictional praxis. In A Room of One’s Own,
she expresses anger regarding the obliteration of the female by the writers of history
“One knows nothing detailed, nothing perfectly true and substantial about her.
History scarcely mentions her” (Room 42). That Woolf advised Ling to write her
autobiography is nothing to do with oriental exotic stereotypes, as is clear from the
exchange of letters, rather it is a vindication of the value of recording women’s
experiences and articulating women’s voice in times of great historical significance.
Woolf advises Ling to write in English because Ling complains that her creativity
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has been marginalized owing to the Sino-Japanese War. Woolf makes it clear she
intends to help Ling publish her autobiography if it has artistic merit. Her advice also
accords with Ling’s initial belief in her cause to make Chinese women’s lives and
experiences known to the world. In 1923, Ling wrote to Zhou Zuoren and asked him
to guide her writing:
中國女作家也太少了，所以中國女子思想及生活從來沒有叫世界知道
的，對於人類貢獻來說，未免太不負責任了。
“Chinese women writers are really too rare, and that is why the thoughts and
lives of Chinese women were never known to the world. This really
represents a serious neglect of responsibility to human beings.” (Zhang 588589)
In fact, Ling had already read The Years when she started creating her novel,
because Woolf sent to her several of her works, namely A Room of One’s Own, The
Years, and The Waves during their private correspondence. Written in the 1930s,
both works bear many autobiographical elements and display intertextual elements.
Two Chinese scholars Guanglan Jin and Li Li have noted the intertextuality between
Ancient Melodies and The Years. Jin argues that both works employ stream of
consciousness techniques, and Ling’s imitation of Woolf’s style “remains partial and
superficial” (Jin 37). However, a closer textual analysis reveals that this critique
mistakes Ling’s psychological descriptions for Woolf’s stream of consciousness
techniques and under-estimates Ling’s individuality as a mature writer. I will
elaborate their intertextual characteristics in terms of structure, themes and language
style respectively and demonstrate how Ling was enlightened by Woolf’s The Years
and how at the same time she maintained her individuality as a Chinese writer.
Ling had been expert in writing stories, but she had no experience of dealing
with autobiography or novel. Ancient Melodies is actually a collection of short
stories with a consistent theme, that is to say Ling’s representations of a lost
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civilization modelled loosely on her family. Admittedly, the book’s structural
arrangement is probably influenced by that of The Years. Ancient Melodies consists
of eighteen chapters arranged in an irregular timeline, narrating eighteen landmark
events in Ling’s childhood and early adulthood. It is similar to the structural concept
of The Years which is composed of eleven chapters recording eleven days over a
span of nearly sixty years. Woolf accurately documents the historical transitions of
Britain through the lens of domesticity and the everyday life of the Pargiters,
especially the lives of women. Ling’s novel also reproduces a significant era in
Chinese history when Republican China replaced the decayed Qing Dynasty and also
when the monarchy was restored for a short period by a warlord. Like Woolf, she
also records the social upheavals of the period through the vicissitudes of an upperclass family.
Ling’s work is also in many ways enlightened by the thoughts of A Room of
One’s Own and explores in particular the issues of women’s education and living
conditions. Ling portrays the polygyny of China and shows how many concubines
serve one husband while being forced to compete with each other for the favor of the
man. Besides maintaining a beautiful appearance, the deliverance of a male heir is
the vital device to assure women’s status in such a complicated family context.
Ling’s mother who gave birth to four daughters is drowned in melancholy and tears
most of her life and ascribes her miserable life to fate.
“‘Even a brave hero or a strong man cannot overcome his fate.’ She always
quoted this saying when she talked to Fifth Mother about her new sorrow.
When Fifth Mother was melancholy, she came to talk with mother, and
Mother also quoted this to soothe her grief. From these daily talks I learned
the meaning of fate in my early childhood. I remember now how many times
my tears flowed from sympathy while I saw Mother and Fifth Mother
weeping over an unseen but powerful force.” (AM 56)
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The powerful force that bound the women was the feudalistic values and patriarchal
ideology which were planted in their mind once they were born. The ignorance of
women drove them to believe in “fate” as if some supernatural power placed them in
such miserable conditions. Even the daughters of the official family are deprived of
their right to benefit from education. This patriarchal system incarcerated women in
the domestic space and sacrificed their talents generation after generation.
Compared with Woolf’s more resolute revolt against the Victorian patriarchal
system and values, Ling’s emotions about the past are more complicated and her
views on tradition are more contradictory. The narrator in The Years denounces
Victorian values harshly through her evocative representations, and embraces the
changes in the present and the future, even though they might not always be positive.
But Ling’s narrator maintains an ambivalent attitude towards the past. Her nostalgia
for the lost classical civilization is mingled with her indictment of the decayed feudal
system, perhaps because Ling’s situation was more complicated and dangerous
compared with Woolf’s when she was writing The Years. Ling was confronted with
the danger of her nation being devastated by the Sino-Japanese War and also of
traditional values being engulfed by wholesale Westernization. She denounces the
excesses of the feudal and patriarchal system, but she is equally concerned with the
preservation of Chinese culture.
Like The Years, Ancient Melodies is suffused with subtle psychological
descriptions of the narrator’s interior activities. But Ling’s psychological depiction
cannot be categorized into the stream of conscious genre. For the most part she
records the rational consciousness and the sensibilities of the characters; this is
different from Woolf’s deployment of stream of consciousness technique focusing on
layers of consciousness, and especially on the subconscious mind. In addition, Ling
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had been well-known for her delicate psychological descriptions of female characters
in Chinese literary circles well before she established contact with Woolf. Therefore,
the representations of the female characters’ inner world demonstrate their similar
artistic tastes, as opposed to Ling’s wholesale or partial imitation of Woolf.
Besides their preferences for psychological descriptions, their works also
exhibit an affinity in their poetic prose style and the wealth of their pictorial imagery.
Woolf affirms Ling’s style after she read several chapters of her manuscript: “I find a
charm in the unlikeness. I find the similes strange and poetical…” (Letter to Ling,
3457). Ling herself was already a renowned painter when she established herself as a
writer, and thus her writing manifests a remarkable ekphrastic facility for combining
fiction with painting. The following extract is an example from Chapter 16 entitled
“Tientsin in Autumn”.
I went to the graveyard whenever I felt lonely. I used to stay there till sunset.
When a group of crows flew across the crimson sky, crying nosily as they
flew to their nests, I knew then it was time for me to return home, but I never
would go away immediately, I liked to watch the crows flying. They flew in a
group towards some distant trees. (AM 220)
Ling adopts the classical imagery of Chinese poetry such as “sunset”, “crows”, and
“the graveyard” to convey her gloomy thoughts about the situation of China.
Through the poetical description of the scenery she sets the tone for the chapter,
which manifests the fate of her own patriarchal family, the decline of feudalism and
the chaotic warlordism of semi-colonized China. The Years also conveys poetical
descriptions of the weather and climate, the streets of London or rural scenery at the
beginning of each chapter. Their analogous lyrical features and interweaving of the
everyday with the events of history illustrate the two novels similar aesthetic values.
Clearly targeted at a Western audience, Ling’s novel displays her negotiations
and meditations on the issues of nation, gender and individual subjectivity. If she is
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inspired by Woolf’s feminist ideas in her creative efforts, her dealing with national
topics reveals her critical thinking about Chinese traditional culture and the
widespread importing of Western ideas. She analyses the social contradictions of
semi-colonized China more objectively through the eyes of her teacher Mr. Chang
who actively took part in the students’ patriotic activities while being devoted to
preserving the precepts of Chinese classical philosophy. Ling criticizes the activists’
blind worship of Western civilization and deplores the fact of Western powers
interfering with China’s domestic affairs.
However, in the practice of her creation, Ling must have encountered
difficulties in cross-cultural communication in order to make her writing understood
by readers of another culture. Her first reader was Woolf who was astonished by the
many concubines of the narrator’s father and other patriarchal customs. She wrote to
Ling “I would advise you to come as close to the Chinese both in style and in
meaning as you can. Give as many natural details of life, of the house, of furniture,
as you like. And always do it as you would were you writing for the Chines” (AM 8).
As a writer herself, Woolf comprehends the importance of being rooted in her own
culture and of writing the life she is familiar with in her creation. In fact, Woolf
stresses that Ling should keep her individuality as a Chinese writer in her creativity.
However, there is an obvious contradiction between Woolf’s suggested strategies
and the value of her advice. If Ling was writing for Chinese readers, it would be
unnecessary for her to describe everything concerning their shared culture in detail.
Thus, how to negotiate between maintaining the artistic value of her autobiography
and providing a basic grasp of Chinese culture for Western readers presented Ling
with a dilemma. It is evident that she doesn’t always succeed in maintaining a good
balance between the two. In her autobiographical work there appear frequent
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explanations about Chinese customs and culture, especially in the latter part of the
book, which are completely redundant for Chinese readers. Thus, the work’s
translation of an unfamiliar culture to Western readers reduces its artistic credibility
to some extent. Nevertheless, this flaw cannot obliterate Ling’s subjectivity in
Ancient Melodies, nor can it be regarded as a mere testimony to Woolf’s eurocentrism and excessive influence over her Chinese counterpart. It is the difficulty
that any writer must confront if she creates her work in a foreign language targeted at
foreign readers. In the earlier decades of the 20th century, the understanding between
the two hemispheres was fairly limited, so Ling’s and Woolf’s attempt to bridge the
gap between two alien cultures represents a significant contribution to the slowly
developing cultural mobility between Eastern and Western civilizations.
Woolf’s feminist thoughts are also introduced to China by two important
cultural promotors in Xu Zhimo and Xiao Qian. Xiao commented on Woolf’s
feminism in his article “V. Woolf’s Feminism” in 1948. But he thinks less highly of
Woolf’s two feminist essays “A Room of One’s Own” and “Three Guineas”. In his
opinion Woolf cannot represent women in general advocating gender equality
because of her privileged class origins. He proposes that it is only valid for Woolf to
restrict feminist ideas to her fictions. Because of their differences of gender and class
origins Xiao fails to understand the repression that Woolf had to contend with or her
struggles in becoming a writer growing up in the late Victorian era. Neither Xu’s
idealized adoration of Woolf’s feminist arguments or Xiao’s severe criticism of her
polemical essays reflect the true picture of the reception of Woolf’s feminism in
China. Only Ling Shuhua’s writing really resonates with hers or could fully identify
with Woolf’s feminist critique because of their similar experiences as women writers
growing up in patriarchal family circumstances. Ideas of gender equality had sprung
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up in China due to the New Cultural Movement, but these campaigns were also
subject to the national anti-imperialist and anti-feudal agendas of the time. The
development of feminist thinking and movements in China was still quite backward
in semi-colonized China. Little wonder, then, that Ling responded actively to
Woolf’s strong feminist ideology and articulated her own feminine experiences in her
English work Ancient Melodies.
During the period from the 1920s to the 1940s, the British Bloomsbury Group
and the Chinese Crescent Moon Society were engaged in frequent personal
communications and cultural exchanges in spite of the complicated sociopolitical
situations that both countries were experiencing. Literary modernism was not purely
an indigenous cultural product, but arose in the integration of both the oriental
classical culture and the occidental modern civilizations via a process of cultural
mobility. Woolf appropriates “Chinese eyes” to innovate in her representations of
female types and to promote the idea of women’s independence and professional
opportunities. Additionally, she assimilates philosophical connotations of her
Chinese images to experiment with artistic concepts, especially the representation of
inner reality. Unlike Woolf who, like others in the Bloomsbury Group absorbed the
influence of classical Chinese philosophical thought and aesthetics, the Chinese
modernist writers rejected these traditional values. They were more inclined to
borrow the innovative writing techniques and concept of “inner reality” from the
Western modernists, and integrate them into their stream of consciousness novels and
short stories. Besides, Woolf’s feminist thinking was also critically accepted by many
of the Chinese modernists, which facilitated the early feminist liberation movement
of Chinese women. This asymmetrical paradigm in terms of cultural mobility and
reception derives from the different imperatives of both. However, there is no doubt
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that the flow of ideas between Woolf and Ling was unique and closely linked to their
feminine experience and feminist empathy.
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Conclusion

The rapid development of transportation at the turn of twentieth century not
only transforms people’s notion of time and space, but also liberates the imagination
and creativity of artists and writers greatly. Enlightened by artistic movements such
as futurism and vorticism that advocate the beauty of speed and technology, Woolf
registers and deploys the diversified transportation modes of her times in her fictions
and essays, and imparts her delight in modern transportation and mobility in general
to her readers. My study expands on existing Woolf transportation studies that
mainly focus on the thematic connotations of physical transportation space in her
works in order to explore its critical influence on Woolf’s narrative techniques and
writing styles and on the transnational cultural mobility represented by the
interchange between her and the Chinese Crescent Moon society. The transportation
spaces in my study refer to both physical ones constructed by various means of
transportation, metaphysical ones constructed by Woolf’s protean modernist
narrative devices, and cross-cultural space in her novels. My study represents a
comprehensive study on the interrelationship between transportation technology and
Woolf’s modernist writing techniques, tracing Woolf’s eight fictions from her
relatively traditional Night and Day through her most experimental work, The
Waves, to her posthumously published work Between the Acts. As I have discussed
in the foregoing chapters, in her novels Woolf explores issues that concerned her in
relation to the patriarchal system, women’s liberation and the opportunity to engage
in professions, British imperialism, literary innovation and so on with reference to
various means of transportation and possibilities of physical mobility. In order to
represent the constant mental mobility of her characters’ thought processes, she
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develops a system of devices to represent and control her characters’ flux of
emotions and thoughts in her stream of consciousness novels. In her later period, she
extends these tropes of narrative mobility by transgressing boundaries of gender and
conventional fictional representations of temporality and genre, estranging the
reader, familiar with traditional narrative structures, through her innovative stylistic
mobility.
Woolf’s novels, as is often acknowledged, provide a lively topography and
mapping of the city of London in the early twentieth century. By investigating her
three London novels that are permeated with the dynamics streetscapes and various
means of transportation, I propose that she subverts the more traditional causal plot
structure by manipulating physical transportation and examining social mobility
before the Great War and during the postwar period, representing her characters’
emotions in their physical motion through the cityscape. In the transitional novel
Night and Day, she adapts the Victorian courtship plot by moving it from the
respectable confines of the drawing room to the dynamic and chaotic busy streets of
London. In Mrs. Dalloway, she explores the causes of war and its impacts on
different ranks of people by depicting a heterogeneous transportation space
consisting of a motor car and an aeroplane, while at the same time appropriating the
“flaneur” tradition. The depiction of various transportation means also endows this
novel with a sense of simultaneity and juxtaposition, which is peculiar to modernist
fictions. In The Years, the accurate description of transportation images and scenes
not only displays the progression of history over a period of sixty years but also
functions as a vehicle for self-exploration among middle- and upper-class women.
Modern transportation and conveyances create new public spaces for women which
in turn generate a sense of new identity or the aspiration for professional
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employment during this experience of constant mobility. My study shows that the
physical transportation means in Woolf’s London novels are employed as vehicles to
explore gender and, to a lesser extent, class mobility at the beginning of the twentieth
century.
Next my study has explored how the rapid technological developments in
transportation in Woolf’s lifetime illuminate her modernist experimentation. I have
correlated the flux of characters’ emotions, ideas, memories and thoughts in the
metaphysical world with the mobility of diverse modes of transport in the physical
world and shown that Woolf devised a system of devices to represent the flows of
her characters’ consciousness and control these in tandem with the characters’
physical motion. Investigating Woolf’s three stream of consciousness novels, I have
noted that the narrative rhythms exhibit a kinetic-static relationship, undergoing
modifications from the experimental Jacob’s Room, through the intricate structured
and densely dynamic Mrs. Dalloway to the subtle and fluid narrative techniques of
To the Lighthouse. She employs the various stimuli generated by the experience of
physical transportation to prompt and invoke her characters’ flux of emotions and
thoughts. Meanwhile, she develops systematic narrative devices to control the
characters’ stream of consciousness and direct the reader’s aesthetic engagement
with her characters. As her writing techniques become further refined, she resorts
more to subtle variations in the linguistic system or transformation of the inherent
design of the narrative, endowing her stream of consciousness novel with an
unprecedented fluency and fluidity in style.
The profuse cinematic devices adopted in Jacob’s Room endow it with the
motion-picture’s narrative jumps and spatial and temporal mobility. The repetitions
of Jacob’s three rooms in the beginning, middle and end of the fiction emit an
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accompanying sense of “aura”, constituting a frame for the novel. Woolf also uses
Jacob’s several movements in transit in the train, on a boat, or aboard omnibuses to
transport him through different stages of his life, accelerating the narrative rhythms
naturally. The characters’ stream of consciousness in this novel are transient or
fragmentary because of the elegiac style of the novel. The narrator distance is also
movable in this work because of Woolf’s intentional adoption of a feminized
narrative voice. In Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf develops a sophisticated system of devices
regulating the characters’ flow of consciousness so that the novel conveys a distinct
quality of both literal and metaphorical mobility. She situates her protagonists in
constant states of mobility, both physical and mental, thus providing a catalyst for
the narration of their emotions, thoughts and memories, both intradiegetic and
extradiegetic. The space montage centers on a motor car and an aeroplane in order to
facilitate her rapid switches of narrative viewpoint among her range of characters. It
is also significant that she devises a series of auditory and visual images to curb or
shift her characters’ streams of thoughts at will. In addition, she also exploits a
system of indicators for her readers, such as the use of parentheses, or syntactic
shorthand words such as “for”, “but” or “one”, which remind the readers of the shifts
of viewpoints or abrupt switches of consciousness. There are also several narrative
intersections for her “tunneling process” of characterization such as the physical
intersections of spatial montage where Clarissa and Septimus meet approximately in
space and another transcendental and indirect ‘meeting’ in the context of Clarissa’s
party, as she learns of his tragic death. Compared with “the dynamic ballet” of Mrs.
Dalloway, To the Lighthouse is a relatively static “poem” of psychological analysis
with its more fluent representation and exploration of the characters’ inner world.
Woolf’s employs linguistic devices for transition and implicit configurations in her
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plot design to introduce the characters’ deeper flow of emotions or thoughts. She
applies a series of affirmative words or phrases, such as “yes”, “certainly”, “of
course” to present Mrs. Ramsay’s mental activities, echoing the murmurs or the
rhythms of waves. Woolf artfully employs the seating arrangements of Mrs.
Ramsay’s dinner party to represent the intersubjective mental activities and counterconsciousness of her guests and hosts. She also devises a space montage representing
the dual transportation of Mr. Ramsay’s voyage to the lighthouse and Lily’s
metaphysical ‘voyage’ to the past during the epiphany of her painting. These types of
physical transportation together with a set of devices function as traffic signals,
regulating the flux of the characters’ consciousness in the past, present and future
and transcending spatial and temporal boundaries.
Woolf was not content with transporting her readers into the disrupted spatiotemporal world through the stream of consciousness technique, and broadens the
textual spaces by transgressing the boundaries of gender, temporality, species and
genre in her late period. In my Chapter Three I have investigated her methods of
estranging the readers from the experience of conventional realist fiction and
transporting them into a kaleidoscopic world by dismantling the conventional
structures of narrative in Orlando, The Waves and Between the Acts. Orlando
exhibits a dynamic narrative speed as well as fluidity both in temporality and in
gender transformations. Woolf appropriates Einstein’s theory of relativity in relation
to time in this novel by juxtaposing leaps of physical time with the flexibility of
Orlando’s psychological time. She constructs a heterogeneous space—the ship from
Turkey to England—to represent the mystical temporal gaps as well as Orlando’s
psychological transformation after his/her metamorphosis. Woolf’s fictional
development also charts tremendous technological transformations to show the
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temporal leaps into the modern era. Significantly, Woolf explores and integrates
Orlando’s multiple selves crossing gender and time boundaries by utilizing the
flexibility and mobility of the motor car. Woolf translates her enthusiasm for new
transport technology into the energetic narrative style of Orlando.
The study also demonstrates how Woolf integrates the genres of poetry and
fiction in The Waves, and merges drama and fiction in Between the Acts.
Accompanying her further exploration of the artistic forms and her perspectives of
“saturating every atom”, Woolf incorporates the imagery, symbolism and sound
patterns of poetry into the plots and characterizations of her fiction in The Waves.
She constructs minor leitmotifs for each abstract character, advancing the narrative
momentum by devising nine symbolic interludes and creating the rhythm of the
waves by using the monotonous and repetitive reported speech device, “said” for
each interior monologue. The delicate depictions of the characters’ transient
sensations convey the aesthetic mood of the novel’s flux and rhythmic mobility.
In Between the Acts, she represents the complexity of human minds regarding
the approaching Second World War by assimilating the elements of dramatic
performance into her fiction. She embeds the dual plots of the historical pageant and
the lives of inhabitants on the Olivers’ estate into each other by appropriating the
“three unities” of the classical play, thus creating a metaphorical structure for the
work. Woolf also employs the potentiality of prose fiction to represent the
characters’ intricate emotions and thoughts and their interpersonal conflicts and
tensions. The fragmented dialogues, sounds of animals and nature, noises of
machinery, and so on, constitute a type of heteroglossia, signifying the fragmentary
and chaotic collective consciousness of the characters in the turbulent sociopolitical
situation that faces British society in the late 1930s. Overall, in her later period,
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Woolf expands the two-dimensional space of fiction into a hybrid and kaleidoscopic
one by assimilating the merits of other genres or introducing the expedients of transgender and trans-temporality. Her later works demonstrate greater stylistic mobility,
transporting readers into a protean metaphysical world designed to expand and
diversify their aesthetic experience.
The distinct “Chinese eyes” of Woolf’s characters in her middle-period works
prompted the final chapter’s exploration of the transnational cultural exchanges
between her and certain Chinese modernist writers. The improvement in the speed
and efficiency of ocean shipping in the early twentieth century contributed to
increased cultural exchanges and mobility between British and Chinese. The
dynamic exchanges between the Bloomsbury Group and the Chinese Crescent Moon
society during the early twentieth century, both in their personal interactions and
indirect encounters through other mediums, nourished Woolf’s imagination, and
provided new materials for her creativity. Woolf creates two independent women
characters Elizabeth in Mrs. Dalloway and Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse with
distinct Chinese features, who signify a new force that transforms traditional gender
roles and norms, as well as providing a new aesthetic perspective by integrating
oriental artistic conceptions into her work. Correspondingly, Chinese modernist
writers, especially the Crescent Moon society, took a decisive approach in
introducing and translating Woolf’s concepts of creation, feminist ideas and works
for Chinese readers. Thus Woolf’s modernist writing enlightened the Chinese
modernist writers’ experimentation. Xu Zhimo, Lin Huiyin and Xiao Qian borrowed
her techniques of stream of consciousness and integrated them into their creations,
while Ling Shuhua assimilated her feminist ideas and produced her auto-biographical
novel Ancient Melodies with Woolf’s encouragement. However, this creative work
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also becomes an example of feminine solidarity between Chinese and British women
writers in the face of the violence and disruptions of the Second World War, as well
as being seen as evidence of Woolf’s orientalist attitude in the history of
transnational cultural exchanges. My study also shows that Woolf borrowed ideas
and aesthetic notions from Chinese classical culture and imported them into her
fictions, while Chinese writers primarily benefited from the fruits of Woolf’s
modernist experimentations. This asymmetric learning derives from their distinct
needs, determined by the unbalanced socio-cultural development of the respective
countries. The interactions between Woolf and Chinese modernist writers are
indicative of the lively cultural mobility and cultural exchange between the two
countries in the early twentieth century. They demonstrate that modernism was a
two-way channel of communication and transport of ideas between oriental and
occidental literary circles.
This study is the first comprehensive investigation of the interface between
transportation technology and Woolf’s fictions, covering nearly all the existing
modes of transportation in her lifetime and examining almost all of her fictions. It
illustrates how Woolf’s writings resonates with the ethos of constant mobility of her
times, and incorporates them in her fictional creations. One of the main scholarly
contributions of this study is that it makes a clear connection between the literal,
physical mobility in Woolf’s novels and more abstract, metaphorical types of
mobility, including the profound social mobility from the late Victorian era to the
George VI reign, and equally significant the ever-shifting narrative mobility of her
fictional style. These different mobilities are conceptually linked to the cultural
mobility of transnational reciprocity and the journey of modernism across the world
from Woolf’s Britain to China. As a female writer, her depiction of transportation
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especially manifests the issue of women and social and professional mobility in the
transitional period when the patriarchal system began to be systematically challenged
by intellectuals and others.
The central findings of the thesis are that it presents how the development of
transportation and traffic systems illuminate Woolf’s modernist experiment,
participants from her the deployment of stream of consciousness in her middle period
to her radical transcending of existing generic and narrative boundaries of fiction in
her later creative life. Not content with exhibiting the phenomena of speed and
physical mobility, as Futurism and Vorticism advocated when Woolf began her
writing, she endeavored to represent the capricious mobility of characters’ mental
activity, and merge the boundaries of various literary genres. One distinctive feature
of my study is that it posts a continuum of interpretations of mobility in Woolf’s
writings from literal representations of physical motion and transportation to more
figurative ones of social and gender mobility, to narrative and genre mobility and
ultimately to broader cultural mobility by investigating how Woolf and her
contemporary Chinese modernist writers interacted with each other and benefited
from cultural exchanges. Through my synthetic approach analyzing technological,
technical, narrative, stylistic and cultural investigations of Woolf’s fictions, I have
been able to demonstrate how Woolf records the pulses and movements of her times,
and arouses the reader’s sensibilities of motion and mobility through the versatile
and fluid writing techniques and styles employed in different novels of different
periods. She echoes the ethos of the industrialized and urbanized British society, and
represents its impacts on the minds of her contemporaries. Her novels register multilayered mobility both in content and in form, transporting her readers into a fluid and
kaleidoscopic fictive world through in a defamiliarizing aesthetic process.
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I must acknowledge that my study has its limitations. It has not included a close
analysis of Woolf’s essays in which she conveys her delight in her experiences of
transportation, and those critical essays where she employs transportation images or
scenes as literary tropes to articulate her vision of novelistic transformation. The
limitations of the study also meant that I was unable to explore the transportation
spaces in Woolf’s first novel The Voyage Out in which the metaphorical and
narrative functions of transportation are worthy of closer investigation. In addition, I
have come to realize that the wider connotations of spatial imagery in Jacob’s Room,
Mrs. Dalloway and The Waves register tremendous changes over a period of ten
years, which deserves more elaborate investigation in my further research work in
this area. As a woman writer who accurately registers the motion and mobility of the
early twentieth century, the differences between her representations of transportation
space and those of her male contemporaries such as E. M. Forster and D. H.
Laurence also merit deeper comparative scholarship. The complexity of Woolf’s
employment of various motifs and meanings of transportation in her works has
fascinated me, both as a critic and as a common reader. Therefore, I view my present
work more as a basis for opening up a fertile area of Woolf studies a little further,
rather than providing closure or finite conclusions.
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